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This paper gives the 2002 self-consistent set of values of the basic constants and conversion factors of
physics and chemistry recommended by the Committee on Data for Science and Technology
sCODATAd for international use. Further, it describes in detail the adjustment of the values of the
subset of constants on which the complete 2002 set of recommended values is based. Two noteworthy
additions in the 2002 adjustment are recommended values for the bound-state rms charge radii of the
proton and deuteron and tests of the exactness of the Josephson and quantum-Hall-effect relations
KJ=2e /h and RK=h /e2, where KJ and RK are the Josephson and von Klitzing constants, respectively,
e is the elementary charge, and h is the Planck constant. The 2002 set replaces the previously
recommended 1998 CODATA set. The 2002 adjustment takes into account the data considered in the
1998 adjustment as well as the data that became available between 31 December 1998, the closing date
of that adjustment, and 31 December 2002, the closing date of the new adjustment. The differences
between the 2002 and 1998 recommended values compared to the uncertainties of the latter are
generally not unreasonable. The new CODATA set of recommended values may also be found on the
World Wide Web at physics.nist.gov/constants.
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GLOSSARY

AMDC Atomic Mass Data Center, Centre de Spec-
trométrie Nucléaire et de Spectrométrie de
Masse sCSNSMd, Orsay, France

ArsXd relative atomic mass of X: ArsXd
=msXd /mu

A90 conventional unit of electric current: A90

=V90/Ω90

Å* Ångström-star: λsWKa1d=0.209 010 0 Å*
ae electron magnetic moment anomaly: ae

= sugeu−2d /2
am muon magnetic moment anomaly: am=sugmu

−2d/2
BIPM International Bureau of Weights and Mea-

sures, Sèvres, France
BNL Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton,

New York, USA
BNM Bureau national de métrologie, France
CCM Consultative Committee for Mass and Re-

lated Quantities of the CIPM
CERN European Laboratory for Particle Physics,

Geneva, Switzerland
CIPM International Committee for Weights and

Measures
CODATA Committee on Data for Science and Tech-

nology of the International Council for Sci-
ence sICSU, formerly the International
Council of Scientific Unionsd

CPT combined charge conjugation, parity inver-
sion, and time reversal

c speed of light in vacuum
d deuteron snucleus of deuterium D, or 2Hd
d220 h220j lattice spacing of an ideal crystal of

naturally occurring silicon
d220sxd h220j lattice spacing of crystal X of naturally

occurring silicon
Eb binding energy
e symbol for either member of the electron-

positron pair; when necessary, e− or e+ is
used to indicate the electron or positron

e elementary charge: absolute value of the
charge of the electron

F Faraday constant: F=NAe
FSU Friedrich-Schiller University, Jena, Ger-

many
F90 F90= sF /A90d A
G Newtonian constant of gravitation
g local acceleration of free fall
gd deuteron g-factor: gd=md /mN

ge electron g-factor: ge=2me /mB

gp proton g-factor: gp=2mp /mN

gp8 shielded proton g-factor: gp8=2mp8 /mN

gXsYd g-factor of particle X in the ground s1Sd
state of hydrogenic atom Y

gm muon g-factor: gm=2mm/se"/2mmd

GSI Gesellschaft für Schweironenforschung,
Darmstadt, Germany

Harvard Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachu-
setts, USA

h helion snucleus of 3Hed
h Planck constant; "=h /2p
HUST Huazhong University of Science and Tech-

nology, Wuhan, People’s Republic of China
ILL Institut Max von Laue-Paul Langevin,

Grenoble, France
IMGC Istituto di Metrologia “G. Colonnetti,”

Torino, Italy
IUPAC International Union of Pure and Applied

Chemistry
IRMM Institute for Reference Materials and Mea-

surements, Geel, Belgium
KRISS Korea Research Institute of Standards and

Science, Taedok Science Town, Republic of
Korea

KR/VN KRISS-VNIIM collaboration
KJ Josephson constant: KJ=2e /h
KJ−90 conventional value of the Josephson con-

stant KJ : KJ−90=483 597.9 GHz V−1

k Boltzmann constant: k=R /NA
LAMPF Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility

at Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los
Alamos, New Mexico, USA

LANL Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Ala-
mos, New Mexico, USA

LCIE Laboratoire des Industries Électriques,
Fontenay-aux-Roses, France, later part of
BNM

LKB Laboratoire Kastler-Brossel, Paris, France
LK/SY LKB and BNM-SYRTE collaboration
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA
MPQ Max-Planck-Institute für Quantenoptik,

Garching, Germany
MSL Measurement Standards Laboratory, Indus-

trial Research, Lower Hutt, New Zealand
MsXd molar mass of X: MsXd=ArsXdMu
Mu muonium sm+e− atomd
Mu molar mass constant: Mu=10−3 kg mol−1

mu unified atomic mass constant: mu

=ms12Cd /12
mX, msXd mass of X sfor the electron e, proton p, and

other elementary particles, the first symbol
is used, i.e., me, mp, etc.d

NA Avogadro constant
N/P/I NMIJ-PTB-IRMM combined result
NIM National Institute of Metrology, Beijing,

People’s Republic of China
NIST National Institute of Standards and Tech-

nology, Gaithersburg, Maryland and Boul-
der, Colorado, USA

NMIJ National Metrology Institute of Japan, Na-
tional Institute of Advanced Industrial Sci-
ence and Technology sAISTd, Tsukuba, Ja-
pan fformed as of 1 April 2001 from the
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National Research Laboratory of Metrol-
ogy sNRLMd and other laboratoriesg

NML National Measurement Laboratory, Com-
monwealth Scientific and Industrial Re-
search Organization sCSIROd, Lindfield,
Australia

NMR nuclear magnetic resonance
NPL National Physical Laboratory, Teddington,

UK
NRLM see NMIJ
n neutron
PTB Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt,

Braunschweig and Berlin, Germany
p proton
QED quantum electrodynamics
Qsx2 und probability that an observed value of chi-

square for n degrees of freedom would ex-
ceed x2

R molar gas constant
R ratio of muon anomaly difference frequency

to free proton NMR frequency
RB Birge ratio: RB= sx2 /nd1/2

Rd bound-state rms charge radius of the deu-
teron

RK von Klitzing constant: RK=h /e2

RK−90 conventional value of the von Klitzing con-
stant RK: RK−90=25 812.807 V

Rp bound-state rms charge radius of the proton
R` Rydberg constant: R`=meca2 /2h
rsxi ,xjd correlation coefficient of estimated values xi

and xj : rsxi ,xjd=usxi ,xjd / fusxidusxjdg
Sc self-sensitivity coefficient
SI International System of Units
Stanford Stanford University, Stanford, California,

USA
SYRTE Systèmes de référence Temps Espace of

BNM frenamed from Laboratorie Primaire
du Temps et des Fréquences sLPTFd of
BNM as of 1 January 2001g

T thermodynamic temperature
TR&D Tribotech Research and Development

Company, Moscow, Russian Federation
Type A evaluation of uncertainty by the statistical

analysis of series of observations
Type B evaluation of uncertainty by means other

than the statistical analysis of series of ob-
servations

t90 Celsius temperature on the International
Temperature Scale of 1990 sITS-90d

USussex University of Sussex, Sussex, UK
UVA University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Vir-

ginia, USA
UWash University of Washington, Seattle, Washing-

ton, USA
UWup University of Wuppertal, Wuppertal, Ger-

many
UZur University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland
u unified atomic mass unit: 1 u=mu

=ms12Cd /12

usxid standard uncertainty si.e., estimated stan-
dard deviationd of an estimated value xi of a
quantity Xi salso simply ud

ursxid relative standard uncertainty of an esti-
mated value xi of a quantity Xi : ursxid
=usxid / uxiu, xiÞ0 salso simply urd

usxi ,xjd covariance of estimated values xi and xj
ursxi ,xjd relative covariance of estimated values xi

and xj : ursxi ,xjd=usxi ,xjd / sxixjd
VmsSid molar volume of naturally occurring silicon
VNIIM D. I. Mendeleyev All-Russian Research In-

stitute for Metrology, St. Petersburg, Rus-
sian Federation

V90 conventional unit of voltage based on the
Josephson effect and KJ−90: V90
= sKJ−90/KJd V

WGAC Working Group on the Avogadro Constant
of the CIPM Consultative Committee for
Mass and Related Quantities sCCMd

W90 conventional unit of power: W90=V90
2 /Ω90

XROI combined x-ray and optical interferometer
xusCuKa1d Cu x unit: λsCuKa1d=1537.400 xusCuKa1d
xusMoKa1d Mo x unit: λsMoKa1d=707.831 xusMoKa1d
xsXd amount-of-substance fraction of X
Yale Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut,

USA
a fine-structure constant: a=e2 /4pe0"c

<1/137
a alpha particle snucleus of 4Hed
ΓX−908 slod ΓX−908 slod= sgX8 A90d A−1, X=p or h
Γp−908 shid Γp−908 shid= sgp8 /A90d A
gp proton gyromagnetic ratio: gp=2mp /"

gp8 shielded proton gyromagnetic ratio: gp8
=2mp8 /"

gh8 shielded helion gyromagnetic ratio: gh8
=2umh8u /"

DnMu muonium ground-state hyperfine splitting
de additive correction to the theoretical ex-

pression for the electron magnetic moment
anomaly ae

dMu additive correction to the theoretical ex-
pression for the ground-state hyperfine
splitting of muonium DnMu

dXsnLjd additive correction to the theoretical ex-
pression for an energy level of either hydro-
gen H or deuterium D with quantum num-
bers n, L, and j

dm additive correction to the theoretical ex-
pression for the muon magnetic moment
anomaly am

e0 electric constant: e0=1/m0c2

8 symbol used to relate an input datum to its
observational equation

λsXKa1d wavelength of Ka1 x-ray line of element X
λmeas measured wavelength of the 2.2 MeV cap-

ture g ray emitted in the reaction n+p→d
+g
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m symbol for either member of the muon-
antimuon pair; when necessary, m− or m+ is
used to indicate the negative muon or posi-
tive muon

mB Bohr magneton: mB=e" /2me
mN nuclear magneton: mN=e" /2mp
mXsYd magnetic moment of particle X in atom Y
m0 magnetic constant: m0=4p310−7 N/A2

mX,mX8 magnetic moment, or shielded magnetic
moment, of particle X

n degrees of freedom of a particular adjust-
ment

nsfpd difference between muonium hyperfine-
splitting Zeeman transition frequencies n34
and n12 at a magnetic flux density B corre-
sponding to the free-proton NMR fre-
quency fp

s Stefan-Boltzmann constant: s=p2k4/60"3c2

t symbol for either member of the tau-antitau
pair; when necessary, t− or t+ is used to in-
dicate the negative tau or positive tau

x2 the statistic “chi square”
Ω90 conventional unit of resistance based on the

quantum Hall effect and RK−90: Ω90
= sRK/RK−90d V

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

The Task Group on Fundamental Constants of the
Committee on Data for Science and Technology
sCODATAd was established in 1969 to periodically pro-
vide the scientific and technological communities with a
self-consistent set of internationally recommended val-
ues of the basic constants and conversion factors of
physics and chemistry based on all the relevant data
available at a given point in time. CODATA itself, es-
tablished three years earlier as an interdisciplinary com-
mittee of the international Council for Science, seeks to
improve the quality, reliability, processing, management,
and accessibility of data of importance to science and
technology.

This report, prepared by the authors under the aus-
pices of the Task Group, gives the 2002 CODATA set of
recommended values of the constants and describes in
detail the 2002 adjustment of the values of the subset of
constants on which it is based. The 2002 set replaces its
immediate predecessor, the 1998 set, which resulted
from the 1998 adjustment also carried out by the authors
under Task Group auspices. The detailed report of the
1998 adjustment was published in the April 2000 issue of
this journal sMohr and Taylor, 2000d, and for conve-
nience is referred to as “CODATA-98” throughout this
article. fEssentially the same paper was published in the
Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data sMohr
and Taylor, 1999d.g

The two sets of recommended values of the constants
provided by CODATA prior to the 1998 set are the 1973

set sCohen and Taylor, 1973d, which was the first from
CODATA, and the 1986 set sCohen and Taylor, 1987d.
Of course, as discussed in CODATA-98, there had been
many other adjustments of the values of the constants
during the previous decades; these extend back to the
origin of such endeavors, the pioneering effort of R. T.
Birge in the late 1920s, which was published starting on
page one of the first issue of this journal sBirge, 1929d.
Also discussed in CODATA-98 is the Task Group’s con-
clusion that, because data that impact our knowledge of
the values of the constants become available nearly con-
tinuously, and because the Web allows the rapid and
wide diffusion of information, 13 years between adjust-
ments is no longer acceptable. By taking advantage of
the high degree of computerization incorporated by the
authors in the 1998 adjustment, the Task Group decided
to issue a new set of recommended values at least every
four years.

The 2002 CODATA set of recommended values of
the constants, which first became available 9 December
2003 at http://physics.nist.gov/constants sa Web site of
the NIST Fundamental Constants Data Centerd, is the
initial set of constants resulting from the new four-year
cycle, as is this report. In anticipation of the new sched-
ule, sufficient detail was included in CODATA-98 to al-
low the reports that describe future adjustments to be
more succinct and to focus mainly on the new results
that become available between adjustments. The many
references to CODATA-98 throughout this text are a
reflection of this approach.

In keeping with the above, we note that Sec. I.A of
CODATA-98 discusses the motivation for carrying out
adjustments of the values of the constants and the ben-
efits that result from doing so; and Sec. I.B describes our
approach to the topics, “units, quantity symbols, numeri-
cal values, calculations,” which in fact is quite straight-
forward. In brief, we use the units of the International
System of Units sSId sTaylor, 1995; BIPM, 1998d; the gen-
erally accepted symbols for quantities and units and
their generally accepted typefaces sCohen and Giacomo,
1987; IEC, 1992; ISO, 1993b; Mills et al. 1993d; and rec-
ognize that a quantity A can be written as A= hAj fAg,
where hAj is the numerical value of A when A is ex-
pressed in the unit fAg sISO, 1993bd. This leads to hAj
=A / fAg, where A / fAg is interpreted to mean the ratio of
the quantity A to a quantity of the same kind with the
value 1 fAg.

With regard to our numerical calculations, the reader
should bear in mind that most are carried out with more
digits than are displayed in the text in order to avoid
rounding errors. It is especially critical to recognize this
fact in connection with correlation coefficients near
unity, for which we only show three digits for simplicity.
Data with more figures are available on request.

B. Uncertainties

Our approach to uncertainty assignment, a most im-
portant concern in adjustments of the values of the con-
stants, is discussed at length in Sec. I.C of CODATA-98.
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A key point is that we follow the approach of the Guide
to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement sISO,
1993a; Taylor and Kuyatt, 1994d, which in fact has been
used in the precision measurement-fundamental con-
stants field for many years.

The standard uncertainty usyd sor simply ud of a result
y is taken to represent the estimated standard deviation
sthe square root of the varianced of y. If the result y is
obtained as a function of estimated values xi of other
quantities, then the standard uncertainty usyd is ob-
tained by combining the individual standard uncertainty
components usxid, and covariances usxi ,xjd where appro-
priate, using the law of propagation of uncertainty. The
relative standard uncertainty of a result y, ursyd sor sim-
ply urd, is defined by ursyd=usyd / uyu, if yÞ0, with an
analogous definition for individual components of uncer-
tainty. Further, the evaluation of a standard uncertainty
by the statistical analysis of series of observations is
termed a Type A evaluation, while an evaluation by
means other than the statistical analysis of series of ob-
servations is termed a Type B evaluation.

A numerical result is usually written as, for example,

y = 1234.567 89s12d 3 10−10 U f9.7 3 10−8g , s1d

where U represents a unit symbol and the number in
parentheses is the numerical value of the standard un-
certainty of y referred to the last digits of the quoted
value. The number in square brackets is ursyd. In gen-
eral, numbers with more than four digits on either side
of the decimal point are written with the figures in
groups of three starting from the decimal point. An ex-
ception is that when there is a single separated figure
followed by a two-figure standard uncertainty in paren-
theses, the single figure is grouped with the previous
three figures; thus 1.234 5678s12d. Also, a numerical
value written as, for example, 12 345.6s1.2d means that
the standard uncertainty of the figures 5.6 is 1.2.

C. Data categorization, selection, and evaluation
procedures

Our approach to the subjects of data categorization,
selection, and evaluation procedures is thoroughly cov-
ered in Secs. I.D and I.E of CODATA-98. In brief, we
treat essentially all quantities on an equal footing—we
abandon the earlier categories of “stochastic input data”
and “auxiliary constants.” Nevertheless, as in the 1998
adjustment, in a few instances a constant that enters the
analysis of input data is taken as a fixed quantity rather
than an adjusted quantity. In the extreme case, the con-
stant is treated as fixed everywhere it appears, because
the data that enter the adjustment have a negligible ef-
fect on its value. In the intermediate case, a constant is
taken as fixed in some contexts and a variable in others,
because in those contexts in which it is taken as a fixed
quantity the data that enter the adjustment again have a
negligible effect on its value. However, in such cases,
rather than use arbitrary values for the fixed constants,
we effectively use the 2002 recommended values by iter-

ating the least-squares adjustment several times and re-
placing the fixed values by the adjusted values after each
iteration.

Our criteria for the selection of data for the 2002 ad-
justment are similar to those for the 1998 adjustment.
First, any datum considered for the 2002 adjustment had
to be nominally available by 31 December 2002. How-
ever, in a few cases, because of the exceptional impor-
tance of the datum, the 31 December 2002 closing date
was extended. Second, as in the 1998 adjustment, each
datum considered for the 2002 adjustment had to have a
standard uncertainty u sufficiently small that its weight
w=1/u2 was nontrivial in comparison with the weight of
other directly measured values of the same quantity.
Thus, in most cases, a result was not considered if its
standard uncertainty was more than about five times the
standard uncertainty of other similar results.

Third, sufficient information to allow a valid standard
uncertainty to be assigned to a datum had to be pub-
lished in an archival journal. In general, a Ph.D. thesis
with no other publication is not a sufficient basis for
including the result of an experiment or calculation that
is otherwise unpublished. On the other hand, in the case
of an established group with an ongoing project, a pri-
vate communication or article in a conference proceed-
ings can be considered sufficient documentation, at the
discretion of the Task Group.

Finally, we note that the data evaluation procedures
used in the 2002 adjustment are the same as those used
in the 1998 adjustment, namely, we employ in our analy-
sis the standard least-squares algorithm for correlated
data, as described in Appendix E of CODATA-98.

D. Time variation of the constants

There has been increased interest recently in the sub-
ject of the possible temporal variation of the values of
certain fundamental constants, no doubt engendered by
the publication over the last several years of results,
based on measurements of the absorption line spectra of
light reaching earth from distant quasars after passing
through gas surrounding an intervening galaxy, that ap-
pear to show that some 1010 years ago the value of the
fine-structure constant a was smaller than the current
value by approximately the fractional amount 6310−6.
fSee, for example, Webb et al. s2003d as well as the re-
cent review of the subject of the time variation of the
values of the constants by Uzan s2003d. Results of two
recent laboratory tests of the temporal variation of the
values of combinations of different constants, based on
the comparison of ultraprecise atomic clocks, are re-
ported by Bize et al. s2003d and Marion et al. s2003d. See
also the paper by Karshenboim s2000bd.g

It should be recognized, however, that although this is
a quite important subject with implications for physics at
its most fundamental level, experiments show that any
current temporal variation in the values of the constants
is extremely small and thus irrelevant as far as the set of
recommended values of the constants is concerned. sAt
present, the most accurately measured fundamental con-
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stants have relative standard uncertainties that exceed
10−12, which is still much larger than current limits on the
temporal variation in the values of the constants over a
decade.d

E. Outline of paper

This report is structured in a similar way to
CODATA-98. Section II discusses special quantities and
units such as the speed of light in vacuum and the con-
ventional values KJ−90 and RK−90 of the Josephson and
von Klitzing constants, respectively.

Section III, together with Appendixes A–E, arguably
the most important portions of the paper, are devoted to
the review of all the available experimental and theoret-
ical data that might be relevant to the 2002 adjustment.
Although only four years separate the 31 December
1998 and 31 December 2002 closing dates of the 1998
and 2002 adjustments, there are many new and impor-
tant results to consider. The new experimental informa-
tion includes improved values of the relative atomic
masses of 3He, 4He, 16O, 36Ar, and 133Cs; a more accu-
rate value of the 1S1/2–2S1/2 transition frequency in hy-
drogen; a new result for the bound-state rms charge ra-
dius of the proton Rp; highly accurate measurements
related to the bound-state g-factor of the electron in hy-
drogenlike 12C and 16O, which provide a more accurate
value of the relative atomic mass of the electron Arsed; a
new, quite accurate measurement of the muon magnetic
moment anomaly am; an accurate value of h /msCsd,
where h is the Planck constant and msCsd is the mass of
the 133Cs atom, which provides a new, highly accurate
value of a; a result for the molar volume of silicon
VmsSid and important new experimental findings con-
cerning previous measurements of the h220j lattice spac-
ing of particular crystals of silicon; new measurements of
the Newtonian constant of gravitation G; and new mea-
surements of the fine structure of 4He.

The new theoretical information includes significant
advances in the theory of hydrogen and deuterium en-
ergy levels sAppendix Ad, the electron and muon mag-
netic moment anomalies ae and am sAppendixes B and
Cd, the electron bound-state g-factor in hydrogenic ions
with nuclear-spin quantum number i=0 sAppendix Dd,

the ground-state hyperfine splitting of muonium DnMu
sthe m+e− atom; Appendix Ed, and the fine structure of
4He.

It should be noted that, to avoid confusion, we follow
our 1998 practice of identifying a result by its year of
formal publication rather than the year the result be-
came available.

Section IV describes the analysis of the data. Their
consistency and potential impact on the determination
of the 2002 recommended values is examined by first
comparing directly measured values of the same quan-
tity, then comparing directly measured values of differ-
ent quantities through a third quantity such as a or h
that can be inferred from the values of the directly mea-
sured quantities, and finally by the method of least
squares. Based on these investigations, the final set of
input data to be used in the 2002 adjustment is selected.
sNote that summaries of the values of a and h, including
relevant section and equation numbers, may be found in
Tables XV and XVI, respectively.d

A new addition to the analysis is an investigation, dis-
cussed in Appendix F, of the effect of relaxing the as-
sumptions KJ=2e /h and RK=h /e2 se is the elementary
charged, which are a basic part of the theory of the Jo-
sephson and quantum Hall effects.

Section V presents, in several tables, the 2002
CODATA recommended values of the basic constants
and conversion factors of physics and chemistry, includ-
ing the covariance matrix of a selected group of con-
stants.

Section VI concludes the main text with a comparison
of the 2002 and 1998 recommended values of the con-
stants, a discussion of the implications for physics and
metrology of the 2002 values and adjustment, and sug-
gestions for future work that could significantly advance
our knowledge of the values of the constants.

II. SPECIAL QUANTITIES AND UNITS

Some important special quantities and units are
briefly recalled in the following sections; see
CODATA-98 for details. Table I gives those special
quantities whose numerical values are exactly defined.

TABLE I. Some exact quantities relevant to the 2002 adjustment.

Quantity Symbol Value

Speed of light in vacuum c, c0 299 792 458 m s−1

Magnetic constant m0 4p310−7 N A−2=12.566 370 614... 310−7 N A−2

Electric constant e0 sm0c2d−1=8.854 187 817... 310−12 F m−1

Relative atomic mass of 12C Ars
12Cd 12

Molar mass constant Mu 10−3 kg mol−1

Molar mass of 12C, Ars
12CdMu Ms12Cd 12310−3 kg mol−1

Conventional value of Josephson constant KJ−90 483 597.9 GHz V−1

Conventional value of von Klitzing constant RK−90 25 812.807 V
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A. Speed of light in vacuum c and realization of the meter

The current definition of the meter—“The meter is
the length of path traveled by light in vacuum in
1/299 792 458 of a second”—fixes the speed of light in
vacuum to be exactly c=299 792 458 m/s sBIPM, 1998d.
In practice, the most widely used method to realize the
meter is by means of one of the radiations and its stated
frequency or wavelength recommended by the Interna-
tional Committee for Weights and Measures sCIPM, Co-
mité international des poids et mesured given in its peri-
odically revised Mise en pratique of the definition of the
meter. The current version was published in 2003
sQuinn, 2003d; the recent reviews of Helmcke and Rie-
hle s2001d and Helmcke s2003d are also relevant. It is
also noteworthy, as pointed out by Task-Group member
S. Karshenboim, that the relative standard uncertainties
assigned to some of the CIPM recommended transition
frequencies are comparable to the limits of the time
variation of certain combinations of constants obtained
by comparing the frequencies of ultraprecise atomic
clocks ssee Sec. I.Dd.

B. Magnetic constant m0 and electric constant e0

The SI definition of the ampere sBIPM, 1998d, to-
gether with the equation that gives the force per length
between two straight, parallel conductors in vacuum, of
infinite length and negligible cross section, implies that
the magnetic constant m0, also called the permeability of
vacuum, is an exact quantity with the value given in
Table I. Since the electric constant, also called the per-
mittivity of vacuum, is related to m0 by e0=1/m0c2, it too
is an exact quantity. fNote that here and in the rest of
this paper, we use the convention that a /bc;a / sbcd for
equations written in the text or tables.g

C. Electron volt eV, unified atomic mass unit u, and
related quantities

The electron volt, which is the kinetic energy acquired
by an electron traversing a potential difference of 1 V in
vacuum, is related to the joule by 1 eV= se /Cd J<1.60
310−19 J, where e is the elementary charge and e /C is
the numerical value of e when e is expressed in the unit
coulomb.

The unified atomic mass unit u is 1
12 times the mass

ms12Cd of a free snoninteractingd neutral atom of carbon
12 at rest and in its ground state: 1 u=mu= 1

12ms12Cd
<1.66310−27 kg, where the quantity mu is the atomic
mass constant.

The relative atomic mass ArsXd of an elementary par-
ticle, atom, or more generally an entity X, is defined by
ArsXd=msXd /mu, where msXd is the mass of X. Thus
ArsXd is the numerical value of msXd when msXd is ex-
pressed in u, and evidently Ars

12Cd=12. fFor particles
such as the electron e and proton p, the symbol mX
rather than msXd is used to denote the mass.g

One mole is the amount of substance of a collection of
as many specified entities X as there are atoms in
0.012 kg of carbon 12, where it is understood that the
carbon atoms are free, neutral, at rest, and in their
ground state. This number of atoms per mole is the
Avogadro constant NA<6.0231023 mol−1. The amount
of substance corresponding to N specific entities is n
=N /NA. For convenience we introduce the molar mass
constant Mu defined by Mu=NAmu=10−3 kg mol−1, and
the molar mass MsXd of entity X is MsXd=ArsXdMu.

D. Josephson effect and Josephson constant KJ

When a Josephson device, or junction, is irradiated
with electromagnetic radiation of frequency f, its current
vs voltage curve exhibits current steps at precisely quan-
tized Josephson voltages UJ. The voltage of the nth step,
n an integer, is related to f by UJsnd=nf /KJ, where KJ is
the Josephson constant.

An extensive body of experimental and theoretical
evidence supports the relation

KJ =
2e

h
< 483 598 GHz/V, s2d

where as usual e is the elementary charge and h is the
Planck constant.

The Josephson effect was predicted by Brian Joseph-
son over 40 years ago sJosephson, 1962d, hence it is a
rather mature field. Current research of interest here
focuses on improving practical voltage standards based
on the Josephson effect, including arrays of thousands of
Josephson junctions in series that enable present-day Jo-
sephson voltage standards to be programmable and to
provide highly accurate voltages at the 10 V level; see
the recent reviews by Hamilton s2000d, Behr et al.
s2002d, and Kohlmann et al. s2003d.

The comparison of different kinds of arrays, and the
Josephson voltage standards of different laboratories, is
an important aspect of the current research effort. Three
recent array comparisons are worthy of special mention.
Krasnopolin et al. s2002d showed that the voltage differ-
ence of two superconductor-insulator-normal metal-
insulator-superconductor or SINIS arrays of 4086
Nb/Al/AlOx /Al/AlOx /Al/Nb junctions snominally two
halves of a 1 V array with 8192 junctionsd, each array
generating about 0.6 V, was ,1.2310−17 V. Jeanneret
et al. s2001d showed that the 1 V output of a
superconductor-normal metal-superconductor or SNS
array of 32 768 Nb/PdAu/Nb junctions and of a com-
mercial superconductor-insulator-superconductor or SIS
array of 20 208 Nb/AlOx /Nb junctions differed by the
fractional amount 1.4s3.4d310−10. And Klushin et al.
s2002d showed, within the 2310−8 standard uncertainty
of the experiment, the equivalency of KJ in the high-
temperature superconductor YBa2Cu3O7 and of KJ in a
SINIS array of the previously described type. This was
done by comparing the approximate 10 mV output of
136 of the 512 junctions of a YBa2Cu3O7 bicrystal array
to a voltage of 10 mV generated by the SINIS array.
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fFor other recent comparisons, see Reymann et al.
s1999d; Reymann et al. s2001d; Behr et al. s2003d; Lo-Hive
et al. s2003d.g In summary, all of the results obtained dur-
ing the last four years continue to support the view that
KJ is a constant of nature and equal to 2e /h.

E. Quantum Hall effect and von Klitzing constant RK

For a fixed current I through a quantum Hall effect
device of the usual Hall-bar geometry—either a hetero-
structure or metal oxide semiconductor field-effect tran-
sistor sMOSFETd—there are regions in the curve of Hall
voltage UH vs applied magnetic flux density B for a het-
erostructure, or of UH vs gate voltage Ug for a
MOSFET, where the Hall voltage UH remains constant
as B or Ug is varied. These regions of constant UH are
called quantized Hall resistance plateaus, because in the
limit of zero dissipation in the direction of current flow,
the Hall resistance of the ith plateau RHsid=UHsid /I is
quantized: RH=RK/ i, where i is an integer and RK is the
von Klitzing constant, after Klaus von Klitzing, who dis-
covered the quantum Hall effect nearly 25 years ago
svon Klitzing et al., 1980d. We are concerned here only
with the integer quantum Hall effect. As for the
Josephson-effect relation KJ=2e /h, there is an impres-
sive body of evidence, both experimental and theoreti-
cal, that supports the relation

RK =
h

e2 =
m0c

2a
< 25 813 V , s3d

where as usual a is the fine-structure constant.
Being nearly 25 years old, the integer quantum Hall

effect, like the Josephson effect, is a mature subject.
However, considerable theoretical work is still underway
to better understand the rather remarkable exactness of
the quantization of the Hall resistance and the exactness
of Eq. s3d. The fact that RK appears to be completely
independent of sample geometry, sample material, step
number i, etc., is a continuing surprise. A review for the
nonexpert of progress in understanding the quantum
Hall effect in terms of a topological invariant known as a
Chern number is given by Avron et al. s2003d.

The focus of the current experimental work on the
quantum Hall effect of interest here continues to be the
establishment of the criteria that must be met to accu-
rately measure RK, as well as the use of the quantum
Hall effect in metrology, especially as a practical stan-
dard of resistance; comparisons of the resistance stan-
dards of different laboratories remains a part of the lat-
ter effort. For some recent results regarding quantum
Hall effect measurement criteria, see Jeckelmann et al.
s2001d and Delahaye and Jeckelmann s2003d. Reviews of
the application of the quantum Hall effect to metrology,
including the currently quite active field of the ac mea-
surement of the quantized Hall resistance RHsid, as well
as the calibration of capacitance standards in terms of
RK, are given by Witt s1998d; Piquemal s1999d; Jeckel-
mann s2001d; Jeckelmann and Jeanneret s2001, 2003d;
Bachmair et al. s2003d. Results of some recent compari-

sons of quantum Hall effect resistance standards are re-
ported by Delahaye et al. s2000d, Satrapinski et al. s2001d,
and Nakanishi et al. s2002d. Intriguing work to create
large arrays of quantum Hall effect devices in parallel to
provide highly accurate quantized resistances that are
large submultiples of RK, for example, RK/100 and
RK/200, has been carried out by Poirier et al. s2002d. As
for the Josephson constant KJ=2e /h, all of the results
obtained during the last four years continue to support
the view that RK is a constant of nature and equal to
h /e2.

F. Conventional Josephson and von Klitzing constants
KJ−90 and RK−90 and conventional electric units

On 1 January 1990, to establish worldwide uniformity
in the measurement of voltage and resistance and other
electric quantities, the CIPM introduced new, practical
representations of the volt V and ohm V based on the
Josephson effect and quantum Hall effect, respectively,
and conventional sthat is, adoptedd values of KJ and RK.
These assigned exact values are sQuinn, 1989d

KJ−90 = 483 597.9 GHz/V, s4ad

RK−90 = 25 812.807 V . s4bd

For the purpose of least-squares adjustments of the
values of the constants, it is useful to interpret the
CIPM’s adoption of KJ−90 and RK−90 as establishing con-
ventional, practical units of voltage and resistance V90
and Ω90 defined by

KJ = 483 597.9 GHz/V90, s5ad

RK = 25 812.807 Ω90. s5bd

sV90 and Ω90 are printed in italic type in recognition of
the fact that they are physical quantities.d The conven-
tional units V90 and Ω90, which are readily realized in the
laboratory srelative uncertainty of ,10−9 at the 1 V level
and relative uncertainty approaching 10−9 at the 1 V
level, respectivelyd, are related to the SI units V and V
by

V90 =
KJ−90

KJ
V, s6ad

Ω90 =
RK

RK−90
V , s6bd

which follow from Eqs. s4d and s5d.
Other conventional electric units follow directly from

V90 and Ω90, for example, the conventional units of elec-
tric current I and power P: A90=V90/Ω90 and W90

=V90
2 /Ω90. Equations analogous to Eqs. s6ad and s6bd can

be readily written for A90 and W90, and of course for
other conventional electric units as well.

It follows from the above discussion that for a voltage
U,
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U =
U

V90
V90 =

U

V90

KJ−90

KJ
V. s7d

That is, the numerical value of U when U is expressed in
the SI unit V, is equal to the numerical value of U when
U is expressed in the conventional unit V90 multiplied by
the ratio KJ−90/KJ. Similar expressions apply to other
electric quantities and may be found in CODATA-98. In
the 2002 adjustment, as in the 1998 adjustment, all
electric-unit–dependent input data are expressed in
terms of conventional electric units.

G. Acceleration of free fall g

As noted in CODATA-98, the acceleration of free
fall, also called the acceleration due to gravity, is not
really a constant: its fractional variation with height near
the Earth’s surface is −3310−7 /m, its fractional variation
from equator to pole is about 0.5%, and it can have
significant fractional variations over a day at a fixed lati-
tude, for example, of order 2310−7 at 40° latitude, due
mostly to the varying influences of the moon and sun.
For reference purposes, principally to calculate the now
obsolete unit kilogram force, a conventional value called
“standard acceleration due to gravity,” given by gn
=9.806 65 m/s2, was adopted in 1903 by the General
Conference on Weights and Measures sCGPM, Con-
férence général des poids et mesuresd sBIPM, 1998d.

As also noted in CODATA-98, highly accurate and
portable absolute gravimeters are commercially avail-
able that allow g to be measured with ur,10−8. This
comparatively small uncertainty has been demonstrated
by periodic international comparisons of gravimeters at
the International Bureau of Weights and Measures
sBIPM, Bureau international des poids et mesures,
Sèvres, Franced; the two most recent comparisons, the
fifth and sixth, were carried out in 1997 sRobertsson et
al., 2001d and 2001 sVitushkin et al., 2002d. Further, a
comparison at Stanford University sPeters et al., 2001d of
the value of g measured with a type of commercial
gravimeter in common use and the value measured with
an atom interferometer yielded the result uDgu /g=7s7d
310−9.

The most accurate measurement of a fundamental
constant requiring a reliable value of g is the most recent
watt-balance determination of KJ

2RK, in which a force is
determined from the weight of a standard of mass and
the value of g at the site of the experiment ssee Sec.
III.G.2d. Although the uncertainty ur=8.7310−8 as-
signed to the resulting value of KJ

2RK is at least a factor
of 10 larger than the uncertainty in g as measured by an
absolute gravimeter, the future goal of determining
KJ

2RK with ur,10−8 by a number of laboratories in their
quest to find a replacement for the artifact international
prototype of the kilogram will certainly challenge the
existing gravimeter technology. sA number of papers on
various aspects of absolute gravimetry may be found in a
special issue of Metrologia, Vol. 39, No. 5, 2002, includ-
ing a review by Faller, 2002d.

III. REVIEW OF DATA

We review in this portion of the paper the experimen-
tal data relevant to the 2002 adjustment of the values
of the constants. As discussed in Appendix E of
CODATA-98, in a least-squares analysis of the funda-
mental constants the numerical data, both experimental
and theoretical, also called observational data or input
data, are expressed as functions of a set of independent
variables called adjusted constants. The functions that
relate the input data to the adjusted constants are called
observational equations, and the least-squares procedure
provides best estimated values, in the least-squares
sense, of the adjusted constants. The focus of this Re-
view of Data section is thus the identification and discus-
sion of the input data and observational equations of
interest for the 2002 adjustment. Although not all obser-
vational equations that we use are explicitly given in the
text, all are summarized in Tables XIX and XXI of Sec.
IV.B.

A. Relative atomic masses

The relative atomic masses ArsXd of a number of par-
ticles and atoms are important for the 2002 adjustment,
as they were for the 1998 adjustment. In the current
effort, the relative atomic masses of the electron Arsed,
proton Arspd, neutron Arsnd, helion Arshd snucleus of the
3He atomd, alpha particle Arsad, hydrogenic 16O ion
Ars

16O7+d, and cesium-133 atom Ars
133Csd are included

in the set of adjusted constants. The relevant data are
summarized in Tables II–IV, and are discussed in the
following sections. However, those data that were also
used in the 1998 adjustment are only briefly touched

TABLE II. Values of the relative atomic masses of various
neutral atoms as given in the 1995 update to the 1993 atomic
mass evaluation together with the defined value for 12C.

Atom
Relative atomic

mass ArsXd
Relative standard

uncertainty ur

1H 1.007 825 032 14s35d 3.5310−10

2H 2.014 101 777 99s36d 1.8310−10

3He 3.016 029 309 70s86d 2.8310−10

4He 4.002 603 2497s10d 2.5310−10

12C 12 sexactd
16O 15.994 914 6221s15d 9.4310−11

28Si 27.976 926 5327s20d 7.0310−11

29Si 28.976 494 719s30d 1.0310−9

30Si 29.973 770 218s45d 1.5310−9

36Ar 35.967 546 28s27d 7.6310−9

38Ar 37.962 732 16s53d 1.4310−8

40Ar 39.962 383 1232s30d 7.6310−11

107Ag 106.905 0930s60d 5.6310−8

109Ag 108.904 7555s34d 3.1310−8

133Cs 132.905 4469s32d 2.4310−8
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upon, since they are thoroughly reviewed in CODATA-
98.

1. Atomic mass evaluation

Values of ArsXd for the neutral atoms of interest in
the 2002 adjustment are listed in Table II, and the sig-

nificant covariances of these values are given in Table V
of CODATA-98. These data are taken from the 1995
update by Audi and Wapstra s1995d of their 1993 atomic
mass evaluation sAudi and Wapstra, 1993d. A more ex-
tensive version of the 1995 update can be found at www-
csnsm.in2p3.fr/amdc, the Web site of the Atomic Mass
Data Center sAMDCd, Centre de Spectrométrie Nu-
cléaire et de Spectrométrie de Masse sCSNSMd, Orsay,
France. Results of the 2003 atomic mass evaluation
sAME2003d of Audi et al. s2003d; Wapstra et al. s2003d
appeared in late 2003 and hence were not available in
time for the 2002 CODATA adjustment. In place of the
AMDC 1995 values for Ars

3Hed, Ars
4Hed, Ars

16Od,
Ars

36Ard, and Ars
133Csd listed in Table II, we use the

more recent values listed in Table III, to which the fol-
lowing comments apply. fThe values we use for Arsed
and Arspd are also listed in Table III and are discussed in
Secs. III.A.4.a and III.A.4.bg

a. Ars
3Hed

The value of Ars
3Hed resulting from the 1995 update

and listed in Table II is to a large extent determined by

TABLE III. Values of the relative atomic masses of various
particles and neutral atoms that have become available since
the 1995 update to the 1993 atomic mass evaluation. The first
two entries were used in the 1998 CODATA adjustment.

Particle
or atom

Relative atomic
mass ArsXd

Relative standard
uncertainty ur

e 0.000 548 579 9111s12d 2.1310−9

p 1.007 276 466 89s14d 1.4310−10

3He 3.016 029 3184s58d 1.9310−9

4He 4.002 603 254 152s56d 1.4310−11

16O 15.994 914 619 51s16d 1.0310−11

36Ar 35.967 545 105s29d 8.1310−10

133Cs 132.905 451 931s27d 2.0310−10

TABLE IV. Ground-state ionization energies for 1H and 2H, and for neutral and ionized 3He, 4He,
12C, and 16O, where E represents EI or Eb as appropriate ssee textd.

Atom Ionization energy
or ion s107 m−1d seVd 109E /muc2

1H 1.096 787 717 13.5984 14.5985

2H 1.097 086 146 13.6021 14.6025

3He I 1.983 002 24.5861 26.3942
3He II 4.388 892 54.4153 58.4173

3He total 6.371 894 79.0014 84.8115

4He I 1.983 107 24.5874 26.3956
4He II 4.389 089 54.4178 58.4199

4He total 6.372 195 79.0051 84.8155

12C I 0.908 204 11.2603 12.0884
12C II 1.966 647 24.3833 26.1766
12C III 3.862 410 47.8878 51.4096
12C IV 5.201 784 64.4939 69.2370
12C V 31.624 23 392.0905 420.9265
12C VI 39.520 614 489.9931 526.0293

12C total 83.083 89 1030.1089 1105.8674

16O I 1.098 37 13.6181 14.6196
16O II 2.832 71 35.1211 37.7041
16O III 4.430 85 54.9355 58.9757
16O IV 6.243 82 77.4135 83.1068
16O V 9.186 57 113.8989 122.2755
16O VI 11.140 10 138.1196 148.2775
16O VII 59.630 73 739.3268 793.7000
16O VIII 70.283 935 871.4097 935.4968

16O total 164.847 08 2043.8432 2194.1559
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the value for Ars
3Hed obtained by the University of

Washington, Seattle, WA, USA group sVan Dyck et al.,
1993, 1995d. During the course of subsequent work to
determine Ars

16Od and Ars
4Hed with unprecedented ac-

curacy sdiscussed belowd, it was discovered that the mag-
netic flux density in the earlier University of Washington
Penning trap mass spectrometer varied unexpectedly
during the course of a run, which could last many days.
Consequently, the cyclotron frequency of the helium-3
sor otherd ion was not being measured in the same B as
was the cyclotron frequency of the reference carbon-12
ion sVan Dyck et al., 2001; Van Dyck, 2003ad. Thus, at
the suggestion of Van Dyck s2003ad, we “correct” for
this effect by increasing the University of Washington
group’s result for Ars

3Hed by the same fractional amount
that their new result for Ars

4Hed has increased relative
to its earlier value, which was presumably obtained
when the variation in B that influenced the earlier value
of Ars

3Hed was still present. The scaled result is
Ars

3Hed=3.016 029 313 28s98d f3.2310−10g. This scaled
value is then combined with the result Ars

3Hed
=3.016 029 3235s28d f9.4310−10g reported by the
SMILETRAP ssee subsequent paragraphd group sFri-
tioff et al., 2001d in the following way: Each is assumed
to be equally likely and each is modeled by a normal
distribution with expectation and standard deviation
sstandard uncertaintyd as quoted, except that the stan-
dard deviation of the University of Washington value is
increased to that of the SMILETRAP value in order to
account for the possibility that the scaling does not com-
pletely eliminate the error. The value given in Table III
is then simply the expectation and standard deviation of
the equally weighted sum of the two distributions.

SMILETRAP is a hyperbolic Penning trap mass spec-
trometer at the Manne Siegbahn Laboratory sMSLd,
Stockholm, Sweden. It operates at room temperature in
a magnetic flux density B=4.7 T and is connected to an
electron-beam ion source called CRYSIS, which is able
to produce highly charged ions of nearly any stable ele-
ment. Relative atomic masses are determined from the
ratio of the cyclotron frequency of the ion of interest to
that of another ion of known relative atomic mass used
as a reference, most often 1H2

+. In the latter case, the
value of Ars

1H2
+d is calculated using the University of

Washington value of Arspd in Eq. s11d, the hydrogen ion-
ization energy, the molecular binding energy, and the
average molecular vibrational energy. The cyclotron
resonance frequencies are determined by a method in
which the ions are ejected from the trap and their time
of flight to a distant detector is measured. The SMILE-
TRAP result for Ars

3Hed is based on measurements of
the cyclotron frequency ratio fcs

3He2+d / fcs
1H2

+d. The in-
fluence of changes in B on the cyclotron frequency ratio
is reduced to below the fractional amount 10−10 by mea-
suring the ratio in less than 2 minutes. For a detailed
description of SMILETRAP, see Bergströom, Carlberg,
et al. s2002d.

b. Ars
4Hed

The value of Ars
4Hed in Table III is that obtained by

the University of Washington group sVan Dyck, 2003bd
using the significantly improved mass spectrometer dis-
cussed in CODATA-98 in connection with the group’s
determination of Arspd, which was the spectrometer’s
first significant application. It is based on measurements
of the cyclotron frequency ratio fcs

4He2+d / fcs
12C6+d car-

ried out in eight runs from November 2000 to August
2002, each run lasting between 8 and 18 days. The reso-
lution of the spectrometer is about 1 part in 1011 and is
limited mainly by the approximately 5310−12/h frac-
tional stability of the 6.0 T magnetic flux density in the
Penning trap over the hundreds of hours duration of a
typical run. The largest fractional correction applied to
the data was −202s9d310−12 to account for the effect of
the image charge in the trap electrodes.

The value Ars
4Hed=4.002 603 2568s13d f3.2310−10g

has been reported by the SMILETRAP group based on
measurements of the cyclotron frequency ratio
fcs

4He2+d / fcs
1H2

+d sFritioff et al., 2001d. In addition, the
result Ars

4Hed=4.002 603 2489s22d f5.5310−10g has been
reported by researchers working at the University of
Mainz, Germany sBrunner et al. 2001d. They employed a
hyperbolic, room-temperature Penning trap mass spec-
trometer, with B=7 T, and a time-of-flight method to
detect the cyclotron resonances similar to that used in
SMILETRAP. The cyclotron frequency ratios deter-
mined in this experiment were fcs

4He+d / fcs
1H2

+d and
fcs

4He+d / fcs
2H2

+d, where the relative atomic masses
Ars

1H1
+d and Ars

2H2
+d of the reference ions were calcu-

lated using the 1998 CODATA recommended values for
Arspd and Arsdd and the known values of the relevant
ionization and binding energies. We note that the
SMILETRAP value of Ars

4Hed exceeds the University
of Washington value by 2.0udiff, while the University of
Mainz value is smaller than the University of Washing-
ton value by 2.4udiff, where udiff is the standard uncer-
tainty of the difference. However, the two values are not
included in the 2002 adjustment, because their uncer-
tainties exceed the uncertainty of the University of
Washington value by factors of 23 and 39, respectively.

c. Ars
16Od

The result for Ars
16Od listed in Table III is due to the

University of Washington group sVan Dyck et al., 2001;
Van Dyck, 2003ad and is based on measurements, car-
ried out using the group’s new mass spectrometer, of the
cyclotron frequency ratios fcs

16O6+d / fcs
12C4+d and

fcs
16O6+d / fcs

12C6+d; the data were obtained in nine runs
during the period June 1999 to July 2000, with each run
lasting between 7 and 14 days. The result is in accept-
able agreement with that from the 1995 update in Table
II, but the latter has an uncertainty more than a factor of
nine larger.
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d. Ars
36Ard

The result for Ars
36Ard in Table III is due to the

SMILETRAP group sFritioff and Douysset, 2003d. Al-
though a value of Ars

36Ard is required to calculate the
relative atomic masses of the argon gas samples used in
the National Institute of Standards and Technology
sNISTd, Gaithersburg, MD, USA and the National
Physical Laboratory sNPLd, Teddington, UK measure-
ments of the molar gas constant R ssee Secs. III.N.1 and
III.N.2, its value is not especially critical.

e. Ars
133Csd

The value for Ars
133Csd in Table III is that obtained by

the MIT sMassachusetts Institute of Technology, Cam-
bridge, MA, USAd group sBradley et al., 1999d. The MIT
mass spectrometer is an orthogonally compensated Pen-
ning trap in a magnetic flux density B=8.5 T. Cyclotron
frequency measurements are made on single ions, which
allows long observation times and provides freedom
from ion-ion interactions. Data are generally acquired
between 1:30 A.M. and 5:30 A.M. when a nearby sub-
way is out of service. For the determination of Ars

133Csd,
cyclotron frequency ratios fcs

133Cs3+d / fcsCO2
+d and

fcs
133Cs2+d / fcsC5H6

+d, both of which are near unity, were
obtained during five nights and four nights of measure-
ments, respectively. Unexplained night-to-night varia-
tions of the data led Bradley et al. s1999d to increase the
statistical uncertainties so that they reflected the ob-
served day-to-day scatter. The result for Ars

133Csd that
can be deduced from the value of the ratio
Ars

133Csd /Arspd reported by the SMILETRAP group
sCarlberg et al., 1999d is in agreement with the MIT re-
sult, but it has a relative standard uncertainty ur=2.1
310−9, which is a factor of 10 larger than that of the
MIT result. Hence, because its uncertainty is not com-
petitive, the SMILETRAP value is not included in the
2002 adjustment.

2. Observational equations for neutral atoms

As given in CODATA-98, the expression for the rela-
tive atomic mass ArsAXd of a neutral atom AX in terms
of the relative atomic mass of an ion of the atom formed
by the removal of n electrons may be written as

ArsAXd = ArsAXsZ−nd+d + nArsed

−
EbsAXd − EbsAXsZ−nd+d

muc2 . s8d

Here A is the mass number, Z is the atomic number
sproton numberd, EbsAXd /muc2 is the relative-atomic-
mass equivalent of the total binding energy of the Z
electrons of the atom, EbsAXn+d /muc2 is the relative-
atomic-mass equivalent of the binding energy of the
AXn+ ion, and mu is the atomic mass constant ssee Sec.
II.Cd. For a fully stripped atom, that is, for n=Z,
ArsAXn+d becomes ArsNd, where N represents the

nucleus of the atom, and EbsAXn+d /muc2=0. Thus Eq.
s8d can be written as

ArsAXd = ArsNd + ZArsed −
EbsAXd

muc2 . s9d

As appropriate, either Eq. s8d or Eq. s9d is used as the
template for the observational equation for input data
Ars

1Hd, Ars
2Hd, Ars

3Hed, Ars
4Hed, and Ars

16Od. The ob-
servational equation for input datum Ars

133Csd is simply
Ars

133Csd8Ars
133Csd. sHere the symbol 8 is used, be-

cause, in general, an observational equation does not
express an equality; see Sec. IV.B.d It should be noted
that, as discussed in the following section, the values of
the quantities EbsAXd /muc2 and EbsAXn+d /muc2 can be
taken as exact numbers.

3. Binding energies

Table IV lists the ionization energies EI required in
the present work. In that table, the value quoted for
each ion is the energy required to remove one electron
from the ground state and leave the atom or ion in the
ground state of the next higher charge state. The total
ionization energy of a given atom, or binding energy Eb,
is the sum of the individual ionization energies for that
atom.

With one exception, the wave numbers for the ioniza-
tion energies and/or binding energies for 1H, 2H, 3He,
4He, and 12C are as given in the corresponding table
sTable IIId of CODATA-98; their origins are discussed
there in connection with that table. sThe improved
theory of hydrogen and deuterium energy levels dis-
cussed in Appendix A and the new, 2002 recommended
values of the constants do not lead to changes in the
wave numbers for 1H and 2H from those given in the
1998 table.d The exception is the wave number for 12C V,
for which we use the improved result of Drake s1988d
rather than the value given by Kelly s1987d. The wave
numbers for 16O I to 16O VI are taken from the compila-
tion of Moore and Gallagher s1993d, the wave number
for 16O VII is the improved value of Drake s1988d, and
that for 16O VIII is rescaled from the value given by Kelly
s1987d, which is taken from Erickson s1977d, in the man-
ner described in CODATA-98.

For informational purposes, column two of the table
lists the various energies in eV, obtained using the 2002
recommended value for the factor that relates wave
number in m−1 to the equivalent energy expressed in eV.
The last column of Table IV gives the relative atomic
mass equivalents of the various energies as obtained us-
ing the 2002 recommended value for the factor that re-
lates wave number in m−1 to the equivalent energy ex-
pressed in u frecall from Sec. II.C that msXd=ArsXd ug.
The uncertainties of these two conversion factors are
negligible in this application ssee Table XXXIId. Further,
no uncertainties are given for the various energies in
Table IV, because they are inconsequential compared to
the uncertainties of the quantities with which they are
used. Indeed, binding energies represent sufficiently
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small corrections that the number of significant digits
shown in the last column of the table is more than ad-
equate.

4. Electron and proton relative atomic masses Ar„e… and
Ar„p…

a. Arsed

The most accurate value of Arsed available at the time
of the 1998 adjustment was obtained from a Penning
trap measurement, carried out by the University of
Washington group sFarnham et al., 1995d of the ratio of
the cyclotron frequency of a fully ionized carbon-12
atom fcs

12C6+d=6eB /2pms12C6+d to the cyclotron fre-
quency of an electron fcsed=eB /2pme in the same mag-
netic flux density B. This ratio leads to the value

Arsed = 0.000 548 579 9111s12d f2.1 3 10−9g , s10d

which we take as an input datum in the 2002 adjustment.
fIn the 1998 adjustment, the frequency ratio itself was
taken as the input datum, but taking Arsed as the input
datum is, for all practical purposes, equivalent.g More
recently, experimental and theoretical work related to
the g-factor of the electron in both hydrogenic 12C and
hydrogenic 16O has led to a value of Arsed with an un-
certainty smaller by about a factor of 4. This new work is
discussed in Sec. III.C.3 and Appendix D.

b. Arspd

The most accurate value of Arspd available at the time
of the 1998 adjustment, and it remains the most accurate
value available today, is that obtained from a Penning
trap measurement of the ratio of the cyclotron fre-
quency of a proton fcspd to that of a four-times ionized
carbon-12 atom fcs

12C4+d in the same magnetic flux den-
sity, also carried out by the University of Washington
group sVan Dyck et al., 1999d. This ratio leads to

Arspd = 1.007 276 466 89s14d f1.4 3 10−10g , s11d

which we also take as an input datum in the 2002 adjust-
ment. fAs for the electron, in the 1998 adjustment the
frequency ratio itself was taken as the input datum, but
taking Arspd as the input datum is, for all practical pur-
poses, equivalent.g As pointed out in CODATA-98, this
value is consistent with the value deduced from the re-
sult for Ars

1Hd given in Table II with the aid of Eq. s9d:

Arspd = 1.007 276 466 83s35d f3.5 3 10−10g . s12d

Mention should also be made of the result Arspd
=1.007 276 466 86s21d f2.1310−10g, statistical sType Ad
uncertainty only, obtained by the SMILETRAP group
from measurements of cyclotron frequency ratios
fcsAXn+d / fcs

1H2
+d, where AX was 12C, 28Si, 14N, 20Ne, or

40Ar, and n was between 4 and 16, depending on AX
sBergström, Fritioff, et al., 2002d. The quoted value is
based only on data for which n /A,

1
2 in order to avoid

the possible influence of contaminant ions for which
n /A= 1

2 . We do not include this result in the 2002 adjust-
ment, because the principal purpose of the measure-

ments was not to obtain an independent value of
Arspd, but to use any observed difference between the
SMILETRAP result and the University of Washington
result in Eq. s11d to help assess the systematic effects
that might be present in the SMILETRAP mass spec-
trometer sBergström, Fritioff, et al., 2002d.

5. Neutron relative atomic mass Ar„n…

The datum that most affects the value of the relative
atomic mass of the neutron Arsnd, in the sense that its
uncertainty makes the largest contribution to the uncer-
tainty of Arsnd, is the binding energy of the neutron in
the deuteron Snsdd. This binding energy is determined
by measuring the wavelength of the 2.2 MeV g ray in
the reaction n+p→d+g in terms of the d220 lattice spac-
ing of a particular silicon crystal, the latter corrected to
the commonly used reference conditions t90=22.5 °C
and p=0, that is, in vacuum ssee Sec. III.Id. The result
for the wavelength-to-lattice spacing ratio obtained from
141 Bragg-angle measurements carried out in 1995 and
1998 using a flat crystal spectrometer of the GAMS4
diffraction facility at the high-flux reactor of the Institut
Max von Laue-Paul Langevin sILLd, Grenoble, France,
in a NIST and ILL collaboration, is sKessler et al., 1999d

λmeas

d220sILLd
= 0.002 904 302 46s50d f1.7 3 10−7g , s13d

where d220sILLd is the h220j lattice spacing of the silicon
crystals of the ILL GAMS4 spectrometer at t90
=22.5 °C and p=0. As shown in CODATA-98, taking
into account the relativistic kinematics of the reaction,
one obtains the following observational equation for the
measured quantity, or input datum, λmeas/d220sILLd:

λmeas

d220sILLd
8

a2Arsed
R`d220sILLd

Arsnd + Arspd
fArsnd + Arspdg2 − Ar

2sdd
,

s14d

where all seven quantities on the right-hand side are
adjusted constants.

As part of their effort to determine Snsdd, Kessler et
al. s1999d also compared the h220j lattice spacings of the
ILL silicon crystals to those of three other silicon crys-
tals in order to link the ILL crystals to a crystal whose
lattice spacing has been measured in meters via a com-
bined x-ray and optical interferometer ssee Sec. III.I.2d,
thereby providing a value of d220sILLd in meters. The
results of the comparisons, which are also taken as input
data, are

d220sILLd − d220sW17d
d220sILLd

= − 8s22d 3 10−9, s15d

d220sILLd − d220sMO * d
d220sILLd

= 86s27d 3 10−9, s16d
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d220sILLd − d220sNR3d
d220sILLd

= 34s22d 3 10−9. s17d

The three crystals are labeled WASO 17, MO*, and
NRLM3, where for simplicity in equations, WASO n is
abbreviated as Wn and NRLM3 as NR3. It should be
noted that in CODATA-98, the crystal MO* of the Isti-
tuto di Metrologia “G. Colonnetti” sIMGCd, Torino,
Italy, was labeled MO*4; and the crystal NRLM3 of the
National Research Laboratory of Metrology sNRLMd,
Tsukuba, Japan, was labeled SH1. The change in MO*4
is for reasons of consistency—in general, we identify a
crystal sample only by the label of the boule from which
it comes; and the change in SH1 is in recognition of the
fact that the boule from which it comes is labeled
NRLM3. As of 1 April 2001, NRLM was joined by other
Japanese laboratories and renamed the National Me-
trology Institute of Japan sNMIJd. As a consequence, in
keeping with our practice in other similar cases, all
former NRLM measurements are referred to in this pa-
per as NMIJ measurements. However, to minimize con-
fusion, the crystal designation NRLMn is still used.

Results for lattice-spacing differences of various crys-
tals similar to those obtained at NIST have been re-
ported by researchers from the Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt sPTBd, Braunschweig, Germany, and are
given in Sec. III.I. It should also be noted that to include
the three fractional lattice-spacing differences in Eqs.
s15d–s17d in the 2002 adjustment, all four of the h220j
lattice spacings in those three equations—d220sILLd,
d220sW17d, d220sMO* d, and d220sNR3d—are taken as ad-
justed constants. Finally, we note that the fractional dif-
ferences given in Eqs. s15d–s17d are correlated—the cor-
relation coefficient of any two is approximately 0.5.

B. Hydrogenic transition frequencies and the Rydberg
constant R`

The Rydberg constant is related to other constants by

R` = a2mec

2h
. s18d

It can be determined to highest accuracy by comparing
measured resonant frequencies of transitions in hydro-
gen sHd and deuterium sDd to the theoretical expres-
sions for the energy-level differences.

In view of the continuing increase in accuracy of the
experiments and calculations, it is of interest to revisit
the question of the relationship between the center of
the observed absorption resonance and the theoretical
calculation of the energy-level difference under investi-
gation. It was established by Low s1952d that the differ-
ence between the theoretically calculated separation of
the energy levels, including radiative corrections, and
the line center of the observed absorption resonance is
very small. Recently Labzowsky et al. s2001d investigated
nonresonant corrections that could introduce a shift of
the observed line center of the 1S-2S transition in H and
D relative to the theoretical energy level separation by

several Hz. Such a shift could ultimately influence the
determination of the Rydberg constant. Subsequent
work by Jentschura and Mohr s2002d showed that the
field-free shift is indeed orders of magnitude below
1 Hz, in accord with the original estimate of Low s1952d.
Other related effects have been investigated, but they
are also negligible sLabzowsky et al., 2002a, 2002bd.

The 1998 CODATA recommended value for R` was
obtained from transition frequency measurements car-
ried out by researchers from the following laboratories:

• Max Planck Institut für Quantenoptik sMPQd in
Garching, Germany;

• Laboratoire Kastler-Brossel sLKBd, Ecole Normale
Supérieure et Université Pierre et Marie Curie,
Paris, France;

• Systèmes de réfèrence Temps Espace sSYRTEd, Bu-
reau National de Métrologie sBNMd, Paris, France
fLaboratoire Primaire du Temps et des Fréquences
sLPTFd of BNM prior to 1 January 2001g;

• Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, USA;

• Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
USA;

• University of Sussex, Sussex, UK.

These measurements were reviewed in CODATA-98,
hence the results that have not been superseded are not
reviewed here. These unchanged results, together with
the more recent values discussed below, are listed in
Table V. In many cases, the measured transition fre-
quencies from the same laboratory are correlated, and
these correlations are taken into account in the 2002
adjustment as they were in the 1998 adjustment. The
corresponding correlation coefficients are given in Table
XII of Sec. IV.

1. Max Planck Institut für Quantenoptik

The value of the 1S1/2−2S1/2 hydrogen transition fre-
quency used in the 1998 adjustment was that reported by
Udem et al. s1997d:

nHs1S1/2 − 2S1/2d = 2 466 061 413 187.34s84d kHz

f3.4 3 10−13g . s19d

It was obtained by using longitudinal Doppler-free two-
photon spectroscopy of a cold atomic beam; the re-
quired light at 243 nm was produced by doubling the
frequency of an ultrastable 486 nm dye laser. The 1SsF
=1d→2SsF=1d resonance frequency was compared to
the frequency of a cesium atomic clock using a phase-
coherent laser frequency chain.

Members of the MPQ group continued the effort to
determine this critical transition frequency to higher ac-
curacy, and Reichert et al. s2000d reported

nHs1S1/2 − 2S1/2d = 2 466 061 413 187.29s37d kHz

f1.5 3 10−13g . s20d

The reduction in uncertainty was achieved by employing
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a new technique in which a femtosecond pulse train of a
mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser provides a wide comb of
equally spaced frequencies that can be used to measure
the interval between two widely separated optical fre-
quencies sUdem et al., 1999a, 1999bd. The relative stan-
dard uncertainty of this result is dominated by two com-
ponents: the 1.3310−13 relative uncertainty of the ac
Stark shift sType B evaluationd and the 5.7310−14 statis-
tical relative uncertainty of the measurements sType A
evaluationd, with the latter due mainly to the instability
of the 10 MHz output frequency of the cesium clock
used in the experiment. This reference frequency plays a
crucial role, because it determines the repetition rate of
the pulses and hence the spacing of the equidistant fre-
quencies of the comb.

The uncertainty of the hydrogen 1S1/2−2S1/2 transition
frequency was subsequently reduced by nearly an order
of magnitude when the commercial cesium clock em-
ployed in the previous experiment was replaced by a
laser-cooled cesium atom fountain clock sLemonde et
al., 2000; Santarelli et al., 1999d. This transportable clock
of the BNM-SYRTE, which was compared to a second
BNM-SYRTE cesium fountain clock before and after
the measurements at Garching, provided a reference

frequency with significantly improved stability and accu-
racy. The increased stability made it possible to carry out
measurements in a reasonable integration time over a
range of light powers in order to extrapolate the mea-
sured transition frequency to zero laser intensity. Based
on this and other improvements, Niering et al. s2000d
obtained the result

nHs1S1/2 − 2S1/2d = 2 466 061 413 187.103s46d kHz

f1.9 3 10−14g , s21d

which is the value used for this transition in the current
adjustment and listed in Table V.

2. Laboratoire Kastler-Brossel and Systèmes de
réfèrence Temps Espace

A comprehensive final report by the LKB/BNM-
SYRTE collaboration describing their joint work and
the earlier work by the LKB group has been published
sde Beauvoir et al. 2000d; the reported transition fre-
quencies and uncertainties are the same as those used in
the 1998 adjustment, with the following exception:

TABLE V. Summary of measured transition frequencies n considered in the present work for the determination of the Rydberg
constant R` sH is hydrogen and D is deuteriumd.

Authors Laboratorya Frequency intervalssd
Reported value

n /kHz
Rel. stand.
uncert. ur

Niering et al. s2000d MPQ nHs1S1/2−2S1/2d 2 466 061 413 187.103s46d 1.9310−14

Weitz et al. s1995d MPQ nHs2S1/2−4S1/2d− 1
4nHs1S1/2−2S1/2d 4 797 338s10d 2.1310−6

nHs2S1/2−4D5/2d− 1
4nHs1S1/2−2S1/2d 6 490 144s24d 3.7310−6

nDs2S1/2−4S1/2d− 1
4nDs1S1/2−2S1/2d 4 801 693s20d 4.2310−6

nDs2S1/2−4D5/2d− 1
4nDs1S1/2−2S1/2d 6 494 841s41d 6.3310−6

Huber et al. s1998d MPQ nDs1S1/2−2S1/2d−nHs1S1/2−2S1/2d 670 994 334.64s15d 2.2310−10

de Beauvoir et al. s1997d LKB/SYRTE nHs2S1/2−8S1/2d 770 649 350 012.0s8.6d 1.1310−11

nHs2S1/2−8D3/2d 770 649 504 450.0s8.3d 1.1310−11

nHs2S1/2−8D5/2d 770 649 561 584.2s6.4d 8.3310−12

nDs2S1/2−8S1/2d 770 859 041 245.7s6.9d 8.9310−12

nDs2S1/2−8D3/2d 770 859 195 701.8s6.3d 8.2310−12

nDs2S1/2−8D5/2d 770 859 252 849.5s5.9d 7.7310−12

Schwob et al. s1999d LKB/SYRTE nHs2S1/2−12D3/2d 799 191 710 472.7s9.4d 1.2310−11

nHs2S1/2−12D5/2d 799 191 727 403.7s7.0d 8.7310−12

nDs2S1/2−12D3/2d 799 409 168 038.0s8.6d 1.1310−11

nDs2S1/2−12D5/2d 799 409 184 966.8s6.8d 8.5310−12

Bourzeix et al. s1996d LKB nHs2S1/2−6S1/2d− 1
4nHs1S1/2−3S1/2d 4 197 604s21d 4.9310−6

nHs2S1/2−6D5/2d− 1
4nHs1S1/2−3S1/2d 4 699 099s10d 2.2310−6

Berkeland et al. s1995d Yale nHs2S1/2−4P1/2d− 1
4nHs1S1/2−2S1/2d 4 664 269s15d 3.2310−6

nHs2S1/2−4P3/2d− 1
4nHs1S1/2−2S1/2d 6 035 373s10d 1.7310−6

Hagley and Pipkin s1994d Harvard nHs2S1/2−2P3/2d 9 911 200s12d 1.2310−6

Lundeen and Pipkin s1986d Harvard nHs2P1/2−2S1/2d 1 057 845.0s9.0d 8.5310−6

Newton et al. s1979d U. Sussex nHs2P1/2−2S1/2d 1 057 862s20d 1.9310−5

aMPQ: Max-Planck-Institut für Quantenoptik, Garching. LKB: Laboratoire Kastler-Brossel, Paris. SYRTE: Systèmes de
référence Temps Espace, Paris, formerly Laboratoire Primaire du Temps et des Fréquences sLPTFd.
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nHs2S1/2 − 8S1/2d = 770 649 350 012.0s8.6d kHz

f1.1 3 10−11g . s22d

This revised result, which is used in the current adjust-
ment and is listed in Table V, differs by only 1 in the last
figure, and so the change is inconsequential. We note
that there is a minor change in two of the uncertainties
listed in the final report. However, the original values
quoted in CODATA-98 and given in Table V are the
correct values sBiraben, 2003d.

3. Other data

A number of other potentially relevant results have
been reported, but are not included in either the 1998
adjustment or current adjustment for a variety of rea-
sons.

A high-precision measurement of transition frequen-
cies between circular Rydberg states of hydrogen with
principle quantum number n in the range 27–30 has
been carried out at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology sMITd and described in the Ph.D. thesis of De
Vries s2002d. Such measurements lead to a value of the
Rydberg constant R` that is largely independent of the
measurements made in lower levels of hydrogen and
deuterium. Since the circular Rydberg states, that is,
states with the largest angular momentum l and mag-
netic quantum number m for a given n, are far from the
nucleus, they depend relatively weakly on nuclear size
and QED effects, which means that the theoretical rela-
tion between the transition frequencies and R` can be
calculated relatively easily sLutwak et al., 1997d.

The circular Rydberg states have a weak allowed ra-
diative decay channel only to the next lower circular
state, which has the experimental advantage that the
states have long lifetimes and corresponding narrow
widths. Another experimental advantage of such transi-
tions is that the frequencies are of the order of 300 GHz,
so that an extensive chain or a complex frequency comb
to relate optical frequencies to the cesium clock fre-
quency is not needed.

The current value of R` derived from the MIT experi-
ment is sDe Vries, 2002d

R`c = 3 289 841 960 306s69d kHz f2.1 3 10−11g ,

s23d

which is consistent with the 2002 CODATA recom-
mended value. Nevertheless, the MIT result is not in-
cluded in the 2002 adjustment, because the final analysis
of the experiment, including the effects of dipole inter-
actions on the results, was not available at the time of
the adjustment. However, such a paper is anticipated
sDe Vries, 2003; Kleppner, 2003d.

Also not included is the result 1 057 852s15d kHz for
the classic hydrogen Lamb shift obtained by van Wijn-
gaarden et al. s1998d from the anisotropy of emitted pho-
tons in an applied electric field, because it is viewed as a
test of the anisotropy method rather than an indepen-
dent determination. An important concern is that the
relationship between the observed anisotropy and the

Lamb shift is based only on lowest-order calculations
and the magnitude of higher-order corrections has not
been elucidated sHillery and Mohr, 1980d. At the time of
the 1998 adjustment there was serious disagreement be-
tween the theoretical value of the Lamb shift in He+ and
the experimental result obtained using the anisotropy
method, which gave rise to further concern. Although a
more recent measurement of the anisotropy in He+ has
led to a new value of the Lamb shift that reduces the
discrepancy svan Wijngaarden et al., 2000d, the compari-
son with theory is still problematic sPachucki, 2001d. In
any case, the question of higher-order corrections needs
to be addressed, as was done for the 1S-2S resonance
measurements in H and D.

Based on the discussion in CODATA-98, the result
1 057 851.4s1.9d kHz for the Lamb shift in hydrogen re-
ported by Pal’chikov et al. s1985d is also omitted.

Earlier results in H and D are omitted for at least one
of the following four reasons:

sid The uncertainty of the result is large compared to
the uncertainty of a more recent measurement of
the same interval that employed more advanced
technology.

siid The uncertainty of the result is large compared to
the uncertainty of the value predicted by a least-
squares adjustment that incorporates both mod-
ern measurements of other intervals and the rel-
evant theory.

siiid The result disagrees significantly with a more re-
cent measurement of the same interval that em-
ployed more advanced technology.

sivd The result disagrees significantly with the value
predicted by a least-squares adjustment that in-
corporates both modern measurements of other
intervals and the relevant theory.

If sid or siid is true, then the datum would not provide
useful information for the adjustment. On the other
hand, if siiid and sivd are true, then the datum is assumed
to be in error. fNote that for the earlier results, there
happens to be no case where siiid applies but sivd does
not. Summaries and discussion of such results are given
by Taylor et al. s1969d, Cohen and Taylor s1973d, and
Pipkin s1990d. The result of Safinya et al. s1980d is cor-
rected by Hagley and Pipkin s1994d.g

4. Nuclear radii

The theoretical expressions for the finite nuclear size
contributions to hydrogenic energy levels in Appendix
A are given in terms of the bound-state nuclear rms
charge radius RN with N→p or N→d for H or D. The
values of Rp and Rd that are used as input data in the
2002 adjustment are determined from elastic electron-
nucleon–scattering experiments.

The world data on elastic electron-deuteron scatter-
ing, consisting of some 340 data points below
10 GeV/c momentum transfer, have been used by Sick
and Trautmann s1998d in a thorough analysis that in-
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cludes Coulomb distortion to determine the deuteron
rms charge radius. As discussed in CODATA-98, this
leads to

Rd = 2.130s10d fm, s24d

which was considered in the preliminary analysis in the
1998 adjustment.

There is a long history of determinations of the proton
radius based on the analysis of electron-scattering data.
Recent work that takes into account Coulomb and recoil
corrections has yielded sSick, 2003d

Rp = 0.895s18d fm. s25d

In 1998, the electron-scattering data for the proton
and deuteron charge radii were not included in the final
least-squares adjustment, because there were apparent
inconsistencies between the value of the proton radius
obtained from the scattering data and the value based
solely on the spectroscopic data. However, in the current
adjustment, due to a significant reduction in the uncer-
tainty of the relevant bound-state theory as described in
Appendix A, the proton and deuteron charge radii de-
rived from the spectroscopic data are more precise and
appear to be more reliable than in the 1998 adjustment.
Therefore the values of the charge radii of the proton
and deuteron obtained in the current adjustment, based
on both the electron-scattering data and the spectro-
scopic data, are included in the 2002 CODATA set of
recommended values of the constants.

C. Magnetic moments and g-factors

The magnetic moment of any of the three charged
leptons se,m,td is written as

m = g
e

2m
s , s26d

where g is the g-factor of the particle, m is its mass, and
s is its spin. In Eq. s26d, e is the elementary charge and is
positive. For the negatively charged leptons se−, m−, and
t−d, g is negative, and for the corresponding antiparticles
se+, m+, and t+d, g is positive. CPT invariance implies
that the masses and absolute values of the g-factors are
the same for each particle-antiparticle pair.

These leptons have eigenvalues of spin projection sz
= ±" /2, and in the case of the electron and positron it is
conventional to write, based on Eq. s26d,

me =
ge

2
mB, s27d

where mB=e" /2me is the Bohr magneton.
For nucleons or nuclei with spin I, the magnetic mo-

ment can be written as

m = g
e

2mp
I , s28d

or

m = gmNi . s29d

In Eq. s29d, mN=e" /2mp is the nuclear magneton, de-
fined in analogy with the Bohr magneton, and i is the
spin quantum number of the nucleus defined by I2= isi
+1d"2 and Iz=−i" , . . . , si−1d" , i", where Iz is the spin
projection. However, in some publications moments of
nucleons are expressed in terms of the Bohr magneton
with a corresponding change in the definition of the
g-factor.

Magnetic moments, magnetic moment ratios, and
g-factors of various particles which impact the determi-
nation of other constants of interest are discussed in the
following sections, and the relevant data are summa-
rized in Table VI. sThe shielded gyromagnetic ratios of
some of the same particles are discussed in Sec. III.D.d
Also given in Table VI are values of quantities of inter-
est that may be inferred from the data, as discussed in
connection with each experiment. Each inferred value is
indented for clarity and is given only for comparison
purposes. In practice, the source data and not the in-
ferred values are used as input data for the 2002 adjust-
ment.

1. Electron magnetic moment anomaly ae

The electron magnetic moment anomaly ae is defined
as

ae =
ugeu − 2

2
=

umeu
mB

− 1, s30d

where ge=2me /mB is the g-factor of the electron and me
is its magnetic moment.

a. University of Washington

The measurements of the electron and positron
anomalies carried out at the University of Washington
by Van Dyck et al. s1987d yield the value

ae = 1.159 652 1883s42d 3 10−3 f3.7 3 10−9g , s31d

based on the analysis described in CODATA-98. This
analysis includes the assumption that CPT invariance
holds for the electron-positron system.

b. Theory

As discussed in CODATA-98, a value of the fine-
structure constant a can be obtained from the Univer-
sity of Washington weighted-mean experimental value
of ae, given in Eq. s31d, by determining the value asaed
for which aesexpd=aesthd, where aesthd is the theoretical
expression for ae as a function of a. The theory of ae is
briefly summarized in Appendix B. We have

aesthd = aesQEDd + aesweakd + aeshadd , s32d

with
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aesQEDd = Ce
s2dSa

p
D + Ce

s4dSa

p
D2

+ Ce
s6dSa

p
D3

+ Ce
s8dSa

p
D4

+ Ce
s10dSa

p
D5

+ ¯ , s33d

where the coefficients Ce
s2nd, as well as aesweakd and

aeshadd, are given in that appendix. As also indicated
there, the standard uncertainty of aesthd is

ufaesthdg = 1.15 3 10−12 = 0.99 3 10−9ae s34d

and is mainly due to the uncertainty of the coefficients
Ce

s8d and Ce
s10d.

Equating the theoretical expression with aesexpd given
in Eq. s31d yields

a−1saed = 137.035 998 80s52d f3.8 3 10−9g , s35d

which is the value included in Table VI. The uncertainty
of aesthd is significantly smaller than the uncertainty of
aesexpd, and thus the uncertainty of this inferred value of
a is determined mainly by the uncertainty of aesexpd.
This result has the smallest uncertainty of any value of

alpha currently available. Nevertheless, it should be
noted that the value of a in CODATA-98 inferred from
the University of Washington result in Eq. s31d is
a−1saed=137.035 999 58s52d f3.8310−9g, which exceeds
the value in Eq. s35d by the fractional amount 5.7
310−9. The reason for this change is the revision of
aesthd, as explained in Appendix B.

2. Muon magnetic moment anomaly am

In a manner similar to that for the electron fsee Eq.
s30dg, the muon magnetic moment anomaly am is defined
as

am =
ugmu − 2

2
=

ummu
e"/2mm

− 1, s36d

where as usual gm=2mm/se"/2mmd is the g-factor of the
muon and mm is its magnetic moment. The basic prin-
ciple of the experimental determination of am is similar
to that used to determine ae and involves measuring the
anomaly difference frequency fa= fs− fc, where fs
= ugmuse"/2mmdB/h is the muon spin-flip soften called pre-

TABLE VI. Summary of data related to magnetic moments of various particles, and inferred values
of various quantities.

Quantity Value
Relative standard

uncertainty ur Identification Sect. and Eq.

ae 1.159 652 1883s42d310−3 3.7310−9 UWash-87 III.C.1.a s31d
a−1saed 137.035 998 80s52d 3.8310−9 III.C.1.b s35d

R 0.003 707 2048s25d 6.7310−7 BNL-02 III.C.2.a s38d
am 1.165 920 33s79d310−3 6.8310−7 III.C.2.a s39d
a−1 137.035 81s15d 1.1310−6 III.C.2.b s45d

me−sHd /mpsHd −658.210 7058s66d 1.0310−8 MIT-72 III.C.4.a s56d
me− /mp −658.210 6860s66d 1.0310−8 III.C.4.a s57d

mdsDd /me−sDd −4.664 345 392s50d310−4 1.1310−8 MIT-84 III.C.4.b s58d
md /me− −4.664 345 548s50d310−4 1.1310−8 III.C.4.b s59d

me−sHd /mp8 −658.215 9430s72d 1.1310−8 MIT-77 III.C.4.c s60d
me− /mp8 −658.227 5971s72d 1.1310−8 III.C.4.c s61d

mh8 /mp8 −0.761 786 1313s33d 4.3310−9 NPL-93 III.C.4.d s62d

mn /mp8 −0.684 996 94s16d 2.4310−7 ILL-79 III.C.4.e s65d

DnMu 4 463 302.88s16d kHz 3.6310−8 LAMPF-82 III.C.5.a s70d
nsfpd 627 994.77s14d kHz 2.2310−7 LAMPF-82 III.C.5.a s71d

mm+ /mp 3.183 3461s11d 3.6310−7 III.C.5.a s73d
mm /me 206.768 220s74d 3.6310−7 III.C.5.a s74d
a−1 137.036 019s24d 1.8310−7 III.C.5.a s75d

DnMu 4 463 302 765s53d Hz 1.2310−8 LAMPF-99 III.C.5.b s76d
nsfpd 668 223 166s57d Hz 8.6310−8 LAMPF-99 III.C.5.b s77d

mm+ /mp 3.183 345 14s39d 1.2310−7 III.C.5.b s79d
mm /me 206.768 283s25d 1.2310−7 III.C.5.b s80d
a−1 137.035 9997s84d 6.1310−8 III.C.5.b s81d
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cessiond frequency in the applied magnetic flux density
B and where fc=eB /2pmm is the corresponding muon
cyclotron frequency. However, instead of eliminating B
by measuring fc as is done for the electron, B is deter-
mined from proton nuclear-magnetic-resonance sNMRd
measurements. As a consequence, a value of mm/mp is
required to deduce the value of am from the data. The
relevant equation is

am =
R

umm/mpu − R
, s37d

where R= fa / fp, and fp is the free-proton NMR fre-
quency corresponding to the average flux density seen
by the muons in their orbits in the muon storage ring
used in the experiment. sIn the corresponding experi-
ment for the electron, a Penning trap is employed rather
than a storage ring.d

a. Brookhaven

In the 1998 adjustment, two independent exper-
imental values of R were considered: R
=0.003 707 213s27d f7.2310−6g reported by Bailey et al.
s1979d and obtained from the third CERN sEuropean
Laboratory for Particle Physics, Geneva, Switzerlandd
g−2 experiment; and R=0.003 707 220s48d f13310−6g
reported by Carey et al. s1999d and obtained from the
BNL sBrookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New
York, USAd initial 1997 engineering run of an entirely
new experiment. The CERN value is based on m+ as well
as m− data, while the BNL result is based on only m+

data. The initial BNL run also employed, as did all the
CERN runs, pion injection rather than muon injection
into the muon storage ring. fFor brief descriptions of the
CERN and BNL experiments, see CODATA-98. A
quite extensive description of the BNL effort may be
found in the review by Hughes and Sichtermann s2003d.
Discussions of some key components and techniques of
this ambitious experiment may also be found in the re-
ports of Fei et al. s1997d; Dhawan et al. s2000d; Sedykh et
al. s2000d; Danby et al. s2001d; Redin et al. s2001d; Orlov
et al. s2002d; Yamamoto et al. s2002d; Efstathiadis et al.
s2003d; Semertzidis et al. s2003d.g

At the time of the 1998 adjustment, the value of the
muon anomaly implied by the theoretical expression for
am was assigned a relative standard uncertainty ur=5.5
310−7, more than an order of magnitude smaller than
the uncertainty of the value of am that could be deduced
from either the CERN or BNL result for R. Thus nei-
ther value of R was included in the final adjustment used
to determine the 1998 recommended values of the con-
stants; the recommended value was based entirely on
theory.

The last four years have seen significant changes in
both the theoretical and experimental status of am. First,
as discussed in Appendix C, the uncertainty we have
now assigned to the theoretical expression for am is ur
=8.5310−7, which is to be compared to the value ur
=5.5310−7 assigned in 1998. Second, as discussed in the

following paragraphs, the BNL result for R that we use
as an input datum in the 2002 adjustment has an uncer-
tainty ur=6.7310−7. As a consequence, because this un-
certainty is over a factor of 10 smaller than the uncer-
tainty ur=7.2310−6 of the CERN result for R, the latter
is not considered further. sWe note, nonetheless, that the
CERN and BNL results agree.d

In the 1997 BNL measurements, only about 25310−6

of the daughter muons from pion decay of the pions
injected into the muon storage ring were actually stored
in the ring. However, in August 1998 a fast muon
“kicker” was commissioned at BNL which allowed the
direct injection of muons into the ring. Other important
improvements in the BNL experiment were also imple-
mented, including better stability and homogeneity of
the storage-ring magnetic flux density B. The result of
the 1998 run, again using m+ data, is sBrown et al., 2000d
R=0.003 707 201s19d f5.0310−6g, a significant improve-
ment over the 1997 result. Data continued to be col-
lected in 1999, 2000, and 2001, with the 1999 and 2000
data being obtained with m+ and the 2001 data with m−.
Some experimental improvements were incorporated in
the 1999 run, but the principal new feature of the 1999
data was a factor of 20 increase in the data collected. On
the other hand, a higher count rate and much larger data
set required careful consideration of a number of addi-
tional factors in the data analysis. The final result ob-
tained from the 1999 run is sBrown et al., 2001d R
=0.003 707 2043s48d f1.3310−6g, and represents nearly a
factor of 4 reduction in uncertainty compared to the re-
sult from the 1998 run.

The experimental improvements in the 2000 run in-
cluded operating the BNL alternating gradient synchro-
tron sAGSd with 12 beam bunches rather than six, con-
tributing to an increase in the data collected by about a
factor of 4 compared to the 1999 run; a sweeper magnet
in the AGS beam line to reduce background; added
muon loss detectors to improve the determination of
muon losses with time; and a new superconducting in-
flector magnet which improved the homogeneity of the
magnetic flux density in the muon storage region. The
value of R from the 2000 run, together with the results
from the 1998 and 1999 runs, is given as sBennett et al.,
2002; Sichtermann, 2003d

R = 0.003 707 2048s25d f6.7 3 10−7g , s38d

which we take as the BNL input datum for R in the 2002
adjustment. fThe BNL am collaboration does not include
the result from the 1997 engineering run in its averages
sSichtermann, 2004d. The result from the 2001 run,
which as noted above used m− data, did not become
available until January 2004, and hence could not be
included in the 2002 adjustment. It is reported to be
sBennett et al., 2004d Rsm−d=0.003 707 2083s26d f7.0
310−7g. The combined value of R from the 1998, 1999,
2000, and 2001 runs, assuming CPT invariance so that
Rsm+d=Rsm−d, is given as sBennett et al., 2004d R
=0.003 707 2063s20d f5.3310−7g.g
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There is a possible question of the effect of a muon
electric dipole moment sedmd on the interpretation of
the data resulting from experiments to measure am sFeng
et al., 2003d. However, it can be argued that a muon edm
of sufficient size to have an observable impact would
imply, if simple mass scaling is assumed, an electron edm
larger than current experimental limits sRoberts, 2003d.

Based on Eq. s37d, the BNL value of R in Eq. s38d
together with the 2002 recommended value of mm/mp,
the uncertainty of which is inconsequential in this appli-
cation, implies

am = 1.165 920 33s79d 3 10−3 f6.8 3 10−7g . s39d

We also note that with the aid of Eq. s68d in Sec.
III.C.5, Eq. s37d can be written as

R = −
amsa,dmd

1 + aesa,ded
me

mm

me−

mp
, s40d

where we have used the relations ge=−2s1+aed and gm

=−2s1+amd and replaced ae and am with their complete
theoretical expressions aesa ,ded and amsa,dmd, which are
discussed in Appendix B and Appendix C, respectively.
Equation s40d is, in fact, the observational equation for
the input datum R.

b. Theory

As just indicated, the theory of am is reviewed in Ap-
pendix C. We have

amsthd = amsQEDd + amsweakd + amshadd , s41d

with

amsQEDd = Cm
s2dSa

p
D + Cm

s4dSa

p
D2

+ Cm
s6dSa

p
D3

+ Cm
s8dSa

p
D4

+ Cm
s10dSa

p
D5

+ ¯ , s42d

where the coefficients Cm
s2nd, as well as amsweakd and

amshadd, are given in that appendix.
As also indicated there, the standard uncertainty of

amsthd is

ufamsthdg = 100 3 10−11 = 85 3 10−8am, s43d

and is primarily due to the uncertainty of amshadd.
Evaluation of the theoretical expression for am using the
2002 recommended value of a, the uncertainty of which
is negligible in this context, yields

am = 1.165 9188s10d 3 10−3 f8.5 3 10−7g , s44d

which may be compared to the value in Eq. s39d deduced
from the BNL result for R given in Eq. s38d. We see that
the experimental value exceeds the theoretical value by
1.2udiff, where udiff is the standard uncertainty of the dif-
ference. The agreement is not unreasonable.

The consistency between theory and experiment may
also be examined by considering the value of a obtained

by equating the theoretical expression for am with the
BNL experimental value, as was done for ae in the pre-
vious section. The result is

a−1 = 137.035 81s15d f1.1 3 10−6g , s45d

which is the value included in Table VI.

3. Electron g-factor in hydrogenic ions ge„X…

For a ground-state hydrogenic ion AXsZ−1d+ with mass
number A, atomic number sproton numberd Z, nuclear-
spin quantum number i=0, and g-factor ge−sAXsZ−1d+d in
an applied magnetic flux density B, the ratio of the elec-
tron’s spin-flip soften called precessiond frequency fs

= uge−sAXsZ−1d+duse" /2medB /h to the cyclotron frequency
of the ion fc= sZ−1deB /2pmsAXsZ−1d+d in the same mag-
netic flux density is

fssAXsZ−1d+d
fcsAXsZ−1d+d = −

ge−sAXsZ−1d+d
2sZ − 1d

ArsAXsZ−1d+d
Arsed

, s46d

where as usual, ArsXd is the relative atomic mass of par-
ticle X. If the frequency ratio fs / fc is determined experi-
mentally with high accuracy, and ArsAXsZ−1d+d of the ion
is also accurately known, then this expression can be
used to determine an accurate value of Arsed, assuming
the bound-state electron g-factor can be calculated from
QED theory with sufficient accuracy; or the g-factor can
be determined if Arsed is accurately known from another
experiment. In fact, a broad program involving workers
from a number of European laboratories has been un-
derway since about the mid-1990s to measure the fre-
quency ratio and calculate the g-factor for different ions,
most notably sto dated 12C5+ and 16O7+. The measure-
ments themselves are being performed at the GSI sGe-
sellschaft für Schwerionenforschung, Darmstadt, Ger-
manyd by GSI and University of Mainz researchers, and
we discuss the experimental determinations of fs / fc for
12C5+ and 16O7+ at GSI in the following sections. The
theoretical expressions for the bound-state electron
g-factors of these two ions are reviewed in Appendix D.

a. ges12C5+d

Many papers documenting the progress of the GSI-
Mainz collaboration have been published over the last
decade. In this section we focus on the experiment as it
currently exists and the measurement of the ratio
fss

12C5+d / fcs
12C5+d. An in-depth review of the double

Penning trap technique that allows the frequency ratios
fs / fc to be determined with relative standard uncertain-
ties ur<6310−10 and its application to 12C5+ is given by
Häffner et al. s2003d ssee also Werth et al., 2001, 2002d.

In brief, the experiment employs two Penning traps of
identical geometry. Together they consist of 13 coaxial
cylindrical electrodes of inner diameter 7 mm with axis
in the vertical or z direction. The two traps are sepa-
rated by 1 cm and are situated in a magnetic flux density
B=3.8 T, also in the z direction, generated by a super-
conducting magnet. The ambient temperature of the
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traps is 4 K. The ring electrode in the upper trap is made
of nickel in order to introduce an inhomogeneity in B in
the trap. Because this allows the trap to be used to ana-
lyze the spin direction of the electron in the ion, it is
called the “analysis trap.” The ring electrode of the
lower trap sas well as all other electrodes of both trapsd
is made of pure copper, hence this trap sees a homoge-
neous B and is called the “precision trap.”

After the preparation of a single 12C5+ ion in the
analysis trap, the cooling of its natural modes to the
trap’s ambient temperature, and the optimization of the
trapping potentials of both traps, the measurement cycle
begins by determining the direction of the electron’s
spin. This is done by inducing a spin flip via an applied
microwave field of about 104 MHz and observing the
corresponding 0.7 Hz change in the 364 kHz frequency
of the ion’s axial motion in the trap. The 12C5+ ion is
then adiabatically transferred a distance of 3 cm in less
than 1 s to the precision trap, and a spin flip is attempted
to be induced via an applied microwave field with a fre-
quency near fs. Simultaneous with the attempt to induce
a spin flip, the cyclotron frequency of the ion is mea-
sured. Finally, the ion is transferred back to the analysis
trap, where the spin direction of the electron is again
detected in order to determine if in fact a spin flip took
place while the ion was in the precision trap. Because
the spin-flip frequency and cyclotron frequency are mea-
sured at the same time, fluctuations in B cancel to first
order.

The desired ratio fss
12C5+d / fcs

12C5+d is obtained by car-
rying out many measurements as just described for a
given value of the frequency of the microwave radiation
applied in the precision trap, varying the frequency
around fss

12C5+d, and plotting the probability that a spin
flip will occur vs the ratio of the frequency of the micro-
wave radiation to the measured cyclotron frequency.
These latter ratios are first corrected for the cyclotron
energy at which they were obtained, based on an ex-
trapolation procedure designed to eliminate their de-
pendence on cyclotron energy. The probability that a
spin flip will occur at a given microwave frequency is
simply the number of times it was observed to occur
divided by the number of times it was attempted. The
frequency ratio at the center of the fitted resonance
curve of probability vs frequency ratio is then corrected
for a number of relatively small effects to obtain the
final result. As a fraction of the ratio, these are −3
310−10 for extrapolation to zero axial energy, 7310−11

for the zero point of the cyclotron energy, and −7
310−11 for ground loops sWerth, 2003d. The value re-
ported is sBeier et al., 2002; Häffner et al., 2003; Werth,
2003d

fss12C5+d
fcs12C5+d = 4376.210 4989s23d f5.2 3 10−10g , s47d

which we take as an input datum in the 2002 adjustment.
The search for, and investigation of, possible system-

atic effects in the experiment was quite thorough; the
total relative standard uncertainty from such effects

sType B evaluationd is about 3310−10, with the three
largest components arising from determination of the
cyclotron energy s1.8310−10d, extrapolation to zero mi-
crowave power s1.8310−10d, and spectrum analyzer time
base s0.9310−10d. These should be compared to the sta-
tistical component of relative standard uncertainty sType
Ad of 4.3310−10.

From Eq. s46d and Eq. s8d, we have

fss12C5+d
fcs12C5+d = −

ge−s12C5+d
10Arsed

3 F12 − 5Arsed

+
Ebs12Cd − Ebs12C5+d

muc2 G , s48d

which is the basis for the observational equation for the
12C5+ frequency-ratio input datum.

Evaluation of this expression using the result for
fss

12C5+d / fcs
12C5+d in Eq. s47d, the theoretical result for

ge−s12C5+d in Table XXXIX in Appendix D, and the rel-
evant binding energies in Table IV, yields

Arsed = 0.000 548 579 909 31s29d f5.3 3 10−10g , s49d

a result that is consistent with the University of Wash-
ington result in Eq. s10d but has about a factor of 4
smaller uncertainty.

b. ges16O7+d

The GSI measurement of the frequency ratio
fss

16O7+d / fcs
16O7+d is very similar to the GSI measure-

ment of the frequency ratio fss
12C5+d / fcs

12C5+d just de-
scribed. In the case of 16O7+, the shift in the 369 kHz
axial frequency of the ion in the analysis trap for a spin
flip is 0.47 Hz. The reported result is sVerdú et al., 2002,
2003; Werth, 2003d

fss16O7+d
fcs16O7+d = 4164.376 1836s31d f7.5 3 10−10g , s50d

which is also taken as an input datum in the current
adjustment.

The statistical component of relative standard uncer-
tainty sType Ad of the oxygen frequency ratio is 1.6
times as large as the similar component for carbon s7.4
310−10 compared to 4.3310−10d, while the relative stan-
dard uncertainty component due to systematic effects
sType Bd is 2.8 times smaller than the corresponding car-
bon component s1.1310−10 compared to 2.9310−10d.
The two largest fractional corrections applied to the
oxygen frequency ratio are −4.8310−10 for extrapolation
to zero axial energy and −2.4310−10 for extrapolation to
zero microwave amplitude.

In analogy with what was done above with the ratio
fss

12C5+d / fcs
12C5+d, from Eq. s46d and Eq. s8d, we have

fss16O7+d
fcs16O7+d = −

ge−s16O7+d
14Arsed

Ars16O7+d s51d

with
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Ars16Od = Ars16O7+d + 7Arsed

−
Ebs16Od − Ebs16O7+d

muc2 , s52d

which are the basis for the observational equations for
the oxygen frequency ratio and Ars

16Od, respectively.
The first expression, evaluated using the result for
fss

16O7+d / fcs
16O7+d in Eq. s50d and the theoretical result

for ge−s16O7+d in Table XL in Appendix D, in combina-
tion with the second expression, evaluated using the
value of Ars

16Od in Table III and the relevant binding
energies in Table IV, yields

Arsed = 0.000 548 579 909 57s43d f7.8 3 10−10g , s53d

a value that is consistent with both the University of
Washington value in Eq. s10d and the value in Eq. s49d
obtained from fss

12C5+d / fcs
12C5+d.

c. Relations between ges12C5+d and ges16O7+d

It should be noted that the GSI frequency ratios for
12C5+ and 16O7+ are correlated. Based on the detailed
uncertainty budget of the two results sWerth, 2003d, we
find

rF fss12C5+d
fcs12C5+d ,

fss16O7+d
fcs16O7+dG = 0.035. s54d

Finally, as a consistency test, it is of interest to com-
pare the experimental and theoretical values of the ratio
of ge−s12C5+d to ge−s16O7+d sKarshenboim and Ivanov,
2002d. The main reason is that the experimental value of
the ratio is only weakly dependent on the value of Arsed.
The theoretical value of the ratio, ge−s12C5+d /ge−s16O7+d
=1.000 497 273 23s13d f1.3310−10g, is given in Eq. sD34d
of Appendix D and takes into account the covariance of
the two theoretical values. The experimental value of
the ratio can be obtained by combining Eqs. s47d, s48d,
s50d–s52d, and s54d and using the 2002 recommended
value for Arsed. fBecause of the weak dependence of the
experimental ratio on Arsed, the value used is not at all
critical.g The result is

ge−s12C5+d
ge−s16O7+d = 1.000 497 273 70s90d f9.0 3 10−10g ,

s55d

in agreement with the theoretical value.

4. Magnetic moment ratios

A number of magnetic moment ratios are of interest
for the 2002 adjustment. They have been discussed in
detail in CODATA-98, and no competitive new datum
has become available by the 31 December 2002 closing
date of the 2002 adjustment. The results of measure-
ments and the inferred values of various quantities are
summarized in the following paragraphs and in Table
VI. The inferred moment ratios depend on the relevant
theoretical binding corrections that relate the g-factor

measured in the bound state to the corresponding free-
particle g-factor. These ratios of bound to free g-factors
are discussed in Appendix D.

a. Electron to proton magnetic moment ratio me/mp

The ratio me /mp is obtained from measurements of the
ratio of the magnetic moment of the electron to the
magnetic moment of the proton in the 1S state of hydro-
gen me−sHd /mpsHd. We use the value obtained by Win-
kler et al. s1972d at MIT:

me−sHd

mpsHd
= − 658.210 7058s66d f1.0 3 10−8g , s56d

where a minor typographical error in the original publi-
cation has been corrected sKleppner, 1997d. The free-
particle ratio me /mp follows from the bound-particle ra-
tio and the relation

me−

mp
=

gpsHd
gp

Sge−sHd

ge−
D−1me−sHd

mpsHd

= − 658.210 6860s66d f1.0 3 10−8g , s57d

where the bound-state g-factor ratios sand all others
needed in this sectiond are given in Table XLI in Appen-
dix D. The stated standard uncertainty is due entirely
to the uncertainty of the experimental value of
me−sHd /mpsHd, because the bound-state corrections are
taken as exact.

b. Deuteron to electron magnetic moment ratio md/me

From measurements of the ratio mdsDd /me−sDd in the
1S state of deuterium, Phillips et al. s1984d at MIT ob-
tained

mdsDd
me−sDd

= − 4.664 345 392s50d 3 10−4 f1.1 3 10−8g .

s58d

Although this result has not been published, as in
CODATA-98, we include it as an input datum, because
the method is described in detail by Winkler et al. s1972d
in connection with their measurement of me−sHd /mpsHd.
The free-particle ratio is given by

md

me−
=

ge−sDd

ge−
SgdsDd

gd
D−1 mdsDd

me−sDd

= − 4.664 345 548s50d 3 10−4 f1.1 3 10−8g . s59d

c. Electron to shielded proton magnetic moment ratio
me/mp8

Following CODATA-98, based on the measurement
of the ratio of the electron moment in the 1S state of
hydrogen to the shielded proton moment at 34.7 °C by
Phillips et al. s1977d at MIT, and temperature-
dependence measurements of the shielded proton mo-
ment by Petley and Donaldson s1984d at NPL, we have
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me−sHd

mp8
= − 658.215 9430s72d f1.1 3 10−8g , s60d

where the prime indicates that the protons are in a
spherical sample of pure H2O at 25 °C surrounded by
vacuum. Hence

me−

mp8
= Sge−sHd

ge−
D−1me−sHd

mp8

= − 658.227 5971s72d f1.1 3 10−8g . s61d

d. Shielded helion to shielded proton magnetic moment
ratio mh8 /mp8

The ratio of the magnetic moment of the helion h, the
nucleus of the 3He atom, to the magnetic moment of the
proton in H2O was determined in a high-accuracy
nuclear-magnetic-resonance sNMRd experiment by
Flowers et al. s1993d at NPL with the result

mh8

mp8
= − 0.761 786 1313s33d f4.3 3 10−9g . s62d

sThe prime on the symbol for the helion moment indi-
cates that the helion is not free, but is bound in a helium
atom. Although the exact shape and temperature of the
gaseous 3He sample is unimportant, we assume that it is
spherical, at 25 °C, and surrounded by vacuum.d

In view of the importance of the value of the ratio
me−sHd /mp8 in this and the 1998 adjustments, it is of in-
terest to obtain an independent estimate of its value
from the result in Eq. s62d and the preliminary result

me−sHd

mh8
= 864.042 9614s48d f5.5 3 10−9g s63d

provided by Flowers s2002d, based on an NMR measure-
ment in helium-3 and an electron-spin-resonance mea-
surement in atomic hydrogen, as described by Flowers et
al. s1997d; Flowers et al. s1999d; Flowers et al. s2002d. The
quoted uncertainty is statistical sType Ad only, but it is
expected that uncertainties from systematic effects
sType Bd would not add to it significantly. The estimate
is

me−sHd

mp8
=

me−sHd

mh8

mh8

mp8

= − 658.215 9449s46d f7.0 3 10−9g . s64d

This result is, in fact, consistent with the value in Eq.
s60d.

e. Neutron to shielded proton magnetic moment ratio
mn/mp8

Based on the measurement of Greene et al. s1977,
1979d carried out at ILL, as reviewed in CODATA-98,
we have

mn

mp8
= − 0.684 996 94s16d f2.4 3 10−7g . s65d

5. Muon-proton magnetic moment ratio mm/mp and
muon-electron mass ratio mm/me from muonium

Measurements of the frequencies of transitions be-
tween Zeeman energy levels in muonium sm+e− atomd
can yield a value of mm/mp and a value of the muonium
ground-state hyperfine splitting DnMu that are only
weakly dependent on theoretical input. The relevant ex-
pression for the magnetic moment ratio is

mm+

mp
=

DnMu
2 − n2sfpd + 2sefpnsfpd

4sefp
2 − 2fpnsfpd Sgm+sMud

gm+
D−1

, s66d

where DnMu and nsfpd are the sum and difference of two
measured transition frequencies, fp is the free-proton
NMR reference frequency corresponding to the mag-
netic flux density used in the experiment, gm+sMud /gm+ is
the bound-state correction for the muon in muonium
given in Table XLI of Appendix D, and

se =
me−

mp

ge−sMud

ge−
, s67d

where ge−sMud /ge− is the bound-state correction for the
electron in muonium given in the same table.

The muon-to-electron mass ratio mm/me and the
muon-to-proton magnetic moment ratio mm/mp are re-
lated by

mm

me
= Sme

mp
DSmm

mp
D−1Sgm

ge
D . s68d

The theoretical expression for the hyperfine splitting
DnMusthd is discussed in Appendix E and may be written
as

DnMusthd =
16
3

cR`a2 me

mm
S1 +

me

mm
D−3

Fsa,me/mmd

= DnFFsa,me/mmd , s69d

where the function F depends on a and me /mm only
weakly compared to the dependence of DnF on these
quantities. It follows from Eq. s69d that, given experi-
mental values of DnMu and mm /me, one can calculate a
value of a by equating DnMusexpd with DnMusthd; or simi-
larly, given values of DnMusexpd and a, one can calculate
a value of mm /me.

The two most precise measurements of muonium
Zeeman transition frequencies were carried out at the
Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility at Los Ala-
mos sLAMPFd, USA and were reviewed in CODATA-
98.

a. LAMPF 1982

The results obtained by Mariam s1981d and Mariam et
al. s1982d may be summarized as follows:

DnMu = 4 463 302.88s16d kHz f3.6 3 10−8g , s70d

nsfpd = 627 994.77s14d kHz f2.2 3 10−7g , s71d
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rfDnMu,nsfpdg = 0.23, s72d

where fp is very nearly 57.972 993 MHz, corresponding
to the flux density of about 1.3616 T used in the experi-
ment, and rfDnMu,nsfpdg is the correlation coefficient of
DnMu and nsfpd. This value of fp, the data in Eqs.
s70d–s72d, the 2002 recommended values of R`, me /mp,
ge, and gm, together with Eqs. s66d–s69d yield

mm+

mp
= 3.183 3461s11d f3.6 3 10−7g , s73d

mm

me
= 206.768 220s74d f3.6 3 10−7g , s74d

a−1 = 137.036 019s24d f1.8 3 10−7g . s75d

sNote that all significant correlations are taken into ac-
count in this and similar calculations.d

b. LAMPF 1999

The results obtained by Liu et al. s1999d may be sum-
marized as follows:

DnMu = 4 463 302 765s53d Hz f1.2 3 10−8g , s76d

nsfpd = 668 223 166s57d Hz f8.6 3 10−8g , s77d

rfDnMu,nsfpdg = 0.19, s78d

where fp is exactly 72.320 000 MHz, corresponding to
the flux density of approximately 1.7 T used in the ex-
periment, and rfDnMu,nsfpdg is the correlation coefficient
of DnMu and nsfpd. For these data, the analysis described
above yields

mm+

mp
= 3.183 345 14s39d f1.2 3 10−7g , s79d

mm

me
= 206.768 283s25d f1.2 3 10−7g , s80d

a−1 = 137.035 9997s84d f6.1 3 10−8g . s81d

c. Combined LAMPF results

By carrying out a least-squares adjustment using only
the LAMPF 1982 and LAMPF 1999 data, the 2002 rec-
ommended values of the quantities identified above Eq.
s73d, together with Eqs. s66d–s69d, we obtain

mm+

mp
= 3.183 345 24s37d f1.2 3 10−7g , s82d

mm

me
= 206.768 276s24d f1.2 3 10−7g , s83d

a−1 = 137.036 0017s80d f5.8 3 10−8g , s84d

where this value of a may be called the muonium value
of the fine-structure constant and denoted as a−1sDnMud.

It is worth noting that the uncertainty of the value of
the mass ratio mm/me given in Eq. s83d is about four
times the uncertainty of the 2002 recommended value.
The reason is that taken together, the experimental
value of and theoretical expression for the hyperfine
splitting essentially determine only the value of the
product a2mm/me, as is evident from Eq. s69d. In the full
adjustment the value of a is determined by other data
with an uncertainty significantly smaller than that of the
value in Eq. s84d, which in turn determines the value of
mm/me with a smaller uncertainty than that of Eq. s83d.

d. Other values

Other values of mm/mp and mm/me were discussed in
CODATA-98 and they generally agree with the values
reviewed above. The most accurate of these is the value
of the ratio mm/mp that follows from the NMR measure-
ments of Klempt et al. s1982d made on positive muons
stopped in spherical targets at the Swiss Institute for
Nuclear Research, Villigen, Switzerland sSIN, now the
Paul Scherrer Institute or PSId:

mm+

mp
= 3.183 3442s17d f5.3 3 10−7g . s85d

Although this result was initially included in the least-
squares analyses used to investigate the consistency of
the data considered for the 1998 adjustment, it was ex-
cluded from the 1998 final adjustment because its con-
tribution to the determination of the 1998 recommended
values of mm/mp and mm/me was inconsequential. The
next most accurate value of either mm/mp or mm/me had a
relative standard uncertainty ur=2.6310−6, and thus nei-
ther this value nor any of the remaining other values
were at all competitive.

More recently, using Doppler-free two-photon pulsed
laser spectroscopy, Meyer et al. s2000d obtained an im-
proved value of the 1S-2S transition frequency in muo-
nium with a relative standard uncertainty ur=4.0310−9.
From a comparison of the measured frequency and the
known theoretical expression for the 1S-2S transition,
they deduced the value mm /me=206.768 38s17d f8.2
310−7g. This result also agrees with the values reviewed
above, but its uncertainty is still too large to make the
muonium 1S-2S transition a competitive method of ob-
taining the mass ratio.

For completeness, we note that a value of mm/me can,
in principle, be obtained from the measured value of the
quantity R ssee Sec. III.C.2d and the value of am pre-
dicted by the theoretical expression in Eq. sC28d of Ap-
pendix C for the muon magnetic moment anomaly. The
relevant relation is

mm

me
=

2am

geR

me−

mp
. s86d

If am were known exactly, the current best value of R
fsee Eq. s38dg would yield a value of mm/me with ur

=6.8310−7. However, neither R nor amsthd is sufficiently
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well known at present to yield a competitive value of the
mass ratio.

D. Shielded gyromagnetic ratios g8

The gyromagnetic ratio g of a bound particle of spin
quantum number i and magnetic moment m is given by

g =
2pf

B
=

v

B
=

umu
i"

, s87d

where f is the precession sthat is, spin-flipd frequency
and v is the angular precession frequency of the particle
in the magnetic flux density B. The SI unit of g is
s−1 T−1=C kg−1=A s kg−1. In this section we summarize
measurements of the gyromagnetic ratio of the shielded
proton,

gp8 =
2mp8

"
, s88d

and of the shielded helion,

gh8 =
2umh8u

"
, s89d

where, as in previous sections that dealt with magnetic
moment ratios involving these particles, the protons are
those in a spherical sample of pure H2O at 25 °C sur-
rounded by vacuum; and the helions are those in a
spherical sample of low-pressure, pure 3He gas at 25 °C
surrounded by vacuum. Also as was assumed in these
previous sections, B is the flux density in vacuum before
the sample is introduced and the sources of B are infi-
nitely far from the sample.

In practice, two methods are used to determine the
shielded gyromagnetic ratio g8 of a particle. In the low-
field method, B is of the order of 1 mT and is usually

generated by a single-layer precision solenoid carrying
an electric current I. The flux density B is calculated
from the dimensions of the solenoid and the current: B
=m0ksI, where ks is the measured solenoid constant and
has the dimension of reciprocal length. In the high-field
method, B is of the order of 0.5 T, is generated by an
electromagnet or a permanent magnet, and is measured
in terms of the force Fe it produces on a straight con-
ducting wire of length l carrying an electric current I:
B=Fe / lI.

In either case the measured current I can be expressed
in terms of the product KJRK, but B depends on I dif-
ferently in the two cases, as explained in more detail in
CODATA-98. In essence, the low-field experiments de-
termine g8 /KJRK and the high-field experiments deter-
mine g8KJRK. This leads to the relations

g8 = Γ908 slod
KJRK

KJ−90RK−90
s90ad

g8 = Γ908 shid
KJ−90RK−90

KJRK
, s90bd

where Γ908 slod and Γ908 shid are the experimental values of
g8 in SI units that would result from the low- and high-
field experiments, respectively, if KJ=KJ−90 and RK

=RK−90. The quantities Γ908 slod and Γ908 shid are the input
data used in the adjustment, but the observational equa-
tions take into account the fact that KJ−90ÞKJ and
RK−90ÞRK

The gyromagnetic ratio experiments of interest were
discussed in detail in CODATA-98, and only a brief
summary is given here. The results, together with the
value of a inferred from each low-field experiment and
the value of h inferred from each high-field experiment,
are collected in Table VII. Although some of these val-

TABLE VII. Summary of data related to shielded gyromagnetic ratios of the proton and helion, and
inferred values of a and h.

Quantity Value
Relative standard

uncertainty ur Identification Sect. and Eq.

Γp−908 slod 2.675 154 05s30d3108 s−1 T−1 1.1310−7 NIST-89 III.D.1.a s91d
a−1 137.035 9880s51d 3.7310−8 III.D.1.a s93d

Γp−908 slod 2.675 1530s18d3108 s−1 T−1 6.6310−7 NIM-95 III.D.1.b s94d
a−1 137.036 006s30d 2.2310−7 III.D.1.b s97d

Γp−908 shid 2.675 1525s43d3108 s−1 T−1 1.6310−6 NIM-95 III.D.1.b s95d
h 6.626 071s11d310−34 J s 1.6310−6 III.D.1.b s99d

Γp−908 shid 2.675 1518s27d3108 s−1 T−1 1.0310−6 NPL-79 III.D.1.c s100d
h 6.626 0730s67d310−34 J s 1.0310−6 III.D.1.c s101d

Γh−908 slod 2.037 895 37s37d3108 s−1 T−1 1.8310−7 KR/VN-98 III.D.2.a s102d
a−1 137.035 9853s82d 6.0310−8 III.D.2.a s104d

Γh−908 slod 2.037 897 29s72d3108 s−1 T−1 3.5310−7 VNIIM-89 III.D.2.b s105d
a−1 137.035 942s16d 1.2310−7 III.D.2.b s106d
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ues of Γ8 are not included in the final least-squares ad-
justment from which the 1998 recommended values
were obtained, they are included as input data in trial
adjustments in 2002 to see whether they are pertinent to
tests of the exactness of the relations KJ=2e /h and RK
=h /e2; these tests are described in Appendix F.

1. Proton p

A number of national metrology institutes have long
histories of measuring the gyromagnetic ratio of the
shielded proton, motivated, in part, by their need to
monitor the stability of their practical unit of current
based on groups of standard cells and standard resistors.

a. NIST: Low field

The most recent National Institute of Standards and
Technology low-field measurement was reported by Wil-
liams et al. s1989d. Their result, including the corrections
discussed in CODATA-98, is

Γp−908 slod = 2.675 154 05s30d 3 108 s−1 T−1 f1.1 3 10−7g ,

s91d

where Γp−908 slod is related to gp8 by Eq. s90ad.
As discussed in CODATA-98, the value of a that may

be inferred from this result follows from the expression

Γp−908 slod =
KJ−90RK−90ge−

4m0R`

mp8

me−
a3, s92d

which assumes the validity of the relations KJ=2e /h and
RK=h /e2. Using the 2002 recommended values for the
other relevant quantities, the uncertainties of which are
significantly smaller than the uncertainty of the NIST
experimental result, we find

a−1 = 137.035 9880s51d f3.7 3 10−8g , s93d

where the uncertainty is about one-third the uncertainty
of the NIST value of Γp−908 slod because of the cube-root
dependence of alpha on Γp−908 slod.

b. NIM: Low field and high field

The latest low- and high-field measurements by re-
searchers at the National Institute of Metrology sNIMd,
Beijing, People’s Republic of China, yielded sLiu et al.,
1995d

Γp−908 slod = 2.675 1530s18d 3 108 s−1 T−1 f6.6 3 10−7g ,

s94d

Γp−908 shid = 2.675 1525s43d 3 108 s−1 T−1 f1.6 3 10−6g ,

s95d

which include the corrections discussed in CODATA-98
and have a correlation coefficient of

rslo,hid = − 0.014, s96d

where Γp−908 shid is related to gp8 by Eq. s90bd.

Based on Eq. s92d, we find that the value of a that
may be inferred from the NIM low-field result is

a−1 = 137.036 006s30d f2.2 3 10−7g . s97d

Similarly, based on the relation

Γp−908 shid =
ca2ge−

2KJ−90RK−90R`

mp8

me−

1

h
s98d

as given in CODATA-98, the value of h that may be
inferred from the NIM high-field result is

h = 6.626 071s11d 3 10−34 J s f1.6 3 10−6g . s99d

In both cases the 2002 recommended values for the
other relevant quantities have been used; their uncer-
tainties are negligible compared to the NIM values of
Γp−908 slod and Γp−908 shid.

c. NPL: High field

The most accurate high-field gp8 experiment was car-
ried out at NPL by Kibble and Hunt s1979d, with the
result

Γp−908 shid = 2.675 1518s27d 3 108 s−1 T−1 f1.0 3 10−6g ,

s100d

which includes the corrections discussed in CODATA-
98. This leads to the inferred value

h = 6.626 0730s67d 3 10−34 J s f1.0 3 10−6g , s101d

based on Eq. s98d. fIt should be noted that various input
data in the 2002 adjustment such as the one in Eq. s100d
depend on the same NIST quantum Hall effect and/or
calculable capacitor measurements; nevertheless, their
covariances are negligible.g

2. Helion h

As an alternative to water samples, gaseous helium
samples have been used in various magnetic-resonance
experiments, leading to a value for the gyromagnetic ra-
tio of the shielded helion gh8. Although we have defined
gh8 to correspond to 25 °C ssee Sec. III.C.4.dd, the tem-
perature dependence of the shielded helion gyromag-
netic ratio is expected to be significantly less than that of
the shielded proton gyromagnetic ratio. Thus small
variations in temperature from 25 °C need not be con-
sidered.

a. KRISS/VNIIM: Low field

The experiment carried out at the Korea Research
Institute of Standards and Science sKRISSd, Taedok Sci-
ence Town, Republic of Korea, in a collaborative effort
with researchers from the Mendeleyev All-Russian Re-
search Institute for Metrology sVNIIMd, St. Petersburg,
Russian Federation, was discussed in detail in
CODATA-98 sKim et al., 1995; Park et al., 1999; Shifrin,
Khorev, et al., 1998; Shifrin, Park, et al., 1998; Shifrin, et
al., 1999d. The result of this work can be expressed as
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Γh−908 slod = 2.037 895 37s37d 3 108 s−1 T−1 f1.8 3 10−7g .

s102d

The value of a that may be inferred from this result
follows from the relation

Γh−908 slod = −
KJ−90RK−90ge−

4m0R`

mh8

me−
a3, s103d

which is analogous to Eq. s92d. We find

a−1 = 137.035 9853s82d f6.0 3 10−8g . s104d

b. VNIIM: Low field

The gyromagnetic ratio of the shielded helion was
also determined at VNIIM itself sTarbeev et al., 1989d.
Based on the review of the experiment in CODATA-98,
we have

Γh−908 slod = 2.037 897 29s72d 3 108 s−1 T−1 f3.5 3 10−7g ,

s105d

from which one may infer

a−1 = 137.035 942s16d f1.2 3 10−7g s106d

based on Eq. s103d.

E. Josephson constant KJ

In this section we consider measurements of the Jo-
sephson constant KJ in its SI unit Hz/V. In the following
three sections we consider measurements of the von Kl-
itzing constant RK in its SI unit V, the quantity KJ

2RK in
its SI unit J−1 s−1, and the Faraday constant F in the unit
A90 s mol−1, where A90 is the conventional unit of cur-
rent based on the Josephson and quantum Hall effects
and the conventional values KJ−90 and RK−90 ssee Sec.
II.Fd. Since all of these measurements involve KJ and/or
RK, the results are grouped in Table VIII, together with
the values of a and h that may be inferred from the data,
assuming the validity of the relations KJ=2e /h and RK
=h /e2. The new result for RK from BNM is discussed in
some detail below. The other results were reviewed in
CODATA-98, and are only briefly summarized here. Al-
though some of these other data were not included in
the final least-squares adjustment from which the 1998
recommended values were obtained, they are included
as input data in 2002 trial adjustments to possibly pro-
vide information on the validity of the assumed rela-
tions.

The quantity KJ is measured by comparing, either di-
rectly or indirectly, a Josephson voltage UJsnd=nf /KJ

TABLE VIII. Summary of data related to the Josephson constant KJ, the von Klitzing constant RK, and the Faraday constant F,
and inferred values of a and h.

Quantity Value
Relative standard

uncertainty ur Identification Sect. and Eq.

KJ 483 597.91s13d GHz V−1 2.7310−7 NML-89 III.E.1 s107d
h 6.626 0684s36d310−34 J s 5.4310−7 III.E.1 s109d

KJ 483 597.96s15d GHz V−1 3.1310−7 PTB-91 III.E.2 s110d
h 6.626 0670s42d310−34 J s 6.3310−7 III.E.2 s111d

RK 25 812.808 31s62d V 2.4310−8 NIST-97 III.F.1 s113d
a−1 137.036 0037s33d 2.4310−8 III.F.1 s114d

RK 25 812.8071s11d V 4.4310−8 NML-97 III.F.2 s115d
a−1 137.035 9973s61d 4.4310−8 III.F.2 s116d

RK 25 812.8092s14d V 5.4310−8 NPL-88 III.F.3 s117d
a−1 137.036 0083s73d 5.4310−8 III.F.3 s118d

RK 25 812.8084s34d V 1.3310−7 NIM-95 III.F.4 s119d
a−1 137.036 004s18d 1.3310−7 III.F.4 s120d

RK 25 812.8081s14d V 5.3310−8 BNM-01 III.F.5 s121d
a−1 137.036 0023s73d 5.3310−8 III.F.5 s122d

KJ
2RK 6.036 7625s12d31033 J−1 s−1 2.0310−7 NPL-90 III.G.1 s124d
h 6.626 0682s13d310−34 J s 2.0310−7 III.G.1 s125d

KJ
2RK 6.036 761 85s53d31033 J−1 s−1 8.7310−8 NIST-98 III.G.2 s126d
h 6.626 068 91s58d310−34 J s 8.7310−8 III.G.2 s127d

F90 96 485.39s13d C mol−1 1.3310−6 NIST-80 III.H.1 s132d
h 6.626 0658s88d310−34 J s 1.3310−6 III.H.1 s133d
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ssee Sec. II.Dd to a high voltage U whose value is known
in terms of the SI unit of voltage V. In practice, the latter
quantity, the ratio U /V, is determined by counterbalanc-
ing an electrostatic force arising from the voltage U with
a known gravitational force.

1. NML: Hg electrometer

The determination of KJ at the National Measure-
ment Laboratory sNMLd of the Commonwealth Scien-
tific and Industrial Research Organization sCSIROd,
Lindfield, Australia, was carried out using an apparatus
called the liquid-mercury electrometer sClothier et al.,
1989d. As discussed in CODATA-98, this experiment
yielded the result

KJ = 483 594f1 + 8.087s269d 3 10−6g GHz/V

= 483 597.91s13d GHz/V f2.7 3 10−7g . s107d

Assuming the validity of the relation KJ=2e /h and
recalling that a=e2 /4pe0"=m0ce2/2h, we have

h =
8a

m0cKJ
2 . s108d

This expression, the NML value of KJ in Eq. s107d, and
the 2002 recommended value of a, which has a much
smaller relative uncertainty, yields the inferred value

h = 6.626 0684s36d 3 10−34 J s f5.4 3 10−7g . s109d

2. PTB: Capacitor voltage balance

The determination of KJ at PTB was carried out by
using a voltage balance consisting of two coaxial cylin-
drical electrodes sSienknecht and Funck, 1985, 1986;
Funck and Sienknecht, 1991d. Taking into account the
correction associated with the reference capacitor used
in the PTB experiment as described in CODATA-98,
the result of the PTB determination is

KJ = 483 597.96s15d GHz/V f3.1 3 10−7g , s110d

from which we infer, using Eq. s108d,

h = 6.626 0670s42d 3 10−34 J s f6.3 3 10−7g . s111d

F. von Klitzing constant RK

The quantity RK is measured by comparing, either di-
rectly or indirectly, a quantized Hall resistance RHsid
=RK/ i ssee Sec. II.Ed to a resistance R whose value is
known in terms of the SI unit of resistance V. In prac-
tice, the latter quantity, the ratio R /V, is determined by
means of a calculable cross capacitor.

The calculable cross capacitor is based on a theorem
in electrostatics discovered in the 1950s sThompson and
Lampard, 1956; Lampard, 1957d. The theorem allows
one to construct a cylindrical capacitor sThompson,
1959d whose capacitance, to high accuracy, depends only

on its length. The electric constant e0=1/m0c2 is also re-
quired but is exactly known, since in the SI, m0 and c are
exactly known.

The uncertainty of RK is determined mainly by the
quality and implementation of the design of the calcu-
lable capacitor and the impedance chain used to com-
pare its capacitance to the resistance R. Of particular
importance is the determination of the difference in ac
and dc values of R, since the impedance measurements
are carried out at ac sfor example, v=104 rad/s or ap-
proximately 1592 Hzd and the quantized Hall resistance
measurements are carried out at dc. Recent work tends
to confirm that the difference in the ac and dc values of
the resistances of the special kinds of resistors used in
calculable capacitor experiments is reasonably well un-
derstood sBelliss, 2000; Elmquist, 2000; Elmquist et al.,
2001; Bohá~ek, 2002d.

As noted in Sec. II.E, if one assumes the validity of
the relation RK=h /e2, then RK and the fine-structure
constant a are related by

a = m0c/2RK. s112d

Hence the relative uncertainty of the value of a that
may be inferred from a particular experimental value of
RK is the same as the relative uncertainty of that value.

1. NIST: Calculable capacitor

The result obtained at NIST and reported in 1997 by
Jeffery et al. s1997d ssee also Jeffery et al., 1998d is

RK = 25 812.8f1 + 0.322s24d 3 10−6g V

= 25 812.808 31s62d V f2.4 3 10−8g , s113d

which, as discussed in CODATA-98, is viewed as super-
seding the NIST result reported in 1989 by Cage et al.
s1989d. Work by Jeffery et al. s1999d provides additional
support for the uncertainty budget of the NIST calcu-
lable capacitor. The value of a that may be inferred from
the NIST 1997 value of RK is, from Eq. s112d,

a−1 = 137.036 0037s33d f2.4 3 10−8g . s114d

2. NML: Calculable capacitor

Based on measurements carried out from December
1994 to April 1995 and a complete reassessment of un-
certainties associated with their apparatus, Small et al.
s1997d reported the result

RK = RK−90f1 + 0.4s4.4d 3 10−8g

= 25 812.8071s11d V f4.4 3 10−8g . s115d

Because of problems associated with the 1989 NML
value of RK, only the result reported in 1997 is used in
the 2002 adjustment, as was the case in the 1998 adjust-
ment. The value of a it implies is

a−1 = 137.035 9973s61d f4.4 3 10−8g . s116d
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3. NPL: Calculable capacitor

The NPL calculable cross capacitor is similar in design
to those of NIST and NML. The result for RK reported
in 1988 by Hartland et al. s1988d is

RK = 25 812.8f1 + 0.356s54d 3 10−6g V

= 25 812.8092s14d V f5.4 3 10−8g , s117d

and the value of a that one may infer from it is

a−1 = 137.036 0083s73d f5.4 3 10−8g . s118d

The 1988 NPL value of RK given in Eq. s117d and used
in the 2002 and 1998 adjustments supersedes earlier and
less accurate NPL values obtained when the apparatus
was in a less developed state, as discussed in CODATA-
98.

4. NIM: Calculable capacitor

The NIM calculable cross capacitor differs markedly
from the version used at NIST, NML, and NPL. The
four bars that comprise the capacitor are horizontal
rather than vertical and the length that determines its
known capacitance is fixed rather than variable. The
NIM result for RK, as reported in 1995 by Zhang et al.
s1995d, is

RK = 25 812.8084s34d V f1.3 3 10−7g , s119d

which implies

a−1 = 137.036 004s18d f1.3 3 10−7g . s120d

As in the case of the NPL experiment, the NIM value of
RK used in the 2002 and 1998 adjustments as given in
Eq. s119d supersedes a less accurate value obtained
when the apparatus was in an earlier stage of develop-
ment ssee CODATA-98d.

5. BNM: Calculable capacitor

The value of RK obtained at BNM by Trapon et al.
s2001, 2003d is

RK = 25 812.8081s14d V f5.3 3 10−8g , s121d

which implies

a−1 = 137.036 0023s73d f5.3 3 10−8g . s122d

This value of RK is the final result of an effort that
evolved over a 15-year period at LCIE sLaboratoire des
Industries Électriques, Fontenay-aux-Roses, Franced.
LCIE had long been responsible for fundamental elec-
trical metrology in France and eventually became part
of BNM, after which time it was referred to as BNM-
LCIE. As of 1 July 2001, French fundamental electrical
metrology work was transferred to the National Testing
Laboratory sLNE, Laboratoire National d’Essais, Paris,
Franced, which is also part of BNM and is referred to as
BNM-LNE. For simplicity, we give the identification
BNM-01 to this new value of RK.

The BNM Thompson-Lampard calculable capacitor is
unique among all calculable capacitors in that it consists

of five 450 mm long, 75.5 mm diameter horizontal bars
selectrodesd arranged at the corners of a regular penta-
gon. The change in capacitance between one bar and the
two furthest adjacent bars is 3 /8 pF when the movable
guard electrode at the center of the pentagonal group of
bars is displaced by <138 mm. An 8:3 ratio capacitance
bridge is used to calibrate a 1 pF capacitor in terms of
the five 3/8 pF values of capacitance obtained from the
five possible connection configurations of the bars.

A series of impedance bridges—two-terminal-pair,
four-terminal-pair, quadrature—and intermediate refer-
ence capacitors with capacitances of 10 pF, 100 pF,
1000 pF, and 10 000 pF are used to determine, in terms
of the known capacitance of the 1 pF capacitor, the ac
resistances of a set of three pairs of resistors with resis-
tances of 10, 20, and 40 kV. The measurements extend-
ing from the calculable capacitor to the three resistor
pairs are carried out at the frequencies f<1600 Hz sv
=10 000 rad/sd, f<800 Hz sv=5000 rad/sd, and f
<400 Hz sv=2500 rad/sd, respectively. sNote that the
capacitive reactance of each of the final pair of
10 000 pF capacitances in the BNM chain at each of
these angular frequencies is 10 kV, 20 kV, and 40 kV,
respectively.d The ac resistance of each resistor at its
measured frequency is corrected to its dc value by com-
parison with a special coaxial resistor whose ac-dc resis-
tance difference is calculable. A cryogenic current com-
parator is used to compare each resistance to the i=2,
12 906.4 V quantized Hall resistance, thereby determin-
ing RK. However, the three values of RK are not the
same because of the frequency dependence of the ca-
pacitance of the calculable capacitor, corrections having
been applied to eliminate all other frequency depen-
dences in the measurement chain. sThe frequency de-
pendence of the capacitance of the calculable capacitor
is mainly due to the inductance of the reed relays em-
ployed to connect the bars that comprise the capacitor
to the 8:3 ratio capacitance bridge or to ground.d To
eliminate this last frequency dependence, the three val-
ues of RK are appropriately extrapolated to zero fre-
quency.

The five largest relative-standard-uncertainty compo-
nents contributing to the total relative standard uncer-
tainty ur=5.3310−8 of the BNM result for RK is the
<2.8310−8 statistical sType Ad uncertainty, and the fol-
lowing four components arising from systematic effects
sType Bd: 3310−8 to account for the possible lateral
movement of the compensating spike at the end of the
movable guard electrode; 2.4310−8 to account for pos-
sible imperfections in the shapes and positions of the
five bars that comprise the calculable capacitor; 1.5
310−8 for the ratio of the 10:1 capacitance bridge sused
five timesd; and <1.3310−8 for the possible imperfect
correction of the frequency dependences of the 10 kV,
20 kV, and 40 kV resistors.

As discussed in considerable detail by Trapon et al.
s2003d, many significant improvements have been incor-
porated in the BNM apparatus since Delahaye et al.
s1987d reported the first result for RK obtained from it,
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which had an assigned standard uncertainty ur=2.2
310−7. These include a new laser and means to align it
for measuring the displacement of the movable guard
electrode, together with an improved vacuum to reduce
the correction for the index of refraction of air; the ad-
dition of a fixed guard electrode at the end of the five
bars opposite the movable guard electrode to hold the
interferometer, and a star-shaped electrode near the
compensating spike at the end of the movable electrode
that significantly improves the linearity of the change in
capacitance with the position of this electrode; detailed
evaluation of the effect of the five bars not being per-
fectly cylindrical and the near-elimination of the effect
via a new compensating spike affixed to the end of the
movable electrode; and better understanding of the fre-
quency dependence of the calculable capacitor and its
connections. Thus, the new BNM value of RK, although
obtained with a unique form of the original Thompson-
Lampard calculable capacitor, is viewed as being on an
equal footing with other values obtained with calculable
capacitors of more traditional form.

6. Other values

As noted in CODATA-98, three values of RK based
directly on calculable capacitor measurements with
quoted relative standard uncertainties of 22310−8, 26
310−8, and 32310−8 were not considered in the 1998
adjustment because of their comparatively large uncer-
tainties. sIn fact, the first of these is the 1987 result from
the BNM experiment just described.d Although some of
the values listed in the previous sections that were not
included in the 1998 final least-squares adjustment are
being reconsidered in the present adjustment to test the
validity of the relations KJ=2e /h and RK=h /e2, the
three other values referred to in this section are still not
sufficiently competitive to be considered in the 2002 ad-
justment.

G. Product KJ
2RK

A value of the product KJ
2RK is of importance to the

determination of the Planck constant h, because if one
assumes that the relations KJ=2e /h and RK=h /e2 are
valid, then

h =
4

KJ
2RK

. s123d

The product KJ
2RK is determined by comparing electrical

power known in terms of a Josephson voltage and quan-
tized Hall resistance to the equivalent mechanical power
known in the SI unit W=m2 kg s−3. The comparison is
carried out using an apparatus known as a moving-coil
watt balance, as discussed in CODATA-98. To date two
laboratories, NPL and NIST, have determined KJ

2RK us-
ing this method. For a recent review of watt-balance ex-
periments, see Eichenberger et al., 2003.

1. NPL: Watt balance

A practical approach that allows KJ
2RK to be deter-

mined with high accuracy based on the above idea was
first proposed by Kibble at NPL sKibble, 1975d. Shortly
after Kibble’s original proposal of 1975, Kibble and
Robinson s1977d carried out a feasibility study of this
idea based on experience with the NPL apparatus that
was used to determine gp8 by the high-field method
sKibble and Hunt, 1979d.

The NPL result used in the 1998 adjustment was re-
ported in 1990 by Kibble et al. s1990d and may be written
as

KJ
2RK = KJ−NPL

2 RK−NPLf1 + 16.14s20d 3 10−6g

= 6.036 7625s12d 3 1033 J−1 s−1 f2.0 3 10−7g ,

s124d

where KJ−NPL=483 594 GHz/V and RK−NPL
=25 812.809 2 V. The value of h that may be inferred
from the 1990 NPL value of KJ

2RK is, according to Eq.
s123d,

h = 6.626 0682s13d 3 10−34 J s f2.0 3 10−7g . s125d

Based on the experience gained in the experiment
that led to the above value of KJ

2RK, NPL researchers
designed and constructed a new apparatus that is ex-
pected to eventually yield a result for KJ

2RK with ur
<10−8 sRobinson and Kibble, 1997; Kibble and Robin-
son, 2003d. The apparatus has the cylindrical symmetry
of the NIST watt balance that yielded the result for
KJ

2RK discussed in the following section, and although it
uses the same balance beam as in the previous NPL ap-
paratus, little else from that experiment is retained in
the new experiment.

Over 1000 measurements in vacuum were carried out
with the new NPL watt balance between January 2000
and November 2001. Many were made in an effort to
identify the cause of an observed fractional change in
the value of KJ

2RK of about 3310−7 that occurred in
mid-April 2000 sRobinson and Kibble, 2002d. A change
in the alignment of the apparatus is suspected of being
the cause of the shift. We do note that the value of h
implied by the mean of these measurements is in much
better agreement with the value of h inferred from the
result for the molar volume of silicon VmsSid discussed in
Sec. III.J than it is with the above NPL 1990 value of h
and the similarly obtained NIST 1998 value of h given in
the next section. fThe VmsSid inferred value of h exceeds
the NPL and NIST watt balance combined value of h by
the surprisingly large fractional amount 1.1310−6; see
Sec. IV.A.g However, Robinson and Kibble s2002d; Rob-
inson s2003d stress that it is “inadvisable to draw any
conclusions from this fact,” because modifications to the
apparatus and studies of a variety of systematic effects,
especially those associated with the alignment of the ap-
paratus, are still underway.
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2. NIST: Watt balance

Work on a moving-coil watt balance at NIST began
shortly after Kibble made his 1975 proposal. A first re-
sult was reported by NIST researchers in 1989 with ur
=1.3310−6. Significant improvements were then made
to the apparatus and the final result from this phase of
the NIST effort was reported in 1998 by Williams et al.
s1998d:

KJ
2RK = KJ−90

2 RK−90f1 − 0.008s87d 3 10−6g

= 6.036 761 85s53d 3 1033 J−1 s−1 f8.7 3 10−8g .

s126d

This is the value used in the 1998 and 2002 adjustments;
the 1989 NIST result is consistent with the 1998 value,
but has an uncertainty about 15 times larger.

The value of h implied by the result in Eq. s126d is

h = 6.626 068 91s58d 3 10−34 J s f8.7 3 10−8g . s127d

Based on the lessons learned in the decade-long effort
that led to their 1998 value of KJ

2RK, the NIST watt-
balance researchers initiated a new program with the
goal of measuring KJ

2RK with ur<10−8. Major changes in
the watt balance have since been implemented and little
remains of the earlier apparatus except the supercon-
ducting magnet used to generate the required radial
magnetic flux density and the wheel used as the balance.
An important change in the experiment is that, in the
new apparatus, the entire balance mechanism and mov-
ing coils are in vacuum, which virtually eliminates index-
of-refraction corrections in the laser position measure-
ment and a buoyancy correction for the force exerted by
the standard mass. A brief progress report is given by
Steiner et al. s2002d, and the results of a study of hyster-
esis and related effects arising from mechanical, mag-
netic, and thermal sources are reported by Schwarz et al.
s2001d.

3. Other values

Although there is no published value of KJ
2RK other

than the two discussed above, two additional laborato-
ries have watt-balance experiments in progress: the
Swiss Federal Office of Metrology and Accreditation
sMETAS, Metrologie und Akkreditierung Schweiz,
Bern-Wabern, Switzerlandd; and the BNM. METAS has
a functioning apparatus, as described by Beer et al.
s1999, 2001, 2003d ssee also Courteville et al., 2000; Beer
et al., 2002d. The BNM experiment is currently only in
the planning and design stage, and will involve several
laboratories of the BNM sGenevès, 2002d. In addition,
the BIPM is considering initiating a watt-balance experi-
ment sQuinn, 2002d.

H. Faraday constant F

The Faraday constant F is equal to the Avogadro con-
stant NA times the elementary charge e, F=NAe; its SI
unit is coulomb per mol, C mol−1=A s mol−1. It deter-

mines the amount of substance nsXd of an entity X that
is deposited or dissolved during electrolysis by the pas-
sage of a quantity of electricity, or charge, Q=It, due to
the flow of a current I in a time t. In particular, the
Faraday constant F is related to the molar mass MsXd
ssee Sec. II.Cd and valence z of entity X by

F =
ItMsXd
zmdsXd

, s128d

where mdsXd is the mass of entity X dissolved as the
result of transfer of charge Q=It during the electrolysis.
It follows from the relations F=NAe, e2=2ah /m0c, me
=2R`h /ca2, and NA=ArsedMu /me, where Mu
=10−3 kg mol−1 ssee Sec. II.Cd, that

F =
ArsedMu

R`
S c

2m0

a5

h
D1/2

. s129d

Since, according to Eq. s128d, F is proportional to the
current I, and I is inversely proportional to the product
KJRK if the current is determined in terms of the Jo-
sephson and quantum Hall effects, we may write

F90 =
KJRK

KJ−90RK−90

ArsedMu

R`
S c

2m0

a5

h
D1/2

, s130d

where F90 is the experimental value of F in SI units that
would result from the Faraday experiment if KJ=KJ−90
and RK=RK−90. The quantity F90 is the input datum used
in the adjustment, but the observational equation takes
into account the fact that KJ−90ÞKJ and RK−90ÞRK. If
one assumes the validity of the expressions KJ=2e /h
and RK=h /e2, Eq. s130d can be written as

F90 8
cMu

KJ−90RK−90

Arseda2

R`h
, s131d

which in that case is the observational equation for the
measured value of F90.

1. NIST: Ag coulometer

There is one high-accuracy experimental value of F90
available, that from NIST. The NIST experiment of
Bower and Davis s1980d used the silver dissolution cou-
lometer pioneered by Craig et al. s1960d in their earlier
determination of F, also at NIST. It is based on the an-
odic dissolution by electrolysis of silver, which is
monovalent, into a solution of perchloric acid containing
a small amount of silver perchlorate. The basic chemical
reaction is Ag→Ag++e− and occurs at the anode, which
in the NIST work was a highly purified silver bar.

As discussed in CODATA-98, the NIST measurement
by Bower and Davis s1980d leads to the result

F90 = 96 485.39s13d C mol−1 f1.3 3 10−6g , s132d

which supersedes the earlier and similar 1960 NIST re-
sult reported by Craig et al. s1960d. The value of h that
may be inferred from Eq. s131d using the 1980 result in
Eq. s132d for F90 and the recommended values from the
2002 adjustment for the other quantities is
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h = 6.626 0658s88d 3 10−34 J s f1.3 3 10−6g , s133d

where the uncertainties of the other quantities are neg-
ligible compared to the uncertainty of F90.

2. Other values

As in the 1998 adjustment, the two other available
values of the Faraday constant, which have relative stan-
dard uncertainties of about 1310−5, are not considered
competitive sMarinenko and Taylor, 1968; Cohen and
Taylor, 1973; Koch, 1980d.

I. $220% lattice spacing of silicon d220

A value of the h220j lattice spacing of a silicon crystal
in meters is relevant to the 2002 adjustment not only for
its role in determining Arsnd ssee Sec. III.A.5d, but also
because, together with the measured value of
h /mnd220sW04d, where h /mn is the quotient of the
Planck constant and neutron mass and W04 is abbrevi-
ated from WASO 04, it can provide a useful value of the
fine-structure constant a ssee Sec. III.K.1d. Further, to-
gether with the measured value of the molar volume of
silicon VmsSid, it can provide a useful value of h ssee Sec.
III.Jd.

Various aspects of silicon and its crystal plane spacings
of interest here are reviewed in CODATA-98 sfor more
recent reviews, see Becker, 2001a, 2003b; Mana, 2001d.
Some points worth noting are that silicon is a cubic crys-
tal with eight atoms per face-centered cubic unit cell of
edge length sor lattice parameterd a=543 pm with d220

=a /Î8. The three naturally occurring isotopes of Si are
28Si, 29Si, and 30Si, and the amount-of-substance fractions
xs28Sid, xs29Sid, and xs30Sid of natural silicon are approxi-
mately 0.92, 0.05, and 0.03, respectively.

Although the h220j lattice spacing of Si is not a funda-
mental constant in the usual sense, for practical pur-
poses one can consider a, and hence d220, of an impurity-
free, crystallographically perfect or “ideal” silicon
crystal under specified conditions, principally of tem-
perature, pressure, and isotopic composition, to be an
invariant of nature. The reference temperature and
pressure currently adopted are t90=22.5 °C and p=0
sthat is, vacuumd, where t90 is Celsius temperature on the
International Temperature Scale of 1990 sITS-90d
sPreston-Thomas, 1990d. However, no reference values
for xsASid have as yet been adopted, because the varia-
tion of a due to the variation of the isotopic composition
of the crystals used in high-accuracy experiments is
taken to be negligible at the current level of experimen-
tal uncertainty in a. A much larger effect on a is the
impurities that the silicon crystal contains—mainly oxy-
gen sOd and carbon sCd—and corrections must be ap-
plied to convert the h220j lattice spacing d220sXd of a real
crystal X to the h220j lattice spacing d220 of an “ideal”
crystal.

1. d220 difference measurements

To relate the lattice spacings of crystals used in differ-
ent experiments, highly accurate measurements are
made of the fractional difference fd220sxd
−d220srefdgd220srefd of the h220j lattice spacing of a
sample of crystal X and that of a reference crystal “ref.”
Such fractional differences obtained at NIST by Kessler
et al. s1999d that we take as input data are given in Sec.
III.A.5, Eqs. s15d–s17d. The following are the fractional
differences obtained at PTB by Martin et al. s1998d that
we also take as input data:

d220sW4.2ad − d220sW04d
d220sW04d

= − 1s21d 3 10−9, s134d

d220sW17d − d220sW04d
d220sW04d

= 22s22d 3 10−9, s135d

d220sMO * d − d220sW04d
d220sW04d

= − 103s28d 3 10−9, s136d

d220sNR3d − d220sW04d
d220sW04d

= − 23s21d 3 10−9. s137d

As for the three similar NIST input data, these four
input data are correlated, with correlation coefficients of
about 0.4. It should also be noted that in order to in-
clude these four input data in the 2002 adjustment, as in
the 1998 adjustment, the quantities d220sW4.2ad and
d220sW04d must be taken to be adjusted constants in ad-
dition to the four similar quantities in Eqs. s15d–s17d.

To relate d220sW04d to the h220j lattice spacing d220 of
an “ideal” silicon crystal, we take as an input datum

d220 − d220sW04d
d220sW04d

= 10s11d 3 10−9 s138d

given by Becker et al. s2003d, who obtained it by taking
into account the known C, O, and nitrogen sNd impuri-
ties in WASO 04. However, following what was done in
the 1998 adjustment, we have included an additional
component of uncertainty of 1310−8 to account for the
possibility that, even after correction for C, O, and N
impurities, the crystal WASO 04 does not meet all of the
criteria for an ideal crystal. fThe value used in the 1998
adjustment was 15s11d310−9, but it did not include a
correction for nitrogen.g In order to include this frac-
tional difference in the 2002 adjustment, the quantity
d220 is also taken as an adjusted constant.

2. X-ray/optical interferometer measurements of d220„X…

Included as input data in the 1998 CODATA adjust-
ment were three measurements of d220sXd in meters car-
ried out at different laboratories using a combined x-ray
and optical interferometer or “XROI” with crystals
from different silicon boules. One measurement was
made at PTB and published in 1981 sBecker et al., 1981d,
the second was made at IMGC and published in 1994
sBasile et al., 1994d, and the third was made at NMIJ and
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published in 1997 sNakayama and Fujimoto, 1997d.
These experiments as well as the basic principles of the
XROI, which is a device that enables x-ray fringes of
unknown period d220sXd to be compared with optical
fringes of known period, are fully discussed in
CODATA-98 and hence are not discussed further here.

While the values obtained at PTB and IMGC are con-
sistent with each other, they disagree with the value ob-
tained at NMIJ. On the other hand, the NMIJ value is in
better agreement with other data in the 1998 adjust-
ment. During the last four years, considerable work has
been carried out at both IMGC and NMIJ, and also at
IMGC in a collaborative effort involving both IMGC
and NMIJ researchers, to improve the measurement of
d220sXd, motivated in part by the above situation. The
results of this work, which were published in early 2004
sCavagnero et al., 2004d, did not become available until
late in 2003, long after the 31 December 2002 closing
date of the 2002 adjustment. However, sufficient infor-
mation was available and made known to the Task
Group by the time of its 4 July 2003 meeting, the aim of
which was to finalize the 2002 input data and its treat-
ment, for the Task Group to decide that the uncertain-
ties assigned to the PTB and IMGC results may have
been underestimated and that only the NMIJ result of
Nakayama and Fujimoto s1997d,

d220sNR3d = 192 015.587s11d fm f5.6 3 10−8g , s139d

should be included in the 2002 adjustment. We note also
that an investigation by Fujimoto et al. s2000d supports
the data-averaging procedure used by Nakayama and
Fujimoto s1997d to obtain their value of d220sNR3d. fRe-
cent work indicates that significant issues concerning the
measurement of d220 are not yet resolved and require
further investigation sMana, 2004d.g

The observational equation for the NMIJ lattice-
spacing result is simply

d220sNR3d 8 d220sNR3d . s140d

J. Molar volume of silicon VmsSid

The definition of the molar volume of silicon VmsSid
and its relationship to the Avogadro constant NA as well
as other constants is discussed in CODATA-98 and may
be summarized by the following equations:

msSid = rsSid
a3

n
, s141d

VmsSid =
MsSid
rsSid

=
ArsSidMu

rsSid
, s142d

NA =
VmsSid

a3/n
=

ArsSidMu

Î8d220
3 rsSid

, s143d

VmsSid 8
Î2cMuArseda2d220

3

R`h
. s144d

These expressions are to be understood in the context of
an impurity-free, crystallographically perfect, “ideal”
silicon crystal at the reference conditions t90=22.5 °C
and p=0, and of isotopic composition in the range nor-
mally observed for crystals used in high-accuracy experi-
ments. Thus msSid, VmsSid, MsSid, and ArsSid are the
mean mass, mean molar volume, mean molar mass, and
mean relative atomic mass, respectively, of the silicon
atoms in such a crystal, and rsSid is the crystal’s macro-
scopic mass density. Further, a is the edge length of the
crystal’s cubic unit cell, d220=a /Î8 is the h220j lattice
spacing of the crystal, n=8 is the number of silicon at-
oms per unit cell, and Mu=10−3 kg/mol is the molar
mass constant and hence MsSid=ArsSidMu. Equation
s144d is the observational equation for a measured value
of VmsSid and is based on the relations me=2R`h /ca2

and NA=ArsedMu /me. fFrom Eq. s143d we see that NA is
also equal to the quotient of the mean molar volume of
silicon and the mean volume of a silicon atom.g

It follows from the definition of VmsSid given in Eq.
s142d that the experimental determination of the molar
volume of silicon requires sid measurement of the
amount-of-substance ratios ns29Sid /ns28Sid and
ns30Sid /ns28Sid of a nearly perfect silicon crystal—and
hence amount-of-substance fractions xsASid—and then
calculation of ArsSid from the well-known values of
ArsASid in Table II; and siid measurement of the macro-
scopic mass density rsSid of the crystal. Of course, the
crystal must be carefully characterized structurally to en-
sure that it approximates an ideal crystal to a sufficient
degree, and it must also be carefully characterized
chemically so that appropriate corrections can be ap-
plied to account for the effect of impurities.

An extensive international effort has been under way
since at least the early 1990s to reduce the relative stan-
dard uncertainty of the measured value of the Avogadro
constant NA to ur<10−8 so that serious consideration
can be given to replacing the current artifact-based defi-
nition of the SI unit of mass—the international proto-
type of the kilogram—by a definition based on an invari-
ant of nature. fRecall that determining NA by measuring
VmsSid as described above, and d220 using x rays, is called
the x-ray-crystal-density or XRCD method.g This effort
is being coordinated by the Working Group on the
Avogadro Constant sWGACd of the Consultative Com-
mittee for Mass and Related Quantities sCCM, Comité
consultatif pour la masse et les grandeurs apparentéesd of
the CIPM. The WGAC, which has representatives from
all major research groups working in areas relevant to
the determination of NA, is currently chaired by P.
Becker of PTB.

In spite of the quite significant advances made in the
1990s in measuring VmsSid, which include improved un-
derstanding of the imperfections of real silicon crystals,
the Task Group decided not to include any values of
VmsSid as input data in the 1998 adjustment. This deci-
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sion was reached in collaboration with, and had the full
support of, the WGAC. The reason for this exclusion, as
discussed in CODATA-98, was troublesome inconsisten-
cies among a number of values of VmsSid. The most
problematic of these was the value of VmsSid obtained
by NMIJ researchers using crystal NRLM3—it exceeds
the weighted-mean value obtained at NMIJ and other
laboratories from a variety of different crystals by about
the fractional amount 3.5310−6 sFujii et al., 1999; De
Bièvre et al., 2001d. Although no convincing explanation
for this inconsistency has yet been found, the WGAC
has concluded that the NMIJ result for VmsSid from crys-
tal NRLM3 is anomalous and hence should be discarded
from future consideration, and that the best value for
VmsSid based on all the data available through about
mid-2000, obtained from 15 different crystals, is sBecker,
2001b; De Bièvre et al., 2001d

VmsSid = 12.058 8207s54d 3 10−6 m3 mol−1 f4.5 3 10−7g .

s145d

fIt is important to recognize that because the fractional
variation of d220 due to the observed variation of the
isotopic composition of the silicon crystals employed in
high-accuracy experiments may be considered negligible
at the current level of uncertainty of such experiments,
Eq. s143d implies that after correction for impurities, val-
ues of VmsSid obtained using different crystals should be
very nearly invariant.g

Work to improve the determination of VmsSid has con-
tinued to the present with new measurements of rsSid
being carried out at IMGC, NMIJ, NML, and PTB with
newly prepared silicon crystals, and with amount-of-
substance ratio measurements required to determine
ArsSid continuing to be made at the Institute for Refer-
ence Materials and Measurements sIRMMd, European
Commission, Geel, Belgium. Because this institution is
the only one making such measurements, its role is cru-
cial and all current determinations of VmsSid are highly
correlated. A detailed description of some of the most
important aspects of the absolute isotopic ratio mass-
spectrometry technique used by IRMM to determine
ns29Sid /ns28Sid and ns30Sid /ns28Sid is given by De Bièvre,
Lenaers, et al. s1995d. Differential measurements that
lend some support to the validity of the IRMM absolute
measurements of isotopic composition have been car-
ried out at the Institute of Mineral Resources sIMRd, of
the Chinese Academy of Geological Sciences, Beijing,
Peoples’s Republic of China sDe Bièvre et al., 2001d.

At the request of the Task Group, the WGAC has
recommended a value of VmsSid for use as an input da-
tum in the 2002 adjustment. This value is sBecker, 2003a;
Fujii, 2003d

VmsSid = 12.058 8257s36d 3 10−6 m3 mol−1 f3.0 3 10−7g
s146d

with identification N/P/I-03 in recognition of the work
done by researchers at NMIJ, PTB, and IRMM to ob-
tain this result. sIt should be noted that Task Group-
member and WGAC-member K. Fujii of NMIJ serves as

liaison between the two groups, and the authors worked
closely with him in the derivation of this result.d The
following is a brief discussion of the measurements that
have led to the WGAC consensus value in Eq. s146d.

1. NMIJ result for Vm„Si…

The new NMIJ result for VmsSid is reported by Fujii
s2003d and Fujii et al. s2003d. The density standards used
as references in this work were 1 kg silicon spheres S4
and S5 prepared from boule, or ingot, NRLM3 and
whose absolute mass densities were determined in 1994
from optical interferometric measurements of their di-
ameters and measurements of their masses in terms of
the SI unit of mass by weighing in both air and vacuum.
The samples for which VmsSid was determined in the
new measurement campaign are 1 kg silicon spheres S1
and S2 fabricated from ingot NRLM1, sphere S3 fabri-
cated from ingot NRLM2, spheres S6 and S7 fabricated
from ingot NRLM4, and two rectangular parallelepiped
samples A1-2-1 and A4-2-1 also prepared from ingot
NRLM4. The mass densities of all seven of these
samples were determined from 14 comparisons using hy-
drostatic weighing or the pressure-of-flotation method,
with each comparison involving two or three samples
and with some involving spheres S4 and S5 whose den-
sities are known.

The molar masses of 19 samples taken from ingots
NRLM1, NRLM2, and NRLM4 were measured at
IRMM by isotopic mass spectrometry in which synthetic
isotope mixtures prepared gravimetrically from highly
enriched 28Si, 29Si, and 30Si compounds are used to cali-
brate the spectrometer. During the 1990s, improvements
in the mass spectrometer and improved understanding
of various effects such as time-dependent mass fraction-
ation as prescribed by kinetic gas theory, adsorption and
desorption, and back diffusion, have led to reductions in
the uncertainty of IRMM silicon molar mass measure-
ments sDe Bièvre, Valkiers, et al., 1995; Gonfiantini et
al., 1997d. More recently, however, the BaSiF6 com-
pounds bearing the synthesized amount-of-substance ra-
tios nsASid /ns28Sid used for spectrometer calibration
have shown chemical instabilities, which have led to an
increase in uncertainty to the current value ur=1.4
310−7 and the use of crystal WASO 17.2, whose molar
mass had been measured previously, as the reference
crystal in terms of which IRMM measurements of the
unknown molar masses of silicon samples are now made.
The molar mass measurements of the 16 NRLM4
samples, as well as the six samples from ingot WASO 04
discussed below in connection with the new PTB deter-
mination of VmsSid, were carried out in this way.

The NRLM1 molar mass sample is taken from be-
tween spheres S1 and S2, the two NRLM2 molar mass
samples are taken from either side of sphere S3, and the
16 NRLM4 molar mass samples are taken from judi-
ciously selected locations throughout the NRLM4 ingot.
Because of the reduced uncertainty of the IRMM molar
mass values for the NRLM4 samples, the large number
of samples, and the fact that they were selected from
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sites throughout the ingot, the preferred NMIJ value of
VmsSid is based on only the NRLM4 data. The result is
sFujii, 2003d

VmsSid = 12.058 8272s30d 3 10−6 m3 mol−1 f2.5 3 10−7g .

s147d

In obtaining this value, the NMIJ researchers took
into account the isotopic gradient in the ingot as deter-
mined from the molar masses and positions of the 16
NRLM4 molar mass samples. Corrections were, of
course, also applied to account for the C and O impuri-
ties in the ingot. The quoted value was deduced by cal-
culating the molar volume of each of the four NRLM4
samples—S6, S7, A1-2-1, and A4-2-1—and then calcu-
lating the weighted mean of these four values, taking
into account their covariances, and multiplying each el-
ement of the initial covariance matrix by the square of
the Birge ratio RB=1.36 associated with the weighted
mean. This led to an increase in the initial standard un-
certainty of the weighted mean by the factor 1.36. sNote
that RB=Îx2 /n, where x2 is the statistic “chi square,” n
=N−M=4−1=3 is the degrees of freedom, with N the
number of values and M the number of unknowns, and
the expected value of x2 is assumed to be n; see Appen-
dix E of CODATA-98.d

2. PTB result for Vm„Si…

The new PTB result for VmsSid is reported by Becker
s2003ad and Becker et al. s2003d. The sample for which
VmsSid was determined is sphere AVO#1, which is one of
three 1 kg spheres prepared at NML from ingot
WASO 04. fResearchers at IMGC and NML are deter-
mining VmsSid using spheres AVO#2 and AVO#3, re-
spectively, and all of the NMIJ spheres were manufac-
tured at NML as well.g The WASO 04 ingot, which is
well characterized with respect to impurities and crystal-
lographic imperfections such as vacancies and self-
interstitials, was originally about 165 cm long and
100 mm in diameter, with AVO#1 being prepared from
its 54 cm to 64 cm segment. The volume of AVO#1 was
measured using a newly developed interferometer with
spherical symmetry that allows the spherical diameters
over a 60° segment of the sphere to be measured simul-
taneously from Fizeau interference patterns. The mea-
surements were carried out in vacuum at t90=20 °C, and
considerable care was taken to properly account for the
effect of the sphere’s oxide layer and other surface layers
on the determination of its mean radius as well as its
mass. The mass of AVO#1 was obtained from two series
of weighings in air, one carried out for 20 days using a
Pt-Ir standard of mass and the other for 8 days using a
stainless steel standard. The relative standard uncer-
tainty of the mass density of sphere AVO#1 after correc-
tion for impurities, surface layers, and the application of
corrections to convert its mass density to the reference
conditions t90=22.5 °C and p=0, is given as ur=9.0
310−8.

The molar mass of sphere AVO#1 is based on IRMM
measurements of six WASO 04 samples, two taken from
the 54 cm to 64 cm segment of the WASO 04 ingot, two
from the 75 cm to 85 cm segment, and two from the
108 cm to 118 cm segment. These segments correspond
to those portions of the ingot from which the three
spheres were fabricated. Unfortunately, the scatter be-
tween the two values of molar mass obtained for a given
pair of samples is rather larger than one would expect.
To account for this scatter, an additional component of
uncertainty, equal to the standard uncertainty of the mo-
lar masses of all six samples, which corresponds to the
fractional amount 4.1310−7, is combined with the rela-
tive standard uncertainty 1.4310−7 for an individual
IRMM molar mass measurement to obtain the relative
standard uncertainty urfMsAVO#1dg=4.1310−7 for the
molar mass of sphere AVO#1. The final result for
VmsSid is the quotient of the molar mass and mass den-
sity and is sBecker, 2003a; Becker et al., 2003; Fujii, 2003d

VmsSid = 12.058 8199s53d 3 10−6 m3 mol−1 f4.4 3 10−7g .

s148d

Because the molar mass values used in both the NMIJ
and PTB determinations of VmsSid result from IRMM
measurements based on WASO 17.2, the two values are
correlated with a correlation coefficient of 0.161 and a
covariance of 2.572310−18 sm3 mol−1d2. fThe fixed com-
ponent of relative standard uncertainty of any IRMM
molar mass measurement is 1.33310−7, which gives rise
to a covariance of 13.95310−18 sm3 mol−1d2 for any two
IRMM measurements of molar mass.g

3. WGAC value of Vm„Si…

The WGAC consensus value for VmsSid to be used in
the 2002 adjustment, which is given in Eq. s146d, is the
weighted mean of the NMIJ and PTB values in Eqs.
s147d and s148d, respectively, taking into account their
covariance of 2.572310−18 sm3 mol−1d2, and multiplying
each element of the initial covariance matrix by the
square of the Birge ratio RB=1.30 associated with the
weighted mean ssee above discussiond. The initial stan-
dard uncertainty of the weighted mean is therefore in-
creased by the factor 1.30. We note that this value for
the molar volume of silicon exceeds the earlier WGAC
value in Eq. s145d by the fractional amount 4.1310−7.

The value of h that can be inferred from Eq. s144d, the
new WGAC consensus value for VmsSid in Eq. s146d
sidentification N/P/I-03d, together with the 2002 recom-
mended values for Arsed, a, R`, and d220, is

h = 6.626 0762s21d 3 10−34 J s f3.2 3 10−7g . s149d

A comparison of this value of h with those in Tables VII
and VIII shows that it is generally not in good agree-
ment with the other values.

K. Quotient of Planck constant and particle mass h /msXd

The relation R`=a2mec /2h leads to
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a = F2R`

c

ArsXd
Arsed

h

msXdG1/2

, s150d

where ArsXd is the relative atomic mass of particle X
with mass msXd and Arsed is the relative atomic mass of
the electron. Because c is exactly known, the relative
standard uncertainty of R` and Arsed are less than 7
310−12 and 5310−10, respectively, and the uncertainty of
ArsXd for many particles and atoms is less than that of
Arsed, Eq. s150d can provide a value of a with a competi-
tive uncertainty if h /msXd is determined with a suffi-
ciently small uncertainty. Here we discuss the determi-
nation of h /msXd for the neutron n and for the 133Cs
atom.

1. Quotient h /mn

The PTB determination of h /mn, the result of an ap-
proximately 25-year effort, was discussed at length in
CODATA-98. In brief, the de Broglie relation p=mnv
=h /λ was used to determine h /mn=λv for the neutron
by measuring both the de Broglie wavelength λ and the
corresponding velocity v of slow neutrons. The measure-
ments were carried out at the ILL high-flux reactor after
initial investigations at the PTB reactor. The de Broglie
wavelength, λ<0.25 mm, of slow neutrons was deter-
mined using back reflection from a silicon crystal, and
the velocity, v<1600 m/s, of the neutrons was deter-
mined by a special time-of-flight method. The final result
of the experiment is sKrüger et al. 1999d

h

mnd220sW04d
= 2060.267 004s84d m s−1 f4.1 3 10−8g ,

s151d

where as before, d220sW04d is the h220j lattice spacing of
the crystal WASO 04 at t90=22.5 °C in vacuum. This
result is correlated with the PTB fractional lattice-
spacing differences given in Eqs. s134d–s137d—the corre-
lation coefficients are about 0.2.

The observational equation for the PTB result, which
follows from Eq. s150d, is

h

mnd220sW04d
8

Arsed
Arsnd

ca2

2R`d220sW04d
. s152d

The value of a that can be inferred from this relation
and the PTB value of h /mnd220sW04d, the 2002 recom-
mended values of R`, Arsed, and Arsnd, the NIST and
PTB fractional lattice-spacing differences in Eqs.
s15d–s17d and Eqs. s134d–s137d, and the NMIJ result for
d220sNR3d given in Eq. s139d, is

a−1 = 137.036 0015s47d f3.4 3 10−8g , s153d

which is also included in Table IX.

2. Quotient h /m„

133Cs…

The atomic recoil frequency shift of photons absorbed
and emitted by cesium atoms is being measured at Stan-
ford University in order to determine the quotient
h /ms133Csd and thus the fine-structure constant sPeters
et al. 1997; Wicht et al., 2002d.

The atomic recoil frequency shift follows from energy
and momentum conservation. In its simplest form, when
an atom at rest decays, the momentum of the emitted
photon is balanced by a recoil of the atom, and the emit-
ted photon has less energy than the energy difference of
the atomic levels, because part of the transition energy
appears as the kinetic energy of the recoiling atom. This
can be extended to a process that involves both absorp-
tion and emission, as in the case where a photon of fre-
quency n1 propagating in the x direction is absorbed by
an atom of mass m1 initially at rest and a second photon
of frequency n2 is emitted by the atom in the −x direc-
tion. In the final state, the atom has mass m2 and a recoil
momentum of magnitude p. The mass difference is
taken into account in order to include the case in which
the absorbed and emitted photons correspond to transi-
tions between different hyperfine levels of the ground
state and a common excited state, where the hyperfine
frequency difference is Dmc2 /h, with Dm=m2−m1. The
frequency shift due to the recoil is Dn=n1−n2−Dmc2 /h.
Conservation of momentum and energy for this process
yields

TABLE IX. Summary of data related to the quotient h /mnd220sW04d, the h220j lattice spacing of
silicon, and the quotient h /msCsd, together with inferred values of a.

Quantity Value
Relative standard

uncertainty ur Identification Sect. and Eq.

h /mnd220sW04d 2060.267 004s84d m s−1 4.1310−8 PTB-99 III.K.1 s151d
d220sNR3d 192 015.587s11d fm 5.6310−8 NMIJ-97 III.I.2 s139d

a−1 137.036 0015s47d 3.4310−8 III.K.1 s153d

h /msCsd 3.002 369 430s46d310−9 m2 s−1 1.5310−8 Stanford-02 III.K.2 s160d
a−1 137.036 0001s11d 7.7310−9 III.K.2 s162d
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Dn =
hneff

2

2m2c2F1 − SDn

neff
D2G <

hneff
2

2m2c2 , s154d

where neff=n1+n2. Hence, for the Stanford experiment,

h

ms133Csd =
c2DnCs

2neff
2 , s155d

where the mass in the denominator is taken to be the
mass of the cesium atom in its ground state with negli-
gible loss of accuracy.

This recoil frequency shift leads to spectral doubling
in saturation absorption spectroscopy, as predicted by
Kol’chenko et al. s1968d and optically resolved by Hall et
al. s1976d. Hall et al. s1976d also pointed out that the
splitting provides a measure of h /m.

Equation s154d assumes that the atoms are initially at
rest, and a nonzero initial velocity vx leads to a correc-
tion to the recoil frequency shift Dn of order nvx /c. To
eliminate the contribution linear in the atom’s initial ve-
locity, the Stanford experiment uses atom interferom-
etry, where instead of using p-pulse counterpropagating
beams of photons it employs two pairs of p/2 pulses to
create two interferometers sBordé, 1989d in order to
make a differential measurement possible. This leads to
a Ramsey interference pattern in the probability that
atoms arrive in the initial state at the final intersection
point of the interferometer as a function of the fre-
quency of the second pair of p/2 pulses for each inter-
ferometer, which is independent of the initial velocity of
the atoms. In this case, the separation of the centers of
the two interference patterns is twice the recoil fre-
quency. In this approach, the effect of gravity is also
eliminated.

Additional refinements are included in the experi-
ment to improve the resolution: Between the two pairs
of p/2 pulses, N<30 additional p pulses are applied that
increase the recoil frequency shift to sN+1dDn. The ex-
periment is done in an atomic fountain to provide long
measurement times. To eliminate losses due to radiative
decay, the ground- and excited-state combination is re-
placed by a combination of two hyperfine levels in the
ground state, and two-photon Raman transitions are
employed. Finally, the experiment uses a method of
adiabatically transferring momentum to the atoms
sGaubatz et al., 1988d.

The Stanford program includes an extensive study of
corrections due to possible systematic effects. The larg-
est component of uncertainty in the final result for
h /ms133Csd arises from the possible deviation from 1 of
the index of refraction of the cloud of cold cesium at-
oms. This effect has been checked experimentally by
varying the density of cold cesium atoms with the result
that it introduces a relative standard uncertainty compo-
nent ur=14310−9 sType Bd in the recoil frequency,
which corresponds to ur=7310−7 in the derived value of
a. An independent check of this correction by a numeri-
cal simulation is in progress, and it may be possible for
the uncertainty of a in this experiment to be reduced to
ur=3.1310−9 sWicht et al., 2002d.

The result of the Stanford experiment for the recoil
frequency shift DnCs is sWicht et al., 2002d

DnCs

2
= 15 006.276 88s23d Hz f1.5 3 10−8g . s156d

In order to obtain the ratio h /ms133Csd from Eq. s155d
and this result, a value of the effective frequency neff is
needed. For the Stanford experiment, this frequency
corresponds to the sum of the energy difference be-
tween the ground-state hyperfine level with F=3 and the
6P1/2-state F=3 hyperfine level and the energy differ-
ence between the ground-state hyperfine level with F
=4 and the same 6P1/2 hyperfine level.

These transition frequencies have been determined
accurately by Udem et al. s1999ad, who used a phase-
coherent optical frequency measurement technique
based on ultrashort light pulses. This experiment com-
pared the cesium transition frequencies to the fourth
harmonic of a transportable CH4-stabilized 3.39 mm
He–Ne laser that was calibrated against a cesium atomic
clock at the PTB. The remaining difference between the
4388.4 THz=354 THz harmonic and the 335 THz fre-
quency of the cesium transitions was measured with a
frequency comb spanning about 244 000 modes of a
Kerr-lens, mode-locked laser. The results of this mea-
surement are

nf6S1/2sF = 3d − 6P1/2sF = 3dg

= 335 120 562 838s41d kHz, s157d

nf6S1/2sF = 4d − 6P1/2sF = 3dg

= 335 111 370 206s41d kHz, s158d

which sum to

neff = 670 231 933 044s81d kHz f1.2 3 10−10g . s159d

The frequencies in Eqs. s157d and s158d have a dominant
component of uncertainty from the Zeeman shift of the
levels, and may be highly correlated. The uncertainty of
the value in Eq. s159d allows for this possible correlation,
and hence it is almost the linear sum of the uncertainties
of the individual frequencies.

Evaluation of Eq. s155d with the frequencies in Eqs.
s156d and s159d yields

h

ms133Csd = 3.002 369 430s46d 3 10−9 m2 s−1

f1.5 3 10−8g , s160d

where the uncertainty is almost entirely due to the un-
certainty in the recoil frequency shift Dn. The value of
the quotient in Eq. s160d is taken as an input datum in
the 2002 adjustment, and the corresponding observa-
tional equation is

h

ms133Csd 8
Arsed

Ars133Csd
ca2

2R`

. s161d

This equation also depends on R` and the mass ratio
Arsed /Ars

133Csd; the determination of these relative
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atomic masses is discussed in Sec. III.A.1.e for cesium
and in Secs. III.A.4.a and III.C.3 for the electron.

Evaluation of Eq. s150d for a with the Stanford result
for h /ms133Csd together with the 2002 recommended val-
ues of R`, Arsed, and Ars

133Csd, whose uncertainties are
inconsequential in this application, yields

a−1 = 137.036 0001s11d f7.7 3 10−9g , s162d

where the dominant component of uncertainty arises
from the measured value of the recoil frequency shift, in
particular, the component of uncertainty due to a pos-
sible index-of-refraction effect. The uncertainty of this
value of a is smaller than the uncertainty of any other
value except that of afaeg, and it exceeds that uncer-
tainty by only a factor of about 2.

L. Hyperfine structure

The ground-state hyperfine transition frequencies of
hydrogen, muonium, and positronium, DnH, DnMu, and
DnPs, respectively, are proportional to a2R`c, hence, in
principle, a value of a can be obtained by equating an
experimental value for a splitting to its corresponding
theoretical expression. In fact, a value of a with a rela-
tive standard uncertainty ur=5.8310−8 is deduced in this
way in Sec. III.C.5.c from data on muonium.

For hydrogen, the relative standard uncertainty of the
experimental value of DnH is about 10−12 sRamsey,
1990d. However, the relative uncertainty of the theory is
of the order of 10−6, and thus the hydrogen hyperfine
splitting does not provide a competitive value for a. The
main sources of uncertainty in the theory are the rms
electric charge and magnetic moment radii and the po-
larizability of the proton, which are used to calculate the
effect of the finite size and internal structure of the pro-
ton on the theoretical value of DnH. These quantities,
which can be deduced from experiment, are not well
known compared to the measured value of the hyperfine
splitting, although recent work has provided a signifi-
cantly improved result for the nonpolarization contribu-
tion sFriar and Sick, 2004; see also Eides et al., 2001b;
Faustov and Martynenko, 2002cd.

It is also not now possible to obtain a useful value of a
from DnPs. The relative standard uncertainty of the most
accurate experimental value is 3.6310−6. Although
progress has been made in recent years in the theoretical
calculation of DnPs, its relative uncertainty due to uncal-
culated terms is of the order of 10−6. sSee, for example,
Czarnecki et al., 1999, 2001b; Kniehl and Penin, 2000;
Melnikov and Yelkhovsky, 2001; Markushin, 2002.d

M. Fine structure

As in the case of hyperfine splittings ssee the previous
sectiond, fine-structure transition frequencies are propor-
tional to a2R`c and could be used to deduce a value of
a. Data related to the fine structure of hydrogen and
deuterium are discussed in Sec. III.B in connection with
the Rydberg constant. These data are included in the

adjustment because of their influence on the adjusted
value of R`. However, the value of a that can be derived
from these data is not competitive.

The accuracy of the experimental determination of
fine-structure transition frequencies involving hydrogen
or deuterium 2P states is limited by the large natural
widths of the levels. On the other hand, the 23PJ states
of 4He cannot decay to the ground 11S0 state by allowed
electric dipole transitions, so their levels are relatively
narrow. Because the transition frequencies correspond-
ing to the differences in energy of the three 23P levels
can be both measured and calculated with reasonable
accuracy, the fine structure of 4He has long been viewed
as a potential source of a reliable value of a.

The three frequencies of interest are n01<29.6 GHz,
n12<2.29 GHz, and n02<31.9 GHz, which correspond to
the intervals 23P1−23P0, 23P2−23P1, and 23P2−23P0, re-
spectively. Improvements in experiment have been espe-
cially significant during the last decade sfor a review of
the early work, see Pichanick and Hughes, 1990d. For
example, the group at York University, Toronto, Canada
has reported the value sGeorge et al., 2001d

n01 = 29 616 950.9s9d kHz f3.0 3 10−8g , s163d

and three other groups are carrying out similar measure-
ments: one at Harvard University sRoach et al., 1998d,
one at the European Laboratory for Nonlinear Spectros-
copy sLENSd, Firenze, Italy sPastor et al., 2001d, and one
at the University of North Texas sCastillega et al., 2000d.
If the theoretical expression for n01 were exactly known,
the result of George et al. s2001d given in Eq. s163d
would yield a value of a with ur=1.5310−8.

The past decade has seen significant progress in the
theory of the 23PJ transition frequencies. Of particular
interest are the recent papers of Drake s2002d and Pa-
chucki and Sapirstein s2002, 2003d. In fact, the relative
standard uncertainty ur=6.1310−9 of the theoretical
value for n01 quoted by Drake s2002d taken at face value,
together with the uncertainty of the experimental value
in Eq. s163d, would yield a relative uncertainty for the
inferred value of a of 1.5310−8. However, as is pointed
out by Drake s2002d and Pachucki and Sapirstein s2002,
2003d, because of the considerable complexity of the cal-
culations and the history of their evolution, results that
have not been confirmed by independent evaluations
should be taken as tentative. This situation can be com-
pared to that of the theory of the anomalous magnetic
moment of the electron ae. In both cases, extremely
complex and difficult calculations are involved. How-
ever, in the case of the helium fine structure, it is neces-
sary to identify in the context of the more complex for-
mulation of the bound-state problem the terms to be
calculated to reach a given level of uncertainty, while in
the case of ae, the set of Feynman integrals to be evalu-
ated is explicitly known.

The present situation for the 4He fine structure is fur-
ther complicated by the fact that there is poor agree-
ment between the theoretical and experimental values
of n12 sCastillega et al., 2000; Storry et al., 2000; Drake,
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2002; Pachucki and Sapirstein, 2002, 2003d. This suggests
that there is a problem with theory and/or experiment
which must be resolved before a meaningful value of a
can be obtained from the helium fine structure sDrake,
2002; Pachucki and Sapirstein, 2003d. Therefore we do
not include 4He fine-structure data in the 2002 adjust-
ment.

N. Molar gas constant R

As discussed in CODATA-98, the square of the speed
of sound ca

2sp ,Td of a real gas at pressure p and thermo-
dynamic temperature T can be written as sColclough,
1973d

ca
2sp,Td = A0sTd + A1sTdp + A2sTdp2 + A3sTdp3 + ¯ ,

s164d

where A1sTd is the first acoustic virial coefficient, A2sTd
is the second, etc. In the limit p→0, we have

ca
2s0,Td = A0sTd =

g0RT

ArsXdMu
, s165d

where the expression on the right-hand side is the
square of the speed of sound for an unbounded ideal
gas, and where g0=cp /cV is the ratio of the specific-heat
capacity of the gas at constant pressure to that at con-
stant volume, ArsXd is the relative atomic mass of the
atoms or molecules of the gas, and Mu=10−3 kg mol−1.
For a monatomic ideal gas, g0=5/3.

The 1998 recommended value of R was based on mea-
surements of the speed of sound in argon. sFor a recent
review, see Gavioso, 2001.d Values of ca

2sp ,Ttwd, where
Ttw=273.16 K is the triple point of water, were obtained
at various pressures and extrapolated to p=0 in order to
determine A0sTtwd=ca

2s0,Ttwd and hence R from the re-
lation

R =
ca

2s0,TtwdArsArdMu

g0Ttw
, s166d

which follows from Eq. s165d. These measurements were
carried out in two independent experiments, one done in
the 1970s at NPL and the other done in the 1980s at
NIST. The relative standard uncertainties of the values
of R obtained in the two experiments are ur=8.4310−6

and ur=1.8310−6, respectively. Because the work of
both laboratories is fully reviewed in CODATA-98, and
nothing has occurred since then that would change the
values of R, we give only a brief summary here. fIn fact,
the relative atomic masses of the elements Xe and N are
required to correct for impurities in the argon samples
used in the NIST and NPL experiments, and the IUPAC
recommended value for each of these elements sCoplen,
2001d has changed slightly since the 1998 adjustment.
However, the effect on the NIST and NPL values of R is
negligible. Similarly, the use of the improved value of
the relative atomic mass of 36Ar in Table III to calculate
the relative atomic mass of the NIST and NPL samples
leads to insignificant changes in the values of R.g

Since R cannot be expressed as a function of any
other of our adjusted constants, we take R itself as an
adjusted constant and the relation

R 8 R s167d

as the observational equation for the NIST and NPL
measured values of R.

1. NIST: Speed of sound in argon

In the NIST experiment of Moldover et al. s1988d, a
spherical acoustic resonator at a temperature T=Ttw
filled with argon, of fixed dimensions s180 mm inside di-
ameterd, and operated near five different radially sym-
metric modes at frequencies in the range 2.4 kHz–9.5
kHz was used to determine ca

2sp ,Ttwd. The volume of the
resonator, the value of which enters the relation be-
tween the speed of sound in the argon and the resonant
frequencies of the resonator, was measured by determin-
ing the mass of the amount of mercury of precisely
known density necessary to fill the resonator at the tem-
perature Ttw. Seventy data points for ca

2sp ,Ttwd vs p ob-
tained from measurements of the frequencies of the five
modes at each of 14 different values of p in the range
25 kPa–0.5 MPa were used to extrapolate to p=0. The
final NIST result for the molar gas constant is

R = 8.314 471s15d J mol−1 K−1 f1.8 3 10−6g . s168d

The mercury employed to determine the volume of
the spherical resonator was traceable to the mercury
whose density was measured by Cook s1961; see also
Cook and Stone, 1957d. The mercury employed in the
NML Hg electrometer determination of KJ ssee Sec.
III.E.1d was also traceable to the same mercury. Conse-
quently the NIST value of R and the NML value of KJ
are correlated with the non-negligible correlation coeffi-
cient 0.068.

2. NPL: Speed of sound in argon

In contrast to the dimensionally fixed, multiple-
frequency spherical acoustic resonator used in the NIST
experiment, the NPL experiment employed a variable
path length, 5.6 kHz fixed-frequency cylindrical acoustic
interferometer to measure ca

2sp ,Ttwd. A transducer of
frequency f=5.6 kHz was located at the bottom end of a
30 mm diameter cylindrical vertical cavity; it excited and
monitored the cavity’s resonant frequencies as the
acoustic reflector forming the top of the cavity was
moved and its displacement measured by means of an
optical interferometer. Resonances were separated by
Dl=λ /2, where Dl is the change in length of the cavity
and λ is the wavelength of the standing wave in the
cavity. The speed of sound was calculated from the
known value of f and the value of λ, which was deter-
mined from the measured separations of five reso-
nances.

The final result of the first NPL determination of R
reported by Quinn et al. s1976d, obtained in the pressure
range 30 kPa–200 kPa, was subsequently found to be in
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error because a nonlinearity of the transducer had been
overlooked. The correction for this error was applied to
the original 98 data points stogether with some addi-
tional corrections for some relatively minor effectsd, and
48 new data points were obtained in the pressure range
200 kPa–1.3 MPa with an improved apparatus. All 146
data points were then used to extrapolate to p=0. The
final NPL result for the molar gas constant is sColclough
et al., 1979d

R = 8.314 504s70d J mol−1 K−1 f8.4 3 10−6g . s169d

Although both the NIST and NPL values of R are based
on the same values of Ars

40Ard, Ars
38Ard, and Ars

36Ard,
the uncertainties of these relative atomic masses are suf-
ficiently small that the covariance of the two values of R
is negligible.

3. Other values

The most important of the historical values of R have
been reviewed by Colclough s1984; see also Quinn et al.,
1976 and CODATA-98d. However, because of the large
uncertainties of these early values, they were not consid-
ered for use in either the 1986 or the 1998 CODATA
adjustments, and we exclude them from the 2002 adjust-
ment as well.

Recently, a value of R obtained from measurements
of the speed of sound in argon at a temperature of about
20 °C, using a spherical acoustic resonator of about
140 mm inside diameter similar to that employed at
NIST by Moldover et al. s1988d, was reported by He and
Liu s2002d at the Xián Jiaotong University, Xián, Peo-
ple’s Republic of China. Their result is

R = 8.314 39s30d mol−1 K−1 f3.6 3 10−5g . s170d

The resonator was operated at five frequencies in the
range 3.6 kHz–14.2 kHz, and the pressure of the argon
gas was in the range 200 kPa–800 kPa. The quoted un-
certainty is dominated by the 2.7310−5 and 2.3310−5

relative standard uncertainty components arising from
the measurement of the temperature of the argon gas
and the diameter of the resonator, respectively. Because
the uncertainty of this new result is 20 times that of the
NIST result, it is not considered further. We do note that
the two values are in agreement.

O. Boltzmann constant k

The Boltzmann constant is related to the molar gas
constant R and other adjusted constants by

k =
2R`h

cArsedMua2R =
R

NA
. s171d

The 1998 recommended value was, in essence, obtained
from this relation and has a relative standard uncer-
tainty ur=1.7310−6. No competitive directly measured
value of k was available for the 1998 adjustment, and the
situation remains unchanged for the current adjustment.
However, we do take this opportunity to recall the dis-

cussion given in CODATA-98 of a potentially useful ap-
proach to the direct determination of k, inasmuch as a
significant improvement in theory has been achieved in
the last four years that makes it more attractive.

The approach is based on the virial expansion of the
Clausius-Mossotti equation for a real gas of atoms of
amount of substance n occupying a volume V ssee Pen-
drill, 1996d:

e − e0

e + 2e0
=

n

V
AeS1 +

n

V
Be +

n2

V2Ce + ¯ D . s172d

Here e is the permittivity of the gas, e0 is the exactly
known electric constant ssee Sec. II.Bd, Ae is the molar
polarizability of the atoms, and Be, Ce, etc. are the di-
electric virial coefficients. The molar polarizability Ae is
related to the molar gas constant R, the Boltzmann con-
stant k, and the static electric dipole polarizability of the
atoms a0 by

Ae =
Ra0

3e0k
. s173d

Hence a measurement of Ae /R together with a theoret-
ical value for a0 yields a value of k.

As discussed in CODATA-98, Ae /R can be measured
by means of dielectric-constant gas thermometry, and
the value with the smallest uncertainty obtained to date
is that of Luther et al. s1996d, who used 4He over the
temperature range 4.2 K–27 K:

Ae

R
= 6.221 12s19d 3 10−8 K Pa−1 f3.0 3 10−5g .

s174d

Ab initio calculations of a0
*s4Hed=a0s4Hed /4pe0a0

3s1
+me /mad3, the static electric dipole polarizability of the
11S ground state of the 4He atom a0s4Hed expressed in
the 4He reduced atomic unit of electric polarizability,
have been carried out over the years by a number of
workers sa0 is the Bohr radius and me /ma is the electron
to alpha-particle mass ratiod. In terms of this calculated
value and the experimentally determined value of Ae /R
for 4He, Eq. s173d yields

k =
4pa0

3s1 + me/mad3

3
a0

*s4Hed
sAe/Rd4He

. s175d

Recently, an accurate value of a0
*s4Hed has been re-

ported by Pachucki and Sapirstein s2001d, who calcu-
lated relativistic and QED corrections to the nonrelativ-
istic value and confirmed earlier calculations of the
nonrelativistic value. Their result is

a0
*s4Hed = 1.383 191s2d f1.4 3 10−6g , s176d

where the uncertainty is meant to account for uncalcu-
lated QED contributions. The nonrelativistic value and
the relativistic correction of Pachucki and Sapirstein
s2001d were confirmed by Cencek et al. s2001d, who did
not calculate the QED correction. The earlier result of
Bhatia and Drachman s1998d for the relativistic correc-
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tion differs from the recent calculations by about 0.4%
of the correction, while the still earlier result of Johnson
and Cheng s1996d differs by about 5%. The nonrelativ-
istic values obtained in the recent work are in agreement
with the earlier calculation of Bhatia and Drachman
s1994d, and if the mass polarization term is omitted, they
are in agreement with the calculation of Yan et al.
s1996d.

The value of k that follows from Eqs. s174d–s176d is

k = 1.380 65s4d 3 10−23 f3.0 3 10−5g , s177d

based on the 2002 recommended values of a0 and
me /ma, whose uncertainties are negligible in this con-
text.

The uncertainty of this value of k is essentially due to
the experimental uncertainty in Eq. s174d and is too
large for this value to be included in the 2002 adjust-
ment. Nevertheless, it is in excellent agreement with the
2002 recommended value, and the small theoretical un-
certainty improves the prospect of this being a competi-
tive method for determining the Boltzmann constant.

P. Stefan-Boltzmann constant s

The Stefan-Boltzmann constant is related to c, h, and
the Boltzmann constant k by

s =
2p5k4

15h3c2 , s178d

which, with the aid of Eq. s171d, can be expressed in
terms of the molar gas constant and other adjusted con-
stants as

s =
32p5h

15c6 S R`R

ArsedMua2D4

. s179d

The 1998 recommended value was essentially obtained
from this relation and has a relative standard uncer-
tainty ur=7.0310−6. No competitive directly measured
value of s was available for the 1998 adjustment, and the
situation remains unchanged for the 2002 adjustment.

Q. Newtonian constant of gravitation G

Because there is no known quantitative theoretical re-
lationship between the Newtonian constant of gravita-
tion G and other fundamental constants, and because
the currently available experimental values of G are in-
dependent of all of the other data relevant to the 2002
adjustment, these experimental values contribute only to
the determination of the 2002 recommended value of G
and can be considered independently from the other
data.

The 1998 CODATA recommended value of G is

G = 6.673s10d 3 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2 f1.5 3 10−3g ,

s180d

which has essentially the same numerical value as the
1986 CODATA recommended value G=6.672 59s85d

310−11 m3 kg−1 s−2 f1.3310−4g sCohen and Taylor, 1987d
but has a significantly increased uncertainty. The 1986
value is that obtained at NIST by Luther and Towler
s1982d in a collaboration between NIST and the Univer-
sity of Virginia sNIST-UVAd, but with its uncertainty
doubled—the Task Group believed that the uncertainty
of the 1986 recommended value should reflect the fact
that, historically, measurements of G have been difficult
to carry out and the result of Luther and Towler s1982d
was possibly not final. sA detailed description of the
Luther-Towler experiment, which employed a rather
classic torsion balance operated in the dynamic mode
and the time-of-swing method, is given in CODATA-
98.d

The 1998 recommended value was selected by the
Task Group after a careful review of the status of mea-
surements of G. A number of points were considered,
one of the most important being the existence of a
highly credible value of G from researchers at the PTB
sMichaelis et al., 1996d that was in substantial disagree-
ment with the 1986 recommended value. However, in
the past four years, new results for G have been ob-
tained that have led the Task Group to conclude that the
PTB result should not be taken into account in the de-
termination of the 2002 recommended value. In fact, ex-
perimental investigations of several critical aspects of
the PTB determination of G recently carried out and
reported by PTB researchers sMichaelis et al., 2004d
have led these authors to conclude that the PTB result
for G and its uncertainty cannot be considered correct.

Table X summarizes the various measurements of G
that we consider, and Fig. 1 compares them graphically.
For reference purposes, the 1986, 1998, and 2002 CO-
DATA recommended values are also included in the
table and the 2002 value is included in the figure. The
following comments apply to these data, but it should be
noted that the LANL-97 and TR&D-98 values are un-
changed from CODATA-98, the HUST-99 value has
been corrected from its CODATA-98 value, the
UWash-00 value is entirely new, the BIPM-01, UWup-
02, UZur-02, and MSL-03 values replace the earlier val-
ues from these same experiments given in the corre-
sponding table in CODATA-98, and since descriptions
of all of these experiments are given in CODATA-98
except that of Gundlach and Merkowitz s2000d at the
University of Washington, only it is described in any de-
tail. fNote that, although it was included in the corre-
sponding table in CODATA-98, the result of Schwarz et
al. s1998, 1999d is not included in Table X because of its
relatively large uncertainty.g

For simplicity, in the following text, we write G as a
numerical factor multiplying G0, where

G0 = 10−11 m3 kg−1 s−2. s181d

sad LANL-97. The experiment of Bagley and Luther
s1997d at the Los Alamos National Laboratory is in
many ways similar to the NIST-UVA experiment of
Luther and Towler s1982d, although the torsion fi-
ber anelasticity problem pointed out by Kuroda
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s1995d was taken into account. This result is now
considered final and as superseding the 1982 NIST-
UVA result.

sbd TR&D-98. The long-term researchers involved in
the determination of G published by Karagioz et al.
s1998d are now at the Tribotech Research and De-
velopment Company sTR&Dd, Moscow. Although
no new results have since been reported by the
TR&D group, group members have published a
number of papers relevant to the determination of
G in the last few years sKaragioz et al., 1999, 2001;
Izmailov et al., 2001, 2002; Kudryavitskii et al.,
2001d.

scd HUST-99. The group at the Huazhong University
of Science and Technology, Wuhan, has reported
no new result for G since the publication of Luo et
al. s1999d. However, Luo s2003d has informed us
that the two cylindrical stainless steel source, or
field, masses used in the HUST experiment have
been reweighed and the mass values obtained are
consistent with those given by Luo et al. s1999d,
which were previously reported by Chen et al.
s1984d. However, the values are for the masses in
vacuum and not in air, as they are used in the
HUST experiment. This has led to an air buoyancy
correction, first suggested by R. S. Davis and T. J.
Quinn of the BIPM, and a 1.5310−5 fractional in-

crease in the original HUST-99 value of G. The
result given in Table X is the corrected value. Some
recent papers relevant to the determination of G
published by members of the HUST group are Hu
et al. s2001, 2002d; Luo et al. s2001d; Wang et al.
s2001d; Wu et al. s2003d; Zhao et al. s2003d.

TABLE X. Summary of the results of measurements of the Newtonian constant of gravitation relevant to the 2002 adjustment
together with the 1986, 1998, and 2002 CODATA recommended values. sSee the text for brief discussions of the experiments.d

Item Source Identification Method
1011 G

m3 kg−1 s−2

Rel. stand.
uncert ur

1986 CODATA Adjustment CODATA-86 6.672 59s85d 1.3310−4

1998 CODATA Adjustment CODATA-98 6.673s10d 1.5310−3

a. Bagley and Luther s1997d LANL-97 fiber torsion balance,
dynamic mode

6.674 0s7d 1.0310−4

b. Karagioz et al. s1998d TR&D-98 fiber torsion balance,
dynamic mode

6.672 9s5d 7.5310−5

c. Luo s2003d; Luo et al. s1999d HUST-99 fiber torsion balance,
dynamic mode

6.670 9s7d 1.0310−4

d. Gundlach and Markowitz s2000, 2002d UWash-00 fiber torsion balance,
dynamic compensation

6.674 255s92d 1.4310−5

e. Quinn et al. s2001d BIPM-01 strip torsion balance,
compensation mode,
static deflection

6.675 59s27d 4.0310−5

f. Kleinevoß s2002d; Kleinvoß et al. s2002d UWup-02 suspended body,
displacement

6.674 22s98d 1.5310−4

g. Schlamminger et al. s2002d UZur-02 stationary body,
weight change

6.674 07s22d 3.3310−5

h. Armstrong and Fitzgerald s2003d MSL-03 strip torsion balance,
compensation mode

6.673 87s27d 4.0310−5

2002 CODATA Adjustment CODATA-02 6.6742s10d 1.5310−4

FIG. 1. Values of the Newtonian constant of gravitation G. See
Glossary for the source abbreviation.
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sdd UWash-00. The University of Washington, Seattle,
result for G in Table X is reported by Gundlach
and Merkowitz s2000, 2002d and has the smallest
assigned uncertainty of any value ever published.
The significantly reduced uncertainty is achieved
by using a test mass in the form of a torsion pen-
dulum of unique design and a comparably novel
measurement method. The pendulum is a chrome-
gold–coated rectangular Pyrex plate of thickness t
<1.5 mm, width w<76 mm, and height h
<42 mm, and with a mass of <12 g. It is suspended
from a 41.5 cm long, 17 mm diameter uncoated
tungsten torsion fiber attached to the center of the
long edge of the pendulum. The upper end of the
fiber is attached to a magnetic damper, in the form
of a disk centered between two permanent ring
magnets, that is used to reduce pendulumlike mo-
tions of the test mass. The disk is attached to a
2.5 cm long, 76 mm diameter tungsten “prehanger”
fiber, which is itself supported by vertical and rota-
tional translation stages outside the vacuum cham-
ber enclosing the pendulum system. sThe impor-
tance of the damper is made clear at the end of this
discussion.d

The vacuum chamber is fastened to a well-
controlled turntable that, when activated, rotates
the torsion pendulum between four stainless steel
field, or attractor, masses <125 mm in diameter
and of mass <8.1 kg. Two of the attractor masses
rest on a horizontal plate around and just above
the pendulum, and two on a horizontal plate
around and just below the pendulum. The masses
are symmetrically positioned on either side of the
pendulum, one over the other s<13.5 cm vertical
separation between the centers of the spheresd,
and the length of the torsion fiber is coincident
with the axes of the plates supporting the attractor
masses, the turntable, and the cylindrical vacuum
chamber. The two plates are attached to each other
and to a second coaxial turntable completely inde-
pendent of the turntable to which the vacuum
chamber, and hence torsion pendulum, is attached.

As the pendulum turntable is rotated at a con-
stant rate, for example, one revolution per 20 min,
the fixed attractor masses subject the pendulum to
a sinusoidal gravitational torque that leads to a
small, twice-per-revolution angular deflection of
the pendulum. When a feedback system that
couples the angular position of the pendulum to
the motion of the turntable is activated, the rota-
tion rate of the turntable is altered so as to drive
the deflection angle of the pendulum to zero. As a
consequence, the resulting angular acceleration of
the turntable, determined from the second deriva-
tive with respect to time of the turntable’s angular
position, is very nearly equal to the gravitational
angular acceleration of the pendulum arising from
the attractor masses. Since the torsion fiber does
not experience any significant twist, fiber anelastic-
ity problems are of minimal concern. The angular

acceleration asfd of the pendulum, where f is the
angle between the pendulum and attractor masses,
is directly proportional to G sin 2f, where, because
of the carefully chosen geometry of the apparatus,
the constant of proportionality depends only on
the width w and thickness t of the flat-plate pendu-
lum, the mass of the attractor masses, and the
<16.5 cm radial distance of the attractor masses
from the axis of the torsion pendulum, that is, the
fiber. Corrections to the acceleration are small and
easily calculated, and depend on only w and t.

Another important innovation is the rotation of
the attractor mass turntable with angular velocity
vastd=vd+vpstd, where vpstd is the angular velocity
of the torsion pendulum turntable. The angular ve-
locity difference between the two turntables vd

= ḟ is held constant at a convenient value. The
gravitational constant G is obtained from the am-
plitude of the asfd signal that varies as sins2vdtd.
This allows one to distinguish the gravitational ac-
celeration of the pendulum due to nearby station-
ary masses, the signal of which varies as sins2vptd,
from that due to the attractor masses. Shifting the
frequency of the desired gravitational signal to a
relatively higher frequency suppresses the trouble-
some 1/ f noise characteristic of a torsion balance
and of gravitational background noise. Thus, as
emphasized by the University of Washington re-
searchers, their new approach represents three ma-
jor advances: sid reduction of the metrology re-
quired to determine the exact dimensions and mass
distribution of the pendulum, or test mass system;
siid reduction of the 1/ f noise from a heavily
loaded torsion fiber, the unavoidable movement of
nearby objects sfor example, automobiles and
peopled, seismic vibrations, and thermal, vacuum,
and other fluctuations; and siiid elimination of
problems arising from twisting the torsion fiber.

The data on which the University of Washing-
ton result in Table X is based were obtained with
two different sets of four spheres—the first set was
used from 10 March 2000 to 1 April 2000, the sec-
ond from 3 April 2000 to 18 April 2000. Three dif-
ferent values of G resulted from each set, each
value being from a combination of a pair of attrac-
tor mass configurations that together eliminate the
effect of accelerations due to the attractor plates
and turntable themselves. The three values in a set
were obtained using different, optimally chosen
orientations of the spherical attractor masses in or-
der to reduce the influence of imperfections in the
shape of the spheres and possible nonuniform den-
sities. For most of the data, vpstd<5.3 mrad/s and
vd<20.01 mrad/s so that the desired signal oc-
curred at <6.37 mHz. A wide variety of values of
vp and vd were examined but no dependence on
these angular velocities was found. The statistical
component of relative standard uncertainty in the
final result is 5.8310−6 sType Ad, and the compo-
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nent due to systematic effects is 12.5310−6 sType
Bd, the four largest individual components being
7.1310−6, 6.9310−6, 5.2310−6, and 4.0.310−6

from measurements of the separation of the attrac-
tor masses on the same plate, temperature, the ver-
tical separation of the attractor masses, and the
thickness and flatness of the pendulum, respec-
tively.

The value of G reported initially by Gundlach
and Merkowitz s2000d is G=6.674 215s92dG0 f1.4
310−5g. Subsequently, in the course of preparing a
more detailed description of the experiment, Gun-
dlach and Merkowitz s2002d identified an addi-
tional fractional correction of 6.0310−6 due to a
torque arising from the magnetic damper; the
torque twisted the prehanger fiber and therefore
the torsion fiber supporting the pendulum by about
5 nrad and in such a direction as to lower the mea-
sured value of asfd by the same fractional amount,
that is, 6.0310−6.

sed BIPM-01. Only a first result of the BIPM experi-
ment to measure G was available at the time of the
1998 adjustment, and that was from only one of the
three possible methods of operation of the BIPM
torsion balance indicated by Quinn et al. s2001d: sid
electrostatic servo-control, or compensation mode;
siid free, or static, deflection mode; and siiid change
in period of oscillation, or dynamic mode. A key
ingredient of the BIPM balance is a thin, heavily
loaded copper-beryllium alloy torsion strip that
serves as the balance’s suspension element and for
which anelasticity effects are greatly reduced. sThe
stiffness of the torsional strip, required for the
measurement of G using the balance in the deflec-
tion mode, is determined from the measured oscil-
lation period of the balance.d The BIPM-01 result
for G in Table X is the weighted mean of the val-
ues

Gcm = 6.675 53s40dG0 f6.0 3 10−5g , s182d

Gdm = 6.675 65s45dG0 f6.7 3 10−5g , s183d

with a correlation coefficient of −0.18, obtained
from operation of the balance in the compensa-
tion mode and deflection mode, respectively
sQuinn et al., 2001d. An important feature of the
compensation or servo-controlled mode is the
control of the balance via 1 kHz ac voltages ap-
plied between the test masses and pairs of thin
vertical cylindrical copper electrodes about 1 mm
from the test masses; and calibration of the elec-
trostatic torque constant directly in SI units. This
is done by measuring, also at 1 kHz, all dCij /du,
where u is the displacement angle of the test mass
system and Cij is the capacitance between one
copper electrode and the other copper electrode

of a pair, the test masses, and the vacuum can of
the balance. Operating the servo system at the
same frequency used to calibrate the electrostatic
torque constant eliminates the possibility of an
error arising from frequency-dependent losses
that could make the calibration of the torque
constant at a high frequency invalid at the essen-
tially zero frequency of a dc servo system. Quinn
et al. s2001d, who also paid special attention to the
density uniformity of both the source and test
masses, believe that the agreement of the two
separate results, obtained by two substantially in-
dependent methods, strongly support the validity
of their final result. This experiment is continu-
ing with a rebuilt and much improved apparatus
and should yield a result for G with a signifi-
cantly reduced uncertainty sQuinn et al., 2002d.

sfd UWup-02. The final result of the experiment at the
University of Wuppertal, Wuppertal, Germany is
reported by Kleinevoß s2002d in his Ph.D. thesis
and in a preprint by Kleinvoß et al. s2002d. It is
based on measurements carried out from January
2000 to May 2001 and as in earlier work
sKleinevoß et al., 1999d, with the two cylindrical
576 kg brass field masses in a horizontal position
and symmetrically placed on opposite sides of a
Fabry-Pérot microwave resonator suspended be-
tween them and with the axes of the resonator
and field masses coincident. The two reflectors
of the resonator are independently suspended by
2.6 m long tungsten wires, and the change in the
length of the resonator arising from the change
in position of the field masses is determined from
the change in the resonance frequency of the
resonator, which is in the range 20 GHz–26 GHz.
The improvements incorporated in the apparatus
for this new series of measurements include a
better system for controlling the positions of the
field masses, an active heating system which re-
duces temperature variations to DT<0.1 K, and
ancillary measurements which allow corrections
to be applied for resonator tilt arising from the
deformation of the laboratory floor when the
field masses are moved; depending on the posi-
tion of the masses, the fractional correction to G
varies from 0.87310−4 to 10.4310−4. The final
University of Wuppertal value of G given in
Table X is the combination of 12 different values
obtained from measurements made with the field
masses in six different positions and at the two
resonator frequencies 23 GHz and 22 GHz. The
statistical component of relative standard uncer-
tainty sType Ad of the quoted result is 0.73
310−4, while the component arising from system-
atic effects sType Bd is 1.27310−4.

The Wuppertal apparatus has been moved to
DESY sDeutches Elektronen-Synchrotrond,
Hamburg, Germany, and it is expected that im-
provements in the experiment will eventually
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lead to a value of G with a reduced uncertainty
sMeyer, 2004d.

sgd UZur-02. Table X gives the final result of the Uni-
versity of Zurich measurement of G, which was
carried out at the Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen,
Switzerland. In this experiment, a modified com-
mercial single-pan balance is used to measure the
change in the difference in weight of two cylindri-
cal test masses when the position of two source
masses is changed. Reported by Schlamminger et
al. s2002d, the final result is the weighted mean,
with correlations appropriately taken into account,
of three values obtained from three series of mea-
surements performed in August–September 2001,
January–February 2002, and April–May 2002 and
denoted Cu, Ta I, and Ta II, respectively. The des-
ignation Cu means that the test masses were gold
plated copper, and the designation Ta means that
they were tantalum. The position of the field
masses was the same for the Cu and Ta II series of
measurements and different for the Ta I series. The
three values obtained are G=6.674 403 G0, G
=6.674 409 G0, and G=6.674 410 G0, respectively,
all in good agreement. The component of the
3.3310−5 relative standard uncertainty of the fi-
nal University of Zurich result due to the nonlin-
earity of the balance was reduced to 2.1310−5,
nearly an order of magnitude smaller than the
previously estimated value for this component,
by use of a new method which averages out the
nonlinearity in situ. This was done by measuring
the <800 mg mass difference signal at many dif-
ferent working points in the calibration interval
using two sets of 16 individual wire weights. The
other significant component of relative standard
uncertainty, also equal to 2.1310−5, arises from
the mass distribution of the liquid-mercury-filled
stainless steel tanks that serve as the field
masses. Additional effects taken into account in-
clude water adsorption by the test masses due to
small changes in temperature and magnetic
forces.

In a Comment on the paper of Schlamminger
et al. s2002d, Datta et al. s2003d point out an ap-
parently remarkable correlation of the data with
the lunar phase, possibly providing evidence for
tidal effects. However, in their reply to the Com-
ment, Kündig and Schlamminger s2003d convinc-
ingly argue that, although their data may “repre-
sent a possible, perhaps somewhat unusual
statistical distribution,” the data “show no evi-
dence for tidal effects of the magnitude sug-
gested in the Comment.”

shd MSL-03. The final result of the determination of G
at the Measurement Standards Laboratory, Indus-
trial Research, Lower Hutt, New Zealand is re-
ported by Armstrong and Fitzgerald s2003d. The
MSL torsion balance is similar to the BIPM bal-
ance operated in the compensation mode in that an

electrostatic torque generated by an electrometer,
integral with the balance, is applied to the
tungsten-fiber-suspended test mass sa 532 g hori-
zontal copper cylinder of diameter 19 mm and
length 220 mmd to compensate for the gravita-
tional torque produced by two large, vertical, cy-
lindrical field masses. Because the test mass re-
mains stationary, the strip torsion fiber
supporting it does not twist, and fiber anelastic-
ity is not a problem. In the MSL experiment, the
electrostatic torque constant is determined in a
separate experiment by measuring the angular
acceleration a of the test mass when the field
masses are removed and a voltage UA is applied
to the electrometer. This is done by giving the
entire torsion balance the same acceleration as
the test mass, which keeps the fiber from twist-
ing, and measuring the angular position of the
balance as a function of time. This approach sig-
nificantly reduces the dependence of the mea-
sured value of G on the length, mass, and density
uniformity of the test mass. The improvements
made to the MSL apparatus for the final series of
measurements include remote mounting of the
vacuum system to allow continuous pumping
when the gravitational signal is measured, a mag-
netic damper to damp out pendulum modes of
oscillation of the test mass, and copper field
masses in addition to the previously used stain-
less steel masses. Further, a new measurement
procedure was implemented that leads to more
uncertainty components being purely statistical
sType Ad in nature. The NML final result for G
in Table X is obtained from four separate values,
G=6.673 59s44d G0, G=6.673 98s46d G0, G
=6.673 99s45d G0, and G=6.673 92s49d G0, where
the first three were obtained using the new cop-
per field masses and the last using the stainless
steel masses, and where the uncertainties are sta-
tistical sType Ad only. The four values are in
agreement. The uncertainty of the final result in
Table X consists of 3.3310−5 and 2.3310−5 Type
A and Type B relative standard uncertainty com-
ponents, respectively, and is about 2.5 times
smaller than the uncertainty of the previous MSL
result, G=6.6742s7d G0 f1.0310−4g sFitzgerald
and Armstrong, 1999d. The new and earlier val-
ues are consistent.

Although the situation with G has improved consider-
ably since the 1998 adjustment, the eight available input
data in Table X sitems a to hd are not in complete agree-
ment, as can be seen from the table and Fig. 1; their
weighted mean is G=6.674 232s75d G0 f1.1310−5g, with
x2=57.7 for n=N−M=8−1=7 degrees of freedom and a
Birge ratio of RB=Îx2 /n=2.87 ssee Appendix E of
CODATA-98d. The eight normalized residuals ri= sGi

−Ĝd /usGid are −0.33, −2.66, −4.76, 0.25, 5.03, −0.01,
−0.74, and −1.39, respectively. The value uriu<5 for the
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HUST-99 and BIPM-01 values are obviously problem-
atic. If each uncertainty usGid is multiplied by the value
of the Birge ratio 2.87 so that x2 is reduced to its ex-
pected value of 7 and RB to 1, then G
=6.674 23s22d G0 f3.2310−5g. If the two input data with
the largest residuals are deleted, namely, the HUST-99
and BIPM-01 values of G, then the weighted mean is
G=6.674 159s79d G0 f1.2310−5g with x2=8.9, n=5, and
RB=1.33. In this case, the only datum with a significant
normalized residual is the TR&D-98 value of G, for
which ri=−2.52. If it is also deleted, then the weighted
mean of the remaining five input data is G
=6.674 191s80d G0 f1.2310−5g, with x2=2.4, n=4, and
RB=0.77.

Finally, if the UWash-00 result for G, which has the
smallest assigned uncertainty of any of the eight values,
is deleted from the initial group, the weighted mean of
the remaining seven data is G=6.674 19s13d G0 f2.0
310−5g, with x2=57.5, n=6, and RB=3.10. The normal-
ized residuals are −0.27, −2.57, −4.69, 5.20, 0.03, −0.53,
and −1.22, respectively. If each uncertainty usGid is mul-
tiplied by RB=3.10 so that x2 is reduced to its expected
value of 6 and RB to 1, we have G
=6.674 19s41d G0 f6.1310−5g.

Based on these various weighted means, all of which
round to G=6.6742 G0, as well as their uncertainties, the
relatively poor agreement of the data, and the historic
and apparently continuing difficulty of assigning an un-
certainty to a measured value of G that adequately re-
flects its true reliability, the Task Group has taken

G = 6.6742s10d 3 10−11 m3 kg−1s−2 f1.5 3 10−4g
s184d

as the 2002 recommended value.
This value exceeds the 1998 recommended value in

Eq. s180d by the fractional amount 1.8310−4, which is
only about 1/8 times the latter’s relative standard uncer-
tainty ur=1.5310−3, and its uncertainty is a factor of 10
smaller than that of the 1998 recommended value. The
BIPM-01 result for G, which is the highest of the eight in
Table X, lies above the 2002 recommended value G02 by
1.4 usG02d, where usG02d=0.0010 G0 is the standard un-
certainty of the 2002 recommended value G02. The
HUST-99 result for G, which is the lowest of the eight,
lies below G02 by 3.3 usG02d, and the UWash-00 result
for G, which has the smallest assigned uncertainty of any
of the eight values, lies above G02 by only 0.06 usG02d.
The uncertainty usG02d is less than five times the uncer-
tainty 0.000 22 G0 of the weighted mean of all eight val-
ues, as obtained when each of the uncertainties usGid is
multiplied by the Birge ratio of the weighted mean, 2.87
ssee aboved. These considerations provide further sup-
port for the recommended value.

R. X-ray units

The three most important units that have historically
been used to express the wavelengths of x-ray lines are

the copper Ka1 x unit, symbol xusCuKa1d, the molybde-
num Ka1 x unit, symbol xusMoKa1d, and the ångstrom
star, symbol Å*. These units are defined by assigning an
exact conventional value to the wavelength of the
CuKa1, MoKa1, and WKa1 x-ray lines when each is ex-
pressed in its corresponding unit:

λsCuKa1d = 1 537.400 xusCuKa1d , s185d

λsMoKa1d = 707.831 xusMoKa1d , s186d

λsWKa1d = 0.209 010 0 Å * . s187d

The experimental work that determines the best val-
ues of these three units was reviewed in CODATA-98,
and the relevant data may be summarized as follows:

λsCuKa1d
d220sW4.2ad

= 0.802 327 11s24d f3.0 3 10−7g , s188d

λsWKa1d
d220sNd

= 0.108 852 175s98d f9.0 3 10−7g , s189d

λsMoKa1d
d220sNd

= 0.369 406 04s19d f5.3 3 10−7g , s190d

λsCuKa1d
d220sNd

= 0.802 328 04s77d f9.6 3 10−7g , s191d

where d220sW4.2ad and d220sNd denote the 220 lattice
spacings, at the standard reference conditions p=0 and
t90=22.5 °C, of particular silicon crystals used in the
measurements. fThe result in Eq. s188d is from a collabo-
ration between researchers from Friedrich-Schiller Uni-
versity sFSUd, Jena, Germany and the PTB sHärtwig et
al., 1991d.g The lattice spacing d220sNd is connected to
crystals of known lattice spacing through the relation

d220sW17d − d220sNd
d220sW17d

= 7s17d 3 10−9. s192d

The correlation coefficients of this fractional difference
and the other NIST fractional differences given in Eqs.
s15d–s17d are in the range −0.37 to 0.15.

In order to obtain best values in the least-squares
sense for xusCuKa1d, xusMoKa1d, and Å*, we take these
units to be adjusted constants. Thus the observational
equations for the data of Eqs. s188d–s191d are

λsCuKa1d
d220sNd

8
1 537.400 xusCuKa1d

d220sNd
, s193d

λsMoKa1d
d220sNd

8
707.831 xusMoKa1d

d220sNd
, s194d

λsWKa1d
d220sNd

8
0.209 010 0 Å*

d220sNd
, s195d
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λsCuKa1d
d220sW4.2ad

8
1 537.400 xusCuKa1d

d220sW4.2ad
, s196d

where d220sNd is taken to be an adjusted constant and
d220sW17d and d220sW4.2ad are adjusted constants as
well.

S. Other quantities

As pointed out in Sec. I.C, there are a few cases in the
1998 adjustment where an inexact constant that enters
the analysis of input data is taken to be a fixed quantity
rather than an adjusted quantity, because the input data
have a negligible effect on its value. Three such con-
stants, used in the calculation of the theoretical expres-
sions for the electron and muon magnetic moment
anomalies ae and am ssee Appendixes B and Cd, are the
mass of the tau lepton mt, the Fermi coupling constant
GF, and sine squared of the weak mixing angle sin2 uW.
The values we adopt for these constants are based on
the most recent report of the Particle Data Group
sHagiwara et al., 2002d:

mtc
2 = 1776.99s29d MeV f1.6 3 10−4g , s197d

GF

s"cd3 = 1.166 39s1d 3 10−5GeV−2 f8.6 3 10−6g ,

s198d

sin2 uW = 0.222 15s76d f3.4 3 10−3g . s199d

Note, however, that the uncertainty assigned to mtc
2 by

the Particle Data Group is unsymmetrical and equal to
+0.29 MeV, −0.26 MeV. For simplicity and because it is
not at all critical, we have symmetrized the uncertainty
by taking it to be 0.29 MeV. Also, the definition of
sin2 uW depends on the renormalization prescription
used. We take as its definition sin2 uW=sW

2 ;1
− smW/mZd2 based on the on-shell scheme, where mW
and mZ are, respectively, the masses of the W± and Z0

bosons, because this definition is conceptually simple
and is that employed in the calculation of the elec-
troweak contributions to ae and am sCzarnecki et al.,
1996d. The recommended value for the mass ratio of
these bosons is mW/mZ=0.881 96s43d, which leads to our
adopted value of sin2 uW given above. On the other
hand, the value recommended by the Particle Data
Group sHagiwara et al., 2002d is based on a particular
variant of the modified minimal subtraction sMSd
scheme, which gives the much more accurate value

sin2 ûWsMZd=0.23113s15d.

IV. ANALYSIS OF DATA

Here we examine the previously discussed input data
for their mutual compatibility and their potential role in
determining the 2002 recommended values of the con-
stants. Based on this analysis, the data are selected for
the final least-squares adjustment from which the recom-

mended values are obtained. sBecause the data on the
Newtonian constant of gravitation G are independent of
the other data and are analyzed in Sec. III.Q, they are
not examined further.d The mutual compatibility of the
input data is evaluated by directly comparing different
measurements of the same quantity and by comparing
the values of a single fundamental constant inferred
from measurements of different quantities. The poten-
tial role of a particular input datum is evaluated by car-
rying out a multivariate analysis of the data using the
least-squares method as summarized in Appendix E of
CODATA-98. A particular measurement of a quantity is
not included in the final adjustment if the multivariate
analysis yields an adjusted value for that quantity with a
significantly smaller uncertainty than that of the mea-
sured value itself. sThe cutoff point for a particular mea-
surement of a quantity to contribute to the adjustment is
when its uncertainty is approximately ten times as large
as the uncertainty of that quantity as predicted by the
adjustment. The formal measure we use is the “self-
sensitivity coefficient” of an input datum, Sc. In general,
it must be greater than 0.01 in order for the datum to be
included in the final least-squares adjustment used to
obtain the recommended values of the constants; further
details may be found in CODATA-98.d

The input data are given in Tables XI and XIII and
their covariances are given as correlation coefficients in
Tables XII and XIV. The d’s given in Tables XI and XIII
are quantities added to corresponding theoretical ex-
pressions to account for the uncertainties of those ex-
pressions, as discussed in Appendixes A–E. It should be
noted that the value of the Rydberg constant R` de-
pends only weakly on the data in Table XIII.

A. Comparison of data

Among the Rydberg constant data, the classic Lamb
shift is the only quantity with more than one measured
value, while among the other data, there are eight dif-
ferent quantities with more than one measured value. In
Tables XI and XIII the item numbers for the members
of such groups of data sA14, B24, B26–B31, and B47d
have a decimal point with an additional digit to label
each member.

In fact, all of these data were directly compared in the
1998 adjustment, except the recent BNM result for RK,
item B30.5. The four earlier results for RK sitems
B30.1–B30.4d and the BNM result are all in agreement.
Calculation of the weighted mean of all five values yields
for the mean value of RK and its corresponding value of
a

RK = 25 812.808 18s47dV f1.8 3 10−8g , s200d

a−1 = 137.036 0030s25d f1.8 3 10−8g , s201d

with x2=1.47 for degrees of freedom n=N−M=4, where
N is the number of measurements and M is the number
of unknowns, and Birge ratio RB=Îx2 /n=0.61 ssee Ap-
pendix E of CODATA-98d. The normalized residuals,
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TABLE XI. Summary of principal input data for the determination of the 2002 recommended value of the Rydberg constant R`.
fThe notation for the additive corrections dXsnLjd in this table has the same meaning as the notation dnLj

X in Appendix A, Sec.
A.12.g

Item
number Input datum Value

Relative standard
uncertaintya ur Identification Sec.

A1 nHs1S1/2−2S1/2d 2 466 061 413 187.103s46d kHz 1.9310−14 MPQ-00 III.B.1
A2 nHs2S1/2−8S1/2d 770 649 350 012.0s8.6d kHz 1.1310−11 LK/SY-97 III.B.2
A3 nHs2S1/2−8D3/2d 770 649 504 450.0s8.3d kHz 1.1310−11 LK/SY-97 III.B.2
A4 nHs2S1/2−8D5/2d 770 649 561 584.2s6.4d kHz 8.3310−12 LK/SY-97 III.B.2
A5 nHs2S1/2−12D3/2d 799 191 710 472.7s9.4d kHz 1.2310−11 LK/SY-98 III.B.2
A6 nHs2S1/2−12D5/2d 799 191 727 403.7s7.0d kHz 8.7310−12 LK/SY-98 III.B.2
A7 nHs2S1/2−4S1/2d− 1

4nHs1S1/2−2S1/2d 4 797 338s10d kHz 2.1310−6 MPQ-95 III.B.1

A8 nHs2S1/2−4D5/2d− 1
4nHs1S1/2−2S1/2d 6 490 144s24d kHz 3.7310−6 MPQ-95 III.B.1

A9 nHs2S1/2−6S1/2d− 1
4nHs1S1/2−3S1/2d 4 197 604s21d kHz 4.9310−6 LKB-96 III.B.2

A10 nHs2S1/2−6D5/2d− 1
4nHs1S1/2−3S1/2d 4 699 099s10d kHz 2.2310−6 LKB-96 III.B.2

A11 nHs2S1/2−4P1/2d− 1
4nHs1S1/2−2S1/2d 4 664 269s15d kHz 3.2310−6 Yale-95 III.B

A12 nHs2S1/2−4P3/2d− 1
4nHs1S1/2−2S1/2d 6 035 373s10d kHz 1.7310−6 Yale-95 III.B

A13 nHs2S1/2−2P3/2d 9 911 200s12d kHz 1.2310−6 Harv-94 III.B
A14.1 nHs2P1/2−2S1/2d 1 057 845.0s9.0d kHz 8.5310−6 Harv-86 III.B
A14.2 nHs2P1/2−2S1/2d 1 057 862s20d kHz 1.9310−5 USus-79 III.B
A15 Rp 0.895s18d fm 2.0310−2 Rp-03 III.B.4
A16 nDs2S1/2−8S1/2d 770 859 041 245.7s6.9d kHz 8.9310−12 LK/SY-97 III.B.2
A17 nDs2S1/2−8D3/2d 770 859 195 701.8s6.3d kHz 8.2310−12 LK/SY-97 III.B.2
A18 nDs2S1/2−8D5/2d 770 859 252 849.5s5.9d kHz 7.7310−12 LK/SY-97 III.B.2
A19 nDs2S1/2−12D3/2d 799 409 168 038.0s8.6d kHz 1.1310−11 LK/SY-98 III.B.2
A20 nDs2S1/2−12D5/2d 799 409 184 966.8s6.8d kHz 8.5310−12 LK/SY-98 III.B.2
A21 nDs2S1/2−4S1/2d− 1

4nDs1S1/2−2S1/2d 4 801 693s20d kHz 4.2310−6 MPQ-95 III.B.1

A22 nDs2S1/2−4D5/2d− 1
4nDs1S1/2−2S1/2d 6 494 841s41d kHz 6.3310−6 MPQ-95 III.B.1

A23 Rd 2.130s10d fm 4.7310−3 Rd-98 III.B.4
A24 nDs1S1/2−2S1/2d−nHs1S1/2−2S1/2d 670 994 334.64s15d kHz 2.2310−10 MPQ-98 III.B.1
A25 dHs1S1/2d 0.0s1.7d kHz f5.3310−13g theory App. A
A26 dHs2S1/2d 0.00s21d kHz f2.6310−13g theory App. A
A27 dHs3S1/2d 0.00s12d kHz f3.2310−13g theory App. A
A28 dHs4S1/2d 0.000s43d kHz f2.1310−13g theory App. A
A29 dHs6S1/2d 0.000s18d kHz f2.0310−13g theory App. A
A30 dHs8S1/2d 0.0000s83d kHz f1.6310−13g theory App. A
A31 dHs2P1/2d 0.00s63d kHz f7.7310−13g theory App. A
A32 dHs4P1/2d 0.000s79d kHz f3.9310−13g theory App. A
A33 dHs2P3/2d 0.00s63d kHz f7.7310−13g theory App. A
A34 dHs4P3/2d 0.000s79d kHz f3.9310−13g theory App. A
A35 dHs8D3/2d 0.0000s25d kHz f4.8310−14g theory App. A
A36 dHs12D3/2d 0.000 00s74d kHz f3.2310−14g theory App. A
A37 dHs4D5/2d 0.000s20d kHz f9.7310−14g theory App. A
A38 dHs6D5/2d 0.0000s59d kHz f6.4310−14g theory App. A
A39 dHs8D5/2d 0.0000s25d kHz f4.8310−14g theory App. A
A40 dHs12D5/2d 0.000 00s73d kHz f3.2310−14g theory App. A
A41 dDs1S1/2d 0.0s1.5d kHz f4.5310−13g theory App. A
A42 dDs2S1/2d 0.00s17d kHz f2.1310−13g theory App. A
A43 dDs4S1/2d 0.000s41d kHz f2.0310−13g theory App. A
A44 dDs8S1/2d 0.0000s81d kHz f1.6310−13g theory App. A
A45 dDs8D3/2d 0.0000s21d kHz f4.2310−14g theory App. A
A46 dDs12D3/2d 0.000 00s64d kHz f2.8310−14g theory App. A
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TABLE XII. Non-negligible correlation coefficients rsxi ,xjd of the input data related to R` in Table XI. For simplicity, the two
items of data to which a particular correlation coefficient corresponds are identified by their item numbers in Table XI.

rsA2,A3d=0.348 rsA5,A20d=0.114 rsA25,A27d=0.544 rsA30,A44d=0.991
rsA2,A4d=0.453 rsA6,A9d=0.028 rsA25,A28d=0.610 rsA31,A32d=0.049
rsA2,A5d=0.090 rsA6,A10d=0.055 rsA25,A29d=0.434 rsA33,A34d=0.049
rsA2,A6d=0.121 rsA6,A16d=0.151 rsA25,A30d=0.393 rsA35,A36d=0.786
rsA2,A9d=0.023 rsA6,A17d=0.165 rsA25,A41d=0.954 rsA35,A45d=0.962

rsA2,A10d=0.045 rsA6,A18d=0.175 rsA25,A42d=0.936 rsA35,A46d=0.716
rsA2,A16d=0.123 rsA6,A19d=0.121 rsA25,A43d=0.517 rsA36,A45d=0.716
rsA2,A17d=0.133 rsA6,A20d=0.152 rsA25,A44d=0.320 rsA36,A46d=0.962
rsA2,A18d=0.142 rsA7,A8d=0.105 rsA26,A27d=0.543 rsA37,A38d=0.812
rsA2,A19d=0.098 rsA7,A21d=0.210 rsA26,A28d=0.609 rsA37,A39d=0.810
rsA2,A20d=0.124 rsA7,A22d=0.040 rsA26,A29d=0.434 rsA37,A40d=0.810
rsA3,A4d=0.470 rsA8,A21d=0.027 rsA26,A30d=0.393 rsA37,A47d=0.962
rsA3,A5d=0.093 rsA8,A22d=0.047 rsA26,A41d=0.921 rsA37,A48d=0.745
rsA3,A6d=0.125 rsA9,A10d=0.141 rsA26,A42d=0.951 rsA37,A49d=0.745
rsA3,A9d=0.023 rsA9,A16d=0.028 rsA26,A43d=0.511 rsA38,A39d=0.807

rsA3,A10d=0.047 rsA9,A17d=0.031 rsA26,A44d=0.317 rsA38,A40d=0.807
rsA3,A16d=0.127 rsA9,A18d=0.033 rsA27,A28d=0.338 rsA38,A47d=0.744
rsA3,A17d=0.139 rsA9,A19d=0.023 rsA27,A29d=0.241 rsA38,A48d=0.740
rsA3,A18d=0.147 rsA9,A20d=0.028 rsA27,A30d=0.218 rsA38,A49d=0.740
rsA3,A19d=0.102 rsA10,A16d=0.056 rsA27,A41d=0.516 rsA39,A40d=0.806
rsA3,A20d=0.128 rsA10,A17d=0.061 rsA27,A42d=0.518 rsA39,A47d=0.741
rsA4,A5d=0.121 rsA10,A18d=0.065 rsA27,A43d=0.286 rsA39,A48d=0.961
rsA4,A6d=0.162 rsA10,A19d=0.045 rsA27,A44d=0.177 rsA39,A49d=0.737
rsA4,A9d=0.030 rsA10,A20d=0.057 rsA28,A29d=0.270 rsA40,A47d=0.741

rsA4,A10d=0.060 rsA11,A12d=0.083 rsA28,A30d=0.244 rsA40,A48d=0.737
rsA4,A16d=0.165 rsA16,A17d=0.570 rsA28,A41d=0.578 rsA40,A49d=0.961
rsA4,A17d=0.180 rsA16,A18d=0.612 rsA28,A42d=0.581 rsA41,A42d=0.972
rsA4,A18d=0.191 rsA16,A19d=0.123 rsA28,A43d=0.980 rsA41,A43d=0.540
rsA4,A19d=0.132 rsA16,A20d=0.155 rsA28,A44d=0.198 rsA41,A44d=0.333
rsA4,A20d=0.166 rsA17,A18d=0.667 rsA29,A30d=0.174 rsA42,A43d=0.538
rsA5,A6d=0.475 rsA17,A19d=0.134 rsA29,A41d=0.410 rsA42,A44d=0.333
rsA5,A9d=0.021 rsA17,A20d=0.169 rsA29,A42d=0.413 rsA43,A44d=0.184

rsA5,A10d=0.041 rsA18,A19d=0.142 rsA29,A43d=0.228 rsA45,A46d=0.717
rsA5,A16d=0.113 rsA18,A20d=0.179 rsA29,A44d=0.141 rsA47,A48d=0.748
rsA5,A17d=0.123 rsA19,A20d=0.522 rsA30,A41d=0.371 rsA47,A49d=0.748
rsA5,A18d=0.130 rsA21,A22d=0.011 rsA30,A42d=0.373 rsA48,A49d=0.741
rsA5,A19d=0.090 rsA25,A26d=0.979 rsA30,A43d=0.206

TABLE XI. sContinued.d

Item
number Input datum Value

Relative standard
uncertaintya ur Identification Sec.

A47 dDs4D5/2d 0.000s17d kHz f8.4310−14g theory App. A

A48 dDs8D5/2d 0.0000s21d kHz f4.1310−14g theory App. A

A49 dDs12D5/2d 0.000 00s63d kHz f2.7310−14g theory App. A

aThe values in brackets are relative to the frequency corresponding to the binding energy of the level.
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TABLE XIII. Summary of principal input data for the determination of the 2002 recommended values of the fundamental
constants sR` and G exceptedd.

Item
number Input datum Value

Relative standard
uncertaintya ur Identification Sec. and Eq.

B1 Ars
1Hd 1.007 825 032 14s35d 3.5310−10 AMDC-95 III.A.1

B2 Ars
2Hd 2.014 101 777 99s36d 1.8310−10 AMDC-95 III.A.1

B3 Ars
3Hed 3.016 029 3184s58d 1.9310−9 UWash-03 III.A.1.a

B4 Ars
4Hed 4.002 603 254 152s56d 1.4310−11 UWash-03 III.A.1.b

B5 Ars
16Od 15.994 914 619 51s16d 1.0310−11 UWash-03 III.A.1.c

B6 Ars
133Csd 132.905 451 931s27d 2.0310−10 MIT-99 III.A.1.e

B7 Arsed 0.000 548 579 9111s12d 2.1310−9 UWash-95 III.A.4.a s10d
B8 Arspd 1.007 276 466 89s14d 1.4310−10 UWash-99 III.A.4.b s11d
B9 ae 1.159 652 1883s42d310−3 3.7310−9 UWash-87 III.C.1.a s31d
B10 de 0.0s1.1d310−12 f9.9310−10g theory App. B sB22d
B11 R 0.003 707 2048s25d 6.7310−7 BNL-02 III.C.2.a s38d
B12 dm 0s10d310−10 f8.5310−7g theory App. C sC29d
B13 fssCd / fcsCd 4376.210 4989s23d 5.2310−10 GSI-02 III.C.3.a s47d
B14 dC 0.0s1.8d310−10 f9.0310−11g theory App. D sD29d
B15 fssOd / fcsOd 4164.376 1836s31d 7.5310−10 GSI-02 III.C.3.b s50d
B16 dO 0.0s4.3d310−10 f2.2310−10g theory App. D sD32d
B17 me−sHd /mpsHd −658.210 7058s66d 1.0310−8 MIT-72 III.C.4.a s56d
B18 mdsDd /me−sDd −4.664 345 392s50d310−4 1.1310−8 MIT-84 III.C.4.b s58d
B19 me−sHd /mp8 −658.215 9430s72d 1.1310−8 MIT-77 III.C.4.c s60d
B20 mh8 /mp8 −0.761 786 1313s33d 4.3310−9 NPL-93 III.C.4.d s62d
B21 mn /mp8 −0.684 996 94s16d 2.4310−7 ILL-79 III.C.4.e s65d
B22 ns58 MHzd 627 994.77s14d kHz 2.2310−7 LAMPF-82 III.C.5.a s71d
B23 ns72 MHzd 668 223 166s57d Hz 8.6310−8 LAMPF-99 III.C.5.b s77d
B24.1 DnMu 4 463 302.88s16d kHz 3.6310−8 LAMPF-82 III.C.5.a s70d
B24.2 DnMu 4 463 302 765s53d Hz 1.2310−8 LAMPF-99 III.C.5.b s76d
B25 dMu 0s101d Hz f2.3310−8g theory App. E sE16d
B26.1 Γp−908 slod 2.675 154 05s30d3108 s−1 T−1 1.1310−7 NIST-89 III.D.1.a s91d
B26.2b Γp−908 slod 2.675 1530s18d3108 s−1 T−1 6.6310−7 NIM-95 III.D.1.b s94d
B27.1 Γp−908 shid 2.675 1525s43d3108 s−1 T−1 1.6310−6 NIM-95 III.D.1.b s95d
B27.2 Γp−908 shid 2.675 1518s27d3108 s−1 T−1 1.0310−6 NPL-79 III.D.1.c s100d
B28.1b Γh−908 slod 2.037 895 37s37d3108 s−1 T−1 1.8310−7 KR/VN-98 III.D.2.a s102d
B28.2b Γh−908 slod 2.037 897 29s72d3108 s−1 T−1 3.5310−7 VNIIM-89 III.D.2.b s105d
B29.1c KJ 483 597.91s13d GHz V−1 2.7310−7 NML-89 III.E.1 s107d
B29.2c KJ 483 597.96s15d GHz V−1 3.1310−7 PTB-91 III.E.2 s110d
B30.1 RK 25 812.808 31s62d V 2.4310−8 NIST-97 III.F.1 s113d
B30.2b RK 25 812.8071s11d V 4.4310−8 NML-97 III.F.2 s115d
B30.3b RK 25 812.8092s14d V 5.4310−8 NPL-88 III.F.3 s117d
B30.4b RK 25 812.8084s34d V 1.3310−7 NIM-95 III.F.4 s119d
B30.5b RK 25 812.8081s14d V 5.3310−8 BNM-01 III.F.5 s121d
B31.1c KJ

2RK 6.036 7625s12d31033 J−1 s−1 2.0310−7 NPL-90 III.G.1 s124d
B31.2c KJ

2RK 6.036 761 85s53d31033 J−1 s−1 8.7310−8 NIST-98 III.G.2 s126d
B32 F90 96 485.39s13d C mol−1 1.3310−6 NIST-80 III.H.1 s132d
B33 h /msCsd 3.002 369 430s46d310−9 m2 s−1 1.5310−8 Stanford-02 III.K.2 s160d
B34 h /mnd220sW04d 2060.267 004s84d m s−1 4.1310−8 PTB-99 III.K.1 s151d
B35 λmeas/d220sILLd 0.002 904 302 46s50d m s−1 1.7310−7 NIST-99 III.A.5 s13d
B36 1−d220sW17d /d220sILLd −8s22d310−9 f2.2310−8g NIST-99 III.A.5 s15d
B37 1−d220sMO* d /d220sILLd 86s27d310−9 f2.7310−8g NIST-99 III.A.5 s16d
B38 1−d220sNR3d /d220sILLd 34s22d310−9 f2.2310−8g NIST-99 III.A.5 s17d
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ri= sRK,i− R̂Kd /usRK,id, for the five values are 0.21, −0.94,
0.73, 0.06, and −0.09 and their weights in the calculation
of their weighted mean are 0.58, 0.17, 0.12, 0.02, and
0.12.

The results of the other 1998 direct comparisons may
be summarized as follows. All of the data are in good
agreement, except the two values of Γh−908 slod; the
KRISS/VNIIM 1998 result, item B28.1, is smaller than
the VNIIM 1989 result, item B28.2, by 2.4udiff, where
udiff is the standard uncertainty of their difference.
Moreover, no datum has a weight of less than 0.03 in the
weighted mean of its group of measurements.

The consistency of measurements of various quanti-
ties of different types is shown by comparing the values
of the fine-structure constant a or the Planck constant h
inferred from the measured values of the quantities.
Such inferred values of a and h are given throughout
Sec. III, and the results are summarized and further dis-
cussed here.

The consistency of a significant fraction of the data of
Table XIII is indicated in Table XV and Figs. 2 and 3,
which give the values of a inferred from that data. sOnly
values of a with ur,10−7 are included in Fig. 2.d Most of
the values of a are in reasonable agreement, implying
that most of the data from which they are obtained are
reasonably consistent. An exception is the value of a

implied by the VNIIM-89 result for Γh−908 slod, item
B28.2, which disagrees by about 3.5 combined standard
deviations s3.5sd with the two values of a that have the
smallest uncertainty. However, item B28.2 has such a
large uncertainty that its contribution to the determina-
tion of a is inconsequential. A datum of possible con-
cern is the NIST-89 result for Γp−908 slod, item B26.1,
which disagrees at about the 2.2s level and its uncer-
tainty places it at the margin of contributing to the ad-
justed value of a. Although the inferred values of a of
the ten input data following the NIST value for Γp−90slod
in Table XV have still larger uncertainties, some of these

TABLE XIV. Non-negligible correlation coefficients rsxi ,xjd of the input data in Table XIII. For
simplicity, the two items of data to which a particular correlation coefficient corresponds are identi-
fied by their item numbers in Table XIII.

rsB1,B2d=0.314 rsB29.1,B47.1d=0.068 rsB36,B38d=0.516 rsB40,B42d=0.372
rsB13,B15d=0.035 rsB34,B40d=0.258 rsB36,B39d=−0.375 rsB40,B43d=0.502
rsB14,B16d=0.951 rsB34,B41d=0.241 rsB37,B38d=0.421 rsB41,B42d=0.347

rsB22,B24.1d=0.227 rsB34,B42d=0.192 rsB37,B39d=0.125 rsB41,B43d=0.469
rsB23,B24.2d=0.195 rsB34,B43d=0.258 rsB38,B39d=0.153 rsB42,B43d=0.372

rsB26.2,B27.1d=−0.014 rsB36,B37d=0.421 rsB40,B41d=0.469

TABLE XIII. sContinued.d

Item
number Input datum Value

Relative standard
uncertaintya ur Identification Sec. and Eq.

B39 1−d220sNd /d220sW17d 7s17d310−9 f1.7310−8g NIST-97 III.R s192d
B40 d220sW4.2ad /d220sW04d−1 −1s21d310−9 f2.1310−8g PTB-98 III.I.1 s134d
B41 d220sW17d /d220sW04d−1 22s22d310−9 f2.2310−8g PTB-98 III.I.1 s135d
B42 d220sMO* d /d220sW04d−1 −103s28d310−9 f2.8310−8g PTB-98 III.I.1 s136d
B43 d220sNR3d /d220sW04d−1 −23s21d310−9 f2.1310−8g PTB-98 III.I.1 s137d
B44 d220/d220sW04d−1 10s11d310−9 f1.1310−8g PTB-03 III.I.1 s138d
B45 d220sNR3d 192 015.587s11d fm 5.6310−8 NMIJ-97 III.I.2 s139d
B46c VmsSid 12.058 8257s36d310−6 m3 mol−1 3.0310−7 N/P/I-03 III.J s146d
B47.1 R 8.314 471s15d J mol−1 K−1 1.8310−6 NIST-88 III.N.1 s168d
B47.2 R 8.314 504s70d J mol−1 K−1 8.4310−6 NPL-79 III.N.2 s169d
B48 λsCuKa1d /d220sW4.2ad 0.802 327 11s24d 3.0310−7 FSU/PTB-91 III.R s188d
B49 λsWKa1d /d220sNd 0.108 852 175s98d 9.0310−7 NIST-79 III.R s189d
B50 λsMoKa1d /d220sNd 0.369 406 04s19d 5.3310−7 NIST-73 III.R s190d
B51 λsCuKa1d /d220sNd 0.802 328 04s77d 9.6310−7 NIST-73 III.R s191d

aThe numbers in brackets are the uncertainties relative to the quantities ae, am, ge−s12C5+d, ge−s16O7+d, DnMu, or d220 as appropri-
ate.

bDatum not included in the final least-squares adjustment that provides the recommended values of the constants.
cDatum included in the final least-squares adjustment with an expanded uncertainty.
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data do make significant contributions to the determina-
tion of other constants.

To further compare the data of Table XV, we put
aside the value of a from item B11 slast entry of Table
XVd because of its very large uncertainty and omit the
value of a from item B28.2 because of its large uncer-
tainty and incompatibility with all the other values. We
then have, again in order of increasing uncertainty,

a−1faeg = 137.035 998 80s52d f3.8 3 10−9g , s202d

a−1fh/msCsdg = 137.036 0001s11d f7.7 3 10−9g ,

s203d

a−1fRKg = 137.036 0030s25d f1.8 3 10−8g , s204d

a−1fΓp,h−908 slodg = 137.035 9875s43d f3.1 3 10−8g ,

s205d

TABLE XV. Comparison of the input data in Table XIII through inferred values of the fine-structure constant a in order of
increasing standard uncertainty.

Primary
source

Item
number Identification Sec. and Eq. a−1

Relative standard
uncertainty ur

ae B9 UWash-87 III.C.1.b s35d 137.035 998 80s52d 3.8310−9

h /msCsd B33 Stanford-02 III.K.2 s162d 137.036 0001s11d 7.7310−9

RK B30.1 NIST-97 III.F.1 s114d 137.036 0037s33d 2.4310−8

h /mnd220sW04d B34 PTB-99
d220sNR3d B45 NMIJ-97 III.K.1 s153d 137.036 0015s47d 3.4310−8

Γp−908 slod B26.1 NIST-89 III.D.1.a s93d 137.035 9880s51d 3.7310−8

RK B30.2 NML-97 III.F.2 s116d 137.035 9973s61d 4.4310−8

RK B30.5 BNM-01 III.F.5 s122d 137.036 0023s73d 5.3310−8

RK B30.3 NPL-88 III.F.3 s118d 137.036 0083s73d 5.4310−8

Γh−908 slod B28.1 KR/VN-98 III.D.2.a s104d 137.035 9853s82d 6.0310−8

DnMu B24.2 LAMPF-99 III.C.5.b s81d 137.035 9997s84d 6.1310−8

Γh−908 slod B28.2 VNIIM-89 III.D.2.b s106d 137.035 942s16d 1.2310−7

RK B30.4 NIM-95 III.F.4 s120d 137.036 004s18d 1.3310−7

DnMu B24.1 LAMPF-82 III.C.5.a s75d 137.036 019s24d 1.8310−7

Γp−908 slod B26.2 NIM-95 III.D.1.b s97d 137.036 006s30d 2.2310−7

R B11 BNL-02 III.C.2.b s45d 137.035 81s15d 1.1310−6

FIG. 2. Values of the fine-structure constant a implied by the
input data in Table XIII, in order of decreasing uncertainty
from top to bottom, and the 1998 and 2002 CODATA recom-
mended values of a ssee Table XVd. See Glossary for source
abbreviations. Here, P-99/N-97 indicates the PTB-97 result for
h /mnd220sW04d together with the NMIJ result for d220sNR3d.

FIG. 3. Values of the fine-structure constant a implied by the
input data in Table XIII, taken as a weighted average when
more than one measurement of a given type is considered fsee
Eqs. s202d–s207dg, in order of decreasing uncertainty from top
to bottom, and the 2002 CODATA recommended value of a.
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a−1fh/mnd220g = 137.036 0015s47d f3.4 3 10−8g ,

s206d

a−1fDnMug = 137.036 0017s80d f5.8 3 10−8g . s207d

Here a−1faeg, a−1fh /msCsdg, and a−1fh /mnd220g are as
given in Table XV; a−1fRKg is the weighted-mean value
from the five von Klitzing constant measurements,
items B30.1 to B30.5, and is given in Eq. s201d;
a−1fΓp,h−908 slodg is the weighted-mean value from the
three low-field gyromagnetic ratio measurements, items
B26.1, B26.2, and B28.1 sthe experiments are similar and
the three inferred values of a agreed; and a−1fDnMug is
the muonium value obtained from the LAMPF-82 and
LAMPF-99 experiments, items B24.1 and B24.2, and is
given in Eq. s84d of Sec. III.C.5.c. The six values of a are
graphically compared in Fig. 3. It is clear from the figure
that even if all of the data of Table XIII were retained,
the 2002 recommended value of a would be determined
to a great extent by ae, as in the 1998 adjustment.

The consistency of many of the data of Table XIII is
indicated in Table XVI and Figs. 4 and 5, which give the
values of h inferred from that data. All but one of the
values of h are in good agreement, indicating that the
data from which they are obtained are generally consis-
tent. However, the value of h from the WGAC consen-
sus result for the molar volume of silicon VmsSid, item
B46, disagrees at about the 3.3s level with the values of
h with the smallest uncertainty. Moreover, the input
value of VmsSid has an uncertainty that is sufficiently
small that it contributes to the adjusted value of h with a
weight of about 0.06.

In analogy with the discussion of the inferred values
of a, we further compare the data of Table XVI by writ-
ing, again in order of increasing uncertainty,

hfKJ
2RKg = 6.626 068 79s53d 3 10−34 J s

f8.0 3 10−8g , s208d

hfVmsSidg = 6.626 0762s21d 3 10−34 J s f3.2 3 10−7g ,

s209d

hfKJg = 6.626 0679s27d 3 10−34 J s f4.1 3 10−7g ,

s210d

hfΓp−908 shidg = 6.626 0725s57d 3 10−34 J s

f8.6 3 10−7g , s211d

hfF90g = 6.626 0658s88d 3 10−34 J s f1.3 3 10−6g .

s212d

Here hfVmsSidg and hfF90g are as given in Table XVI;
hfKJ

2RKg is the weighted-mean value of h from the two
measurements of KJ

2RK, items B31.1 and B31.2, which
agree; hfKJg is the weighted-mean value of h from the
two measurements of KJ, items B29.1 and B29.2, which
also agree; and hfΓp−908 shidg is the weighted-mean value
of h obtained from the two measurements of Γp−908 shid,
items B27.1 and B27.2, which are consistent as well. The

TABLE XVI. Comparison of the input data in Table XIII through inferred values of the Planck constant h in order of increasing
standard uncertainty.

Primary
source

Item
number Identification Sec. and Eq. h / sJ sd

Relative standard
uncertainty ur

KJ
2RK B31.2 NIST-98 III.G.2 s127d 6.626 068 91s58d310−34 8.7310−8

KJ
2RK B31.1 NPL-90 III.G.1 s125d 6.626 0682s13d310−34 2.0310−7

VmsSid B46 N/P/I-03 III.J.3 s149d 6.626 0762s21d310−34 3.2310−7

KJ B29.1 NML-89 III.E.1 s109d 6.626 0684s36d310−34 5.4310−7

KJ B29.2 PTB-91 III.E.2 s111d 6.626 0670s42d310−34 6.3310−7

Γp−908 shid B27.2 NPL-79 III.D.1.c s101d 6.626 0730s67d310−34 1.0310−6

F90 B32 NIST-80 III.H.1 s133d 6.626 0658s88d310−34 1.3310−6

Γp−908 shid B27.1 NIM-95 III.D.1.b s99d 6.626 071s11d310−34 1.6310−6

FIG. 4. Values of the Planck constant h implied by the input
data in Table XIII, in order of decreasing uncertainty from top
to bottom, and the 1998 and 2002 CODATA recommended
values of h ssee Table XVId.
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five values of h are graphically compared in Fig. 5. The
disagreement between VmsSid and the other input data
of Table XVI appears to be a more significant problem
than the disagreement of both the VNIIM-89 result for
Γh−908 slod and the NIST-89 result for Γp−908 slod with the
other input data, as discussed above, and warrants spe-
cial attention.

We conclude this section by listing in Table XVII the
three values of Arsed implied by the input data consist-
ing of Ars

16Od, Arsed, fssCd / fcsCd, dC, fssOd / fcsOd, and
dO, items B5, B7, and B13 to B16 of Table XIII. The
values of Arsed in the table are in reasonable agreement,
which suggests that the associated input data are consis-
tent.

B. Multivariate analysis of data

The multivariate analysis of the data is based on the
fact that measured quantities can be expressed as theo-
retical functions of fundamental constants. These ex-
pressions, or observational equations, are written in
terms of a particular independent subset of the constants
whose members are here called adjusted constants. The
goal of the analysis is to find the values of the adjusted
constants that predict values for the measured data that

best agree with the data themselves in the least-squares
sense ssee Appendix E of CODATA-98d.

The symbol 8 is used to indicate that an observed
value of an input datum of the particular type shown on
the left-hand side is ideally given by the function of the
adjusted constants on the right-hand side; however, the
two sides are not necessarily equal, because the equation
is one of an overdetermined set relating the data to the
adjusted constants. The best estimate of a quantity is
given by its observational equation evaluated with the
least-squares estimated values of the adjusted constants
on which it depends.

In essence, we follow the least-squares approach of
Aitken s1934; also see Sheppard, 1912d, who treated the
case in which the input data are correlated. The 112 in-
put data of Tables XI and XIII are of 100 distinct types
and are expressed as functions of the 61 adjusted con-
stants listed in Tables XVIII and XX. The observational
equations that relate the input data to the adjusted con-
stants are given in Tables XIX and XXI.

Note that the various binding energies EbsXd /muc2 in
Table XXI, such as in the equation for item B1, are
treated as fixed quantities with negligible uncertainties.
Similarly, the bound-state g-factor ratios in this table,
such as in the equation for item B17, are treated in the
same way. Further, the frequency fp is not an adjusted
constant but is included in the equation for items B22
and B23 to indicate that they are functions of fp. Finally,
the observational equation for items B22 and B23, based
on Eqs.s66d–s68d of Sec. III.C.5, includes the functions
aesa ,ded and amsa ,dmd as well as the theoretical expres-
sion for input data of type B24, DnMu. The latter expres-
sion is discussed in Appendix E and is a function of R`,
a, me /mm, amsa ,dmd, and dMu.

A number of adjustments were carried out to gauge
the compatibility of the input data in Tables XI and XIII
stogether with their covariances in Tables XII and XIVd
and to assess their influence on the values of the ad-
justed constants. The results of 11 of these are given in
Tables XXII–XXIV and are discussed in the following
paragraphs. sBecause the adjusted value of the Rydberg
constant R` is essentially the same for all six adjust-
ments summarized in Table XXII and equal to that of
adjustment 4 of Table XXIV, the value of R` is not
listed in Table XXII. It should also be noted that adjust-
ment 4 of all three tables is the same adjustment.d

• Adjustment 1. This initial adjustment is based on all
of the input data. From Table XXIII we see that item
B28.2, with its normalized residual of 3.52, is the

TABLE XVII. Values of Arsed implied by the input data in Table XIII in order of increasing standard uncertainty.

Primary
source

Item
number Identification Sec. and Eq. Arsed

Relative standard
uncertainty ur

fssCd / fcsCd B13 GSI-02 III.C.3.a s49d 0.000 548 579 909 31s29d 5.3310−10

fssOd / fcsOd B15 GSI-02 III.C.3.b s53d 0.000 548 579 909 57s43d 7.8310−10

Arsed B7 UWash-95 III.A.4.a s10d 0.000 548 579 9111s12d 2.1310−9

FIG. 5. Values of the Planck constant h implied by the input
data in Table XIII, taken as a weighted average when more
than one measurement of a given type is considered fsee Eqs.
s208d–s212dg, in order of decreasing uncertainty from top to
bottom, and the 2002 CODATA recommended value of h.
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most discrepant datum. Although its self-sensitivity
coefficient Sc is only 0.002, it is responsible for 21%
of x2. These results are in keeping with the discus-
sion of this datum in the previous section.

• Adjustment 2. This adjustment is obtained from ad-
justment 1 by deleting item B28.2. Because of the
comparatively large uncertainty of this datum, the
change in the adjusted value of a is quite small. We
omit B28.2 from the final 2002 adjustment because of
its minimal contribution to the determination of the
recommended values and its discrepant nature.

Inspection of Table XXIII shows that in adjustment 2,
item B46, with its normalized residual of −3.17, is now
the most discrepant datum; it is responsible for 22% of
x2, but it has a quite significant self-sensitivity coeffi-

cient: Sc=0.173. The large residual is a reflection of the
disagreement among the data that primarily determine
the Planck constant h, as is apparent from Table XVI
and Figs. 4 and 5. These data are items B29.1 and B29.2,
the NML-89 and PTB-91 results for KJ, and items B31.1
and B31.2, the NPL-90 and NIST-98 results for KJ

2RK, in
addition to item B46.

The problem that this discrepancy poses has been
given careful consideration by the Task Group, taking
into account the following points:

sid The N/P/I-03 result for VmsSid, item B46, repre-
sents an international effort over many years involving
numerous researchers in more than half a dozen differ-
ent institutes. As such, it must be viewed as a credible
result even though it disagrees with a number of equally
credible results. Therefore it must be included in the
2002 adjustment with a reasonable weight.

siid The disagreement of item B46 with items B29.1,
B29.2, B31.1, and B31.2 naturally raises a question
about all five data. This question is made more signifi-
cant by the recent salthough highly preliminaryd report
on the new NPL watt-balance experiment ssee Sec.
III.G.1d.

siiid Item B46 is in greatest disagreement with a num-
ber of other input data whose treatment involves either
one or both of the relations KJ=2e /h and RK=h /e2. This
raises the question of whether relaxing the assumption
that these relations are exact would reduce or possibly
even eliminate the disagreement. To address this issue,
the effect of assuming KJ= s2e /hds1+«Jd and/or RK
= sh /e2ds1+«Kd, where «J and «K are unknown correction
factors to be taken as additional adjusted constants, is
discussed in Appendix F. The conclusion is that this gen-
eralization of the adjustments does not remove the dis-
agreement or provide statistically significant evidence
that the relations KJ=2e /h and RK=h /e2 are not exact.

In view of points sid–siiid, the Task Group decided that
the best way to deal with this problem is to include in
the final adjustment all five items of input data under
consideration, but with their uncertainties weighted by a
common multiplicative factor chosen so that the largest
absolute value of a normalized residual among these
data is 1.5. This ensures that the discrepancy is reduced
to a quite acceptable level and that the final recom-
mended value of the Planck constant h has an uncer-
tainty that reflects the problematic nature of the current
situation. The multiplicative factor turns out to be 2.325.

• Adjustment 3. This adjustment is obtained from ad-
justment 2 by weighting the uncertainties of input
data B29.1, B29.2, B31.1, B31.2, and B46 with the
above factor. The effect on the value of a and its
uncertainty is quite minor, as one would expect, since
a is mainly determined by items B9 and B33, the
Uwash-87 result for ae and the Stanford-02 result for
h /msCsd. The impact on the value of h itself is also
quite small, because the uncertainties of the data that
play the dominant role in determining h have all
been weighted by the same factor. However, this re-
sults in the uncertainty of the value of h from adjust-

TABLE XVIII. The 28 adjusted constants svariablesd used in
the least-squares multivariate analysis of the Rydberg-constant
data given in Table XI. These adjusted constants appear as
arguments of the functions on the right-hand side of the obser-
vational equations of Table XIX. fThe notation for hydrogenic
energy levels EXsnLjd and for additive corrections dXsnLjd in
this table have the same meaning as the notations EnLj

X and dnLj
X

in Appendix A, Sec. A.12.g

Adjusted constant Symbol

Rydberg constant R`

Bound-state proton rms charge radius Rp

Additive correction to EHs1S1/2d /h dHs1S1/2d
Additive correction to EHs2S1/2d /h dHs2S1/2d
Additive correction to EHs3S1/2d /h dHs3S1/2d
Additive correction to EHs4S1/2d /h dHs4S1/2d
Additive correction to EHs6S1/2d /h dHs6S1/2d
Additive correction to EHs8S1/2d /h dHs8S1/2d
Additive correction to EHs2P1/2d /h dHs2P1/2d
Additive correction to EHs4P1/2d /h dHs4P1/2d
Additive correction to EHs2P3/2d /h dHs2P3/2d
Additive correction to EHs4P3/2d /h dHs4P3/2d
Additive correction to EHs8D3/2d /h dHs8D3/2d
Additive correction to EHs12D3/2d /h dHs12D3/2d
Additive correction to EHs4D5/2d /h dHs4D5/2d
Additive correction to EHs6D5/2d /h dHs6D5/2d
Additive correction to EHs8D5/2d /h dHs8D5/2d
Additive correction to EHs12D5/2d /h dHs12D5/2d
Bound-state deuteron rms charge radius Rd

Additive correction to EDs1S1/2d /h dDs1S1/2d
Additive correction to EDs2S1/2d /h dDs2S1/2d
Additive correction to EDs4S1/2d /h dDs4S1/2d
Additive correction to EDs8S1/2d /h dDs8S1/2d
Additive correction to EDs8D3/2d /h dDs8D3/2d
Additive correction to EDs12D3/2d /h dDs12D3/2d
Additive correction to EDs4D5/2d /h dDs4D5/2d
Additive correction to EDs8D5/2d /h dDs8D5/2d
Additive correction to EDs12D5/2d /h dDs12D5/2d
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ment 3 being larger than that of the value of h from
adjustment 2 by about the same weighting factor of
2.3.

• Adjustment 4. As measured by their self-sensitivity
coefficients Sc in adjustment 3, a number of input
data do not contribute significantly to the determina-
tion of the adjusted constants. In adjustment 4 we
omit those six additional input data with Sc,0.01
unless they are a subset of the data of an experiment
that provides input data with Sc.0.01. These six in-
put data are B26.2, B28.1, and B30.2–B30.5, which
are the NIM-95 result for Γp−908 slod, the KR/VN-98
result for Γh−908 slod, and the NML-97, NPL-88, NIM-
95, and BNM-01 results for RK. The respective val-
ues of Sc in adjustment 3 are 0.001, 0.007, 0.006,
0.004, 0.001, and 0.004. Deleting such marginal data
follows the practice of the 1998 CODATA adjust-
ment. In this context, it is interesting to note that
because of the weighting of the uncertainties of the
five input data as discussed above, three input data
that were omitted from the 1998 adjustment because
their values of Sc were below the cutoff of 0.01, now
have values of Sc.0.01 and thus are included in the

2002 adjustment. These are input data B27.1, B27.2,
and B32, the NIM-95 and the NPL-79 results for
Γp−908 shid, and the NIST-80 result for F90. The respec-
tive values of Sc in adjustment 4 are 0.011, 0.029, and
0.017.

In adjustment 4, the NIST result for Γp−908 slod, item
B26.1, has the largest normalized residual of any input
datum; its value of ri=2.20 is responsible for 15% of x2.
In fact, the situation with item B26.1 in the 2002 adjust-
ment is essentially the same as it was in the 1998 adjust-
ment. Following what was done there, we retain datum
B26.1 with no added weighting of its uncertainty, be-
cause its normalized residual is viewed as being within
the acceptable range for use in the final adjustment
while its value of Sc exceeds 0.01. We therefore use ad-
justment 4 to determine the 2002 CODATA recom-
mended values of the constants.

• Adjustments 5 and 6. Adjustments 5 and 6 test the
robustness of the final adjustment, that is, adjustment
4, while adjustments 7–11 probe various aspects of
the data related to R`. Adjustment 5 is obtained
from adjustment 4 by deleting the two most accurate
input data that determine the adjusted value of

TABLE XIX. Observational equations that express the input data related to R` in Table XI as functions of the adjusted constants
in Table XVIII. The numbers in the first column correspond to the numbers in the first column of Table XI. The expressions for
the energy levels of hydrogenic atoms are discussed in Appendix A. As pointed out in Sec. A.12 of that Appendix, EXsnLjd /h is
in fact proportional to cR` and independent of h, hence h is not an adjusted constant in these equations. fThe notation for
hydrogenic energy levels EXsnLjd and for additive corrections dXsnLjd in this table have the same meaning as the notations EnLj

X

and d nLj
X in Appendix A, Sec. A.12.g See Sec. IV.B for an explanation of the symbol 8.

Type of input datum Observational equation

A1–A6 nHsn1L1j1
−n2L2j2

d8 fEHsn2L2j2
;R` ,a ,Arsed ,Arspd ,Rp ,dHsn2L2j2

ddg
A13,A14 −EHsn1L1j1

;R` ,a ,Arsed ,Arspd ,Rp ,dHsn1L1j1
ddg /h

A7–A12 nHsn1L1j1
−n2L2j2

d− 1
4nHsn3L3j3

−n4L4j4
d8 hEHsn2L2j2

;R` ,a ,Arsed ,Arspd ,Rp ,dHsn2L2j2
ddj

−EHsn1L1j1
;R` ,a ,Arsed ,Arspd ,Rp ,dHsn1L1j1

dd
− 1

4 fEHsn4L4j4
;R` ,a ,Arsed ,Arspd ,Rp ,dHsn4L4j4

ddg
−fhEHsn3L3j3

;R` ,a ,Arsed ,Arspd ,Rp ,dHsn3L3j3
ddgj /h

A15 Rp8Rp

A16–A20 nDsn1L1j1
−n2L2j2

d8 fEDsn2L2j2
;R` ,a ,Arsed ,Arsdd ,Rd ,dDsn2L2j2

ddg
−fEDsn1L1j1

;R` ,a ,Arsed ,Arsdd ,Rd ,dDsn1L1j1
ddg /h

A21–A22 nDsn1L1j1
−n2L2j2

d− 1
4nDsn3L3j3

−n4L4j4
d8 hEDsn2L2j2

;R` ,a ,Arsed ,Arsdd ,Rd ,dDsn2L2j2
ddj

−EDsn1L1j1
;R` ,a ,Arsed ,Arsdd ,Rd ,dDsn1L1j1

dd
− 1

4 fEDsn4L4j4
;R` ,a ,Arsed ,Arsdd ,Rd ,dDsn4L4j4

ddg
−hfEDsn3L3j3

;R` ,a ,Arsed ,Arsdd ,Rd ,dDsn3L3j3
ddgj /h

A23 Rd8Rd

A24 nDs1S1/2−2S1/2d−nHs1S1/2−2S1/2d8 hEDs2S1/2 ;R` ,a ,Arsed ,Arsdd ,Rd ,dDs2S1/2ddj
−EDs1S1/2 ;R` ,a ,Arsed ,Arsdd ,Rd ,dDs1S1/2dd
−fEHs2S1/2 ;R` ,a ,Arsed ,Arspd ,Rp ,dHs2S1/2ddg
−hfEHs1S1/2 ;R` ,a ,Arsed ,Arspd ,Rp ,dHs1S1/2ddgj /h

A25–A40 dHsnLjd8dHsnLjd

A41–A49 dDsnLjd8dDsnLjd
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a—items B9 and B33, the Uwash-87 result for ae and
the Stanford-02 result for h /msCsd. Similarly, adjust-
ment 6 is obtained from adjustment 4 by deleting the
two most accurate input data that determine the ad-
justed value of h—items B31.1 and B31.2, the
NPL-90 and NIST-98 results for KJ

2RK. Examination
of Table XXII shows that the values of a and h from
both adjustments 5 and 6 agree with those from Ad-
justment 4. This agreement indicates that the less ac-
curate data are consistent with the more accurate
data, which reflects well on the reliability of the 2002

CODATA recommended values of the constants.

We now turn our attention to Table XXIV and the
data that primarily determine R` and the bound-state
rms charge radii of the proton and deuteron, Rp and Rd.
In this table, the values of R`, Rp, and Rd from adjust-
ment 4, which are the 2002 recommended values of
these constants, serve as reference values.

It is useful to recall that in the 1998 least-squares ad-
justment of the constants, it was found that the normal-
ized residuals of each dXsnS1/2d, n=1,2 ,3 ,4 ,6 ,8, was in
the narrow range −1.410,ri,−1.406, indicating a sys-
tematic deviation between theory and experiment corre-
sponding to 126/n3 kHz for nS1/2 states. The most likely
sources for this difference were believed to be a devia-
tion of the value of the proton rms charge radius and/or
the deuteron rms charge radius predicted by the spectro-
scopic data from the values deduced from scattering ex-
periments, an uncalculated contribution to the energy
levels from the two-photon QED correction that ex-
ceeded the estimated uncertainty for this term, or a
combination of these. In the end, it was decided that the
preferred way of treating the Rydberg-constant data was
to omit as input data the values of the proton and deu-
teron radii obtained from the scattering data and to al-
low the values of Rp and Rd to be determined entirely by
the spectroscopic data. At the same time, it was decided
not to provide recommended values of Rp and Rd be-
cause of the observed systematic deviation between
theory and experiment.

Fortunately, the situation in the 2002 least-squares ad-
justment is much improved due to advances made in the
theory of H and D energy levels, as discussed in Appen-
dix A, and an improved value of the proton radius de-
duced from the scattering data, as discussed in Sec.
III.B.4. The normalized residuals of dXsnS1/2d, n
=1,2 ,3 ,4 ,6 ,8, show no systematic deviation and are all
less than 0.02. In view of this apparent consistency, rec-
ommended values of Rp and Rd are included in the 2002
recommended set of constants.

• Adjustment 7. This adjustment is obtained from ad-
justment 4 by deleting the scattering-data input val-
ues for Rp and Rd, items A15 and A23. As can be
seen from Table XXIV, the effect of these deletions
on the magnitudes and uncertainties of R`, Rp, and
Rd is small, indicating that the H and D spectroscopic
data and theory play the dominant role in determin-
ing the recommended values of R`, Rp, and Rd.

• Adjustments 8 and 9. Adjustment 8 is obtained from
adjustment 4 by deleting the scattering-data input
value of Rp, item A15; and adjustment 9 is obtained
from adjustment 4 by deleting the scattering-data in-
put value of Rd, item A23. An examination of Table
XXIV shows that the values of R`, Rp, and Rd from
adjustments 8 and 9 again agree with the values from
adjustment 4.

• Adjustments 10 and 11. These adjustments indicate
the consistency of the hydrogen and deuterium data,

TABLE XX. The 33 adjusted constants svariablesd used in the
least-squares multivariate analysis of the input data in Table
XIII. These adjusted constants appear as arguments of the
functions on the right-hand side of the observational equations
of Table XXI.

Adjusted constant Symbol

Electron relative atomic mass Arsed
Proton relative atomic mass Arspd
Neutron relative atomic mass Arsnd
Deuteron relative atomic mass Arsdd
Helion relative atomic mass Arshd
Alpha-particle relative atomic mass Arsad
16O7+ relative atomic mass Ars

16O7+d
133Cs relative atomic mass Ars

133Csd
Fine-structure constant a

Additive correction to aesthd de

Additive correction to amsthd dm

Additive correction to gCsthd dC

Additive correction to gOsthd dO

Electron-proton magnetic moment ratio me− /mp

Deuteron-electron magnetic moment ratio md /me−

Electron to shielded proton
magnetic moment ratio

me− /mp8

Shielded helion to shielded proton
magnetic moment ratio

mh8 /mp8

Neutron to shielded proton
magnetic moment ratio

mn /mp8

Electron-muon mass ratio me /mm

Additive correction to DnMusthd dMu

Planck constant h

Molar gas constant R

Copper Ka1 x unit xusCuKa1d
Molybdenum Ka1 x unit xusMoKa1d
Ångstrom star Å*
d220 of Si crystal ILL d220sILLd
d220 of Si crystal N d220sNd
d220 of Si crystal WASO 17 d220sW17d
d220 of Si crystal WASO 04 d220sW04d
d220 of Si crystal WASO 4.2a d220sW4.2ad
d220 of Si crystal MO* d220sMO*d
d220 of Si crystal NR3 d220sNR3d
d220 of an ideal Si crystal d220
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TABLE XXI. Observational equations that express the input data in Table XIII as functions of the adjusted constants in Table
XX. The numbers in the first column correspond to the numbers in the first column of Table XIII. For simplicity, the lengthier
functions are not explicitly given. See Sec. IV.B for an explanation of the symbol 8.

Type of input datum Observational equation Sec.

B1 Ars
1Hd8Arspd+Arsed−Ebs1Hd /muc2 III.A.2

B2 Ars
2Hd8Arsdd+Arsed−Ebs2Hd /muc2 III.A.2

B3 Ars
3Hed8Arshd+2Arsed−Ebs3Hed /muc2 III.A.2

B4 Ars
4Hed8Arsad+2Arsed−Ebs4Hed /muc2 III.A.2

B5 Ars
16Od8Ars

16O7+d+7Arsed− fEbs16Od−Ebs16O7+dg /muc2 III.C.3.b
B6 Ars

133Csd8Ars
133Csd

B7 Arsed8Arsed
B8 Arspd8Arspd
B9 ae8aesa ,ded App. B
B10 de8de

B11 R8−
amsa ,dmd

1+aesa ,ded
me

mm

me−

mp
III.C.2.a

B12 dm8dm

B13
fss

12C5+d

fcs
12C5+d

8−
gCsa ,dCd

10Arsed f12−5Arsed+
Ebs12Cd−Ebs12C5+d

muc2 g III.C.3.a

B14 dC8dC

B15
fss

16O7+d

fcs
16O7+d

8−
gOsa ,dOd

14Arsed
Ars

16O7+d III.C.3.b

B16 dO8dO

B17
me−sHd

mpsHd
8

ge−sHd

ge− sgpsHd

gp
d−1me−

mp
III.C.4.a

B18
mdsDd

me−sDd
8

gdsDd

gd sge−sDd

ge− d−1
md

me−
III.C.4.b

B19
me−sHd

mp8
8

ge−sHd

ge−

me−

mp8
III.C.4.c

B20
mh8

mp8
8

mh8

mp8

B21
mn

mp8
8

mn

mp8

B22,B23 nsfpd8nsfp ;R` ,a ,
me

mm
,
me−

mp
,de ,dm ,dMud III.C.5

B24 DnMu8DnMusR` ,a ,
me

mm
,dm ,dMud App. E

B25 dMu8dMu

B26
Γp−908 slod8−

KJ−90RK−90f1+aesa ,dedga3

2m0R`
sme−

mp8 d−1 III.D.1.a
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TABLE XXI. sContinued.d

Type of input datum Observational equation Sec.

B27 Γp−908 shid8−
cf1+aesa ,dedga2

KJ−90RK−90R`h sme−

mp8 d−1
III.D.1.b

B28 Γh−908 slod8
KJ−90RK−90f1+aesa ,dedga3

2m0R`
sme−

mp8 d−1mh8

mp8
III.D.2.a

B29 KJ8 s 8a

m0ch d1/2

III.E.1

B30 RK8
m0c

2a
III.F

B31 KJ
2RK8

4

h
III.G

B32 F908
cMuArseda2

KJ−90RK−90R`h
III.H

B33
h

ms133Csd
8

Arsed

Ars
133Csd

ca2

2R`

III.K.2

B34
h

mnd220sW04d
8

Arsed

Arsnd
ca2

2R`d220sW04d
III.K.1

B35
λmeas

d220sILLd
8

a2Arsed

R`d220sILLd

Arsnd+Arspd

fArsnd+Arspdg2−Ar
2sdd

III.A.5

B36–B39 1−
d220sYd

d220sXd
81−

d220sYd

d220sXd

B40–B43
d220sXd

d220sYd
−18

d220sXd

d220sYd
−1

B44
d220

d220sW04d
−18

d220

d220sW04d
−1

B45 d220sNR3d8d220sNR3d

B46 VmsSid8
Î2cMuArseda2d220

3

R`h
III.J

B47 R8R

B48,B51
λsCuKa1d

d220sXd
8

1537.400 xusCuKa1d

d220sXd
III.R

B49

λsWKa1d

d220sNd
8

0.209 010 0 Å*

d220sNd
III.R

B50 λsMoKa1d

d220sNd
8

707.831 xusMoKa1d

d220sNd

III.R
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both experimental and theoretical; only the data on
H are included in adjustment 10, and only the data
on D are included in adjustment 11. However, in
each case, input datum A24, the MPQ-98 result for
the H-D isotope shift, is omitted. It is clear from
Table XXIV that the values of R` resulting from the
two adjustments are in agreement with each other
and with those from adjustments 4–9. Further, the
value of Rp from adjustment 10 and the value of Rd
from adjustment 11 also agree with their counter-
parts from adjustments 4–9. These adjustments pro-
vide additional evidence that the experimental and
theoretical H and D data are consistent.

This concludes the “Analysis of Data” section of our
report; the next section provides the 2002 recommended
values.

V. THE 2002 CODATA RECOMMENDED VALUES

A. Calculation details

The 2002 recommended values of the constants, as
indicated in Sec. IV.B, are based on adjustment 4 of
Tables XXII–XXIV. To reiterate, adjustment 4 is ob-
tained by deleting input data B26.2, B28.1, B28.2, and
B30.2–B30.5 from the initially considered 112 input data
of Tables XI and XIII and by weighting the uncertainties
of input data B29.1, B29.2, B31.1, B31.2, and B46 by the
multiplicative factor 2.325. The correlation coefficients
of the data, as given in Tables XII and XIV, are also
taken into account. The 105 final input data are ex-

pressed in terms of the 61 adjusted constants of Tables
XVIII and XX, corresponding to n=N−M=44 degrees
of freedom. For this final adjustment, x2=31.2, RB

=Îx2 /n=0.84, and Qs31.2 u44d=0.93, where Qsx2 und is
the probability that the observed value of x2 for n de-
grees of freedom would have exceeded that observed
value ssee Appendix E of CODATA-98d. Each input da-
tum included in the final adjustment has a self-sensitivity
coefficient Sc.0.01, or is a subset of the data of an ex-
periment that provides an input datum or input data
with Sc.0.01. The four input data with the largest abso-
lute normalized residuals uriu are B26.1, B46, B7, and
B30.1; their respective values of ri are 2.20, −1.50, 1.43,
and 1.39. Three other input data have values of ri of
1.11, −1.11, and 1.05; all other values of uriu are less than
1.

The output of adjustment 4 is the set of best estimated
values, in the least-squares sense, of the 61 adjusted con-
stants together with their variances and covariances. All
of the 2002 recommended values, including their uncer-
tainties, are obtained from these 61 constants, together
with sid those constants that have defined values such as
c and m0; siid the value of G deduced in Sec. III.Q; and
siiid the values of mt, GF, and sin2 uW given in Sec. III.S.
The calculational details are straightforward and are ex-
plained fully in Sec. V.B of CODATA-98.

B. Tables of values

The 2002 CODATA recommended values of the basic
constants and conversion factors of physics and chemis-

TABLE XXII. Summary of the results of some of the least-squares adjustments used to analyze all of the input data given in
Tables XI–XIV. The values of a and h are those obtained in the adjustment, N is the number of input data, M is the number of
adjusted constants, n=N−M is the degrees of freedom, and RB=Îx2 /n is the Birge ratio.

Adj. N M n x2 RB a−1 ursa−1d h / sJ sd urshd

1 112 61 51 58.5 1.07 137.035 999 14s45d 3.3310−9 6.626 069 21s50d310−34 7.6310−8

2 111 61 50 46.1 0.96 137.035 999 18s45d 3.3310−9 6.626 069 21s50d310−34 7.6310−8

3 111 61 50 36.0 0.85 137.035 999 11s45d 3.3310−9 6.626 0693s11d310−34 1.7310−7

4 105 61 44 31.2 0.84 137.035 999 11s46d 3.3310−9 6.626 0693s11d310−34 1.7310−7

5 103 61 42 29.7 0.84 137.036 0004s23d 1.6310−8 6.626 0693s11d310−34 1.7310−7

6 103 61 42 29.9 0.84 137.035 999 09s46d 3.3310−9 6.626 0723s29d310−34 4.4310−7

TABLE XXIII. Normalized residuals ri and self-sensitivity coefficients Sc that result from the six least-squares adjustments
summarized in Table XXII for the four input data whose absolute values of ri in adjustment 1 exceed 1.50. fSc is a measure of how
the least-squares estimated value of a given type of input datum depends on a particular measured or calculated value of that type
of datum; see Appendix E of CODATA-98 sMohr and Taylor, 2000d.g

Item Input Adj. 1 Adj. 2 Adj. 3 Adj. 4 Adj. 5 Adj. 6
number quantity Identification ri Sc ri Sc ri Sc ri Sc ri Sc ri Sc

B28.2 Γh−908 slod VNIIM-89 3.52 0.002

B46 VmsSid N/P/I-03 −3.18 0.173 −3.17 0.173 −1.50 0.083 −1.50 0.083 −1.42 0.100 −0.86 0.416
B26.1 Γp−908 slod NIST-89 2.19 0.017 2.21 0.017 2.19 0.017 2.20 0.018 2.45 0.205 2.20 0.018

B28.1 Γh−908 slod KR/VN-98 1.68 0.007 1.69 0.007 1.68 0.007
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try, including the values of related quantities, are given
in Tables XXV–XXXII. These tables are nearly identical
in form to their 1998 counterparts; the difference is that
four new recommended values have been added to
Table XXVI and one of these reappears in Table

XXX.The new constants are "c in Mev fm, the Planck
temperature TP, and the proton and deuteron bound-
state rms charge radii Rp and Rd.

Table XXV is a highly abbreviated list containing the
values of the constants and conversion factors most

TABLE XXIV. Summary of the results of some of the least-squares adjustments used to analyze the input data related to R`. The
values of R`, Rp, and Rd are those obtained in the indicated adjustment, N is the number of input data, M is the number of
adjusted constants, n=N−M is the degrees of freedom, and RB=Îx2 /n is the Birge ratio.

Adj. N M n x2 RB R` /m−1 ursR`d Rp / fm Rd / fm

4 105 61 44 31.2 0.84 10 973 731.568 525s73d 6.6310−12 0.8750s68d 2.1394s28d
7 103 61 42 29.0 0.83 10 973 731.568 511s82d 7.5310−12 0.8736s77d 2.1389s32d
8 104 61 43 29.7 0.83 10 973 731.568 490s78d 7.1310−12 0.8717s74d 2.1381s30d
9 104 61 43 30.2 0.84 10 973 731.568 546s76d 6.9310−12 0.8769s71d 2.1402s29d

10 87 36 51 27.1 0.87 10 973 731.568 559s85d 7.8310−12 0.8782s80d
11 72 28 44 20.9 0.86 10 973 731.568 39s13d 1.1310−11 2.1285s93d

TABLE XXV. An abbreviated list of the CODATA recommended values of the fundamental con-
stants of physics and chemistry based on the 2002 adjustment.

Quantity Symbol Numerical value Unit
Relative std.

uncert. ur

speed of light in vacuum c ,c0 299 792 458 m s−1 sexactd
magnetic constant m0 4p310−7 N A−2

=12.566 370 614. . . 310−7 N A−2 sexactd
electric constant 1/m0c2 e0 8.854 187 817. . . 310−12 F m−1 sexactd
Newtonian constant

of gravitation
G 6.6742s10d310−11 m3 kg−1 s−2 1.5310−4

Planck constant h 6.626 0693s11d310−34 J s 1.7310−7

h /2p " 1.054 571 68s18d310−34 J s 1.7310−7

elementary charge e 1.602 176 53s14d310−19 C 8.5310−8

magnetic flux quantum h /2e Φ0 2.067 833 72s18d310−15 Wb 8.5310−8

conductance quantum 2e2 /h G0 7.748 091 733s26d310−5 S 3.3310−9

electron mass me 9.109 3826s16d310−31 kg 1.7310−7

proton mass mp 1.672 621 71s29d310−27 kg 1.7310−7

proton-electron mass ratio mp /me 1836.152 672 61s85d 4.6310−10

fine-structure constant e2 /4pe0"c a 7.297 352 568s24d310−3 3.3310−9

inverse fine-structure constant a−1 137.035 999 11s46d 3.3310−9

Rydberg constant a2mec /2h R` 10 973 731.568 525s73d m−1 6.6310−12

Avogadro constant NA,L 6.022 1415s10d31023 mol−1 1.7310−7

Faraday constant NAe F 96 485.3383s83d C mol−1 8.6310−8

molar gas constant R 8.314 472s15d J mol−1 K−1 1.7310−6

Boltzmann constant R /NA k 1.380 6505s24d310−23 J K−1 1.8310−6

Stefan-Boltzmann constant
sp2 /60dk4 /"3c2

s 5.670 400s40d310−8 W m−2 K−4 7.0310−6

Non-SI units accepted for use with the SI
electron volt: se /Cd J eV 1.602 176 53s14d310−19 J 8.5310−8

sunifiedd atomic mass unit:
1 u=mu= 1

12ms12Cd
=10−3 kg mol−1 /NA

u 1.660 538 86s28d310−27 kg 1.7310−7
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TABLE XXVI. The CODATA recommended values of the fundamental constants of physics and chemistry based on the 2002
adjustment.

Quantity Symbol Numerical value Unit
Relative std.

uncert. ur

UNIVERSAL

speed of light in vacuum c ,c0 299 792 458 m s−1 sexactd
magnetic constant m0 4p310−7 N A−2

=12.566 370 614. . . 310−7 N A−2 sexactd
electric constant 1/m0c2 e0 8.854 187 817. . . 310−12 F m−1 sexactd
characteristic impedance

of vacuum Îm0 /e0=m0c
Z0 376.730 313 461… V sexactd

Newtonian constant
of gravitation

G 6.6742s10d310−11 m3 kg−1 s−2 1.5310−4

G /"c 6.7087s10d310−39 sGeV/c2d−2 1.5310−4

Planck constant h 6.626 0693s11d310−34 J s 1.7310−7

in eV s 4.135 667 43s35d310−15 eV s 8.5310−8

h /2p " 1.054 571 68s18d310−34 J s 1.7310−7

in eV s 6.582 119 15s56d310−16 eV s 8.5310−8

"c in MeV fm 197.326 968s17d MeV fm 8.5310−8

Planck mass s"c /Gd1/2 mP 2.176 45s16d310−8 kg 7.5310−5

Planck temperature s"c5 /Gd1/2 /k TP 1.416 79s11d31032 K 7.5310−5

Planck length " /mPc= s"G /c3d1/2 lP 1.616 24s12d310−35 m 7.5310−5

Planck time lP/c= s"G /c5d1/2 tP 5.391 21s40d310−44 s 7.5310−5

ELECTROMAGNETIC

elementary charge e 1.602 176 53s14d310−19 C 8.5310−8

e /h 2.417 989 40s21d31014 A J−1 8.5310−8

magnetic-flux quantum h /2e Φ0 2.067 833 72s18d310−15 Wb 8.5310−8

conductance quantum 2e2 /h G0 7.748 091 733s26d310−5 S 3.3310−9

inverse of conductance quantum G0
−1 12 906.403 725s43d V 3.3310−9

Josephson constanta 2e /h KJ 483 597.879s41d3109 Hz V−1 8.5310−8

von Klitzing constantb

h /e2=m0c /2a RK 25 812.807 449s86d V 3.3310−9

Bohr magneton e" /2me mB 927.400 949s80d310−26 J T−1 8.6310−8

in eV T−1 5.788 381 804s39d310−5 eV T−1 6.7310−9

mB/h 13.996 2458s12d3109 Hz T−1 8.6310−8

mB/hc 46.686 4507s40d m−1 T−1 8.6310−8

mB/k 0.671 7131s12d K T−1 1.8310−6

nuclear magneton e" /2mp mN 5.050 783 43s43d310−27 J T−1 8.6310−8

in eV T−1 3.152 451 259s21d310−8 eV T−1 6.7310−9

mN/h 7.622 593 71s65d MHz T−1 8.6310−8

mN/hc 2.542 623 58s22d310−2 m−1 T−1 8.6310−8

mN/k 3.658 2637s64d310−4 K T−1 1.8310−6

ATOMIC AND NUCLEAR

General

fine-structure constant e2 /4pe0"c a 7.297 352 568s24d310−3 3.3310−9

inverse fine-structure constant a−1 137.035 999 11s46d 3.3310−9

Rydberg constant a2mec /2h R` 10 973 731.568 525s73d m−1 6.6310−12
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TABLE XXVI. sContinued.d

Quantity Symbol Numerical value Unit
Relative std.

uncert. ur

R`c 3.289 841 960 360s22d310−15 Hz 6.6310−12

R`hc 2.179 872 09s37d310−18 J 1.7310−7

R`hc in eV 13.605 6923s12d eV 8.5310−8

Bohr radius a /4pR`=4pe0"2 /mee2 a0 0.529 177 2108s18d310−10 m 3.3310−9

Hartree energy e2 /4pe0a0=2R`hc
=a2mec2

Eh 4.359 744 17s75d310−18 J 1.7310−7

in eV 27.211 3845s23d eV 8.5310−8

quantum of circulation h /2me 3.636 947 550s24d310−4 m2 s−1 6.7310−9

h /me 7.273 895 101s48d310−4 m2 s−1 6.7310−9

Electroweak

Fermi coupling constantc GF/ s"cd3 1.166 39s1d310−5 GeV−2 8.6310−6

weak mixing angled uW son-shell
schemed sin2uW=sW

2

;1− smW/mZd2

sin2uW 0.222 15s76d 3.4310−3

Electron, e−

electron mass me 9.109 3826s16d310−31 kg 1.7310−7

in u, me=Arsed u selectron
relative atomic mass times ud

5.485 799 0945s24d310−4 u 4.4310−10

energy equivalent mec2 8.187 1047s14d310−14 J 1.7310−7

in MeV 0.510 998 918s44d MeV 8.6310−8

electron-muon mass ratio me /mm 4.836 331 67s13d310−3 2.6310−8

electron-tau mass ratio me /mt 2.875 64s47d310−4 1.6310−4

electron-proton mass ratio me /mp 5.446 170 2173s25d310−4 4.6310−10

electron-neutron mass ratio me /mn 5.438 673 4481s38d310−4 7.0310−10

electron-deuteron mass ratio me /md 2.724 437 1095s13d310−4 4.8310−10

electron to alpha-particle mass ratio me /ma 1.370 933 555 75s61d310−4 4.4310−10

electron charge to mass quotient −e /me −1.758 820 12s15d31011 C kg−1 8.6310−8

electron molar mass NAme Msed ,Me 5.485 799 0945s24d310−7 kg mol−1 4.4310−10

Compton wavelength h /mec λC 2.426 310 238s16d310−12 m 6.7310−9

λC/2p=aa0=a2 /4pR` ÂC 386.159 2678s26d310−15 m 6.7310−9

classical electron radius a2a0 re 2.817 940 325s28d310−15 m 1.0310−8

Thomson cross section s8p /3dre
2 se 0.665 245 873s13d310−28 m2 2.0310−8

electron magnetic moment me −928.476 412s80d310−26 J T−1 8.6310−8

to Bohr magneton ratio me /mB −1.001 159 652 1859s38d 3.8310−12

to nuclear magneton ratio me /mN −1838.281 971 07s85d 4.6310−10

electron magnetic moment
anomaly umeu /mB−1

ae 1.159 652 1859s38d310−3 3.2310−9

electron g-factor −2s1+aed ge −2.002 319 304 3718s75d 3.8310−12

electron-muon
magnetic moment ratio

me /mm 206.766 9894s54d 2.6310−8

electron-proton
magnetic moment ratio

me /mp −658.210 6862s66d 1.0310−8

electron to shielded proton
magnetic moment ratio
sH2O, sphere, 25 °Cd

me /mp8 −658.227 5956s71d 1.1310−8
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TABLE XXVI. sContinued.d

Quantity Symbol Numerical value Unit
Relative std.

uncert. ur

electron-neutron
magnetic moment ratio

me /mn 960.920 50s23d 2.4310−7

electron-deuteron
magnetic moment ratio

me /md −2143.923 493s23d 1.1310−8

electron to shielded helione

magnetic moment ratio
sgas, sphere, 25 °Cd

me /mh8 864.058 255s10d 1.2310−8

electron gyromagnetic ratio 2umeu /" ge 1.760 859 74s15d31011 s−1 T−1 8.6310−8

ge /2p 28 024.9532s24d MHz T−1 8.6310−8

Muon, m−

muon mass mm 1.883 531 40s33d310−28 kg 1.7310−7

in u, mm=Arsmd u smuon
relative atomic mass times ud

0.113 428 9264s30d u 2.6310−8

energy equivalent mmc2 1.692 833 60s29d310−11 J 1.7310−7

in MeV 105.658 3692s94d MeV 8.9310−8

muon-electron mass ratio mm /me 206.768 2838s54d 2.6310−8

muon-tau mass ratio mm /mt 5.945 92s97d310−2 1.6310−4

muon-proton mass ratio mm /mp 0.112 609 5269s29d 2.6310−8

muon-neutron mass ratio mm /mn 0.112 454 5175s29d 2.6310−8

muon molar mass NAmm Msmd ,mm 0.113 428 9264s30d310−3 kg mol−1 2.6310−8

muon Compton wavelength h /mmc λC,m 11.734 441 05s30d310−15 m 2.5310−8

λC,m /2p ÂC,m 1.867 594 298s47d310−15 m 2.5310−8

muon magnetic moment mm −4.490 447 99s40d310−26 J T−1 8.9310−8

to Bohr magneton ratio mm /mB −4.841 970 45s13d310−3 2.6310−8

to nuclear magneton ratio mm /mN −8.890 596 98s23d 2.6310−8

muon magnetic moment anomaly
ummu / se" /2mmd−1

am 1.165 919 81s62d310−3 5.3310−7

muon g-factor −2s1+amd gm −2.002 331 8396s12d 6.2310−10

muon-proton
magnetic moment ratio

mm /mp −3.183 345 118s89d 2.8310−8

Tau, t−

tau massf mt 3.167 77s52d310−27 kg 1.6310−4

in u, mt=Arstd u stau
relative atomic mass times ud

1.907 68s31d u 1.6310−4

energy equivalent mtc2 2.847 05s46d310−10 J 1.6310−4

in MeV 1776.99s29d MeV 1.6310−4

tau-electron mass ratio mt /me 3477.48s57d 1.6310−4

tau-muon mass ratio mt /mm 16.8183s27d 1.6310−4

tau-proton mass ratio mt /mp 1.893 90s31d 1.6310−4

tau-neutron mass ratio mt /mn 1.891 29s31d 1.6310−4

tau molar mass NAmt Mstd ,Mt 1.907 68s31d310−3 kg mol−1 1.6310−4

tau Compton wavelength h /mtc λC,t 0.697 72s11d310−15 m 1.6310−4

λC,t /2p ÂC,t 0.111 046s18d310−15 m 1.6310−4

Proton, p

proton mass mp 1.672 621 71s29d310−27 kg 1.7310−7
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TABLE XXVI. sContinued.d

Quantity Symbol Numerical value Unit
Relative std.

uncert. ur

in u, mp=Arspd u sproton
relative atomic mass times ud

1.007 276 466 88s13d u 1.3310−10

energy equivalent mpc2 1.503 277 43s26d310−10 J 1.7310−7

in MeV 938.272 029s80d MeV 8.6310−8

proton-electron mass ratio mp /me 1836.152 672 61s85d 4.6310−10

proton-muon mass ratio mp /mm 8.880 243 33s23d 2.6310−8

proton-tau mass ratio mp /mt 0.528 012s86d 1.6310−4

proton-neutron mass ratio mp /mn 0.998 623 478 72s58d 5.8310−10

proton charge to mass quotient e /mp 9.578 833 76s82d3107 C kg−1 8.6310−8

proton molar mass NAmp Mspd ,Mp 1.007 276 466 88s13d310−3 kg mol−1 1.3310−10

proton Compton wavelength h /mpc λC,p 1.321 409 8555s88d310−15 m 6.7310−9

λC,p /2p ÂC,p 0.210 308 9104s14d310−15 m 6.7310−9

proton rms charge radius Rp 0.8750s68d310−15 m 7.8310−3

proton magnetic moment mp 1.410 606 71s12d310−26 J T−1 8.7310−8

to Bohr magneton ratio mp /mB 1.521 032 206s15d310−3 1.0310−8

to nuclear magneton ratio mp /mN 2.792 847 351s28d 1.0310−8

proton g-factor 2mp /mN gp 5.585 694 701s56d 1.0310−8

proton-neutron
magnetic moment ratio

mp /mn −1.459 898 05s34d 2.4310−7

shielded proton magnetic moment
sH2O, sphere, 25 °Cd

mp8 1.410 570 47s12d310−26 J T−1 8.7310−8

to Bohr magneton ratio mp8 /mB 1.520 993 132s16d310−3 1.1310−8

to nuclear magneton ratio mp8 /mN 2.792 775 604s30d 1.1310−8

proton magnetic shielding
correction 1−mp8 /mp
sH2O, sphere, 25 °Cd

sp8 25.689s15d310−6 5.7310−4

proton gyromagnetic ratio 2mp /" gp 2.675 222 05s23d3108 s−1 T−1 8.6310−8

gp /2p 42.577 4813s37d MHz T−1 8.6310−8

shielded proton gyromagnetic
ratio 2mp8 /"
sH2O, sphere, 25 °Cd

gp8 2.675 153 33s23d3108 s−1 T−1 8.6310−8

gp8 /2p 42.576 3875s37d MHz T−1 8.6310−8

Neutron, n

neutron mass mn 1.674 927 28s29d310−27 kg 1.7310−7

in u, mn=Arsnd u sneutron
relative atomic mass times ud

1.008 664 915 60s55d u 5.5310−10

energy equivalent mnc2 1.505 349 57s26d310−10 J 1.7310−7

in MeV 939.565 360s81d MeV 8.6310−8

neutron-electron mass ratio mn /me 1838.683 6598s13d 7.0310−10

neutron-muon mass ratio mn /mm 8.892 484 02s23d 2.6310−8

neutron-tau mass ratio mn /mt 0.528 740s86d 1.6310−4

neutron-proton mass ratio mn /mp 1.001 378 418 70s58d 5.8310−10

neutron molar mass NAmn Msnd, Mn 1.008 664 915 60s55d310−3 kg mol−1 5.5310−10

neutron Compton wavelength h /mnc λC,n 1.319 590 9067s88d310−15 m 6.7310−9

λC,n /2p ÂC,n 0.210 019 4157s14d310−15 m 6.7310−9
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TABLE XXVI. sContinued.d

Quantity Symbol Numerical value Unit
Relative std.

uncert. ur

neutron magnetic moment mn −0.966 236 45s24d310−26 J T−1 2.5310−7

to Bohr magneton ratio mn /mB −1.041 875 63s25d310−3 2.4310−7

to nuclear magneton ratio mn /mN −1.913 042 73s45d 2.4310−7

neutron g-factor 2mn /mN gn −3.826 085 46s90d 2.4310−7

neutron-electron
magnetic moment ratio

mn /me 1.040 668 82s25d310−3 2.4310−7

neutron-proton
magnetic moment ratio

mn /mp −0.684 979 34s16d 2.4310−7

neutron to shielded proton
magnetic moment ratio

mn /mp8 −0.684 996 94s16d 2.4310−7

sH2O, sphere, 25 °Cd
neutron gyromagnetic ratio 2umnu /" gn 1.832 471 83s46d3108 s−1 T−1 2.5310−7

gn /2p 29.164 6950s73d MHz T−1 2.5310−7

Deuteron, d

deuteron mass md 3.343 583 35s57d310−27 kg 1.7310−7

in u, md=Arsdd u sdeuteron
relative atomic mass times ud

2.013 553 212 70s35d u 1.7310−10

energy equivalent mdc2 3.005 062 85s51d310−10 J 1.7310−7

in MeV 1875.612 82s16d MeV 8.6310−8

deuteron-electron mass ratio md /me 3670.482 9652s18d 4.8310−10

deuteron-proton mass ratio md /mp 1.999 007 500 82s41d 2.0310−10

deuteron molar mass NAmd Msdd, Md 2.013 553 212 70s35d310−3 kg mol−1 1.7310−10

deuteron rms charge radius Rd 2.1394s28d310−15 m 1.3310−3

deuteron magnetic moment md 0.433 073 482s38d310−26 J T−1 8.7310−8

to Bohr magneton ratio md /mB 0.466 975 4567s50d310−3 1.1310−8

to nuclear magneton ratio md /mN 0.857 438 2329s92d 1.1310−8

deuteron-electron
magnetic moment ratio

md /me −4.664 345 548s50d310−4 1.1310−8

deuteron-proton
magnetic moment ratio

md /mp 0.307 012 2084s45d 1.5310−8

deuteron-neutron
magnetic moment ratio

md /mn −0.448 206 52s11d 2.4310−7

Helion, h

helion masse mh 5.006 412 14s86d310−27 kg 1.7310−7

in u, mh=Arshd u shelion
relative atomic mass times ud

3.014 932 2434s58d u 1.9310−9

energy equivalent mhc2 4.499 538 84s77d310−10 J 1.7310−7

in MeV 2808.391 42s24d MeV 8.6310−8

helion-electron mass ratio mh /me 5495. 885 269s11d 2.0310−9

helion-proton mass ratio mh /mp 2.993 152 6671s58d 1.9310−9

helion molar mass NAmh Mshd, Mh 3.014 932 2434s58d310−3 kg mol−1 1.9310−9

shielded helion magnetic moment mh8 −1.074 553 024s93d310−26 J T−1 8.7310−8

sgas, sphere, 25 °Cd
to Bohr magneton ratio mh8 /mB −1.158 671 474s14d310−3 1.2310−8

to nuclear magneton ratio mh8 /mN −2.127 497 723s25d 1.2310−8
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TABLE XXVI. sContinued.d

Quantity Symbol Numerical value Unit
Relative std.

uncert. ur

shielded helion to proton
magnetic moment ratio
sgas, sphere, 25 °Cd

mh8 /mp −0.761 766 562s12d 1.5310−8

shielded helion to shielded proton
magnetic moment ratio
sgas/H2O, spheres, 25 °Cd

mh8 /mp8 −0.761 786 1313s33d 4.3310−9

shielded helion gyromagnetic
ratio 2umh8u /"
sgas, sphere, 25 °Cd

gh8 2.037 894 70s18d3108 s−1 T−1 8.7310−8

gh8 /2p 32.434 1015s28d MHz T−1 8.7310−8

Alpha particle, a

alpha-particle mass ma 6.644 6565s11d310−27 kg 1.7310−7

in u, ma=Arsad u salpha-particle
relative atomic mass times ud

4.001 506 179 149s56d u 1.4310−11

energy equivalent mac2 5.971 9194s10d310−10 J 1.7310−7

in MeV 3727.379 17s32d MeV 8.6310−8

alpha particle to electron mass ratio ma /me 7294.299 5363s32d 4.4310−10

alpha particle to proton mass ratio ma /mp 3.972 599 689 07s52d 1.3310−10

alpha-particle molar mass NAma Msad, Ma 4.001 506 179 149s56d310−3 kg mol−1 1.4310−11

PHYSICOCHEMICAL

Avogadro constant NA, L 6.022 1415s10d31023 mol−1 1.7310−7

atomic mass constant mu 1.660 538 86s28d310−27 kg 1.7310−7

mu= 1
12ms12Cd=1 u

=10−3 kg mol−1 /NA

energy equivalent muc2 1.492 417 90s26d310−10 J 1.7310−7

in MeV 931.494 043s80d MeV 8.6310−8

Faraday constantg NAe F 96 485.3383s83d C mol−1 8.6310−8

molar Planck constant NAh 3.990 312 716s27d310−10 J s mol−1 6.7310−9

NAhc 0.119 626 565 72s80d J m mol−1 6.7310−9

molar gas constant R 8.314 472s15d J mol−1 K−1 1.7310−6

Boltzmann constant R /NA k 1.380 6505s24d310−23 J K−1 1.8310−6

in eV K−1 8.617 343s15d310−5 eV K−1 1.8310−6

k /h 2.083 6644s36d31010 Hz K−1 1.7310−6

k /hc 69.503 56s12d m−1 K−1 1.7310−6

molar volume of ideal gas RT /p

T=273.15 K, p=101.325 kPa Vm 22.413 996s39d310−3 m3 mol−1 1.7310−6

Loschmidt constant NA/Vm n0 2.686 7773s47d31025 m−3 1.8310−6

T=273.15 K, p=100 kPa Vm 22.710 981s40d310−3 m3 mol−1 1.7310−6

Sackur-Tetrode constant

sabsolute entropy constantdh

5
2 +lnfs2pmukT1 /h2d3/2kT1 /p0g

T1=1 K, p0=100 kPa S0 /R −1.151 7047s44d 3.8310−6

T1=1 K, p0=101.325 kPa −1.164 8677s44d 3.8310−6

Stefan-Boltzmann constant
sp2 /60dk4 /"3c2

s 5.670 400s40d310−8 W m−2 K−4 7.0310−6
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commonly used. Table XXVI is a much more extensive
list of values categorized as follows: universal; electro-
magnetic; atomic and nuclear; and physicochemical. The
atomic and nuclear category is subdivided into ten sub-
categories: general; electroweak; electron, e−; muon, m−;
tau, t−; proton, p; neutron, n; deuteron, d; helion, h; and
alpha particle, a. Table XXVII gives the variances, co-
variances, and correlation coefficients of a selected
group of constants. sApplication of the covariance ma-
trix is discussed in Appendix E of CODATA-98.d Table
XXVIII gives the internationally adopted values of vari-
ous quantities; Table XXIX lists the values of a number
of x-ray related quantities; Table XXX lists the values of

various non-SI units; and Tables XXXI and XXXII give
the values of various energy equivalents.

All of the values given in Tables XXV–XXXII are
available on the Web pages of the Fundamental Con-
stants Data Center of the NIST Physics Laboratory at
physics.nist.gov/constants. This electronic version of the
2002 CODATA recommended values of the constants
also includes a much more extensive correlation coeffi-
cient matrix. Indeed, the correlation coefficient of any
two constants listed in the tables is accessible on the
Web site, as well as the automatic conversion of the
value of an energy-related quantity expressed in one
unit to the corresponding value expressed in another

TABLE XXVII. The variances, covariances, and correlation coefficients of the values of a selected group of constants based on
the 2002 CODATA adjustment. The numbers in boldface above the main diagonal are 1016 times the numerical values of the
relative covariances; the numbers in boldface on the main diagonal are 1016 times the numerical values of the relative variances;
and the numbers in italics below the main diagonal are the correlation coefficients.a

a h e me NA me /mm F

a 0.111 0.057 0.084 −0.165 0.165 −0.217 0.248
h 0.010 292.154 146.105 292.040 −292.040 −0.111 −145.935
e 0.029 1.000 73.094 145.938 −145.938 −0.164 −72.843

me −0.029 0.999 0.998 292.370 −292.370 0.323 −146.432
NA 0.029 −0.999 −0.998 −1.000 292.371 −0.322 146.433

me /mm −0.249 −0.002 −0.007 0.007 −0.007 6.845 −0.486
F 0.087 −0.995 −0.993 −0.998 0.998 −0.022 73.590

aThe relative covariance is ursxi ,xjd=usxi ,xjd / sxixjd, where usxi ,xjd is the covariance of xi and xj; the relative variance is ur
2sxid

=ursxi ,xid; and the correlation coefficient is rsxi ,xjd=usxi ,xjd / fusxidusxjdg.

TABLE XXVI. sContinued.d

Quantity Symbol Numerical value Unit
Relative std.

uncert. ur

first radiation constant 2phc2 c1 3.741 771 38s64d310−16 W m2 1.7310−7

first radiation constant for spectral
radiance 2hc2

c1L 1.191 042 82s20d310−16 W m2 sr−1 1.7310−7

second radiation constant hc /k c2 1.438 7752s25d310−2 m K 1.7310−6

Wien displacement law constant
b=λmaxT=c2 /4.965 114 231. . .

b 2.897 7685s51d310−3 m K 1.7310−6

aSee Table XXVIII for the conventional value adopted internationally for realizing representations of the volt using the Joseph-
son effect.

bSee Table XXVIII for the conventional value adopted internationally for realizing representations of the ohm using the quan-
tum Hall effect.

cValue recommended by the Particle Data Group sHagiwara et al., 2002d.
dBased on the ratio of the masses of the W and Z bosons mW/mZ recommended by the Particle Data Group sHagiwara et al.,

2002d. The value for sin2 uW they recommend, which is based on a particular variant of the modified minimal subtraction sMSd
scheme, is sin2 ûWsMZd=0.231 24 s24d.

eThe helion, symbol h, is the nucleus of the 3He atom.
fThis and all other values involving mt are based on the value of mtc2 in MeV recommended by the Particle Data Group

sHagiwara et al., 2002d, but with a standard uncertainty of 0.29 MeV rather than the quoted uncertainty of −0.26 MeV, +0.29 MeV.
gThe numerical value of F to be used in coulometric chemical measurements is 96 485.336s16d f1.7310−7g when the relevant

current is measured in terms of representations of the volt and ohm based on the Josephson and quantum Hall effects and the
internationally adopted conventional values of the Josephson and von Klitzing constants KJ−90 and RK−90 given in Table XXXVIII.

hThe entropy of an ideal monoatomic gas of relative atomic mass Ar is given by S=S0+ 3
2R ln Ar−R lnsp /p0d+ 5

2R lnsT /Kd.
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unit sin essence, an automated version of Tables XXXI
and XXXII.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We conclude by comparing the 2002 and 1998 CO-
DATA recommended values of the constants and iden-
tifying those new results that have contributed most to
the differences between them. This is followed by a brief
discussion of some of the conclusions that can be drawn
from the 2002 recommended values and adjustment. We
then look to the future and identify experimental and
theoretical work that can advance our knowledge of the
values of the constants.

A. Comparison of 2002 and 1998 CODATA recommended
values

Table XXXIII compares the recommended values of a
representative group of constants as given by the 2002

and 1998 CODATA adjustments. As in the similar table
in CODATA-98, most of the regularities exhibited in
Table XXXIII are due to the functional dependence of
the derived constants on the Rydberg constant R`, the
fine-structure constant a, the Planck constant h, and the
molar gas constant R, all of which are adjusted con-
stants, and the fact that for both the 2002 and 1998 ad-
justments ursRd@urshd@ursad@ursR`d. This depen-
dence is such that the uncertainty of a particular derived
constant is determined mainly by the uncertainty of a, h,
or R. For example, the first five quantities after a in the
table are calculated from expressions that contain a fac-
tor aa sand in some cases R`d, where a=−1, 2, 3, or 6. In
an analogous way, the 14 quantities me through mp are
obtained from expressions that contain a factor ha,
where a=−1, − 1

2 or 1
2 , and other constants with relative

standard uncertainties rather less than urshd. Similarly,
the four quantities k through s are calculated from ex-

TABLE XXVIII. Internationally adopted values of various quantities.

Quantity Symbol Numerical value Unit
Relative std.

uncert. ur

relative atomic massa of 12C Ars
12Cd 12 sexactd

molar mass constant Mu 1310−3 kg mol−1 sexactd
molar mass of 12C Ms12Cd 12310−3 kg mol−1 sexactd
conventional value of Josephson constantb KJ−90 483 597.9 GHz V−1 sexactd
conventional value of von Klitzing constantc RK−90 25 812.807 V sexactd
standard atmosphere 101 325 Pa sexactd
standard acceleration of gravityd gn 9.806 65 m s−2 sexactd

aThe relative atomic mass ArsXd of particle X with mass msXd is defined by ArsXd=msXd /mu, where mu=ms12Cd /12=Mu /NA
=1 u is the atomic mass constant, Mu is the molar mass constant, NA is the Avogadro constant, and u is the unified atomic mass
unit. Thus the mass of particle X is msXd=ArsXd u and the molar mass of X is MsXd=ArsXdMu.

bThis is the value adopted internationally for realizing representations of the volt using the Josephson effect.
cThis is the value adopted internationally for realizing representations of the ohm using the quantum Hall effect.
dThe value given was adopted by the 3rd General Conference on Weights and Measures sCGPMd, 1903 sBIPM, 1998d, and is the

conventional value used to calculate the now obsolete unit kilogram force.

TABLE XXIX. Values of some x-ray-related quantities based on the 2002 CODATA adjustment of
the values of the constants.

Quantity Symbol Numerical value Unit
Relative std.

uncert. ur

Cu x unit: λsCuKa1d /1537.400 xusCuKa1d 1.002 077 10s29d310−13 m 2.8310−7

Mo x unit: λsMoKa1d /707.831 xusMoKa1d 1.002 099 66s53d310−13 m 5.3310−7

Ångstrom star: λsWKa1d /0.209 010 0 Å* 1.000 015 09s90d310−10 m 9.0310−7

lattice parametera of Si
sin vacuum, 22.5 °Cd

a 543.102 122s20d310−12 m 3.6310−8

h220j lattice spacing of Si a /Î8
sin vacuum, 22.5 °Cd

d220 192.015 5965s70d310−12 m 3.6310−8

molar volume of Si
MsSid /rsSid=NAa3 /8
sin vacuum, 22.5 °Cd

VmsSid 12.058 8382s24d310−6 m3 mol−1 2.0310−7

aThis is the lattice parameter sunit cell edge lengthd of an ideal single crystal of naturally occurring
Si free of impurities and imperfections, and is deduced from measurements on extremely pure and
nearly perfect single crystals of Si by correcting for the effects of impurities.
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TABLE XXX. The values in SI units of some non-SI units based on the 2002 CODATA adjustment of the values of the constants.

Quantity Symbol Numerical value Unit
Relative std.
uncert. ur

Non-SI units accepted for use with the SI
electron volt: se/Cd J eV 1.602 176 53s14d310−19 J 8.5310−8

sunifiedd atomic mass unit:
1 u=mu= 1

12ms12Cd
=10−3 kg mol−1 /NA

u 1.660 538 86s28d310−27 kg 1.7310−7

Natural units sn.u.d
n.u. of velocity:

speed of light in vacuum c, c0 299 792 458 m s−1 sexactd
n.u. of action:

reduced Planck constant sh /2pd " 1.054 571 68s18d310−34 J s 1.7310−7

in eV s 6.582 119 15s56d310−16 eV s 8.5310−8

in MeV fm "c 197.326 968s17d MeV fm 8.5310−8

n.u. of mass:
electron mass me 9.109 3826s16d310−31 kg 1.7310−7

n.u. of energy mec2 8.187 1047s14d310−14 J 1.7310−7

in MeV 0.510 998 918s44d MeV 8.6310−8

n.u. of momentum mec 2.730 924 19s47d310−22 kg m s−1 1.7310−7

in MeV/c 0.510 998 918s44d MeV/c 8.6310−8

n.u. of length s" /mecd ÂC 386.159 2678s26d310−15 m 6.7310−9

n.u. of time " /mec2 1.288 088 6677s86d310−21 s 6.7310−9

Atomic units sa.u.d
a.u. of charge:

elementary charge e 1.602 176 53s14d310−19 C 8.5310−8

a.u. of mass:
electron mass me 9.109 3826s16d310−31 kg 1.7310−7

a.u. of action:
reduced Planck constant sh /2pd " 1.054 571 68s18d310−34 J s 1.7310−7

a.u. of length:
Bohr radius sbohrd sa /4pR`d a0 0.529 177 2108s18d310−10 m 3.3310−9

a.u. of energy:
Hartree energy shartreed
se2 /4pe0a0=2R`hc=a2mec2d

Eh 4.359 744 17s75d310−18 J 1.7310−7

a.u. of time " /Eh 2.418 884 326 505s16d310−17 s 6.6310−12

a.u. of force Eh /a0 8.238 7225s14d310−8 N 1.7310−7

a.u. of velocity sacd a0Eh /" 2.187 691 2633s73d3106 m s−1 3.3310−9

a.u. of momentum " /a0 1.992 851 66s34d310−24 kg m s−1 1.7310−7

a.u. of current eEh /" 6.623 617 82s57d310−3 A 8.5310−8

a.u. of charge density e /a0
3 1.081 202 317s93d31012 C m−3 8.6310−8

a.u. of electric potential Eh /e 27.211 3845s23d V 8.5310−8

a.u. of electric field Eh /ea0 5.142 206 42s44d31011 V m−1 8.6310−8

a.u. of electric field gradient Eh /ea0
2 9.717 361 82s83d31021 V m−2 8.6310−8

a.u. of electric dipole moment ea0 8.478 353 09s73d310−30 C m 8.6310−8

a.u. of electric quadrupole moment ea0
2 4.486 551 24s39d310−40 C m2 8.6310−8

a.u. of electric polarizability e2a0
2 /Eh 1.648 777 274s16d310−41 C2 m2 J−1 1.0310−8

a.u. of 1st hyperpolarizability e3a0
3 /Eh

2 3.206 361 51s28d310−53 C3 m3 J−2 8.7310−8

a.u. of 2nd hyperpolarizability e4a0
4 /Eh

3 6.235 3808s11d310−65 C4 m4 J−3 1.7310−7
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pressions that contain a factor Ra, where a=−1, 1, or 4.
A number of clarifying comments can be made about

Table XXXIII.
sid The 2002 uncertainties of a and those constants

highly dependent upon it, such as RK through se, are
92% of their corresponding 1998 uncertainties. This is
mainly because of the influence on the value of a of the
new experimental result for h /msCsd obtained from
atom recoil and interferometry ssee Sec. III.K.2d. The
1.3 standard uncertainty shift from the 1998 values is
due to the fact that an error was found in the calculation
of the eighth-order coefficient A1

s8d in the theoretical ex-
pression for the electron magnetic moment anomaly
aesthd, which leads to a fractional increase of 5.7310−9

in the value of a implied by the experimental result for
ae ssee Sec. III.C.1.a and Appendix Bd. Since the recom-
mended value of a is to a large extent determined by
aesthd together with the experimental result, this in-
crease is reflected in the 2002 recommended value.

siid The uncertainties of h and those constants highly
dependent upon it, such as me through mp, are over
twice as large as their 1998 uncertainties. The principal
reason for this increase is the disagreement of the
WGAC consensus value of the molar volume of silicon
VmsSid with the two watt-balance results for KJ

2RK and
with the Hg electrometer and voltage-balance determi-
nations of KJ; this inconsistency led the Task Group to
weight by the multiplicative factor 2.325 the uncertain-
ties of these five input data in the final least-squares
adjustment used to determine the 2002 recommended
values, and these five results play the dominant role in
determining the 2002 value of h. The approximate shift
of one standard uncertainty in the 1998 values of most of
the h-dependent constants is due to the newly included
result for VmsSid.

siiid The uncertainty of the Newtonian constant of
gravitation G has decreased by a factor of 10. The ex-
planation is that a number of new determinations of G
were completed since the 31 December 1998 closing
date of the 1998 adjustment, and the results of those new
experiments were in sufficiently good agreement to con-
vince the Task Group that a highly discrepant but cred-
ible result, which influenced the uncertainty of the 1998
recommended value of G, should not influence the 2002
value. sRecall that the 1986 CODATA recommended
value of G was retained as the 1998 recommended
value, but with ur increased to 1.5310−3, a factor of

about 12, to partially account for the existence of the
highly discrepant result.d

sivd The 12% reduction in the uncertainty of R` and
the slight change in the 1998 value are due to sad im-
provements in the theory of hydrogen and deuterium
energy levels ssee Appendix Ad; sbd an improved value
of the proton bound-state rms charge radius deduced
from existing scattering data ssee Sec. III.B.4d; and scd an
improved measurement of the 1S1/2−2S1/2 hydrogen
transition frequency with an uncertainty smaller by
nearly a factor of 18 than that of the result available in
1998 ssee Sec. III.B.1d.

svd The reduction in the uncertainty of me /mp and of
Arsed by about a factor of 4.7 and the shift in the values
of these constants by −1.3 standard uncertainties arises
from the new values of Arsed implied by the highly ac-
curate measurements of the frequency ratios
fss

12C5+d / fcs
12C5+d and fss

16C7+d / fcs
16C7+d fsee Secs.

III.C.3.a and III.C.3.bg and the highly accurate theory of
the g-factor of the electron in hydrogenlike ions with
nuclear spin quantum number i=0 ssee Appendix Dd.

svid The 14% reduction in the uncertainty of me /mm

and the large shift in the value of this ratio can be as-
cribed to improvements in the theory of the muonium
ground-state hyperfine splitting DnMu, in particular, to
the discovery of some problems with certain aspects of
the earlier theory, especially the recoil correction to
DnMusthd ssee Appendix Ed.

sviid The large increase in uncertainty of the relative
atomic mass Arshd of the helion snucleus of the 3He
atomd and shift in its value is due to the discovery of an
error in the earlier experimental result for Ars

3Hed, the
difficulty of correcting for the error a posteriori, and the
disagreement between the corrected value and a more
recent result from a different laboratory ssee Sec.
III.A.1.ad. However, as can be seen from Table XXXIII,
this problem does not reflect itself in the recommended
value of the mass of the helion mh in kg, which has a
much larger uncertainty due to its dependence on the
value of the Planck constant h.

sviiid The nearly factor-of-18 reduction in the uncer-
tainty of the relative atomic mass of the alpha particle
Arsad and the rather large shift in its value is explained
by a new result from a significantly improved experi-
ment; the latter uncovered an error in the measurement
that led to the 1998 value ssee Sec. III.A.1.bd.

TABLE XXX. sContinued.d

Quantity Symbol Numerical value Unit
Relative std.
uncert. ur

a.u. of magnetic flux density " /ea0
2 2.350 517 42s20d3105 T 8.6310−8

a.u. of magnetic
dipole moment s2mBd "e /me 1.854 801 90s16d310−23 J T−1 8.6310−8

a.u. of magnetizability e2a0
2 /me 7.891 036 60s13d310−29 J T−2 1.7310−8

a.u. of permittivity s107/c2d e2 /a0Eh 1.112 650 056. . . 310−10 F m−1 sexactd
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TABLE XXXI. The values of some energy equivalents derived from the relations E=mc2=hc /λ=hn=kT, and based on the 2002 CODATA adjustment of the values of the
constants; 1 eV= se /Cd J, 1 u=mu= 1

12ms12Cd=10−3 kg mol−1 /NA, and Eh=2R`hc=a2mec2 is the Hartree energy shartreed.

Relevant unit

J kg m−1 Hz

1 J s1 Jd=1 J s1 Jd /c2=1.112 650 056. . . 310−17 kg s1 Jd /hc=5.034 117 20s86d31024 m−1 s1 Jd /h=1.509 190 37s26d31033 Hz

1 kg s1 kgdc2=8.987 551 787. . . 31016 J s1 kgd=1 kg s1 kgdc /h=4.524 438 91s77d31041 m−1 s1 kgdc2 /h=1.356 392 66s23d31050 Hz

1 m−1 s1 m−1dhc=1.986 445 61s34d310−25 J s1 m−1dh /c=2.210 218 81s38d310−42 kg s1 m−1d=1 m−1 s1 m−1dc=299 792 458 Hz

1 Hz s1 Hzdh=6.626 0693s11d310−34 J s1 Hzdh /c2=7.372 4964s13d310−51 kg s1 Hzd /c=3.335 640 951. . . 310−9 m−1 s1 Hzd=1 Hz

1 K s1 Kdk=1.380 6505s24d310−23 J s1 Kdk /c2=1.536 1808s27d310−40 kg s1 Kdk /hc=69.503 56s12d m−1 s1 Kdk /h=2.083 6644s36d31010 Hz

1 eV s1 eVd=1.602 176 53s14d310−19 J s1 eVd /c2=1.782 661 81s15d310−36 kg s1 eVd /hc=8.065 544 45s69d3105 m−1 s1 eVd /h=2.417 989 40s21d31014 Hz

1 u s1 udc2=1.492 417 90s26d310−10 J s1 ud=1.660 538 86s28d310−27 kg s1 udc /h=7.513 006 608s50d31014 m−1 s1 udc2 /h=2.252 342 718s15d31023 Hz

1 Eh s1 Ehd=4.359 744 17s75d310−18 J s1 Ehd /c2=4.850 869 60s83d310−35 kg s1 Ehd /hc=2.194 746 313 705s15d3107 m−1 s1 Ehd /h=6.579 683 920 721s44d31015 Hz

TABLE XXXII. The values of some energy equivalents derived from the relations E=mc2=hc /λ=hn=kT, and based on the 2002 CODATA adjustment of the values of the
constants; 1 eV= se /Cd J, 1 u=mu= 1

12ms12Cd=10−3 kg mol−1 /NA, and Eh=2R`hc=a2mec2 is the Hartree energy shartreed.

Relevant unit

K eV u Eh

1 J s1 Jd /k=7.242 963s13d31022 K s1 Jd=6.241 509 47s53d31018 eV s1 Jd /c2=6.700 5361s11d3109 u s1 Jd=2.293 712 57s39d31017 Eh

1 kg s1 kgdc2 /k=6.509 650s11d31039 K s1 kgdc2=5.609 588 96s48d31035 eV s1 kgd=6.022 1415s10d31026 u s1 kgdc2=2.061 486 05s35d31034 Eh

1 m−1 s1 m−1dhc /k=1.438 7752s25d310−2 K s1 m−1dhc=1.239 841 91s11d310−6 eV s1 m−1dh /c=1.331 025 0506s89d310−15 u s1 m−1dhc=4.556 335 252 760s30d310−8 Eh

1 Hz s1 Hzdh /k=4.799 2374s84d310−11 K s1 Hzdh=4.135 667 43s35d310−15 eV s1 Hzdh /c2=4.439 821 667s30d310−24 u s1 Hzdh=1.519 829 846 006s10d310−16 Eh

1 K s1 Kd=1 K s1 Kdk=8.617 343s15d310−5 eV s1 Kdk /c2=9.251 098s16d310−14 u s1 Kdk=3.166 8153s55d310−6 Eh

1 eV s1 eVd /k=1.160 4505s20d3104 K s1 eVd=1 eV s1 eVd /c2=1.073 544 171s92d310−9 u s1 eVd=3.674 932 45s31d310−2 Eh

1 u s1 udc2 /k=1.080 9527s19d31013 K s1 udc2=931.494 043s80d3106 eV s1 ud=1 u s1 udc2=3.423 177 686s23d3107 Eh

1 Eh s1 Ehd /k=3.157 7465s55d3105 K s1 Ehd=27.211 3845s23d eV s1 Ehd /c2=2.921 262 323s19d310−8 u s1 Ehd=1 Eh
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sixd The large shift in the 1998 value of the g-factor of
the muon gm is due to the discovery of a sign error in the
calculation of the hadronic light-by-light vacuum polar-
ization contribution to the theoretical expression amsthd
for the muon magnetic moment anomaly am, advances in
the calculation of the fourth-order hadronic vacuum po-
larization contribution am

s4dshadd to amsthd, and a new,
highly accurate experimental result for am ssee Appendix
C and Sec III.C.2d.

In summary, a number of new results, both experi-
mental and theoretical, obtained between the closing
date of the 1998 adjustment s31 December 1998d and the
closing date of the 2002 adjustment s31 December 2002d
have led to reductions in uncertainties of some recom-
mended values, the most important no doubt being the
factor of 10 reduction in the uncertainty of G. On the
other hand, a few of these same new results have led to
large shifts in the 1998 values themselves, while other
new results have actually led to increases in the uncer-
tainties of some constants. Most prominent in this cat-
egory is the result for VmsSid, which has led to more than
a doubling of the uncertainty of the Planck constant h
and those derived constants that strongly depend upon
it.

In most cases new information leads to smaller uncer-
tainties. However, in this case, the larger uncertainties
that new information has engendered are presumably a
more accurate reflection of reality. Thus, one can argue
that our knowledge has actually advanced, even though
the uncertainties have increased. And of course, it
should always be borne in mind that the recommended
values of the constants represent the information avail-
able at a given point in time.

B. Some implications for physics and metrology of the
2002 CODATA recommended values and adjustment

The focus of this report, as was the case for
CODATA-98, has been the thorough review and analy-
sis of the experimental and theoretical data currently
available for the determination of the values of the fun-
damental constants, not what the data can tell us about
the basic theories and experimental methods of physics.
Nevertheless, a number of useful conclusions relevant to
these topics may be drawn from the 2002 values and
adjustment. For conciseness, we focus on those conclu-
sions that are new or that are different from those drawn
from the 1998 adjustment.

• Conventional electric units. As pointed out in Sec.
II.F, the adoption of the conventional values KJ−90
=483 597.9 GHz/V and RK−90=25 812.807 V for the
Josephson and von Klitzing constants can be inter-
preted as establishing conventional, practical units of
voltage and resistance, V90 and Ω90, given by V90
= sKJ−90/KJd V and Ω90= sRK/RK−90d V. Other con-
ventional electric units follow from V90 and Ω90, for
example, A90=V90/Ω90, C90=A90 s, W90=A90V90, F90
=C90/V90, and H90=Ω90 s, which are the conven-
tional, practical units of current, charge, power, ca-

TABLE XXXIII. Comparison of the 2002 and 1998 CODATA
adjustments of the values of the constants by the comparison
of the corresponding recommended values of a representative
group of constants. Here Dr is the 2002 value minus the 1998
value divided by the standard uncertainty u of the 1998 value
si.e., Dr is the change in the value of the constant from 1998 to
2002 relative to its 1998 standard uncertaintyd.

Quantity

2002 rel.
standard
uncert. ur

Ratio 2002 ur
to 1998 ur Dr

a 3.3310−9 0.9 1.3
RK 3.3310−9 0.9 −1.3
a0 3.3310−9 0.9 1.3
λC 6.7310−9 0.9 1.3
re 1.0310−8 0.9 1.3
se 2.0310−8 0.9 1.3
h 1.7310−7 2.2 1.1

me 1.7310−7 2.2 0.9
mh 1.7310−7 2.2 1.0
ma 1.7310−7 2.2 1.0
NA 1.7310−7 2.2 −1.0
Eh 1.7310−7 2.2 1.1
c1 1.7310−7 2.2 1.1
e 8.5310−8 2.2 1.1

KJ 8.5310−8 2.2 −1.0
F 8.6310−8 2.1 −0.8
gp8 8.6310−8 2.1 −0.7
mB 8.6310−8 2.1 1.3
mN 8.6310−8 2.1 1.3
me 8.6310−8 2.1 −1.3
mp 8.7310−8 2.1 1.3
R 1.7310−6 1.0 0.0
k 1.8310−6 1.0 0.1

Vm 1.7310−6 1.0 0.0
c2 1.7310−6 1.0 0.0
s 7.0310−6 1.0 0.0
G 1.5310−4 0.1 0.2
R` 6.6310−12 0.9 −0.3

me /mp 4.6310−10 0.2 −1.3
me /mm 2.6310−8 0.9 −2.9
Arsed 4.4310−10 0.2 −1.3
Arspd 1.3310−10 1.0 0.0
Arsnd 5.5310−10 1.0 −0.3
Arsdd 1.7310−10 1.0 0.0
Arshd 1.9310−9 6.8 10.2
Arsad 1.4310−11 0.1 4.5
d220 3.6310−8 1.2 2.1
ge 3.8310−12 0.9 0.2
gm 6.2310−10 1.0 −5.9

mp /mB 1.0310−8 1.0 0.2
mp /mN 1.0310−8 1.0 0.5
mn /mN 2.4310−7 1.0 0.0
md /mN 1.1310−8 1.0 0.5
me /mp 1.0310−8 1.0 0.2
mn /mp 2.4310−7 1.0 0.0
md /mp 1.5310−8 1.0 0.0
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pacitance, and inductance, respectively sTaylor and
Mohr, 2001d.

The relations between the 2002 recommended
values of KJ and RK and the values of KJ−90 and
RK−90, namely,

KJ = KJ−90f1 − 4.3s8.5d 3 10−8g , s213d

RK = RK−90f1 + 1.74s33d 3 10−8g , s214d

together with the expressions that relate the practical
units to the corresponding SI units, lead to

V90 = f1 + 4.3s8.5d 3 10−8g V, s215d

Ω90 = f1 + 1.74s33d 3 10−8g V , s216d

A90 = f1 + 2.6s8.6d 3 10−8g A, s217d

C90 = f1 + 2.6s8.6d 3 10−8g C, s218d

W90 = f1 + 6.9s17.1d 3 10−8g W, s219d

F90 = f1 + 1.74s33d 3 10−8g F, s220d

H90 = f1 + 1.74s33d 3 10−8g H. s221d

One can see from Eqs. s215d and s216d, for example,
that the practical unit of voltage V90 exceeds V by
the fractional amount 4.3s8.5d310−8, and that the
practical unit of resistance Ω90 exceeds V by
1.74s33d310−8. The implication is that measured
voltages U and resistances R traceable to the Jo-
sephson effect and KJ−90 and to the quantum Hall
effect and RK−90, respectively, are too small rela-
tive to the SI by these same fractional amounts.
Fortunately, such differences from the SI are not
significant for the vast majority of measurements
and are well within the current uncertainties of
40310−8 for V90/V and 10310−8 for Ω90/V as as-
signed by the CIPM’s Consultative Committee for
Electricity and Magnetism sCCEM, Comité consul-
tatif d’électricité et magnetismd sQuinn, 1989, 2001d.
Nevertheless, corrections to account for the devia-
tions could be necessary in those few cases where
consistency with the SI is critical. Analogous state-
ments apply to the other five practical electric units
of Eqs. s217d–s221d.

• Hydrogenic energy levels and p and d bound-state
rms charge radii. Advances in the theory of H and D
energy levels and an improved value of the proton
radius Rp has eliminated the systematic deviation be-
tween theory and experiment observed in the 1998
adjustment and has allowed the Task Group to pro-

vide recommended values for Rp and Rd. This is a
major step forward and increases our confidence in
the current formulation of bound-state QED theory.
The validity of certain aspects of the theory is also
reinforced by the agreement between an earlier re-
sult for the relative atomic mass of the electron Arsed
obtained solely from cyclotron resonance measure-
ments in a Penning trap and two new values that
depend critically on the theory of the g-factor of the
electron in hydrogenic 12C and 16O.

• Josephson and quantum Hall effects. The investiga-
tions summarized in Appendix F, which take into ac-
count all 112 input data initially considered for inclu-
sion in the 2002 adjustment, provide no statistically
significant evidence that the basic Josephson and
quantum Hall effect relations KJ=2e /h and RK
=h /e2 are not exact. This formal study increases our
confidence in the theory of two of the most impor-
tant phenomena of condensed-matter physics.

• Newtonian constant of gravitation. The new results
for G that have become available in the last four
years and their general agreement have led the Task
Group to conclude that an earlier, credible result in
quite significant disagreement with all other values
of G can now be safely omitted from the 2002 adjust-
ment. Although the new values have allowed a
factor-of-10 reduction in the uncertainty of the rec-
ommended value of G, they are still not completely
consistent, thereby implying that some problems in
experiments to measure G still remain.

• Electron and muon magnetic moment anomalies. The
comparison of the value of a inferred from ae with
values of a deduced from measurements of other
quantities, such as RK and the proton gyromagnetic
ratio-related quantity Γp−908 slod, has long been
viewed as an important test for QED theory, since
aesthd on which afaeg depends is strongly domi-
nated by pure QED contributions. In the past,
there was no value of a with an uncertainty that
was competitive with ursafaegd. This has recently
changed; we now have a value of a from h /msCsd,
the latter determined from atom recoil and atom
interferometry, with an uncertainty only about
twice as large as that of afaeg. The two values
agree, thus adding to our confidence in the QED
theory of ae.

Because of the large hadronic and weak con-
tributions to amsthd, the comparison of the experi-
mentally determined value of am with the value of
am deduced from amsthd together with an accurate
value of a such as afaeg is viewed as a test of the
Standard Model and a means for possibly uncover-
ing “new physics,” rather than a test of QED. At
present, the uncertainty of the fourth-order had-
ronic contribution am

s4dshadd to amsthd dominates the
latter’s uncertainty; it contributes a relative stan-
dard uncertainty component ur=8.4310−7 to amsthd,
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which exceeds the uncertainty ur=6.7310−7 of the
experimental value of am. One cause of the large
uncertainty of am

s4dshadd is the inconsistency between
the value obtained for it using e+e− annihilation
data alone and the value obtained for it using such
data together with data on the hadronic decays of
the t. Until this issue is fully resolved and new ex-
perimental data become available that lead to a sig-
nificantly reduced uncertainty for am

s4dshadd, any dis-
agreement between amsthd and the experimental
value, the uncertainty of which may eventually be
reduced to about ur=4310−7, will be difficult to in-
terpret.

• Molar volume and lattice spacing of silicon. The most
problematic input datum by far in the 2002 adjust-
ment is the molar volume of silicon VmsSid. The dis-
agreement of this quite credible result with the two
watt-balance results for KJ

2RK and the Hg-
electrometer result and the voltage-balance result
for KJ, all four of which are equally credible, is
troublesome; it raises possible doubt about all five
results and hence the 2002 recommended value of
h and those other constants highly dependent upon
it. Further, the disagreement raises questions
about a number of experimental techniques, for
example, determining the diameter of a sphere via
optical interferometry, determining the isotopic
composition of samples of naturally occurring sili-
con via absolute isotopic ratio mass spectrometry,
controlling the alignment of complex electrome-
chanical systems such as a watt balance, and a
whole host of other mechanical, electrical, and op-
tical techniques that are assumed to be well under-
stood. Clearly, there is much work to be done to
resolve this problem.

The experimental discovery of a possible er-
ror in two of the three XROI determinations of the
d220 lattice spacing of particular silicon crystals, all
three of which were used as input data in the 1998
adjustment, and the subsequent omission of these
two apparently problematic data from the 2002 ad-
justment, has eliminated the scatter in the values of
a implied by the accurate measurement of the
quantity h /mnd220sW04d. Further, using this remain-
ing value of d220, the agreement of the value of a
inferred from h /mnd220sW04d with other values of a
is now good.

• Gyromagnetic ratios of proton and helion. In the ini-
tial least-squares adjustment with all 112 input data,
the absolute values of the normalized residuals uriu of
three of the four available results for the proton and
helion gyromagnetic ratio-related quantities Γp−908 slod
and Γh−908 slod are among the four largest values of uriu.
In the final adjustment on which the 2002 recom-
mended values are based, the datum with the largest
residual is one of the two results for Γp−908 slod. The
cause of the apparent problem in measuring these

quantities is unknown, but may be related to the de-
termination of the dimensions of the single-layer pre-
cision solenoid used to produce the calculable mag-
netic flux density required in each experiment and/or
to understanding the distribution of the current in its
windings.

C. Outlook and suggestions for future work

In the corresponding section of CODATA-98, we
made extensive suggestions for future work based on
what we believed to be the principal weaknesses of the
1998 adjustment. In fact, most of those suggestions re-
main valid, because, as for the 1998 adjustment, a key
weakness of the 2002 adjustment is the lack of redun-
dancy in the input data: a, h, and R are major players in
the determination of the values of many constants, yet
the adjusted value of each is still to a large extent deter-
mined by a pair of input data or a single input datum.
An additional problem in the 2002 adjustment is the sig-
nificant disagreement of the new value of VmsSid with
other data. If successively met, the following needs for
new work—succinctly presented as a “wish list”—should
resolve the key issues and advance our knowledge of the
values of the basic constants and conversion factors of
physics and chemistry.

• Relative atomic masses
A measurement of Ars

3Hed with urø2310−10.

• Fine-structure constant
An independent calculation of the eighth-order coef-
ficient A1

s8d in the theoretical expression for ae.
A second measurement of ae with urø5310−9.
One or more values of a obtained by a completely
different method with urø5310−9, for example, by
atom recoil or by improved measurements and theo-
retical calculations of the fine structure of 4He.

• Planck constant
One or more watt-balance determinations of KJ

2RK
with urø5310−8.
One or more determinations of VmsSid with ur
ø10−7, including a measurement of the molar mass
of silicon that is completely independent of the cur-
rent measurement.

• Rydberg constant
One or more measurements of a transition frequency
in hydrogen or deuterium with ur,10−12 sother than
the already well-known 1S1/2−2S1/2 frequencyd,
thereby providing a value of R` with approximately
the same relative uncertainty.
A measurement of the proton radius with ur<10−3

by means of spectroscopy in muonic hydrogen sp m−

atomd which would also lead to an improved value of
R`.

• Molar gas constant
One or more velocity-of-sound measurements of R
with urø2310−6, preferably using a gas other than
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argon.
One or more measurements of k with urø2310−6

ssuch a result would yield a value of R with essen-
tially the same uncertainty and represent a hereto-
fore unrealized approach to determining Rd.

• Newtonian constant of gravitation
One or more measurements of G with urø15310−6.

• Muon magnetic moment anomaly
New experimental data and improved theory that
will reduce the contribution of the standard uncer-
tainty of am

s4dshadd to the standard uncertainty of
amsthd to ø2310−7am.

• Proton and helion gyromagnetic ratios
One or more measurements of Γp−908 slod and/or
Γh−908 slod with urø5310−8.

• Josephson and quantum Hall effects
Experimental tests of the exactness of the Josephson
and quantum Hall effect relations KJ=2e /h and RK
=h /e2 with urø1310−8 using a method such as the
“closing of the metrological triangle” in which one
compares a current derived from Josephson and
quantum Hall effect devices to a current derived
from a single-electron tunneling device fsee, for ex-
ample, Piquemal and Genevés s2000dg.

This is by no means a trivial list of suggested work—it
will require years of effort by a large number of dedi-
cated researchers and considerable innovation. Never-
theless, if the past accomplishments of those who work
in the precision measurement-fundamental constants
field are any indication of future accomplishments, its
completion is not beyond reasonable hope. As noted in
CODATA-98, the reason such an endeavor is highly
worthwhile is aptly summarized by the now over
70-year-old observation of F. K. Richtmyer s1932d:
“…the whole history of physics proves that a new dis-
covery is quite likely to be found lurking in the next
decimal place.”
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APPENDIX A: THEORY RELEVANT TO THE RYDBERG
CONSTANT

This appendix gives a brief summary of the theory of
the energy levels of the hydrogen atom relevant to the
determination of the Rydberg constant R` based on
measurements of transition frequencies. It is an updated
version of an earlier review by one of the authors sMohr,
1996d and a subsequent review in CODATA-98. In this
appendix, information to completely determine the the-
oretical values for the energy levels used in the current

adjustment is provided. Results that were included in
CODATA-98 are given with minimal discussion, and the
emphasis is on results that have become available since
then. For brevity, references to most historical works are
not included. Eides et al. s2001bd have recently provided
a comprehensive review of the relevant theory.

It should be noted that the theoretical values of the
energy levels of different states are highly correlated.
For example, for S states, the uncalculated terms are
primarily of the form of an unknown common constant
divided by n3. This fact is taken into account by calcu-
lating covariances between energy levels in addition to
the uncertainties of the individual levels as discussed in
detail in Sec. A.12. To provide the information needed
to calculate the covariances, where necessary we distin-
guish between components of uncertainty that are pro-
portional to 1/n3, denoted by u0, and components of
uncertainty that are essentially random functions of n,
denoted by un.

The energy levels of hydrogenlike atoms are deter-
mined mainly by the Dirac eigenvalue, QED effects
such as self-energy and vacuum polarization, and
nuclear size and motion effects. We consider each of
these contributions in turn.

1. Dirac eigenvalue

The binding energy of an electron in a static Coulomb
field sthe external electric field of a point nucleus of
charge Ze with infinite massd is determined predomi-
nantly by the Dirac eigenvalue

ED = F1 +
sZad2

sn − dd2G−1/2

mec2, sA1d

where n is the principal quantum number,

d = uku − fk2 − sZad2g1/2, sA2d

and k is the angular momentum-parity quantum number
sk=−1,1 ,−2,2 ,−3 for S1/2, P1/2, P3/2, D3/2 and D5/2 states,
respectivelyd. States with the same principal quantum
number n and angular momentum quantum number j
= uku− 1

2 have degenerate eigenvalues. The nonrelativistic
orbital angular momentum is given by l= uk+ 1

2 u− 1
2 . sAl-

though we are interested only in the case where the
nuclear charge is e, we retain the atomic number Z in
order to indicate the nature of various terms.d

Corrections to the Dirac eigenvalue that approxi-
mately take into account the finite mass of the nucleus
mN are included in the more general expression for
atomic energy levels, which replaces Eq. sA1d sBarker
and Glover, 1955; Sapirstein and Yennie, 1990d:

EM = Mc2 + ffsn,jd − 1gmrc
2 − ffsn,jd − 1g2mr

2c2

2M

+
1 − dl0

ks2l + 1d
sZad4mr

3c2

2n3mN
2 + ¯ , sA3d

where
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fsn,jd = F1 +
sZad2

sn − dd2G−1/2

, sA4d

M=me+mN, and mr=memN/ sme+mNd is the reduced
mass.

2. Relativistic recoil

Relativistic corrections to Eq. sA3d associated with
motion of the nucleus are considered relativistic-recoil
corrections. The leading term, to lowest order in Za and
all orders in me /mN, is sErickson, 1977; Sapirstein and
Yennie, 1990d

ES =
mr

3

me
2mN

sZad5

pn3 mec2H1
3

dl0 lnsZad−2 −
8
3

ln k0sn,ld

−
1
9

dl0 −
7
3

an −
2

mN
2 − me

2dl0FmN
2 lnSme

mr
D

− me
2 lnSmN

mr
DGJ , sA5d

where

an = − 2FlnS 2

n
D + o

i=1

n
1

i
+ 1 −

1

2nGdl0 +
1 − dl0

lsl + 1ds2l + 1d
.

sA6d

To lowest order in the mass ratio, higher-order correc-
tions in Za have been extensively investigated; the con-
tribution of the next two orders in Za can be written as

ER =
me

mN

sZad6

n3 mec2fD60 + D72Za ln2sZad−2 + ¯ g ,

sA7d

where for nS1/2 states sPachucki and Grotch, 1995; Eides
and Grotch, 1997bd

D60 = 4 ln 2 −
7
2

sA8d

and for states with lù1 sGolosov et al., 1995; Elkhovski�,
1996; Jentschura and Pachucki, 1996d

D60 = F3 −
lsl + 1d

n2 G 2

s4l2 − 1ds2l + 3d
. sA9d

fAs usual, the first subscript on the coefficient refers to
the power of Za and the second subscript to the power
of lnsZad−2.g The next coefficient in Eq. sA7d has been
calculated recently with the result sMelnikov and
Yelkhovsky, 1999; Pachucki and Karshenboim, 1999d

D72 = −
11

60p
dl0. sA10d

The relativistic recoil correction used in the 2002 adjust-
ment is based on Eqs. sA5d–sA10d. Numerical values for
the complete contribution of Eq. sA7d to all orders in
Za have been obtained by Shabaev et al. s1998d. While
these results are in general agreement with the values

given by the power-series expressions, the difference be-
tween them for S states is about three times larger than
expected fbased on the uncertainty quoted by Shabaev
et al. s1998d and the estimated uncertainty of the trun-
cated power series which is taken to be one-half the
contribution of the term proportional to D72, as sug-
gested by Eides et al. s2001bdg. This difference is not
critical, and we allow for the ambiguity by assigning an
uncertainty for S states of 10% of the contribution given
by Eq. sA7d. This is sufficiently large that the power
series value is consistent with the numerical all-order
calculated value. For the states with lù1, we assign an
uncertainty of 1% of the contribution in Eq. sA7d. The
covariances of the theoretical values are calculated by
assuming that the uncertainties are predominately due
to uncalculated terms proportional to sme /mNd /n3.

3. Nuclear polarization

Another effect involving specific properties of the
nucleus, in addition to relativistic recoil, is nuclear po-
larization. It arises from interactions between the elec-
tron and nucleus in which the nucleus is excited from the
ground state to virtual higher states.

For hydrogen, the result that we use for the nuclear
polarization is sKhriplovich and Sen’kov, 2000d

EPsHd = − 0.070s13dh
dl0

n3 kHz. sA11d

Larger values for this correction have been reported by
Rosenfelder s1999d and Martynenko and Faustov s2000d,
but apparently they are based on an incorrect formula-
tion of the dispersion relations sKhriplovich and
Sen’kov, 2000; Eides et al., 2001bd.

For deuterium, to a good approximation, the polariz-
ability of the nucleus is the sum of the proton polariz-
ability, the neutron polarizibility sKhriplovich and
Sen’kov, 1998d, and the dominant nuclear structure po-
larizibility sFriar and Payne, 1997ad, with the total given
by

EPsDd = − 21.37s8dh
dl0

n3 kHz. sA12d

We assume that this effect is negligible in states of
higher l.

4. Self-energy

The second-order sin e, first order in ad level shift due
to the one-photon electron self-energy, the lowest-order
radiative correction, is given by

ESE
s2d =

a

p

sZad4

n3 FsZadmec2, sA13d

where
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FsZad = A41 lnsZad−2 + A40 + A50sZad

+ A62sZad2 ln2sZad−2 + A61sZad2 lnsZad−2

+ GSEsZadsZad2, sA14d

with sErickson and Yennie, 1965d

A41 =
4
3

dl0,

A40 = −
4
3

lnk0sn,ld +
10
9

dl0 −
1

2ks2l + 1d
s1 − dl0d ,

A50 = S139
32

− 2 ln 2Dpdl0, sA15d

A62 = − dl0,

A61 = F4S1 +
1
2

+ ¯ +
1

n
D +

28
3

ln 2 − 4 ln n −
601
180

−
77

45n2Gdl0 + S1 −
1

n2DS 2
15

+
1
3

djs1/2dDdl1

+
96n2 − 32lsl + 1d

3n2s2l − 1ds2lds2l + 1ds2l + 2ds2l + 3d
s1 − dl0d .

Bethe logarithms ln k0sn , ld that appear in Eq. sA15d
needed for this work are given in Table XXXIV sDrake
and Swainson, 1990d.

The function GSEsZad in Eq. sA14d gives the higher-
order contribution sin Zad to the self-energy, and the
values for GSEsad that we use here are listed in Table
XXXV. For the states with n=1 and n=2, the values in
the table are based on direct numerical evaluations by
Jentschura et al. s1999, 2001d. The values of GSEsad for
higher-n states are based on the low-Z limit of this func-
tion, GSEs0d=A60, in the cases where it is known, to-
gether with extrapolations of the results of complete nu-
merical calculations of FsZad fsee Eq. sA14dg at higher
Z sKotochigova et al., 2002; Le Bigot, Jentschura, Mohr,
and Indelicato, 2003d. There is a long history of calcula-
tions of A60 sEides et al., 2001bd, leading up to the accu-
rate values of A60 for the 1S and 2S states obtained by
Pachucki s1992, 1993c, 1999d. Values for P and D states
subsequently have been reported by Jentschura and Pa-

chucki s1996d and Jentschura et al. s1997, 2003d. Exten-
sive numerical evaluations of FsZad at higher Z, which
in turn yield values for GSEsZad, have been done by
Mohr s1992d; Mohr and Kim s1992d; Indelicato and
Mohr s1998d; and Le Bigot s2001d.

The dominant effect of the finite mass of the nucleus
on the self-energy correction is taken into account by
multiplying each term of FsZad by the reduced-mass fac-
tor smr /med3, except that the magnetic moment term
−1/ f2ks2l+1dg in A40 is instead multiplied by the factor
smr /med2. In addition, the argument sZad−2 of the loga-
rithms is replaced by sme /mrdsZad−2 sSapirstein and
Yennie, 1990d.

The uncertainty of the self-energy contribution to a
given level arises entirely from the uncertainty of GSEsad
listed in Table XXXV and is taken to be entirely of type
un.

5. Vacuum polarization

The second-order vacuum polarization level shift, due
to the creation of a virtual electron-positron pair in the
exchange of photons between the electron and the
nucleus, is

EVP
s2d =

a

p

sZad4

n3 HsZadmec2, sA16d

where the function HsZad is divided into the part corre-
sponding to the Uehling potential, denoted here by
Hs1dsZad, and the higher-order remainder HsRdsZad
=Hs3dsZad+Hs5dsZad+¯, where the superscript denotes
the order in powers of the external field. The individual
terms are expanded in a power series in Za as

Hs1dsZad = V40 + V50sZad + V61sZad2 lnsZad−2

+ GVP
s1d sZadsZad2, sA17d

HsRdsZad = GVP
sRdsZadsZad2, sA18d

with

V40 = −
4
15

dl0,

V50 =
5
48

pdl0, sA19d

TABLE XXXIV. Bethe logarithms ln k0sn , ld relevant to the
determination of R`.

n S P D

1 2.984 128 556
2 2.811 769 893 −0.030 016 709
3 2.767 663 612
4 2.749 811 840 −0.041 954 895 −0.006 740 939
6 2.735 664 207 −0.008 147 204
8 2.730 267 261 −0.008 785 043

12 −0.009 342 954

TABLE XXXV. Values of the function GSEsad.

n S1/2 P1/2 P3/2 D3/2 D5/2

1 −30.290 24s2d
2 −31.185 15s9d −0.9735s2d −0.4865s2d
3 −31.01s6d
4 −30.87s5d −1.165s2d −0.611s2d 0.031s1d
6 −30.82s8d 0.034s2d
8 −30.80s9d 0.008s5d 0.034s2d

12 0.009s5d 0.035s2d
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V61 = −
2
15

dl0.

The part GVP
s1d sZad arises from the Uehling potential, and

is readily calculated numerically sMohr, 1982; Ko-
tochigova et al., 2002d; values are given in Table XXXVI.
The higher-order remainder GVP

sRdsZad has been consid-
ered by Wichmann and Kroll, and the leading terms in
powers of Za are sWichmann and Kroll, 1956; Mohr,
1975, 1983d

GVP
sRdsZad = S19

45
−

p2

27
Ddl0 + S 1

16
−

31p2

2880
DpsZaddl0

+ ¯ . sA20d

Higher-order terms omitted from Eq. sA20d are negli-
gible.

In a manner similar to that for the self-energy, the
leading effect of the finite mass of the nucleus is taken
into account by multiplying Eq. sA16d by the factor
smr /med3 and including a multiplicative factor of
sme /mrd in the argument of the logarithm in Eq. sA17d.

There is also a second-order vacuum polarization
level shift due to the creation of virtual particle pairs
other than the e+e− pair. The predominant contribution
for nS states arises from m+m−, with the leading term
being sEides and Shelyuto, 1995; Karshenboim, 1995d

EmVP
s2d =

a

p

sZad4

n3 S−
4
15
DSme

mm
D2Smr

me
D3

mec2. sA21d

The next-order term in the contribution of muon
vacuum polarization to nS states is of relative order
Zame /mm and is therefore negligible. The analogous
contribution EtVP

s2d from t+t− s−18 Hz for the 1S stated is
also negligible at the level of uncertainty of current in-
terest.

For the hadronic vacuum polarization contribution,
we take the result given by Friar, Martorell, and Sprung
s1999d that utilizes all available e+e− scattering data:

Ehad VP
s2d = 0.671s15dEmVP

s2d , sA22d

where the uncertainty is of type u0.
The muonic and hadronic vacuum polarization contri-

butions are negligible for P and D states.

6. Two-photon corrections

Corrections from two virtual photons, of order a2,
have been calculated as a power series in Za:

Es4d = Sa

p
D2 sZad4

n3 mec2Fs4dsZad , sA23d

where

Fs4dsZad = B40 + B50sZad + B63sZad2 ln3 sZad−2

+ B62sZad2 ln2 sZad−2

+ B61sZad2 lnsZad−2 + B60sZad2 + ¯ .

sA24d

The leading term B40 is well known:

B40 = F3p2

2
ln 2 −

10p2

27
−

2179
648

−
9
4

zs3dGdl0

+ Fp2 ln 2

2
−

p2

12
−

197
144

−
3zs3d

4
G 1 − dl0

ks2l + 1d
.

sA25d

The second term has been calculated by Pachucki
s1993b, 1994d; Eides and Shelyuto s1995d; Eides et al.
s1997d with the result

B50 = − 21.5561s31ddl0. sA26d

The next coefficient, as obtained by Karshenboim
s1993d; Manohar and Stewart s2000d; Yerokhin s2000d;
and Pachucki s2001d, is

B63 = −
8
27

dl0. sA27d

For S states the coefficient B62 has been found to be

B62 =
16
9 F71

60
− ln 2 + g + csnd − ln n −

1

n
+

1

4n2G ,

sA28d

where g=0.577¯ is Euler’s constant and c is the psi
function sAbramowitz and Stegun, 1965d. The difference
B62s1d−B62snd was calculated by Karshenboim s1996d
and confirmed by Pachucki s2001d who also calculated
the n-independent additive constant. For P states the
calculated value is sKarshenboim, 1996d

TABLE XXXVI. Values of the function GVP
s1d sad.

n S1/2 P1/2 P3/2 D3/2 D5/2

1 −0.618 724
2 −0.808 872 −0.064 006 −0.014 132
3 −0.814 530
4 −0.806 579 −0.080 007 −0.017 666 −0.000 000
6 −0.791 450 −0.000 000
8 −0.781 197 −0.000 000 −0.000 000

12 −0.000 000 −0.000 000
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B62 =
4
27

n2 − 1

n2 . sA29d

This result has been confirmed by Jentschura and Nán-
dori s2002d who also show that for D and higher angular
momentum states B62=0.

The single-logarithm coefficient B61 for S states is
given by sPachucki, 2001d

B61 =
39 751
10 800

+
4Nsnd

3
+

55p2

27
−

616 ln 2
135

+
3p2 ln 2

4

+
40 ln2 2

9
−

9zs3d
8

+ S304
135

−
32 ln 2

9
D

3F3
4

+ g + csnd − ln n −
1

n
+

1

4n2G , sA30d

where Nsnd is a term that was numerically evaluated for
the 1S state by Pachucki s2001d. Jentschura s2003d has
evaluated Nsnd for excited S states with n=2 to n=8,
has made an improved evaluation for n=1, and has
given an approximate fit to the calculated results in or-
der to extend them to higher n. Values of the function
Nsnd for the states of interest here are given in Table
XXXVII. There are no results yet for P or D states for
B61. Based on the relative magnitude of A61 for the S, P,
and D states, we take as uncertainties unsB61d=5.0 for P
states and unsB61d=0.5 for D states. fRecent work done
after the completion of the 2002 adjustment has indi-
cated that there may be an additional contribution to
B61 and/or B60 sPachucki, 2004; Yerokhin et al., 2004d.
The only effect of such a contribution would be to
change the recommended values of the proton and deu-
teron bound-state rms charge radii at a level that is
likely to be less than half of the quoted uncertainty.g

The two-loop Bethe logarithm bL, which is expected
to be the dominant part of the no-log term B60, has been
calculated for the 1S and 2S states by Pachucki and
Jentschura s2003d who obtained

bL = − 81.4s3d 1S state, sA31ad

bL = − 66.6s3d 2S state. sA31bd

An additional contribution for S states,

bM =
10
9

N , sA32d

was derived by Pachucki s2001d, where N is given in
Table XXXVII as a function of the state n. These con-
tributions can be combined to obtain an estimate for the
coefficient B60 for S states:

B60 = bL +
10
9

N + ¯ , sA33d

where the dots represent uncalculated contributions to
B60 which are at the relative level of 15% sPachucki and
Jentschura, 2003d. In order to obtain an approximate
value for B60 for S states with nù3, we employ a simple
extrapolation formula,

bL = a +
b

n
, sA34d

with a and b fitted to the 1S and 2S values of bL, and we
include a component of uncertainty u0sbLd=5.0. The re-
sults for bL, along with the total estimated values of B60
for S states, is given in Table XXXVIII. For P states,
there is a calculation of fine-structure differences sJents-
chura and Pachucki, 2002d, but because of the uncer-
tainty in B61 for P states, we do not include this result.
We assume that for both the P and D states, the uncer-
tainty attributed to B61 is sufficiently large to account for
the uncertainty in B60 and higher-order terms as well.

As in the case of the order a self-energy and vacuum
polarization contributions, the dominant effect of the fi-
nite mass of the nucleus is taken into account by multi-
plying each term of the two-photon contribution by the
reduced-mass factor smr /med3, except that the magnetic
moment term, the second line of Eq. sA25d, is instead
multiplied by the factor smr /med2. In addition, the argu-
ment sZad−2 of the logarithms is replaced by
sme /mrdsZad−2.

7. Three-photon corrections

The leading contribution from three virtual photons is
assumed to have the form

TABLE XXXVII. Values of N used in the 2002 adjustment.

n N

1 17.855672s1d
2 12.032209s1d
3 10.449810s1d
4 9.722413s1d
6 9.031832s1d
8 8.697639s1d

TABLE XXXVIII. Values of bL and B60 used in the 2002 ad-
justment.

n bL B60

1 −81.4s3d −61.6s9.2d
2 −66.6s3d −53.2s8.0d
3 −61.7s5.0d −50.1s9.0d
4 −59.2s5.0d −48.4s8.8d
6 −56.7s5.0d −46.7s8.6d
8 −55.5s5.0d −45.8s8.5d
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Es6d = Sa

p
D3 sZad4

n3 mec2fC40 + C50sZad + ¯ g , sA35d

in analogy with Eq. sA23d for two photons. The level
shifts of order sa /pd3sZad4mec

2 that contribute to C40
can be characterized as the sum of a self-energy correc-
tion, a magnetic moment correction, and a vacuum po-
larization correction. The self-energy correction arises
from the slope of the Dirac form factor, and it has re-
cently been calculated by Melnikov and van Ritbergen
s2000d who obtained

ESE
s6d = Sa

p
D3 sZad4

n3 mec2F−
868a4

9
+

25zs5d
2

−
17p2zs3d

6

−
2929zs3d

72
−

217 ln4 2
54

−
103p2 ln2 2

270

+
41 671p2 ln 2

540
+

3899p4

6480
−

454 979p2

9720

−
77 513
46 656

Gdl0, sA36d

where z is the Riemann zeta function and a4

=on=1
` 1/ s2nn4d=0.517 479 061. . .. The magnetic moment

correction comes from the known three-loop electron
anomalous magnetic moment sLaporta and Remiddi,
1996d, and is given by

EMM
s6d = Sa

p
D3 sZad4

n3 mec2F−
100a4

3
+

215zs5d
24

−
83p2zs3d

72
−

139zs3d
18

−
25 ln4 2

18
+

25p2 ln2 2

18

+
298p2 ln 2

9
+

239p4

2160
−

17 101p2

810

−
28 259
5184

G 1

ks2l + 1d
, sA37d

and the vacuum polarization correction is sBaikov and
Broadhurst, 1995; Eides and Grotch, 1995bd

EVP
s6d = Sa

p
D2 sZad4

n3 mec2F−
8135zs3d

2304
+

4p2 ln 2

15

−
23p2

90
+

325 805
93 312

Gdl0. sA38d

The total for C40 is

C40 = F−
568a4

9
+

85zs5d
24

−
121p2zs3d

72
−

84 071zs3d
2304

−
71 ln4 2

27
−

239p2 ln2 2

135
+

4787p2 ln 2

108

+
1591p4

3240
−

252 251p2

9720
+

679 441
93 312

Gdl0

+ F−
100a4

3
+

215zs5d
24

−
83p2zs3d

72
−

139zs3d
18

−
25 ln4 2

18
+

25p2 ln2 2

18
+

298p2 ln 2

9
+

239p4

2160

−
17 101p2

810
−

28 259
5184

G 1 − dl0

ks2l + 1d
. sA39d

An uncertainty in the three-photon correction is as-
signed by taking u0sC50d=30dl0 and unsC63d=1, where
C63 is defined by the usual convention.

The dominant effect of the finite mass of the nucleus
is taken into account by multiplying C40 in Eq. sA39d by
the reduced-mass factor smr /med3 for l=0 or by the fac-
tor smr /med2 for lÞ0.

The contribution from four photons is expected to be
of order

Sa

p
D4 sZad4

n3 mec2, sA40d

which is about 10 Hz for the 1S state and is negligible at
the level of uncertainty of current interest.

8. Finite nuclear size

At low Z, the leading contribution due to the finite
size of the nucleus is

ENS
s0d = ENSdl0, sA41d

with

ENS =
2
3
Smr

me
D3 sZad2

n3 mec2SZaRN

ÂC
D2

, sA42d

where RN is the bound-state root-mean-square srmsd
charge radius of the nucleus and ÂC is the Compton
wavelength of the electron divided by 2p. The leading
higher-order contributions have been examined by Friar
s1979bd; Friar and Payne s1997bd; Karshenboim s1997;
see also Borisoglebsky and Trofimenko, 1979; Mohr,
1983d. The expressions that we employ to evaluate the
nuclear size correction are the same as those discussed
in more detail in CODATA-98.

For S states the leading and next-order corrections are
given by

ENS = ENSH1 − Ch

mr

me

RN

ÂC
Za − FlnSmr

me

RN

ÂC

Za

n
D

+ csnd + g −
s5n + 9dsn − 1d

4n2 − CuGsZad2J ,

sA43d

where Ch and Cu are constants that depend on the de-
tails of the assumed charge distribution in the nucleus.
The values used here are Ch=1.7s1d and Cu=0.47s4d for
hydrogen or Ch=2.0s1d and Cu=0.38s4d for deuterium.

For the P1/2 states in hydrogen the leading term is
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ENS = ENS
sZad2sn2 − 1d

4n2 . sA44d

For P3/2 states and D states the nuclear-size contribution
is negligible.

9. Nuclear-size correction to self-energy and vacuum
polarization

In addition to the direct effect of finite nuclear size on
energy levels, its effect on the self-energy and vacuum
polarization contributions must also be considered. This
same correction is sometimes called the radiative correc-
tion to the nuclear-size effect.

For the self-energy, the additional contribution due to
the finite size of the nucleus is sPachucki, 1993a; Eides
and Grotch, 1997c; Milstein et al. 2002, 2003ad

ENSE = S4 ln 2 −
23
4
DasZadENSdl0, sA45d

and for the vacuum polarization it is sFriar, 1979a; Hyl-
ton, 1985; Eides and Grotch, 1997cd

ENVP =
3
4

asZadENSdl0. sA46d

For the self-energy term, higher-order size corrections
for S states sMilstein et al., 2002d and size corrections for
P states have been calculated sJentschura, 2003; Milstein
et al., 2003bd, but these corrections are negligible for the
current work, and are not included. The D-state correc-
tions are assumed to be negligible.

10. Radiative-recoil corrections

The dominant effect of nuclear motion on the self-
energy and vacuum polarization has been taken into ac-
count by including appropriate reduced-mass factors.
The additional contributions beyond this prescription
are termed radiative-recoil effects with leading terms
given by

ERR =
mr

3

me
2mN

asZad5

p2n3 mec2dl0F6zs3d − 2p2 ln 2 +
35p2

36

−
448
27

+
2
3

psZad ln2sZad−2 + ¯ G . sA47d

The leading constant term in Eq. sA47d is the sum of the
analytic result for the electron-line contribution sCzar-
necki and Melnikov, 2001; Eides et al., 2001ad and the
vacuum polarization contribution sEides and Grotch,
1995a; Pachucki, 1995d. This term agrees with the nu-
merical value sPachucki, 1995d used in CODATA-98.
The log-squared term has been calculated by Melnikov
and Yelkhovsky s1999d; and Pachucki and Karshenboim
s1999d.

For the uncertainty, we take a term of order
sZad lnsZad−2 relative to the square brackets in Eq.

sA47d with numerical coefficients 10 for u0 and 1 for un.
These coefficients are roughly what one would expect
for the higher-order uncalculated terms.

11. Nucleus self-energy

An additional contribution due to the self-energy of
the nucleus has been given by Pachucki s1995d:

ESEN =
4Z2asZad4

3pn3

mr
3

mN
2 c2FlnS mN

mrsZad2Ddl0

− ln k0sn,ldG . sA48d

This correction has also been examined by Eides et al.
s2001bd, who consider how it is modified by the effect of
structure of the proton. The structure effect leads to an
additional model-dependent constant in the square
brackets in Eq. sA48d.

To evaluate the nucleus self-energy correction, we use
Eq. sA48d and assign an uncertainty u0 that corresponds
to an additive constant of 0.5 in the square brackets for
S states. For P and D states, the correction is small and
its uncertainty, compared to other uncertainties, is neg-
ligible.

12. Total energy and uncertainty

The total energy EnLj
X of a particular level swhere L

=S,P, . . . and X=H,Dd is the sum of the various contri-
butions listed above plus an additive correction dnLj

X that
accounts for the uncertainty in the theoretical expres-
sion for EnLj

X . Our theoretical estimate of the value of
dnLj

X for a particular level is zero with a standard uncer-
tainty of usdnLj

X d equal to the square root of the sum of
the squares of the individual uncertainties of the contri-
butions, since, as they are defined above, the contribu-
tions to the energy of a given level are independent.
sComponents of uncertainty associated with the funda-
mental constants are not included here, because they are
determined by the least-squares adjustment itself.d Thus
we have for the square of the uncertainty, or variance, of
a particular level

u2sdnLj
X d = o

i

u0i
2 sXLjd + uni

2 sXLjd
n6 , sA49d

where the individual values u0isXLjd /n3 and unisXLjd /n3

are the components of uncertainty from each of the con-
tributions, labeled by i, discussed above. fThe factors of
1/n3 are isolated so that u0isXLjd is explicitly indepen-
dent of n.g

The covariance of any two d’s follows from Eq. sF7d of
Appendix F of CODATA-98. For a given isotope X, we
have

usdn1Lj
X ,dn2Lj

X d = o
i

u0i
2 sXLjd

sn1n2d3 , sA50d
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which follows from the fact that usu0i ,unid=0 and
usun1i ,un2id=0 for n1Þn2. We also set

usdn1L1j1
X ,dn2L2j2

X d = 0, sA51d

if L1ÞL2 or j1Þ j2.
For covariances between d’s for hydrogen and deute-

rium, we have for states of the same n

usdnLj
H ,dnLj

D d

= o
i=ic

u0isHLjdu0isDLjd + unisHLjdunisDLjd
n6 ,

sA52d

and for n1Þn2

usdn1Lj
H ,dn2Lj

D d = o
i=ic

u0isHLjdu0isDLjd
sn1n2d3 , sA53d

where the summation is over the uncertainties common
to hydrogen and deuterium. In most cases, the uncer-
tainties can in fact be viewed as common except for a
known multiplicative factor that contains all of the mass
dependence. We assume

usdn1L1j1
H ,dn2L2j2

D d = 0, sA54d

if L1ÞL2 or j1Þ j2.
The values of usdnLj

X d of interest for the 2002 adjust-
ment are given in Table XI of Sec. IV, and the nonneg-
ligible covariances of the d’s are given in the form of
correlation coefficients in Table XII of that section.
These coefficients are as large as 0.991.

Since the transitions between levels are measured in
frequency units sHzd, in order to apply the above equa-
tions for the energy level contributions we divide the
theoretical expression for the energy difference DE of
the transition by the Planck constant h to convert it to a
frequency. Further, since we take the Rydberg constant
R`=a2mec /2h sexpressed in m−1d rather than the elec-
tron mass me to be an adjusted constant, we replace the
group of constants a2mec2 /2h in DE /h by cR`.

13. Transition frequencies between levels with n=2

As an indication of the consistency of the theory sum-
marized above and the experimental data, we list values
of the transition frequencies between levels with n=2 in
hydrogen. These results are based on values of the con-
stants obtained in a variation of the 2002 least squares
adjustment in which the measurements of the directly
related transitions sitems A13, A14.1, and A14.2 in Table
XI are not included. The results are

nHs2P1/2 − 2S1/2d = 1 057 844.5s2.6d kHz f2.4 3 10−6g ,

nHs2S1/2 − 2P3/2d = 9 911 197.1s2.6d kHz f2.6 3 10−7g ,

nHs2P1/2 − 2P3/2d = 10 969 041.57s89d kHz f8.1 3 10−8g .

sA55d

APPENDIX B: THEORY OF ELECTRON MAGNETIC
MOMENT ANOMALY

This appendix gives a brief summary of the current
theory of ae, the magnetic moment anomaly of the elec-
tron. A more detailed discussion and additional refer-
ences can be found in CODATA-98. A summary of the
theory of am, the muon anomaly, is given in Appendix C.
As indicated in Sec. III.C.1, Eq. s30d, ae is defined ac-
cording to

ae =
ugeu − 2

2
=

umeu
mB

− 1. sB1d

The theoretical expression for ae may be written as

aesthd = aesQEDd + aesweakd + aeshadd , sB2d

where the terms denoted by QED, weak, and had ac-
count for the purely quantum electrodynamic, predomi-
nantly electroweak, and predominantly hadronic sthat is,
strong-interactiond contributions to ae, respectively. The
QED contribution may be written as sKinoshita et al.,
1990d.

aesQEDd = A1 + A2sme/mmd + A2sme/mtd

+ A3sme/mm,me/mtd . sB3d

The term A1 is mass independent and the other terms
are functions of the indicated mass ratios. For these
terms the lepton in the numerator of the mass ratio is
the particle under consideration, while the lepton in the
denominator of the ratio is the virtual particle that is the
source of the vacuum polarization that gives rise to the
term.

Each of the four terms on the right-hand side of Eq.
sB3d is expressed as a power series in the fine-structure
constant a:

Ai = Ai
s2dSa

p
D + Ai

s4dSa

p
D2

+ Ai
s6dSa

p
D3

+ Ai
s8dSa

p
D4

+ ¯ . sB4d

The fine-structure constant a is proportional to the
square of the elementary charge e, and the order of a
term containing sa /pdn is 2n and its coefficient is called
the 2nth-order coefficient.

The second-order coefficient is known exactly, and the
fourth- and sixth-order coefficients are known analyti-
cally in terms of readily evaluated functions:

A1
s2d =

1
2

, sB5d

A1
s4d = − 0.328 478 965 579 . . . , sB6d

A1
s6d = 1.181 241 456 . . . . sB7d

A total of 891 Feynman diagrams give rise to the
eighth-order coefficient A1

s8d, and only a few of these are
known analytically. However, in an effort begun in the
1970s, Kinoshita and collaborators have calculated A1

s8d
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numerically sfor a summary of some of this work, see
Kinoshita, 2001a, 2001bd. The value of A1

s8d used in the
1998 adjustment was −1.5098s384d. Recently an error in
the program employed in the evaluation of a gauge-
invariant 18-diagram subset of the 891 diagrams was dis-
covered in the course of carrying out an independent
calculation to check this value sKinoshita and Nio,
2003d. The corrected program together with improved
precision in the numerical integration for all diagrams
leads to the tentative value A1

s8d=−1.7366s60d sKinoshita,
2002d, where the shift from the earlier value is predomi-
nately due to the correction of the error. As a result of
this recent work, Kinoshita and Nio s2003d report that
the integrals from all 891 Feynman diagrams have now
been verified by independent calculation and/or checked
by analytic comparison with lower-order integrals. Nev-
ertheless, because the precision of the numerical evalu-
ation of some integrals is still being improved and a
closer examination is being made of the uncertainty of
the numerical evaluation of other integrals, we retain
the uncertainty estimate of the earlier reported value of
A1

s8d for the 2002 adjustment. Thus the value we adopt is

A1
s8d = − 1.7366s384d . sB8d

The 0.0384 standard uncertainty of A1
s8d contributes a

standard uncertainty to aesthd of 0.96310−9ae, which
may be compared to the 3.7310−9ae uncertainty of the
experimental value fsee Eq. s31d, Sec. III.C.1.ag. We also
note that work is in progress on analytic calculations of
eighth-order integrals. See, for example, Laporta s2001d
and Mastrolia and Remiddi s2001d.

Little is known about the tenth-order coefficient A1
s10d

and higher-order coefficients. To evaluate the contribu-
tion to the uncertainty of aesthd due to lack of knowl-
edge of A1

s10d, we follow CODATA-98 to obtain A1
s10d

=0.0s3.8d. Because the 3.8 standard uncertainty of A1
s10d

contributes a standard uncertainty component to aesthd
of only 0.22310−9ae, the uncertainty contributions to
aesthd from all other higher-order coefficients are as-
sumed to be negligible.

The mass-dependent coefficients of possible interest
and corresponding contributions to aesthd, based on the
2002 recommended values of the mass ratios, are

A2
s4dsme/mmd = 5.197 386 70s27d 3 10−7

→ 2.418 3 10−9ae, sB9d

A2
s4dsme/mtd = 1.837 63s60d 3 10−9

→ 0.009 3 10−9ae, sB10d

A2
s6dsme/mmd = − 7.373 941 58s28d 3 10−6

→ − 0.080 3 10−9ae, sB11d

A2
s6dsme/mtd = − 6.5819s19d 3 10−8

→ − 0.001 3 10−9ae, sB12d

where the standard uncertainties of the coefficients are

due to the uncertainties of the mass ratios. However, the
contributions are so small that the uncertainties of the
mass ratios are negligible. It may also be noted that the
contributions from A3

s6dsme /mm,me/mtd and all higher-
order mass-dependent terms are negligible as well.

For the electroweak contribution we have

aesweakd = 0.0297s5d 3 10−12 = 0.0256s5d 3 10−9ae,

sB13d

as in CODATA-98.
The hadronic contribution is

aeshadd = 1.671s19d 3 10−12 = 1.441s17d 3 10−9ae,

sB14d

and is the sum of the following three contributions:
ae

s4dshadd=1.875s18d310−12 obtained by Davier and
Höcker s1998d; ae

s6adshadd=−0.225s5d310−12 given by
Krause s1997d; and ae

sggdshadd=0.0210s36d310−12 ob-
tained by multiplying the corresponding result for the
muon given in Appendix C by the factor sme /mmd2, since
ae

sggdshadd is assumed to vary approximately as mm
2 . fNote

that this value differs from the value −0.0185s36d
310−12 used in CODATA-98 because of the change in
am

sggdshadd discussed in Appendix C.g The contribution
aeshadd, although larger than aesweakd, is not yet of ma-
jor significance.

For our least-squares adjustment, we require aesthd as
a function of a. Since the dependence on a of any con-
tribution other than aesQEDd is negligible, we obtain a
convenient form for the function by combining terms in
aesQEDd that have like powers of a /p. This leads to the
following summary of the above results:

aesthd = aesQEDd + aesweakd + aeshadd , sB15d

where

aesQEDd = Ce
s2dSa

p
D + Ce

s4dSa

p
D2

+ Ce
s6dSa

p
D3

+ Ce
s8dSa

p
D4

+ Ce
s10dSa

p
D5

+ ¯ , sB16d

with

Ce
s2d = 0.5,

Ce
s4d = − 0.328 478 444 00,

Ce
s6d = 1.181 234 017,

Ce
s8d = − 1.7366s384d ,

Ce
s10d = 0.0s3.8d , sB17d

and where

aesweakd = 0.030s1d 3 10−12 sB18d

and
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aeshadd = 1.671s19d 3 10−12. sB19d

The standard uncertainty of aesthd from the uncertain-
ties of the terms listed above, other than that due to a, is

ufaesthdg = 1.15 3 10−12 = 0.99 3 10−9ae, sB20d

and is dominated by the uncertainty of the coefficient
Ce

s8d.
For the purpose of the least-squares calculations car-

ried out in Sec. IV.B, we define an additive correction de
to aesthd to account for the lack of exact knowledge of
aesthd, and hence the complete theoretical expression for
the electron anomaly is

aesa,ded = aesthd + de. sB21d

Our theoretical estimate of de is zero and its standard
uncertainty is ufaesthdg:

de = 0.0s1.1d 3 10−12. sB22d

APPENDIX C: THEORY OF MUON MAGNETIC MOMENT
ANOMALY

This appendix gives a brief summary of the current
theory of the magnetic moment anomaly of the muon
am. A more detailed discussion and additional references
can be found in CODATA-98. A similar summary of the
theory of the electron anomaly ae is given in Appendix
B. As indicated in Sec. III.C.2, Eq. s36d, am is defined
according to

am =
ugmu − 2

2
=

ummu
e"/2mm

− 1. sC1d

As for the electron, the theoretical expression for am

may be written as

amsthd = amsQEDd + amsweakd + amshadd , sC2d

where the terms denoted by QED, electroweak, and had
account for the purely quantum-electrodynamic, pre-
dominately electroweak, and predominately hadronic
sthat is, strong-interactiond contributions to am, respec-
tively. Also in the same manner as for the electron, the
QED contribution may be written as sKinoshita et al.,
1990d.

amsQEDd = A1 + A2smm/med + A2smm/mtd

+ A3smm/me,mm/mtd . sC3d

The mass-dependent terms are a function of the indi-
cated mass ratios, and we again note that for these terms
the lepton in the numerator of the mass ratio is the par-
ticle under consideration, while the lepton in the de-
nominator of the ratio is the virtual particle that is the
source of the vacuum polarization that gives rise to the
term. As for the electron, each of the four terms on the
right-hand side of Eq. sC3d is expressed as a power series
in the fine-structure constant a:

Ai = Ai
s2dSa

p
D + Ai

s4dSa

p
D2

+ Ai
s6dSa

p
D3

+ Ai
s8dSa

p
D4

+ ¯ . sC4d

The mass-independent term A1, which is given in Ap-
pendix B, is the same for all three charged leptons.

The relevant mass-dependent terms and the corre-
sponding contributions to amsthd, based on the 2002 rec-
ommended values of the mass ratios, are

A2
s4dsmm/med = 1.094 258 3111s84d

→ 506 386.4606s39d 3 10−8am, sC5d

A2
s4dsmm/mtd = 0.000 078 064s25d

→ 36.126s12d 3 10−8am, sC6d

A2
s6dsmm/med = 22.868 380 02s20d

→ 24 581.766 49s21d 3 10−8am, sC7d

A2
s6dsmm/mtd = 0.000 360 58s21d

→ 0.387 59s22d 3 10−8am, sC8d

A2
s8dsmm/med = 126.51s41d

→ 315.9s1.0d 3 10−8am, sC9d

A2
s10dsmm/med = 930s170d

→ 5.4s1.0d 3 10−8am, sC10d

A3
s6dsmm/me,mm/mtd = 0.000 527 66s17d

→ 0.567 20s18d 3 10−8am, sC11d

A3
s8dsmm/me,mm/mtd = 0.079s3d

→ 0.1973s75d 3 10−8am. sC12d

These contributions and their uncertainties, as well as
the values sincluding uncertaintiesd of amsweakd and
amshadd given below, should be compared with the ap-
proximate 70310−8am standard uncertainties of the m+

and m− experimental values of am from BNL ssee Sec.
III.C.2.ad and the original 35310−8am uncertainty goal of
the BNL effort. The only nontrivial change in these co-
efficients and their contributions from those given in
CODATA-98 is the one for A2

s8d, which was previously
A2

s8dsmm /med=127.50s41d→318.3s1.0d310−8am. The
slight shift in value is due to the elimination of the pro-
gram error and improved precision in numerical integra-
tion discussed in connection with the term A1

s8d in Ap-
pendix B sKinoshita and Nio, 2003d. It may also be
noted that the contribution to this coefficient due to
Baikov and Broadhurst s1995d used in obtaining the
1998 value has been confirmed by Kinoshita and Nio
s1999d. fThe results A2

s8dsmm /med=132.6823s72d and
A3

s8dsmm /me ,mm /mtd=0.0376s9d recently reported by Ki-
noshita and Nio s2004d did not become available until
early 2004, and thus could not be included in the 2002
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adjustment. We do note that the increase in the value of
A2

s8dsmm /med by about 6.2 implied by the new result pro-
duces an increase in the theoretical value of am that is
only about 1/6 of the total uncertainty of that value.g

The electroweak contribution to amsthd can be charac-
terized by the number of closed loops in the relevant
Feynman diagrams:

amsweakd = am
s1,dsweakd + am

s2,dsweakd + ¯ , sC13d

where 1, indicates one loop, 2, indicates two loops, etc.
The dominant contribution to amsweakd arises from one-
loop diagrams involving W and Z bosons; the contribu-
tion from the Higgs boson is negligible for any reason-
able estimated value of its mass.

The value amsweakd=153s3d310−11=131s3d310−8am

was used in the 1998 adjustment and was due to De-
grassi and Giudice s1998d. They calculated the depen-
dence of the coefficients of the leading logarithmic terms
of a particular part of am

s2,d on sin2 uW=1− smW/mZd2,
where uW is the weak mixing angle and mW/mZ is the
ratio of the mass of the W± to the mass of the Z0, and
the leading logarithmic terms of a particular part of the
three-loop contribution am

s3,d. These additional terms
provided small corrections to the value amsweakd
=151s4d310−11 obtained from the work of Czarnecki et
al. s1996d as discussed in CODATA-98.

More recently, Knecht, Perrottet, et al. s2002d reana-
lyzed the two-loop electroweak contribution from light-
quark si.e., u, d, and sd triangle diagrams, with the end
result amsweakd=152s1d310−11, where the uncertainty
does not include a component for higher-order elec-
troweak effects. Subsequently, Czarnecki et al. s2003d re-
viewed and refined the calculation of amsweakd. They
computed previously neglected two-loop contributions
that are suppressed by the factor 1−4 sin2 uW, calculated
the long-distance corrections to the quark triangle dia-
grams, and reevaluated the three-loop leading short-
distance log terms. Their result,

amsweakd = 154s2d 3 10−11, sC14d

is the value used in the 2002 adjustment. The quoted
standard uncertainty consists of a 1310−11 component
for uncertainty in the large distance hadronic correction
and a 2310−11 component for uncertainty in the value of
the Higgs mass. The electroweak contribution to amsthd
is significant, but its uncertainty is of little consequence.

The hadronic contribution to amsthd may be written as

amshadd = am
s4dshadd + am

s6adshadd + am
sggdshadd + ¯ ,

sC15d

where am
s4dshadd and am

s6adshadd arise from hadronic
vacuum polarization and are of order sa /pd2 and sa /pd3,
respectively; and am

sggdshadd arises from hadronic light-
by-light vacuum polarization. fThe a in the superscript
of ae

s6adshadd indicates that am
sggdshadd, which is also of

sixth order, is not included.g Because the determination
of amshadd is a very active field of research, the value can
be expected to change over time as it has in the past. In

fact, new information has become available since the
2002 adjustment was completed in the Fall of 2003.

The value of am
s4dshadd used in the 1998 adjustment was

am
s4dshadd=6924s62d310−11, as given by Davier and

Höcker s1998d. It was based on theory and experimental
data from both the production of hadrons in e+e− colli-
sions and the decay of the t into hadrons. The quoted
standard uncertainty was due to uncertainties in both
the theory and experimental data and was by far the
largest component contributing to the uncertainty of
amsthd. In the last several years, there has been addi-
tional work relevant to this quantity, motivated mainly
by the improved experimental determination of am at
BNL, as discussed in Sec. III.C.2.a, and by new measure-
ments of e+e− annihilation and hadronic decays of the t.

An analysis of the available information has been
given by Davier s2003a; 2003bd, who find

am
s4dshad:e+e−d = 6963s72d 3 10−11, sC16d

am
s4dshad:e+e−,td = 7110s58d 3 10−11, sC17d

where e+e− and e+e−, t respectively indicate that the re-
sult is based on an analysis that does not include or does
include data from t decays into hadrons. The quoted
standard uncertainty of each arises from uncertainties in
both the experimental data and the theoretical analysis.
These results can be compared to a number of
other recent calculations. de Trocóniz and Ynduráin
s2002d obtain am

s4dshad:e+e−d=6932s96d310−11 and
am

s4dshad:e+e−,td=6952s64d310−11. Groote s2002d reports

am
s4dshad:e+e−,td=6941s70d310−11, Narison s2002d finds

am
s4dshad:e+e−d=7016s119d310−11 and am

s4dshad:e+e−,td
=7036s76d310−11, Hagiwara et al. s2003d give
am

s4dshad:e+e−d=6831s62d310−11, and Jegerlehner s2003d
gives the value am

s4dshad:e+e−d=6836s86d310−11. In addi-
tion, Geshkenbe�n s2003d reports the value am

s4dshadd
=6780s70d310−11 based on a theoretical model supple-
mented with the masses and widths of a few low-energy
resonances. Also, a small part of the hadronic contribu-
tion as been considered by Achasov and Kiselev s2002d.
In view of the limitations of both the theory and experi-
mental data, these results are in reasonable overall
agreement. fThis statement also applies to the very re-
cent results reported by Ezhela et al. s2003d; de Trocóniz
and Ynduráin s2004d; Ghozzi and Jegerlehner s2004d;
Hagiwara et al. s2004d.g

However, at a more detailed level, the results of
Davier et al. s2003a, 2003bd in Eqs. sC16d and sC17d show
a significant difference depending on whether or not
t-decay data are used to replace e+e− in certain parts of
the calculation. These authors point out that this dis-
crepancy arises mainly from the difference in the pp
spectral functions obtained from the e+e− or t data used
in the calculation. They also believe that this discrep-
ancy apparently went unnoticed in other analyses, be-
cause those analyses were based on preliminary e+e−

data not corrected for vacuum polarization and final-
state radiation; further, they express concern about
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whether isospin symmetry breaking was correctly taken
into account for the t data in at least one of the other
calculations.

For the 2002 adjustment, we adopt the value

am
s4dshadd = 7036s98d 3 10−11 = 6035s84d 3 10−8am,

sC18d

which encompasses both of the results of Davier et al.
s2003a, 2003bd as given above in Eqs. sC16d and sC17d
and reflects the estimates of the other authors. We ob-
tained this value, which we believe is a reasonable rep-
resentation of the current knowledge of am

s4dshadd, by the
following procedure: Either result of Davier et al.
s2003a, 2003bd is assumed to be equally likely and each
is modeled by a normal distribution with expectation
and standard deviation as quoted in Eqs. sC16d and
sC17d, respectively. The value in Eq. sC18d is then simply
the expectation and standard deviation of the equally
weighted sum of the two individual distributions.

In keeping with our comment above about the active
nature of current research aimed at determining
amshadd, we note that all estimates of am

s4dshad:e+e−d are
plagued by the considerable statistical uncertainties and
uncertainties due to systematic effects in the measure-
ments of the cross section for e+e−→p+p− in the energy
range below 1 GeV. However, the work currently under-
way at the DAFNE accelerator, Frascati, Italy, on cross-
section measurements of the radiative process e+e−

→p+p−g, from which the cross section for e+e−→p+p−

can be deduced, could reduce these uncertainties signifi-
cantly sDi Falco, 2003; Aloisio et al., 2004d. Hence im-
provement in amshadd may be expected.

For am
s6adshadd we take the value calculated by Ale-

many et al. s1998d

am
s6adshadd = − 100s6d 3 10−11, sC19d

which is an update of and very nearly the same as the
value obtained by Krause s1997d used in the 1998 adjust-
ment.

The value for am
sggdshadd used in the 1998 adjustment

was am
sggdshadd=−79.2s15.4d310−11 as quoted by Hay-

akawa and Kinoshita s1998d, which was consistent with
am

sggdshadd=−92s32d310−11 of Bijnens et al. s1996d. Both
of these estimates include the effects of the p0, h, and h8
mesons, which together give the dominant contribution
to am

sggdshadd, as well as other contributions.
Recently, Knecht and Nyffeler s2002d; Knecht, Ny-

ffeler et al. s2002d found that this dominant contribution
had the wrong sign, a fact subsequently confirmed by a
number of other authors: the erratum to Hayakawa and
Kinoshita s1998d; Hayakawa and Kinoshita s2001d; Bar-
toš et al. s2002d; Bijnens et al. s2002d; Blokland et al.
s2002ad. For the 2002 adjustment, we employ the up-
dated value sHayakawa and Kinoshita, 1998 erratum;
2001d

am
sggdshadd = 89.6s15.4d 3 10−11 sC20d

for the light-by-light contribution. fSubsequently, Melni-
kov and Vainshtein s2004d have obtained the value
am

sggdshadd=136s25d310−11.g
By summing Eqs. sC18d–sC20d, one obtains

amshadd = 7026s100d 3 10−11 = 6026s85d 3 10−8am.

sC21d

Clearly, the uncertainty of amshadd is the dominant con-
tribution to the uncertainty of amsthd.

The foregoing analysis is based on the Standard
Model of particle physics. When the result of the BNL
measurements of am with a relative uncertainty of 1.3
310−6 was reported in 2001 sBrown et al., 2001d, it dif-
fered from the theoretical value that was current at the
time by 2.6 standard deviations of the difference. This
apparent discrepancy has led to numerous theoretical
papers that have attempted to explain it in terms of
“new physics,” such as supersymmetry. fSee, for ex-
ample, Czarnecki and Marciano s2001d.g Although there
are a number of theoretical models that would produce
a contribution of the appropriate magnitude, there is
none that has been confirmed by an independent experi-
ment. Thus, at this time, we do not include physics be-
yond the Standard Model.

Following the same procedure as with aesthd in Ap-
pendix B, by adding terms in amsQEDd that have like
powers of a /p, including the results for A1 given in that
appendix, we summarize the theory of am as follows:

amsthd = amsQEDd + amsweakd + amshadd , sC22d

where

amsQEDd = Cm
s2dSa

p
D + Cm

s4dSa

p
D2

+ Cm
s6dSa

p
D3

+ Cm
s8dSa

p
D4

+ Cm
s10dSa

p
D5

+ ¯ , sC23d

with

Cm
s2d = 0.5,

Cm
s4d = 0.765 857 410s27d ,

Cm
s6d = 24.050 509 71s43d ,

Cm
s8d = 124.85s41d ,

Cm
s10d = 930s170d , sC24d

and where

amsweakd = 154s2d 3 10−11 sC25d

and

amshadd = 7026s100d 3 10−11. sC26d

The standard uncertainty of amsthd from the uncertain-
ties of the terms listed above, other than that due to a, is
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ufamsthdg = 100 3 10−11 = 85 3 10−8am, sC27d

and is primarily due to the uncertainty of amshadd.
In a manner similar to that for aesthd, for the purpose

of the least-squares calculations carried out in Sec. IV.B,
we define an additive correction dm to amsthd to account
for the lack of exact knowledge of amsthd, and hence the
complete theoretical expression for the muon anomaly is

amsa,dmd = amsthd + dm. sC28d

Our theoretical estimate of dm is zero and its standard
uncertainty is ufamsthdg:

dm = 0s10d 3 10−10. sC29d

Although amsthd and aesthd have common components of
uncertainty, due mainly to the uncertainty of A1

s8d,
ufamsthdg is so large due to the uncertainty of amshadd
that the covariance of dm and de is negligible.

APPENDIX D: THEORY OF BOUND-STATE g-FACTORS

The experiments on magnetic moments and g-factors
of interest in this paper are carried out on hydrogen,
deuterium, muonium, hydrogenic carbon s12C5+d, and
hydrogenic oxygen s16O7+d, each in the ground s1Sd
state. To use the results of these experiments in the 2002
adjustment, we employ theoretical expressions that give
predictions for the moments and g-factors of the bound
particles in terms of adjusted constants. Bound-state
g-factors are defined by considering the contribution to
the Hamiltonian from the interaction of the atom with
an applied magnetic flux density B. For example, for
hydrogen, in the framework of the Pauli approximation,
we have

H = bsHdme− · mp − me−sHd · B − mpsHd · B

=
2p

"
DnHs · I − ge−sHd

mB

"
s · B − gpsHd

mN

"
I · B ,

sD1d

where bsHd characterizes the strength of the hyperfine
interaction, DnH is the ground-state hyperfine frequency,
s is the spin of the electron, and I is the spin of the
nucleus, that is, the proton. The individual cases of in-
terest are discussed in the following sections.

1. Bound electron in 12C5+ and in 16O7+

In this section, we consider an electron in the 1S state
of hydrogenlike carbon 12 satomic number Z=6,
nuclear-spin quantum number i=0d or in the 1S state of
hydrogenlike oxygen 16 satomic number Z=8, nuclear-
spin quantum number i=0d within the framework of
relativistic bound-state theory. The measured quantity is
the transition frequency between the two Zeeman levels
of the atom in an externally applied magnetic field.

The energy of a free electron with spin projection sz in
a magnetic flux density B in the z direction is

Esz
= − ge−

e

2me
szB , sD2d

and hence the spin-flip energy difference is

DE = − ge−mBB . sD3d

sIn keeping with the definition of the g-factor in Sec.
III.C, the quantity ge− is negative.d The analogous ex-
pressions for the ions considered here are

DEbsXd = − ge−sXdmBB , sD4d

which defines the bound-state electron g-factor in the
case where there is no nuclear spin, and where X is ei-
ther 12C5+ or 16O7+.

The main theoretical contributions to ge−sXd can be
categorized as follows:

• Dirac srelativisticd value gD;

• radiative corrections Dgrad;

• recoil corrections Dgrec;

• nuclear size corrections Dgns.

Thus we write

ge−sXd = gD + Dgrad + Dgrec + Dgns + ¯ , sD5d

where terms accounting for other effects are assumed to
be negligible at the current level of uncertainty of the
relevant experiments srelative standard uncertainty ur
<6310−10; see Sec. III.C.3.ad. These theoretical contri-
butions are discussed in the following paragraphs; nu-
merical results based on the 2002 recommended values
are summarized in Tables XXXIX and XL. In the 2002
adjustment a in gD is treated as a variable, but the con-
stants in the rest of the calculation of the g-factors are
taken as fixed quantities, because in that context their
uncertainties are negligible.

Breit s1928d obtained the exact value

TABLE XXXIX. Theoretical contributions and total for the g
factor of the electron in hydrogenic carbon 12 based on the
2002 recommended values of the constants.

Contribution Value Source

Dirac gD −1.998 721 354 39s1d Eq.sD6d
DgSE

s2d −0.002 323 672 45s9d Eq. sD10d

DgVP
s2d 0.000 000 008 51 Eq. sD14d

Dgs4d 0.000 003 545 74s16d Eq. sD18d
Dgs6d −0.000 000 029 62 Eq. sD19d
Dgs8d 0.000 000 000 10 Eq. sD20d
Dgrec −0.000 000 087 64s1d Eqs. sD21d,sD23d
Dgns −0.000 000 000 41 Eq. sD25d

ge−s12C5+d −2.001 041 590 16s18d Eq. sD26d
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gD = −
2
3

f1 + 2Î1 − sZad2g

= − 2F1 −
1
3

sZad2 −
1
12

sZad4 −
1
24

sZad6 + ¯ G
sD6d

from the Dirac equation for an electron in the field of a
fixed-point charge of magnitude Ze, where the only un-
certainty is that due to the uncertainty in a.

The radiative corrections may be written as

Dgrad = − 2FCe
s2dsZadSa

p
D + Ce

s4dsZadSa

p
D2

+ ¯ G ,

sD7d

where the coefficients Ce
s2ndsZad, corresponding to n vir-

tual photons, are slowly varying functions of Za. These
coefficients are defined in direct analogy with the corre-
sponding coefficients for the free electron Ce

s2nd given in
Appendix B, so that

lim
Za→0

Ce
s2ndsZad = Ce

s2nd. sD8d

The coefficient Ce
s2dsZad has been calculated to second

order in Za by Grotch s1970ad, who finds

Ce
s2dsZad = Ce

s2d +
1
12

sZad2 + ¯ =
1
2

+
1
12

sZad2 + ¯ .

sD9d

This result has been confirmed by Faustov s1970d and
Close and Osborn s1971d, as well as by others.

The terms listed in Eq. sD9d do not provide a value of
Ce

s2dsZad which is sufficiently accurate at the level of un-
certainty of the current experimental results. However,
Yerokhin et al. s2002a, 2002bd have recently calculated
numerically the self-energy contribution Ce,SE

s2d sZad to
the coefficient to all orders in Za over a wide range of
Z. These results are in general agreement with, but are
more accurate than, the earlier results of Beier s2000d
and Beier et al. s2000d. Other calculations of the self-

energy have been carried out by Blundell et al. s1997bd;
Persson et al. s1997d; and Goidenko et al. s2002d. For Z
=6 and Z=8 the calculation of Yerokhin et al. s2002bd
gives

Ce,SE
s2d s6ad = 0.500 183 609s19d ,

Ce,SE
s2d s8ad = 0.500 349 291s19d , sD10d

where we have converted their quoted result to conform
with our notation convention, taking into account the
value of a employed in their calculation.

The lowest-order vacuum polarization correction is
conveniently considered as consisting of two parts. In
one the vacuum polarization loop modifies the interac-
tion between the bound electron and the Coulomb field
of the nucleus, and in the other the loop modifies the
interaction between the bound electron and the external
magnetic field. The first part, sometimes called the
“wave-function” correction, has been calculated numeri-
cally by Beier et al. s2000d, with the result sin our nota-
tiond

Ce,VPwf
s2d s6ad = − 0.000 001 840 3431s43d ,

Ce,VPwf
s2d s8ad = − 0.000 005 712 028s26d . sD11d

Each of these values is the sum of the Uehling potential
contribution and the higher-order Wichmann-Kroll con-
tribution, which were calculated separately.

The values in Eq. sD11d are consistent with the result
of an evaluation of the correction in powers of Za.
Terms to order sa /pdsZad7 have been calculated for the
Uehling potential contribution sKarshenboim, 2000a;
Karshenboim et al., 2001a, 2001bd; and an estimate of
the leading-order sa /pdsZad6 term of the Wichmann-
Kroll contribution has been given by Karshenboim et al.
s2001bd based on a prescription of Karshenboim s2000ad.
To the level of uncertainty of interest here, the values
from the power series are the same as the numerical
values in Eq. sD11d. fNote that for the Wichmann-Kroll
term, the agreement between the power-series results
and the numerical results is improved by an order of
magnitude if an additional term in the power series for
the energy level sMohr, 1975d used in Karshenboim’s
prescription is included.g

For the second part of the lowest-order vacuum polar-
ization correction, sometimes called the “potential” cor-
rection, Beier et al. s2000d found that the Uehling poten-
tial contribution is zero. They also calculated the
Wichmann-Kroll contribution numerically over a wide
range of Z. Their value at low Z is very small and only
an uncertainty estimate of 3310−10 in g is given because
of poor convergence of the partial wave expansion. The
reduction in uncertainty sby a factor of 30 for carbond
employed by Beier et al. s2002d for this term, based on
the assumption that it is of the order of sa /pdsZad7, is
not considered here, because the reference quoted for
this estimate sKarshenboim et al., 2001bd does not ex-
plicitly discuss this term. Yerokhin et al. s2002bd ob-

TABLE XL. Theoretical contributions and total for the
g-factor of the electron in hydrogenic oxygen 16 based on the
2002 recommended values of the constants.

Contribution Value Source

Dirac gD −1.997 726 003 06s2d Eq. sD6d
DgSE

s2d −0.002 324 442 15s9d Eq. sD10d

DgVP
s2d 0.000 000 026 38 Eq. sD14d

Dgs4d 0.000 003 546 62s42d Eq. sD18d
Dgs6d −0.000 000 029 62 Eq. sD19d
Dgs8d 0.000 000 000 10 Eq. sD20d
Dgrec −0.000 000 117 02s1d Eqs. sD21d,sD23d
Dgns −0.000 000 001 56s1d Eq. sD25d

ge−s16O7+d −2.000 047 020 31s43d Eq. sD26d
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tained numerical values for this contribution for carbon
and oxygen by a least-squares fit to the values of Beier et
al. s2000d at higher Z.

Subsequently, Karshenboim and Milstein s2002d ana-
lytically calculated the Wichmann-Kroll contribution to
the potential correction to lowest order in Za. Their
result in our notation is

Ce,VPp
s2d sZad =

7p

432
sZad5 + ¯ . sD12d

This result, together with the numerical values from
Beier s2000d, yields

Ce,VPp
s2d s6ad = 0.000 000 007 9595s69d ,

Ce,VPp
s2d s8ad = 0.000 000 033 235s29d , sD13d

which are used in the present analysis. We obtained
these results by fitting a function of the form fa+bZa
+csZad2gsZad5 to the point in Eq. sD12d and two values
of the complete function calculated by Beier s2000d
sseparated by about 10 calculated valuesd and evaluating
the fitted function at Z=6 or 8. This was done for a
range of pairs of points from Beier s2000d, and the re-
sults in Eq. sD13d are the the apparent limit of the val-
ues as the lower Z member of the pair used in the fit
approaches either 6 or 8 as appropriate. fThis general
approach is described in more detail by Le Bigot, Jents-
chura, Mohr, Indelicato, and Soff s2003d.g

The total one-photon vacuum polarization coefficients
are given by the sum of Eqs. sD11d and sD13d:

Ce,VP
s2d s6ad = Ce,VPwf

s2d s6ad + Ce,VPp
s2d s6ad

= − 0.000 001 832 384s11d ,

Ce,VP
s2d s8ad = Ce,VPwf

s2d s8ad + Ce,VPp
s2d s8ad

= − 0.000 005 678 793s55d . sD14d

The total for the one-photon coefficient Ce
s2dsZad, given

by the sum of Eqs. sD10d and sD14d, is

Ce
s2ds6ad = Ce,SE

s2d s6ad + Ce,VP
s2d s6ad = 0.500 181 777s19d ,

Ce
s2ds8ad = Ce,SE

s2d s8ad + Ce,VP
s2d s8ad = 0.500 343 613s19d ,

sD15d

where in this case, following Beier et al. s2000d, the un-
certainty is simply the sum of the individual uncertain-
ties in Eqs. sD10d and sD14d. The total one-photon con-
tribution Dgs2d to the g-factor is thus

Dgs2d = − 2Ce
s2dsZadSa

p
D

= − 0.002 323 663 93s9d for Z = 6

= − 0.002 324 415 77s9d for Z = 8. sD16d

The separate one-photon self energy and vacuum polar-
ization contributions to the g-factor are given in Tables
XXXIX and XL.

Evaluations by Eides and Grotch s1997ad using the
Bargmann-Michel-Telegdi equation and by Czarnecki et
al. s2001ad using an effective-potential approach yield

Ce
s2ndsZad = Ce

s2ndS1 +
sZad2

6
+ ¯ D sD17d

as the leading binding correction to the free-electron co-
efficients Ce

s2nd for any n. For n=1, this result was already
known, as is evident from Eq. sD9d. We include this cor-
rection for the two-photon term, that is, for n=2, which
gives

Ce
s4dsZad = Ce

s4dS1 +
sZad2

6
+ ¯ D

= − 0.328 583s14d for Z = 6

= − 0.328 665s39d for Z = 8, sD18d

where Ce
s4d=−0.328 478 444. . .. The uncertainty is due to

uncalculated terms and is obtained by assuming that the
unknown higher-order terms for n=2, represented by
the dots in Eq. sD17d, are the same as the higher-order
terms for n=1 as can be deduced by comparing the nu-
merical results given in Eq. sD15d to those resulting
from the expression in Eq. sD9d. This is the same gen-
eral approach as that employed by Beier et al. s2002d.

The three-photon term is calculated in a similar way
but the uncertainty due to uncalculated higher-order
terms is negligible:

Ce
s6dsZad = Ce

s6dS1 +
sZad2

6
+ ¯ D

= 1.1816 . . . for Z = 6

= 1.1819 . . . for Z = 8, sD19d

where Ce
s6d=1.181 234. . .. For the four-photon correction,

at the level of uncertainty of current interest, only the
free-electron coefficient is necessary:

Ce
s8dsZad < Ce

s8d = − 1.7366s384d . sD20d

The preceding corrections DgD and Dgrad are based on
the approximation that the nucleus of the hydrogenic
atom has an infinite mass. The recoil correction to the
bound-state g-factor associated with the finite mass of
the nucleus is denoted by Dgrec, which we write here as
the sum Dgrec

s0d +Dgrec
s2d corresponding to terms that are

zero order and first order in a /p, respectively. For Dgrec
s0d ,

we have

Dgrec
s0d = H− sZad2 +

sZad4

3f1 + Î1 − sZad2g2

− sZad5PsZadJ me

mN
+ OS me

mN
D2

= − 0.000 000 087 71s1d . . . for Z = 6

= − 0.000 000 117 11s1d . . . for Z = 8, sD21d

where mN is the mass of the nucleus. The mass ratios,
obtained from the 2002 adjustment, are me /ms12C6+d
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=0.000 045 727 5. . . and me /ms16O8+d=0.000 034 306 5. . ..
In Eq. sD21d, the first term in the braces was calculated
by Grotch s1970bd. Shortly thereafter, this term and
higher-order terms were obtained by Faustov s1970d,
Close and Osborn s1971d, Grotch s1971d, Grotch and
Hegstrom s1971d, and Hegstrom s1971d fsee also Heg-
strom s1969d and Grotch s1970adg. The second and third
terms in the braces were calculated by Shabaev and Yer-
okhin s2002d based on the formulation of Shabaev s2001d
fsee also Yelkhovsky s2001dg. Shabaev and Yerokhin
have numerically evaluated the function PsZad over a
wide range of Z, with the result Ps6ad=10.493 95s1d for
hydrogenic carbon and Ps8ad=9.300 18s1d for hydro-
genic oxygen.

An additional term of the order of the mass ratio
squared has been considered by various authors. Earlier
calculations of this term for atoms with a spin-one-half
nucleus, such as muonium, have been done by Close and
Osborn s1971d and Grotch and Hegstrom s1971d ssee
also Eides and Grotch, 1997ad. Their result for this term
is

s1 + ZdsZad2S me

mN
D2

. sD22d

Eides s2002d; Eides and Grotch s1997ad find that this
correction to the g-factor is independent of the spin of
the nucleus, so Eq. sD22d gives the correction for carbon
and oxygen, as well as atoms with a spin-one-half
nucleus. On the other hand, Martynenko and Faustov
s2001, 2002d find that the correction of this order de-
pends on the spin of the nucleus and give a result with
the factor 1+Z replaced by Z /3 for a spin-zero nucleus.
In view of this discrepancy, we include a contribution to
Dgrec

s0d in Eq. sD21d that is the average of the two quoted
results with an uncertainty of half of the difference be-
tween them.

For Dgrec
s2d , we have

Dgrec
s2d =

a

p

sZad2

3
me

mN
+ ¯

= 0.000 000 000 06 . . . for Z = 6

= 0.000 000 000 09 . . . for Z = 8. sD23d

There is a small correction to the bound-state g-factor
due to the finite size of the nucleus:

Dgns =
8
3

sZad4SRN

ÂC
D2

+ ¯ , sD24d

where RN is the bound-state nuclear rms charge radius
and ÂC is the Compton wavelength of the electron di-
vided by 2p. In Eq. sD24d, the term shown is the non-
relativistic approximation given by Karshenboim
s2000ad. This term and the dominant relativistic correc-
tion have been calculated by Glazov and Shabaev
s2002d. We take RN=2.4705s23d fm and RN=2.6995s68d
from the compilation of Angeli s1998d for the values of
the 12C and 16O nuclear radii, respectively, which, based
on Glazov and Shabaev s2002d, yields

Dgns = − 0.000 000 000 41 for 12C,

Dgns = − 0.000 000 001 56s1d for 16O. sD25d

The theoretical value for the g-factor of the electron
in hydrogenic carbon 12 or oxygen 16 is the sum of the
individual contributions discussed above and summa-
rized in Tables XXXIX and XL:

ge−s12C5+d = − 2.001 041 590 16s18d f9.0 3 10−11g ,

ge−s16O7+d = − 2.000 047 020 31s43d f2.2 3 10−10g .

sD26d

For the purpose of the least-squares calculations car-
ried out in Sec. IV.B, we define gCsthd to be the sum of
gD as given in Eq. sD6d, the term −2sa /pdCe

s2d, and the
numerical values of the remaining terms in Eq. sD5d as
given in Table XXXIX without the uncertainties. The
standard uncertainty of gCsthd from the uncertainties of
these latter terms is

ufgCsthdg = 1.8 3 10−10 = 9.0 3 10−11ugCsthdu . sD27d

The uncertainty in gCsthd due to the uncertainty in a
enters the adjustment primarily through the functional
dependence of gD and the term −2sa /pdCe

s2d on a.
Therefore this particular component of uncertainty is
not explicitly included in ufgCsthdg. To take the uncer-
tainty ufgCsthdg into account we employ as the theoreti-
cal expression for the g-factor

gCsa,dCd = gCsthd + dC, sD28d

where the input value of the additive correction dC is
taken to be zero and its standard uncertainty is
ufgCsthdg:

dC = 0.0s1.8d 3 10−10. sD29d

Analogous considerations apply for the g-factor in oxy-
gen:

ufgOsthdg = 4.3 3 10−10 = 2.2 3 10−10ugOsthdu , sD30d

gOsa,dOd = gOsthd + dO sD31d

dO = 0.0s4.3d 3 10−10. sD32d

Since the uncertainties of the theoretical values of the
carbon and oxygen g-factors arise primarily from the
same sources, the quantities dC and dO are highly corre-
lated. Their covariance is

usdC,dOd = 741 3 10−22, sD33d

which corresponds to a correlation coefficient of
rsdC,dOd=0.95.

The theoretical value of the ratio of the two g-factors,
which is relevant to the discussion in Sec. III.C.3.c, is
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ge−s12C5+d
ge−s16O7+d = 1.000 497 273 23s13d , sD34d

where the covariance is taken into account in calculating
the uncertainty, and for this purpose includes the contri-
bution due to the uncertainty in a.

2. Ratio of bound-particle to free-particle g-factors

Other theoretical g-factor-related quantities of inter-
est in the 2002 adjustment are the ratio of the g-factor of
the electron in the ground state of hydrogen to that of
the free electron ge−sHd /ge−; the ratio of the g-factor of
the proton in hydrogen to that of the free proton
gpsHd /gp; the analogous ratios for the electron and deu-
teron in deuterium, ge−sDd /ge− and gdsDd /gd, respec-
tively; and the analogous ratios for the electron and
positive muon in muonium, ge−sMud /ge− and
gm+sMud /gm+, respectively. All six of these ratios were
discussed in detail in CODATA-1998, but small addi-
tional corrections are included in the following expres-
sions.

For the electron in hydrogen, we have

ge−sHd

ge−
= 1 −

1
3

sZad2 −
1
12

sZad4 +
1
4

sZad2Sa

p
D

+
1
2

sZad2 me

mp
+

1
2
SA1

s4d −
1
4
DsZad2Sa

p
D2

−
5
12

sZad2Sa

p
Dme

mp
+ ¯ , sD35d

where A1
s4d is given in Eq. sB6d. All the terms in Eq.

sD35d arise from expanding the ratio of the individual
g-factors, based on the expressions in Appendix B and
Sec. D.1 of Appendix D sKarshenboim and Ivanov,
s2003d. For the proton in hydrogen, we have

gpsHd
gp

= 1 −
1
3

asZad −
97
108

asZad3

+
1
6

asZad
me

mp

3 + 4ap

1 + ap
+ ¯ , sD36d

where the third term on the right-hand side is a recently
derived relativistic shielding correction sMoore, 1999;
Pyper, 1999; Pyper and Zhang, 1999; Karshenboim and
Ivanov, 2003d, and the proton magnetic moment
anomaly ap is defined by

ap =
mp

se"/2mpd
− 1 < 1.793. sD37d

For deuterium, similar expressions apply for the elec-
tron

ge−sDd

ge−
= 1 −

1
3

sZad2 −
1
12

sZad4 +
1
4

sZad2Sa

p
D

+
1
2

sZad2 me

md
+

1
2
SA1

s4d −
1
4
DsZad2Sa

p
D2

−
5
12

sZad2Sa

p
Dme

md
+ ¯ , sD38d

and deuteron

gdsDd
gd

= 1 −
1
3

asZad −
97
108

asZad3

+
1
6

asZad
me

md

3 + 4ad

1 + ad
+ ¯ , sD39d

where the deuteron magnetic moment anomaly ad is de-
fined by

ad =
md

se"/mdd
− 1 < − 0.143. sD40d

In the case of muonium Mu, since the the electron-
nucleus mass ratio is larger than in hydrogen or deute-
rium, some additional higher-order terms are included
here sKarshenboim and Ivanov, 2002d. For the electron
in muonium, we have

ge−sMud

ge−
= 1 −

1
3

sZad2 −
1
12

sZad4 +
1
4

sZad2Sa

p
D

+
1
2

sZad2 me

mm

+
1
2
SA1

s4d −
1
4
DsZad2Sa

p
D2

−
5
12

sZad2Sa

p
Dme

mm

−
1
2

s1 + Zd

3sZad2Sme

mm
D2

+ ¯ , sD41d

and for the muon in muonium, the ratio is

gm+sMud

gm+
= 1 −

1
3

asZad −
97
108

asZad3 +
1
2

asZad
me

mm

+
1
12

asZadSa

p
Dme

mm

−
1
2

s1 + ZdasZad

3Sme

mm
D2

+ ¯ . sD42d

The numerical values of the corrections in Eqs.
sD35d–sD42d, based on the 2002 adjusted values of the
relevant constants, are listed in Table XLI. Uncertainties
are not given for these ratios because they are negligible
at the level of uncertainty of the relevant experiments.

3. Comparison of theory and experiment

As a test of the theory, a comparison of the experi-
mental values for various g-factor ratios with the theo-
retically predicted values was given in CODATA-98; in
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each case, the terms employed in the bound g-factor ex-
pressions provided reasonable agreement. To the extent
that the relative atomic mass of the electron Arsed is
known, the more recent work on 12C5+ and 16O7+ pro-
vides a consistency check through the comparison of the
experimental and theoretical values of ge−s12C5+d and
ge−s16O7+d, as discussed in Sec. III.C.3.

APPENDIX E: THEORY OF MUONIUM GROUND-STATE
HYPERFINE SPLITTING

This appendix gives a brief summary of the present
theory of DnMu, the ground-state hyperfine splitting of
muonium sm+e− atomd, with a focus on results that have
become available since the preparation of CODATA-98.
Although a complete presentation of the theory is given
here, references to the original literature for results in-
cluded in CODATA-98 are generally not repeated.

The dominant part of the splitting is given by the
Fermi formula:

DnF =
16
3

cR`Z3a2 me

mm
F1 +

me

mm
G−3

. sE1d

sNote that although the charge of the muon is e, some of
the expressions in this appendix correspond to a muon
with charge Ze in order to indicate the nature of various
terms.d The full theoretical expression may be written as

DnMusthd = DnD + Dnrad + Dnrec + Dnr−r + Dnweak

+ Dnhad, sE2d

where the terms labeled D, rad, rec, r-r, weak, and had
account for the Dirac srelativisticd, radiative, recoil,
radiative-recoil, electroweak, and hadronic sthat is,
strong-interactiond contributions to the hyperfine split-
ting, respectively.

The contribution DnD, given by the Dirac equation, is

DnD = DnFs1 + amdF1 +
3
2

sZad2 +
17
8

sZad4 + ¯ G ,

sE3d

where am is the muon magnetic moment anomaly.
The radiative corrections are of the form

Dnrad = DnFs1 + amdFDs2dsZadSa

p
D + Ds4dsZadSa

p
D2

+ Ds6dsZadSa

p
D3

+ ¯ G , sE4d

where the functions Ds2ndsZad are contributions associ-
ated with n virtual photons. The functions Ds2ndsZad are
as follows:

Ds2dsZad = A1
s2d + Sln 2 −

5
2
DpZa + F−

2
3

ln2sZad−2

+ S281
360

−
8
3

ln 2D lnsZad−2 + 16.9037 . . . G
3sZad2 + FS5

2
ln 2 −

547
96

D lnsZad−2GpsZad3

+ GsZadsZad3, sE5d

where A1
s2d= 1

2 , as given in Appendix B. The number
16.9037… includes both self-energy and vacuum polar-
ization contributions. The self-energy contribution has
been calculated to high accuracy by Pachucki s1996d,
who obtained the result 17.1223…. The value
17.1227s11d subsequently reported by Nio and Kinoshita
s1997d, based on a nonrelativistic QED method, is in
agreement with the earlier value. fThe apparent dis-
agreement of separate pieces of the two calculations
noted by Nio and Kinoshita s1997d is due to the fact that
in making the transformation from the regularization
scheme actually used in his calculation to that presented
in his printed paper, Pachucki omitted a term in the low-
energy part and the negative of that term in the high-
energy part, with no effect on the total sPachucki,
2002dg.

The function GsZad accounts for all higher-order con-
tributions in powers of Za, and can be divided into parts
that correspond to a self-energy Feynman diagram and a
vacuum polarization diagram, GsZad=GSEsZad
+GVPsZad. Blundell et al. s1997ad have obtained
GSEsad=−12.0s2.0d by extrapolating numerical results
for higher Z to Z=1. Nio has obtained a preliminary
result for the fifth and last contribution to the value of
GSEsZad at Z=0 using a nonrelativistic QED approach
yielding a total result of GSEs0d=−15.9s1.6d
sNio, 2001, 2002d. More recently, Yerokhin and Shabaev
s2001d have carried out a numerical calculation and ex-
trapolation to low Z of the self-energy contribution simi-
lar to that of Blundell et al. s1997ad, with the result
GSEsad=−14.3s1.1d. In view of the differences among
these three results and the uncertainty in the extrapola-
tion procedure, we adopt the value

GSEsad = − 14s2d , sE6d

which is the simple mean and standard deviation of the
three values.

The vacuum polarization part GVPsZad has been cal-
culated to several orders of Za by Karshenboim et al.
s1999, 2000d. Their result corresponds to

TABLE XLI. Theoretical values for various bound-particle to
free-particle g factor ratios relevant to the 2002 adjustment
based on the 2002 recommended values of the constants.

Ratio Value

ge−sHd /ge− 1−17.7054310−6

gpsHd /gp 1−17.7354310−6

ge−sDd /ge− 1−17.7126310−6

gdsDd /gd 1−17.7461310−6

ge−sMud /ge− 1−17.5926310−6

gm+sMud /gm+ 1−17.6254310−6
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GVPsad = 7.227s9d , sE7d

where the uncertainty is meant to account for neglected
higher-order Uehling-potential terms; it corresponds to
less than 0.1 Hz, and is thus entirely negligible.

For Ds4dsZad we have

Ds4dsZad = A1
s4d + 0.7717s4dpZa + F−

1
3

ln2sZad−2

− 0.6390 . . . lnsZad−2 + 10s2.5dGsZad2

+ ¯ , sE8d

where A1
s4d is given in Appendix B. The uncertainty

0.0004 in the second term of Eq. sE8d, which arises from
numerical integration, corresponds to less than 0.3 Hz
and is negligible. In Eq. sE8d, the coefficient of the term
lnsZad−2, calculated analytically, and the estimate of the
constant term are due to Nio s1995d and Kinoshita and
Nio s1998d. This equation differs from the analogous Eq.
sD6d in CODATA-98, because we have moved terms
included there as reduced mass effects to the radiative
recoil category Dnr−r. This is consistent with the classifi-
cation of terms given by Eides et al. s2001bd in their
comprehensive review of the theory of light hydrogen-
like atoms. Finally,

Ds6dsZad = A1
s6d + ¯ , sE9d

where only the leading contribution is given for the
sixth-order term, because no binding correction has yet
been calculated sA1

s6d is given in Appendix Bd. Higher-
order functions Ds2ndsZad with n.3 are expected to be
negligible.

The recoil contribution is given by

Dnrec = DnF
me

mm
X−

3

1 − sme/mmd2 lnSmm

me
DZa

p

+
1

s1 + me/mmd2HlnsZad−2 − 8 ln 2 +
65
18

+ F 9
2p2 ln2Smm

me
D + S 27

2p2 − 1D lnSmm

me
D +

93
4p2

+
33zs3d

p2 −
13
12

− 12 ln 2Gme

mm
JsZad2

+ H−
3
2

lnSmm

me
D lnsZad−2 −

1
6

ln2sZad−2

+ S101
18

− 10 ln 2D lnsZad−2 + 40s10dJ sZad3

p
C

+ ¯ . sE10d

This equation is an updated version of Eq. sD8d in
CODATA-98. The new terms in square brackets are
given by Blokland et al. s2002bd and are in agreement
with the numerical calculation of Pachucki s1997, 2002d.
fThe relevance of the work of Pachucki s1997d was noted
by Hill s2001d. The terms of higher order in me /mm given

by Blokland et al. s2002bd contribute less than 1 Hz and
are omitted here.g The number −57s22d in Eq. sD8d of
CODATA-98 arose from a partial calculation of both a
term proportional to lnsZad−2 and a constant term sNio,
1995; Kinoshita and Nio, 1998d. Here the coefficient of
the log-term contribution to that number has been re-
placed by s101/18−10 ln2d, which was calculated inde-
pendently by Hill s2001d and by Melnikov and
Yelkhovsky s2001d. This replacement leads to a signifi-
cant increase of 223 Hz in the theoretical value of the
hyperfine frequency DnMu. The estimate of the constant
term 40s10d by Nio s1995d and Kinoshita and Nio s1998d
has been retained. The term proportional to ln2sZad−2 in
the above equation and the similar term in Eq. sE5d
have been confirmed by Manohar and Stewart s2000d.

The radiative-recoil contribution is

Dnr−r = DnFSa

p
D2 me

mm
HF− 2 ln2Smm

me
D +

13
12

lnSmm

me
D

+
21
2

zs3d +
p2

6
+

35
9
G + F4

3
ln2 a−2 + S16

3
ln 2

−
341
180

D ln a−2 − 40s10dGpa + F−
4
3

ln3Smm

me
D

+
4
3

ln2Smm

me
DGa

p
J − DnFa2Sme

mm
D2

3S6 ln 2 +
13
6
D + ¯ , sE11d

where, for simplicity, the explicit dependence on Z is not
shown. This equation differs in the following ways from
the earlier version of the radiative-recoil correction
given by Eq. sD9d in CODATA-98. The term propor-
tional to lna−2 has been added, based on independent
calculations by Hill s2001d and by Melnikov and
Yelkhovsky s2001d. It replaces the partial result of Nio
s1995d and Kinoshita and Nio s1998d that was included as
a reduced-mass correction in Dnrad and contributed to
the number −86s18d in Eq. sD6d of CODATA-98; the
replacement leads to a net change in the theoretical
value of the hyperfine frequency of +55 Hz. The term
proportional to −40s10d in Eq. sE11d is due to Nio s1995d
and Kinoshita and Nio s1998d. It was also previously in-
cluded in the number −86s18d. Finally, the number 43.1
in Eq. sD9d of CODATA-98 scorresponding to 12 Hzd, a
partial result for the lnsmm /med and constant terms sLi et
al.. 1993d, is omitted here, because there are many un-
calculated terms of the same order; the corresponding
uncertainty is included in the estimate of uncalculated
terms given below.

The electroweak contribution due to the exchange of
a Z0 boson is sEides, 1996d

Dnweak = − 65 Hz. sE12d

The hadronic vacuum polarization contribution used
in CODATA-98 was Dnhad=240s7d Hz, as given by Faus-
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tov et al. s1999d. Since then a number of new calculations
have been completed. Here we use the result of Eidel-
man et al. s2002d,

Dnhad = 236s4d Hz, sE13d

which takes into account new experimental data on the
cross section for e−e+→p+p− and on the f meson lep-
tonic width. It is a refinement of the result of Czarnecki
et al. s2002d, includes a higher-order hadronic contribu-
tion of 5s2d Hz, and is based on a convincing analysis. A
comparable result, Dnhad=244s7d Hz, has been given by
Faustov and Martynenko s2002a, 2002bd. Narison s2002d
has obtained the lowest-order result Dnhad
=232.5s3.2d Hz, which is consistent with the other results
if the higher-order hadronic contribution is added.

The standard uncertainty of DnMusthd, not including
the uncertainties of the quantities R`, a, me /mm, and am,
consists of the following components:

Dnrad: 8 Hz f0.2310−8g due to the uncertainty 2 of
GSEsad in the function Ds2dsZad; 6 Hz f0.1310−8g due to
the uncalculated Wichmann-Kroll contribution of order
asZad3, assuming a probable error of order 1 in GVP
fCzarnecki et al. s2002d give a somewhat larger estimate
for this uncertainty component as well as for othersg;
3 Hz f0.1310−8g from the uncertainty 2.5 of the number
10 in the function Ds4dsZad.

Dnrec: 53 Hz f1.2310−8g due to 2 times the uncertainty
10 of the number 40 sthe factor of 2 is added, because
the estimate of the uncertainty 10 is linked to a calcula-
tion that has been found to be problematicd; 51 Hz f1.1
310−8g due to a recoil correction of order DnFsme /mmd
3sZad3 lnsmm /med suggested by the partial calculation
of Hill s2001d; 9 Hz f0.2310−8g to reflect a possible un-
calculated recoil contribution of order DnFsme /mmd
3sZad4 ln2sZad−2.

Dnr−r: 53 Hz f1.2310−8g due to 2 times the uncertainty
10 of the number −40 sas aboved; 41 Hz f0.9310−8g to
reflect a possible uncalculated radiative-recoil contribu-
tion of order DnFsme /mmdsa /pd3 lnsmm /med and non-
logarithmic terms, based on the partial calculations of Li
et al. s1993d and Eides et al. s2002, 2003d.

Dnhad: 4 Hz f0.1310−8g.

Note that the uncertainties arising from the uncalcu-
lated terms are standard uncertainties based on hypo-
thetical numerical coefficients suggested by analogous
calculated terms in DnMusthd. These terms are taken to
be probable errors sapproximately 50% confidence
leveld and are multiplied by the factor 1.48 to convert
them to standard uncertainties. Any contribution to
DnMusthd not explicitly included in Eqs. sE3d–sE13d or
reflected in the uncertainty evaluation is either known to
be or is assumed to be less than about 5 Hz f0.1310−8g,
and therefore negligible at the level of uncertainty of
current interest.

Combining the above components of uncertainty, we
obtain for the standard uncertainty of the theoretical

expression for the muonium hyperfine splitting
DnMusthd,

ufDnMusthdg = 101 Hz f2.3 3 10−8g , sE14d

compared with the CODATA-98 value of 123 Hz. For
the least-squares calculations, we use as the theoretical
expression for the hyperfine splitting,

DnMuSR`,a,
me

mm

,dm,dMuD = DnMusthd + dMu, sE15d

where dMu is assigned, a priori, the value

dMu = 0s101d Hz sE16d

in order to account for the uncertainty of the theoretical
expression.

The theory summarized above predicts

DnMu = 4 463 302 905s272d Hz f6.1 3 10−8g , sE17d

based on values of the constants obtained from a varia-
tion of the 2002 least-squares adjustment that omits as
input data the two LAMPF measured values of DnMu.
The main source of uncertainty is the mass ratio me /mm

that appears in the theoretical expression as an overall
factor. fSee the text following Eq. sD14d of Appendix D
of CODATA-98 for an explanation of why the relative
uncertainty of the predicted value of DnMu in Eq. sE17d
is smaller than the relative uncertainty in the electron-
muon mass ratio as given in Eq. s83d of Sec. III.C.5.c.g
Although this result is 238 Hz larger than the corre-
sponding 1998 result, both are in agreement with the
two experimental values of DnMu.

APPENDIX F: TEST OF THE JOSEPHSON AND QUANTUM
HALL EFFECT RELATIONS

As discussed in Sec. IV.B, the inconsistencies among
certain input data, in particular, the disagreement be-
tween the WGAC consensus value of the molar volume
of silicon VmsSid and the two moving-coil watt-balance
results for the product KJ

2RK, where KJ is the Josephson
constant and RK is the von Klitzing constant, and also
between VmsSid and a Hg-electrometer result for KJ and
a voltage-balance result for the same constant, naturally
lead one to consider whether relaxing the assumptions
KJ=2e /h and RK=h /e2 would reduce or possibly even
eliminate the inconsistencies. Although theory and ex-
periment strongly support the validity of these relations
ssee Secs. II.D and II.Ed, nevertheless, our analysis of
the input data for the 2002 adjustment would be incom-
plete without an investigation of this possibility.

To this end, in this appendix we carry out a study,
which is reminiscent of a similar study reported a num-
ber of years ago sTaylor and Cohen, 1991d, of the effect
of taking KJ and RK to be simply phenomenological con-
stants that appear in the basic Josephson and quantum
Hall effect expressions UJsnd=nf /KJ and RHsid=RK/ i
ssee Secs. II.D and II.Ed. This may readily be done by
writing
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KJ =
2e

h
s1 + «Jd = S 8a

m0ch
D1/2

s1 + «Jd , sF1d

RK =
h

e2 s1 + «Kd =
m0c

2a
s1 + «Kd , sF2d

where «J and «K are unknown correction factors to be
taken as additional adjusted constants. Their initial in-
put values are assigned the value zero but with a suffi-
ciently large uncertainty that their output values result-
ing from a least-squares adjustment are in fact
determined by the other input data and not by their
initial values. sAdjustments may, of course, also be car-
ried out in which only one of the relations is relaxed.d If
it turns out that the adjusted values of «J and «K are
statistically compatible with zero, then one can conclude
that there is no experimental evidence that the relations
KJ=2e /h and RK=h /e2 are invalid. If, on the other
hand, either the adjusted value of «J or of «K were found
to differ from zero in a statistically significant way, then
doubt about the exactness of the associated relation
would be engendered.

The observational equations in Table XXI that are
altered as a result of relaxing the assumptions KJ
=2e /h and RK=h /e2 are B26 to B32. Based on Eqs. sF1d
and sF2d, they take the form given in Table XLII, where
we have used an asterisk to differentiate between these

new observational equations and their counterparts in
Table XXI, which are based on the assumptions KJ
=2e /h and RK=h /e2.

We have carried out a number of least-squares adjust-
ments starting with all 112 items of input data given in
Tables XI and XIII, plus the initial input values of «J and
«K assigned as described above, for a total of 114, and
using the 61 adjusted constants of Tables XVIII and XX,
plus «J and «K, for a total of 63. sThe correlation coeffi-
cients in Tables XII and XIV are, of course, also taken
into account.d The results of these adjustments are sum-
marized in Table XLIII, in which we give, in addition to
the adjusted values of a, h, «K, and «J, the normalized
residuals ri of the four input data with the largest values
of uriu, each of which initially exceeds 1.50 ssee Table
XXIIId: the VNIIM-89 result for Γh−908 slod, item B28.2;
the N/P/I-03 result for VmsSid, item B46; the NIST-89
result for Γp−908 slod, item B26.1; and the KR/VN-98 result
for Γh−908 slod, item B28.1. These are included as addi-
tional indicators of whether relaxing the assumptions
KJ=2e /h and/or RK=h /e2 reduce the inconsistencies
among the data.

The adjusted value of R` is not included in Table
XLIII, because it remains essentially unchanged from
one adjustment to the next and equal to the 2002 recom-
mended value. For adjustments sid–sivd, the number of
input data is N=114, the number of adjusted constants is

TABLE XLII. Generalized observational equations that express input data B26.1 to B32 in Table
XIII as functions of the adjusted constants in Table XX with the additional adjusted constants «J and
«K as given in Eqs. sF1d and sF2d. The numbers in the first column correspond to the numbers in the
first column of Table XIII. For simplicity, the lengthier functions are not explicitly given. See Sec.
IV.B for an explanation of the symbol 8.

Type of
input
datum Generalized observational equation

B26* Γp−908 slod8−
KJ−90RK−90f1+aesa ,dedga3

2m0R`s1+«Jds1+«Kd sme−

mp8 d−1

B27* Γp−908 shid8−
cf1+aesa ,dedga2

KJ−90RK−90R`h
s1+«Jds1+«Kdsme−

mp8 d−1

B28* Γh−908 slod8
KJ−90RK−90f1+aesa ,dedga3

2m0R`s1+«Jds1+«Kd sme−

mp8 d−1mh8

mp8

B29* KJ8 s 8a

m0ch d1/2

s1+«Jd

B30* RK8
m0c

2a
s1+«Kd

B31* KJ
2RK8

4

h
s1+«Jd2s1+«Kd

B32* F908
cMuArseda2

KJ−90RK−90R`h
s1+«Jds1+«Kd

B52* «J8«J

B53* «K8«K
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M=63, and the degrees of freedom is n=N−M=51; for
adjustments svd–sviiid, N=113, M=63, and n=50. The
values of x2 for the eight adjustments are 58.5, 56.7, 57.5,
55.1, 46.1, 45.7, 44.8, and 44.1. An entry 0s0d in the «K
column means that it is assumed RK=h /e2 in the corre-
sponding adjustment; similarly, an entry 0s0d in the «J
column means that it is assumed KJ=2e /h in the corre-
sponding adjustment. The following comments apply to
the adjustments of Table XLIII.

The initial adjustment, adjustment sid, is essentially
identical to adjustment 1 of Tables XXII and XXIII in
Sec. IV.B. Adjustment siid is obtained from adjustment
sid by relaxing the relation KJ=2e /h, adjustment siiid is
obtained from adjustment sid by relaxing the relation
RK=h /e2, and adjustment sivd is obtained from adjust-
ment sid by relaxing both of these relations. Adjustments
svd–sviiid are obtained from adjustments sid–sivd, respec-
tively, by deleting input datum B28.2.

The results of these eight adjustments show that there
is no statistically significant evidence that «J and «K are
not equal to zero, and hence that the relations KJ
=2e /h and RK=h /e2 are not exact. There is also no dra-
matic reduction in the absolute values of the normalized
residuals of items B28.2 and B46, thereby indicating that
the significant disagreement of these data with the other
input data cannot be explained by the assumptions KJ
=2e /h and RK=h /e2 being invalid. We do note the mod-
est reduction in the normalized residuals of items B26.1
and B28.1 in those four adjustments in which the rela-
tion RK=h /e2 is relaxed, but since the size of these re-
siduals in the four adjustments in which this relation is
not relaxed are viewed as being in the acceptable range,
this reduction is not of great significance.

It should be mentioned that in this exercise, all data
relevant to the determination of the value of the Planck
constant h are included in each adjustment. This is a
necessary condition for the results to be meaningful, be-
cause if enough data were excluded, we would be certain
to have small normalized residuals and obtain predic-
tions for nonzero values of «J and «K.

We also note the comparatively narrow range in which
the adjusted values of a lie and their closeness to the
2002 recommended value, a−1=137.035 999 11s46d. It
can be explained by the fact that the input data that play
the dominant role in the determination of a, namely the
experimental result and theoretical expression for the
electron magnetic moment anomaly ae and the experi-
mental result for h /msCsd, do not depend on the Joseph-
son and quantum Hall effects. This is, of course, not the
case for the data that play the principal role in the de-
termination of the Planck constant h, hence the adjusted
values of h vary over a much wider range. However, it is
interesting to note that these values of h are not incon-
sistent with the 2002 recommended value, h
=6.626 0693s11d310−34 J s.

We conclude this appendix by recalling that histori-
cally, a “Josephson value of a” was calculated from a
measurement of KJ in terms of a laboratory unit of volt-
age VLAB sassuming that KJ=2e /hd, a measured value of
the proton gyromagnetic ratio-related quantity Γp8slod ex-
pressed in terms of the same unit of voltage, and a mea-
surement in ohms of the laboratory unit of resistance
ΩLAB in terms of which Γp8slod is also expressed sTaylor
et al., 1969d. Such a calculation may now be carried out
as well using a measured value of Γh8slod, the counterpart
quantity for the helion snucleus of the 3He atomd. The
current relevant expressions are

a−1fJos-pg = F KJ−90RK−90gec

8RKR`Γp−908 slodSme

mp8
D−1G1/2

, sF3d

a−1fJos-hg = F−
KJ−90RK−90gec

8RKR`Γh−908 slodSme

mp8
D−1Smh8

mp8
DG1/2

,

sF4d

where ge=−2s1+aed is the electron g-factor and RK is
the von Klitzing constant, but here it is not assumed to
be equal to h /e2=m0c /2a but simply a phenomenologi-
cal constant measured in ohms. As before, KJ−90 and

TABLE XLIII. Summary of the results of several least-squares adjustments carried out to investigate the effect of assuming the
relations for KJ and RK given in Eqs. sF1d and sF2d. The values of a, h, «K, and «J are those obtained in the indicated adjustments.
The quantity RB=Îx2 /n is the Birge ratio and ri is the normalized residual of the indicated input datum ssee Table XIIId. These
four data have the largest uriu of all the input data and are the only data in Adjustment sid with uriu.1.50.

Adj. RB a−1 h / sJ sd «K «J rB28.2 rB46 rB26.1 rB28.1

sid 1.07 137.035 999 14s45d 6.626 069 21s50d310−34 0s0d 0s0d 3.52 −3.18 2.19 1.68
siid 1.05 137.035 999 21s45d 6.626 0679s11d310−34 0s0d −108s80d310−9 3.22 −3.77 1.24 1.09
siiid 1.06 137.035 999 05s46d 6.626 069 32s51d310−34 18s18d310−9 0s0d 3.56 −3.14 2.33 1.76
sivd 1.04 137.035 999 11s46d 6.626 0678s11d310−34 23s19d310−9 −126s81d310−9 3.23 −3.82 1.27 1.11

svd 0.96 137.035 999 18s45d 6.626 069 21s50d310−34 0s0d 0s0d −3.17 2.21 1.69
svid 0.96 137.035 999 22s45d 6.626 0686s11d310−34 0s0d −49s82d310−9 −3.44 1.78 1.43
sviid 0.95 137.035 999 08s46d 6.626 069 34s51d310−34 21s18d310−9 0s0d −3.13 2.37 1.79
sviiid 0.94 137.035 999 11s46d 6.626 0685s11d310−34 24s19d310−9 −67s83d310−9 −3.49 1.81 1.44
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RK−90 are the conventional values of the Josephson and
von Klitzing constants and the subscript 90 on Γp8slod and
Γh8slod indicate that these quantities are measured in the
conventional electric units established by the adoption
of the conventional values of KJ and RK ssee Sec. II.Fd.

Evaluation of these expressions with the 2002 recom-
mended values of ge, R`, me /mp8, and mh8 /mp8, the uncer-
tainties of which are inconsequential in this context, the
value RK=25 812.808 18s47d V f1.8310−8g, which is the
weighted-mean value given in Eq. s200d of Sec. IV.A,
and the weighted mean of the NIST-89 and NIM-95 re-
sults for Γp−908 slod, items B26.1 and B26.2 of Table XIII,
or the KR/VN-98 result for Γh−908 slod, item B28.1 of the
same table, yields

a−1fJos-p:NIST-89/NIM-95g = 137.035 9810s76d

f5.6 3 10−8g , sF5d

a−1fJos-h:KR/VN-98g = 137.035 976s12d

f9.0 3 10−8g . sF6d

fThe other value of Γh−908 slod in that table item B28.2, is
omitted from the calculation, because it has been shown
in Sec. IV that it is highly discrepant.g The combined
value of Eqs. sF5d and sF6d, which we recommend for
use whenever a “Josephson value of a” is required for
comparison purposes, is

a−1fJosg = 137.035 9798s66d f4.8 3 10−8g . sF7d

This value is smaller than the value a−1faeg given in Eq.
s35d of Sec. III.C.1.b, which has the smallest uncertainty
of any value of a, by 2.9udiff, where as before, udiff is the
combined standard certainty of the difference.
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